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TRS-80* Model I Computer Owners . . .

Store Up to 350 Kbytes on a 5" Disk
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packs almost twice the data on a disk track as your single-density

n the type of drive, you can store up to four times more data on one

side of a minidiskette than you can store using a standard Model I mini-disk drive.

DOUBLER™. It

system. Depending c

• The DOUBLER rM reads, writes

and formats either single- or dou-

ble-density minidiskettes.

• Proprietary design allows you to

continue to run TRSDOS* NEW-
DOS±. Percom OS-80 ,M or other

single-density software without
making any changes to software

or hardware. Switch to double-

density operation at any conve-
nient time.

• Includes DBLDOS™, a

TRSDOS compatible double-
density disk operating system.

mi. ii

Mini-Disk Systems

re storage capacity,

higher reliability — from

Percom. the industry

leader One-, two- and
three-drive configura-

tions in either 40- or 77-

track format. Fully burned-in From only

$399

,

• CONVERT utility, on
DBLDOS rM minidiskette, converts

files and programs from single- to

double-density or double- to sin-

gle-density.

• The DOUBLER 1 " circuit card
includes high performance
data separator, write precom-
pensation circuits for reliable

disk read operations — even with

80-track drives.

• Plug-in Installation — The
DOUBLER simply plugs into the

disk controller socket of your Ex-
eaum

Double-Density Software
{On diskette — with instruction manual.)

OS-80D™ Double-Density Disk Operating Sys-

tem — This double-density upgrade version of

Percom's acclaimed 05-80'" resides entirely in

RAM — requiring only 7.5-Kbytes! A BASIC

programmer's dream operating system/' even

utilities are in BASIC.

DOUBLEZAP-II 80 This program modifies

Apparats NEWDOS 804 to run either double—
or single-density programs— even to run a mix

ol the two formats on one system!

DOUBLEZAP-II V This program modifies Virtual

Technology's VTOS 4.0ft to provide the same
capability as DOUBLEZAP-II 80 provides for

NEWDOS 80.

pansion Interface, requiring no
strapping or trace cutting. Expan-
sion Interface disk controller may
be completely restored to original
configuration by simply removing
the DOUBLER !N1 and re-installing

the original disk controller chip.

• Works with standard 35-. 40-,

77- and 80-track mini-disk drives

rated for double-density operation.

• Introductory price, including

DBLDOS IM and format conversion

utility on minidiskette, only
$219.95.

Call toll-free, 1-800-527-1592. for the

address of your nearest authorized Per-

com dealer, or to order directly from Per-

com.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

(2141 272-3421

' M tr.ulrm.irk nf Percom Data Company. Inc.
* trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.
• trademark <»f Apparai Company. Inc. 1 ftrademark of Virtual Technology. Int

PRILLS AND SPECtHCATIQNS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

PRICES [)() NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES-
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ffillMi* L>®SS&PflCr. With TRS-80 BASIC

Compiler, your Level II BASIC programs will run at
record speeds! Compiled programs execute an
average of 3-10 times faster than programs run

under Level II, Make extensive use of integer
operations, and get speeds 20-30 times faster

than the interpreter.

Best of all, BASIC Compiler does it with BASIC,
the language you already know. By compiling
the same source code that your current BASIC
interprets, BASIC Compiler adds speed with a
minimum of effort.

And you get more BASIC features to program
with, since features of Microsoft's Version 5.0

BASIC Interpreter are included in the package.
Features like the WHILE . . .WEND statement, long
variable names, variable length records, and the
CALL statement make programming easier. An
exclusive BASIC Compiler feature lets you call

FORTRAN and machine language subroutines
much more easily than in Level II.

Simply type in and debug your program as
usual, using the BASIC interpreter. Then enter a
command line telling the computer what to

compile and what options to use.

Voila! Highly optimized, Z-80 machine code
that your computer executes in a flash! Run it now
or save it for later. Your compiled program can be
saved on disk for direct execution every time.

Want to market your programs? Compiled ver-

sions are ideal for distribution.* You distribute only
the object code, not the source, so your genius
stays fully protected.

BASIC Compiler runs on your
TRS-80 Model I with 48K and disk

drive. The package includes |
BASIC Compiler, linking loader
and BASIC library with complete
documentation. $195.00. ffiEHK

i iMkk^iyMy,
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* Microsoft royalty information for

the sale of programs compiled
with BASIC Compiler is available
from Microsoft.
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expands your TRS-80 beyond the limits of numeri-
cal evaluation to a much higher level of math
sophistication.

Symbolic mathematics is muMATH's power. For

the first time, algebra, trigonometry, calculus,
integration, differentiation and more can be per-

formed on a system smaller than an IBM 370. And
in a fraction of the time you could do them
manually.

Yet for all its power, muMATH is simple to use.

To perform a differentiation you could enter:

?DIF(A*XT3 + SIN(XT2),X);
In almost no time, the computer would reply

with: @2*X*COS(XT 2) + 3*A*X T 2.

Or to add fractions: ?1/3 + 5/6 4- 2/5 + 3/7;

The instantaneous answer: 419/210.

Or to perform a more difficult trigonometric
expansion you enter: SIN(2*Y)*(4*COS(X)t3-COS
(3*X) + SIN (Y)*(COS(X+Y+#PI) - COS(X-Y));

Just a few seconds later, the computer replies:

@4*SIN(Y)*COS(XrCOS(Y).
muMATH has virtually infinite precision with full

accuracy up to 611 digits.

Ifyou use math, you'll find countless ways to save
time and effort with muMATH. It's a professional
tool for engineers and scientists. A learning tool

for students at any level from algebra to calculus.

And if you want to expand your capabilities
even beyond the standard muMATH, the option is

open. muSIMP, the programming language in

which muMATH is written, is included in the muMATH
—==r--^ package. A superset of the lan-

guage LISP, muSIMP is designed
especially for interactive symbolic

i

mathematics and other artificial

intelligence applications.
muMATH and muSIMP were

j

written by The Soft Warehouse,
Honolulu, Hawaii. Priced at $74.95,

the package includes muMATH,
muSIMP and a complete manual.
It requires a Model I TRS-80 with

32K and single disk. muMATH
for the Apple II Computer will

be available later this year.

You can buy muMATH and BASIC Compiler at computer stores across the country that carry Microsoft
products. If your local store doesn't have them, call "us. 206-454-1315. Or write Microsoft Consumer
Products, 400108th Ave. N.E., Suite 200, Bellevue,WA 98004.
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Editorial.

The emergence of the small computer
has been viewed by many small businesses
as either a blessing or an unnecessary
expense. Many small businessmen will

consider using a computer only because
they think that the competition will be
using one, and they feel they need to keep
up. Hence, the feeling that it is an expense.

Others may think that using a small
computer in their business may eliminate

the need for additional personnel, and
therefore reflects an overall saving in their

operation.

Both viewpoints, of course, contain very
little truth. While it is true that the
competitor down the street may have
better management information because
of the use of his computer, it certainly will

not eliminate the need for more employees.
In fact, if he uses his computer properly, he
may just find that an increase of business
may require more employees.

A large segment of current business
computer users have one simply because
they are interested in the novelty of using
it. These users represent a large portion of

those who currently use one successfully
in their business. They are successful only
because they are interested in it, and have
taken the time to dig in and find out more
about computers and how they work.
These are the same people who will buy
utility programs, try different programming
languages, and make changes to off-the-.

shelf software for their own use.

But how about those hundreds of

thousands of small businesses who could,

but do not use a computer? These are

people who are not interested in the
novelty, but simply want to buy a system,
plug it in, and let their "girl" operate it, just

like they did when they got their Xerox
machine.

Let's take an example from real life:

Today I went to my Doctor for an annual
physical. The Doctor shares a new
building with two or three other Doctors,
and they own the building jointly and share
limited lab facilities. His receptionist was
opening mail and hand posting accounts.
Later I saw her running statements on the
copy machine. During the course of the
exam, I had to go to the lab for a blood
sample. Again, the lab was using card files.

Following this was a trip across the street

to a Radiological office for a chest X-ray.

There, I was asked if I had had an X-ray in

the last five years. I had, so the clerk went
to a wall full of file drawers and found a 3 X
5 card with my information on it. Later, I

went to a large drug store to have a

prescription filled. The drug store, in spite

of the fact they have three or four

Pharmacists filling prescriptions all day
long, still sends out hand posted
statements.

Why are these people still doing hand
posting and keeping card files? Do they
even know about computers? My own
Doctor's reaction to these questions was

2 80-U.S. Journal Mar/Apr 1981

typical of many others I have asked. Yes,
they know that small computers are now
available for routine office tasks. But they
don't think that computer hardware and
software has it all together yet, and they
are waiting. ..waiting for that all-inclusive

system that does it all with the push of a
button.

Perhaps the power of the small computer
has been oversold. The ads on TV indicate

that it is the end-all of accounting
problems. Yet, when the small
businessmen get down to the details, they
find it really is not, and that they need to

become much more involved in it than they
did with their office copier. Further, the
system they now use works, and they are
fearful of having to stop the Merry-Go-
Round to change the horses.

Small business is not like a large

corporation, where a team can be assigned
to oversee the changeover and still another
team to implement the procedures. To a

small business, installing even an Apple or

TRS-80 can easily be a time of chaos and
confusion.

It's not their fault. The computer must be
sold for what it really is. The software must
be complete and tailored to the business.
During that crucial time of changeover,
someone must be there to give assistance
and advice. You need to know the
businessman's needs if you are to sell him,
and you have to know your own hardware
and software first.

Selling hardware and software out of a
store or by mail-order works only if the
customer is already pre-sold and is

interested because of the novelty of

owning a computer. The rest are out
there... waiting for you to come to them.

Mike
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Letters
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Have just bought a copy of 80-U.S. I am
glad to discover another source of informa-

tion on how to make better use of my newly

purchased TRS-80.
Unfortunately, however, your journal

didn't help me as much as it could... You

see, I own a TRS-80 Color Computer.

Now, the problem with the Color Compu-

ter is that it runs on a Motorola MC6809E
microprocessor.

Enough said?

So, what are we going to do? I want to

expand my newly gained knowledge of

programming techniques beyond color

Basic, but everywhere I turn, what do I see?

Booklets on the Z-80, articles on the Z-80,

manuals on the Z-80.

Nothing on the 6809E.

Anyway, I applied some good ol'

"Murican" initiative to the problem and

located the source of info on the 6809E:

Motorola Semiconductors in Austin,

Texas! A quick phone call netted me their

data sheet (entitled "Advance
Information," by the wayl -and printed just

last August!) on the new chip. In case

you're interested, the number to call is

(512) 928-6800 and ask for applications.

So now I have a data sheet. The essential

info! But--I'm a novice programmer. Yep,

must admit it: I'm wet behind the ears!

However, I'm eager to learn, and very

frustrated that no one (not even Radio

Shack's computer personnel) seems to

know much about how the 6809E is

structured. So here I sit, reading all of this

wonderful "TRS-80" material, article after

article, which, however, I can't apply to my
TRS-80 machine! I'm really beginning to

feel that I own the "black sheep" of the

TRS-80 family. Nothing will work on it.

NOTHING (well, hardly anything) that has

been designed for the other TRS-80
products. Any program with PEEK/POKE
instructions, or graphics, or assembly

language is not compatible. The graphics

characters are very different; the pixel

configuration is different (2x2 instead of

3x2); the memory storage is "reversed."

And I don't know that much about

programming in assembly language to

make the needed changes easily.

So, I come to the point of this letter.

Would you persuade Jim Crocker to begin

(SOON) a series of articles on programming

the 6809E in assembly language? And
would you solicit articles geared for the

Color Computer hobbyist? Thanks!
Gordon F. Ross

San Francisco, CA

(As was mentioned in our fast issue, Jim is

no longer with our staff, however, see the

feature story in this issue covering the

color computer. We expect to see more like

it in future issues. Ed)

Your latest issue, Jan/Feb 81, has

another great bunch of articles but I must
take issue on the one about NEWDOS80
and VTOS 4.0. I was one of the first to get

the NEWDOS80 and was then using

NEWDOS-PLUS. Pete Carr stated that the

ZAP sheets meant no waiting or calling on

the telephone but that is not true! I have

sent in the registration card, called

Apparat, written them and still cannot get

the new ZAP sheets. It probably would be

better to pirate a recent copy which I

presume would have corrections already

made but I am trying to use this the legal

way. It is a great DOS but the service from

these people is horrible and this should

also be included in your reviews. I even

paid $149.50 not knowing about the rebate

for previous NEWDOS owners.

I use the NEWDOS80 more than VTOS
4.0 for many of the same reasons Pete

mentioned but am starting to use the VTOS
only because I feel that there may be some
problems with NEWDOS80 and without

anyone to turn to, I may lose some file, etc.

The major problem I have found with the

super copy commands is the CBF (copy by

file) when used with a disk having the

system programs on it. Some functions do

not operate properly on the new disk and I

suspect some programs look at a specific

location on the disk for the system program

and the CBF feature copies in the next

available space except for BOOT/SYS and

DIR/SYS.
One other problem was that some of my

programs poked the clock on/off values

into 17676-17677 rather than using the

CMD function. (I never like to run the disk

drive if not necessary.) It appears that some
changes were made in this area and now
the correct pokes are 1 791 0,242 for clock

on, and 17910,201 for clock off.

I enjoy your magazine and look forward

to each issue. Keep up the good work.

Norman Dale Roder
Chesterfield, MO

cc: Apparat, Inc

(Apparat replies):

Dear Mr Roder.

The copy of your letter of December 26,

1980 to 80-U.S. Journal has been

received.

You have not been sent any ZAP sheets

for your copy of NEWDOS80 as none have

been mailed to any user since receipt of

your registration card in the third week of

December 1980. You stated on the

registration card that you had purchased

NEWDOS80 "about May". The registration

card is postmarked December 15th, 1980
and was received after that date.

All mailings to users are made from a

computer mailing list prepared using

names and addresses obtained from the

returned registration cards. There is no

other way in which we could have had a

name or address to which to direct ZAP
sheets to you. You purchased your copy of

NEWDOS80 from a dealer, therefore, we
do not have even an invoice bearing your

name and address.

In delaying the return of your registration

card for some seven months, you have

created your own delay in receiving the

continuing support offered by Apparat.

Surely you cannot reasonably expect us to

accept that responsibility.

If you are having difficulties of any nature

with any of the NEWDOS80 utilities, or if

you have encountererd a flaw in the

system, the method for receiving

assistance is detailed in the
documentation.

Your name and address have been added

to the mailing list and you will receive ZAP
sheets and other mailings as they are made
available to all users. If I may assist you

with any problem, please feel free to

contact me personally.

A C McFarling

Apparat, Inc

I have just gone through a very intensive

course in TRS-80 programming. I borrowed

1 1 back issues of 80-U.S. for a week. I

spent my free time during the day copying

hints and tidbits and my nights, all night

some nights, entering programs. I can't

begin to tell you how much I've learned

about the TRS-80 and programming and

assembly language.

I think my favorite is Phil Pilgrim and his

System/Command column. (Love the

"Software Lower Case", Jul/Aug 79)

Thanks to him I took the plunge into

assembly language.

One question though. What is the

reasoning behind leaving out every darn

space in a program that is meant to be

copied? (A Calendar Maker, Jan/Feb 81) I

added the spaces and it still fit in my 16K
Level II! Other than that it ran great and

helps me demonstrate my computer.

Also, my compliments to Louise

Frankenberg (Hexdump, Mar/Apr 80). I

think she meant it to be a utility but with her

own modifications in the next issue it

bacame a very educational routine.

In case I've been too subtle, what I'm

trying to say is you people are fantastic!!

Keep up the outstanding work!

Dave Bower
Virginia Beach, VA

(Louise Frankenberg's modifications

appeared in the Sep/Oct 80 issue, not in

the one following Mar/Apr 80 as you

suggest. Concerning spaces in programs,

(Continued on Page 6)
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tPSON MX-7C

Seat that
ou can.

u o

This is the Epson MX-70. The lowest priced dot

matrix printer you can buy. Now, that in itself

should make it very attractive to a lot of people.

But you ain't heard the half of it.

To begin with, the MX-70 has a lot more in

common with our now-famous MX-80 than just

the name. Like unequalled Epson reliability.

And technological breakthroughs like the

world's first disposable print head. But frankly,

the MX-80 packs a lot more power than some
people need. So we built the

MX-70 to be a no-frills print-

er. At a no-frills price.

But the MX-70 is still a great

little printer. We give you
80 CPS unidirectional print-

ing. Top-of-form recognition.

Programmable line feed and
form lengths. Plain paper
printing. An easy-to-read 5x7

matrix. Self test. And an
adjustable tractor feed.

That's what you'd expect

from a basic little printer. But here's something

you wouldn't expect: the finest graphics package

on the market today. Free.

We call itGRAFTRAX II. And it means 480 dots

across the page, resolution to 60 dots per inch,

and a graphic image free of the jitter and overlap

that plagues other printers. You get cleaner grays

and finer point resolution.

So now you've got a choice. You want more
power and extra functions, you buy the MX-80.

You want a basic little printer

that prints, and keeps on
printing, you buy the MX-70.

cj They're both at your dealer

now.
But at this price, you'd bet-

ter hurry.

EPSON AMERICA, INC.

23844 Hawthorne Boulevard • Torrance, California 90505 • (213) 378-2220



Letters

we have found that it is best to leave an
author's program intact. Even
renumbering in 10's sometimes causes

problems (when the comma is usedinstead
of THEN for example). Most of our

programs are not typeset, but run off on a

line printer from the original, working

version and photographed. Ed.)

I was really thrilled to see my article, "A
Basic Memory Saver" in your Nov/Dec 80
issue. I especially appreciate the fact that

very little editing was done to it. I do have a

comment about one sentence that was
added to the text. The one that warns the

reader about an POM error message after

running the program. The purpose of

including the CLEAR command in the

instructions is to eliminate that very

problem. Try it. I believe that the CLEAR
command also resets the other pointers so

that the two instructions that were added

to the program for that purpose are

probably not necessary.

I also thought I would pass along a couple

of ROM routines I discovered:

2B7E - Translates a Basic line of text from

internal to LIST format. (Command codes

are converted to the actual command
names). On input, HL points to the

command text to be translated. (The text

must end with a zero byte). Translated text

is stored at the location indicated by the

word at 40A7H.
2B75 - Prints a line (pointed to by HL) to the

screen. End of line indicated by a zero byte.

28A7 has been mentioned for this

function, but that routine will not display

double quotes (22H), this one will.

Keep up the great work on your mag. It

gets better every time.

Peter A Lewis
Dallas, TX

(Some machines apparently give the ?OM
error, ours must be one ofthem as we have
experienced it on three different Model I's

with several programs. Ed)

It should be of interest that IF-THEN-

ELSE statements may be nested in a

similar manner to FOR-NEXT statements.

This is shown in the following sample

program:

100 FOR J=0TO 10
200 A=RND(5) : B=A*A
300 IF A <> 1 THEN

IF A <> 2 THEN
IF A <> 3 THEN
400
ELSE B=30
ELSE B=20
ELSE B=10

310 PRINT"AT LINE 310 A=";A,"B=";B

320 GOTO 410
400 PRINF'AT LINE 400 A=";A,"B=";B

410 NEXT J

Robert A Hood
Bremerton, WA

I always enjoy my subscription to your

fine journal, however there was one article

that seems to have a discrepancy with my
copy of NEWDOS.

In your Jan/Feb 81 edition, on page 1 20,

there is an article entitled "Break-With

6 80-U.S. Journal Mar/Apr 1981

JKL". In the first suggested method there

was a zap provided in SYS1 /SYS on track

10, sector 4, beginning with byte 8A,

modifying a series of bytes starting with 02
02 00 4E, etc.

I have a late issue of NEWD0S+
(4/16/80) and am enclosing a listing of

track 10. There is a totally different series

beginning at 8A, but the series that was
pointed out seems to begin at B9. Making
the modification at B9 resulted in line feeds

with the JKL activation but nothing else.

Making the modification at 8A was even
more useless. The DOS would boot and
write a command, but as soon as ENTER is

pressed there is an immediate return to

DOS READY.
Similarly, the 2nd, assembled program

when run produced a full-screen hatch

pattern. It seems fairlv obvious that

Apparat has issued restructured
NEWDOS+ disks at some point in time. I am
writing this mainly to inform you of the

above as I am midway into the
documentation on NEWDOS80 and will

switch over to that operating system as

soon as I can.

Roger Bass
Carlsbad, CA

In the Nov/Dec 80 issue of 80-U.S. there

is a letterfrom a D D Freemantelling howto
convert a decimal to a hexadecimal number
on the TRS-80. 1 must assume Mr Freeman
is using a TRS-80 Model I, since my Model
II has the statement HEX$(number) for

decimal to hex conversion. The Model II is

unusually quick with hexadecimal. Just

enter &H beforethe hexadecimal number if

you want the decimal in return.

I also use the OASIS operating system

from Phase One Systems. That Basic has
statements for conversion. HEX(string-

expression) is hexadecimal to decimal

conversion. HEXOF$( number-expression)
is decimal to hexadecimal conversion.

The Sep/Oct issue had some NOTES on

PEEK and POKE for Model II. I followed the

instructions, but only the PEEK seems to

work. I can't get the POKE to work. I need

some help...

Donald M Dealy

EDP Director

S Attleboro, MA
(The PEEK/POKE routine in the Sep/Oct
80 issue, page 38, had one error. The first

FIND string in the first patch should start

with AF rather than C5. This correction was
noted in the following issue in Corrections,

and also in the issue following that, as a

reminder in an answer to a letter to the

editor. Keep in mind that this patch works
only with TRSDOS 1.2 for the Model II.

Does anyone know how to do it to version

2.0? Ed)

I take exception to Cameron Brown's
review of the Radio Shack "Versafile"

software in 80-U.S. for Sep/Oct 80. The
program has its attractions, perhaps, but its

implementation is sadly lacking.
Consideration for an unskilled user

appears to be nil. Specifically:

1 . The program does not AUTO into Basic,

never mind all the way to RUN.

2. Disk drives have to be specified - the

system should default to drive 0.

3. Operation requires the use of LIST and
EDIT, neither of which is desirable. This

also opens up the possibility of damage to

the program, or the files, by unfamiliar

users.

4. Jargon is rampant: "Global Search",
"Multiple Kill", etc. This is not the sort of

thing to reassure my mother-in-law.

5. On start-up, the user is faced with a

blank screen (with a prompt symbol). Why
no explanatory text?

6. On entering data or pressing ENTER,
nothing happens until the prompt
reappears. Why no reassurance message
or confirmation display?

7. "Shall I continue (Y/N)" is not INKEYed
and thus requires unnecessary key strokes.

The list could be continued. On the plus

side the listed program is found to be well

remarked, and it is thus easy to make the

necessary changes. But should we have to,

in a product that is offered for sale as a

finished product?

M Barlow
Pierrefonds, Quebec

(The degree of sophistication in software

and users must be climbing at an a/arming
rate, I must agree with most of your

observations, but also remember when I

first saw the program that I thought it was
the neatest thing since zippers and
sex. Ed)

This is probably the 1 1 00th letter on this

subject, but one never knows. Regarding
program AEXIT, which was part of the

article "Add New Commands to Level II"

Sep/Oct 80 issue, the ORG statement
needs to be 7F17 instead of 7F18 in line

330. The memory size is OK.
The problem as it stands can be seen in

the assembled part of line 1820. It

indicates 18H goes into 7FFFH, which
means the EOH goes into the following byte

(8000H). This byte does not respond in a

1 6K machine. The result is a lockup as the

processor attempts to load the byte from
8000H.
The article was excellent. The programs

seemed to be an afterthought, and were
not well explained. The System/Command
article in that issue wins my vote for the

best article in any computer magazine,
ever. (Howzzat for unbridled praise, Phil?)

More, more.

Dan Connors
Keeper of the Penquin

Harvey, LA

Last night I read your Nov/Dec 80 issue.

This morning, my Model II screen suddenly
went dead with a squeal. I slapped the

power switch. I'm happily on the air today.

If there's any truth to your admonition on
page 90, you've saved me considerable

grief. It was certainly timely.

One very appreciative subscriber,

Gerald Lippey

Los Angeles, CA
(We are wondering if they fixed that in the

2.0 release of TRSDOS for the Model II, but

have been too chicken to try it! Ed)
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ASIC or SYSTEM

cassettes

in 15 seconds

by name

Unlike other high speed tape input de-

vices, FASTLOAD uses standard format

cassettes. Therefore, there is no need to

re-record on other media. At 8000 baud,

FASTLOAD is faster than disk for short

programs. FASTLOAD reads tapes at the

fast-forward speed of the CTR-41 cassette

recorder. The recorder can also be used

for CSAVE at the normal speed.

FASTLOAD connects to the 40 pin I/O or

to the Expansion box.The control program
does not use computer memory because

it is in a built-in PROM. Other valuable

features are keyboard debounce program,

automatic key repeat routine and key-

beep via cassette speaker. Price is $188.00

for FASTLOAD and $95.00 for the modi-

fied CTR-41 recorder.

475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-0220
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This issue we talk with Scott Adams
of Adventure International. Scott is one of

the pioneers in the microcomputer
software business. He introduced high

quality game software when many were
coming out with trivial games or more
versions of Star Trek.

In a time when people were getting taken
to the cleaners by software authors whose
programs were of questionable quality,

Scott Adams' Adventure series gained
widespread and well deserved reputation

as high quality, enjoyable game software.

It's amazing to think that he did what he
did with no more than a Level II 16K
machine at the start. But he did it and we
are all the richer for it.

Scott started playing Adventure in 1978
on the DEC-10 version of the game written

by Crowther and Woods in FORTRAN. He
took ten days to master the game and
became a full fledged addict.

A Systems Programmer by training and
experience, he brought to the TRS-80 a

background suited for the introduction of

his Adventure Interpreter, which made
possible the development of his Adventure
Series.

As with many new TRS-80 owners, his

wife Alexis at first opposed his new love.

She hid his disks and almost ended
Adventure before it began when she chose
the kitchen oven as a hiding place. Later on,

Alexis not only relented, but collaborated

on one Adventure and wrote another
herselt.

Scott is an avid Science Fiction buff. He

has over 3000 titles in his collection and
admits to always having wanted to be a
Science Fiction writer. This gives him a

unique perspective which has enriched the
world of TRS-80.

80-U.S. - You used to be a Systems
Programmer for Stromberg-Carlson?
Scott - My last gainful employment.
80-U.S. - Not everyone would agree that

you are not gainfully employed now. Let me
just go over the information I have to make
sure it's all straight. You learned about
Adventure by playing the DEC-10 version
of the game?
Scott - Right.

80-U.S. - According to your article in

December's Byte magazine, the big thing

that you gave to Adventure was the idea of

the Adventure Interpreter. To your

knowledge, has anyone else come up with

the same thing?

Scott - As far as I know, no one to date.

80-U.S. - What gave you the idea for the

interpreter?

Scott - It just seemed the way to do it.

80-U.S. - I suppose a Systems
Programmer would take to that naturally.

Scott - Yes. I worked on compilers and
interpreters at Stromberg...and operating

systems. It's a very structured way of

thinking when you are going to do a task -

you do it so that it will be re-usable.

80-U.S. - It makes sense. It's strange that

no one else came up with the idea before.

Scott - Well, one of the problems witn an
interpreter is that it's a bear to design.

Basically, I had to decide what the output
looks like, what the input looks like, and
how to combine something internally that

understands it. It's easy to do a straight

forward Adventure, say in Basic, where
you are reacting to something the player

says. It's just loops and IF statements. An
interpreter doesn't do anything. It doesn't

respond to anything. It is just a language.
Then you have to write the Adventure, so
it's a two step process.

80-U.S. - But once the interpreter is done, I

expect that it makes it considerably easier

to write follow-on Adventures.

Scott - Right. Once you're used to writing

in it. I developed it of course, so I am used to

writing in it.

80-U.S. - I noticed that you and your wife

collaborated on the adventure you
published in the December issue of Byte -

the Pirate's Adventure. Was that mostly
her idea or yours?

Scott - It was sort of like, I'd say: "OK, what
do you want to do now?" And she would
say, "Well, let's see. Let's have a cave."
"OK, now what are we going to do with a

cave? Where can we put it so it will be
logical?" We'd go through like that. The
fourth adventure, which is Voodoo Castle,

she did almost 95% on her own.

80-U.S. - Did she!

Scott - 1 think she just wanted to see if she
could do one to get it out of her system. She
hasn't tried one since.

80-U.S. - Has she any background in

programming?

8 80-U.S. Journal Mar/Apr 1981
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Scott - No.

80-U.S. - That must make your interpreter

very easy to work with.

Scott - Well, it doesn't really require the

ability to think like a programmer. It's not

really a programming language. It is more

of a table driven language. It's hard to

describe. I've had other people work with it.

Adventure 8 was a collaboration. We
worked on that on and off for about a year

before it was released. For some people it is

hard to pick up a language and also the

philosophy of how to play Adventure.

80-U.S. - But it certainly made it possible

to get something reasonable on a small

system.

Scott - It used to take me... oh ... about an

hour to do... I guess you'd call it "compile"

an Adventure, because I was running the

interpreter with about 16K plus the editor

language on the 16K machine. It would

have to write a data base which would take

about 20 minutes to write to tape and then

it would take another 20 minutes for the

interpreter to read it back in.

80-U.S. - That's how computing was done

back in those days. Amazingly enough,

that's not that far back in time.

Scott - If you think about it, it seems
amazing that people still talk to large

million-dollar machines using cards with

holes in them.
80-U.S. - It surely doesn't make the time

you took on your Level II 16K sound very

bad.

Scott - No it doesn't. The worst problem

was' coming back after a 20 minute load

and finding you have an error just before

the endl

80-U.S. - Are you planning on extending

any of your Adventures to some of the other

TRS'80's like the Model II or III or Color

Computer?
Scott - I've already got nine adventures for

the Model II. The entire series of ten work

on the Model III. We have all three, Model I,

II, and III working. The color

computer. ..probably, sometime in 1981. I

don't know when for sure. Whenever we
can work on it. We are also putting the

games on the ATARI. Another project is the

CP/M system. It will probably be the Z80
system since the code is already in Z80 and

I don't want to back it down to 8080. Most

people are getting a Z80 board one way or

another.

80-U.S. - If nothing else too, you can use

your Model II as a good CP/M development

system for that.

Scott - That's a possibility. I do have a

Model II CP/M, but I haven't really cracked

it. It's still in the bag. There are always

more projects than there is time for.

80-U.S. - Yes, everybody seems to be in

that situation.

Scott - We are also in publishing now.

We're in the top 5 of the largest publishing

houses, and have got. ..oh. .140 to 200
items right now.

80-U.S. - What made you decide to get into

marketing these games?
Scott - I took them to club meetings and

showed them to people. At that time I

submitted them to Sensational Software

and the Software Exchange. In the long run

they both dropped the ball, in terms of

really pushing it. So I decided to do it on my
own. What eventually evolved was the

publishing company. It just took off. There

are a lot of software houses out there that

have good products they want to publish

like I did. I guess it's been over a year since I

was at Stromberg, and it's going well.

80-U.S. - Have you ever had any

experience with running a business

before?

Scott - Not really. That was my minor in

school, with Computer Science. My wife

ran a couple of restaurants. It's a lot of

work, but fun too. I have a place to publish

my software such as Adventure
International. I can look at some of the

monthly reports to see what my royalties

would be now if I paid myself. They would

be very, very nice. I've got some authors

who are getting over a thousand a month.

80-U.S. - How do you go about selecting

software for your line?

Scott - People send it in and it's reviewed.

Five areas are evaluated. It must be well

written. That's really as important as

whether it is saleable. A program a person

will shell out X dollars for should give them

submittals do you actually

it 5%.'

their money's worth. That's a very

subjective opinion. We have done pretty

good. Arcade games are really popular, We
also tend toward complex simulations.

That's what Adventure really is all about.

We just came out with our first major

business package, which is Maxi Manager.
It has been reviewed as one of the better

data management packages around.

80-U.S. - Yes, I've just been looking at an
ad for Maxi Manager. Has it been reviewed
recently?

Scott - I don't think it has gotten into any
magazines. The reviews came from people

who have used it, people who have used a

number of data managers and like it.

80-U.S. - Do you plan to be expanding your

line in business and other software?

Scott - That depends on what's submitted

to us. We are a free-lance publishing

business, so it depends.

80-U.S. - I see.

Scott - We have a small in-house

programming effort, but a lot of software is

submitted to us.

80-U.S. - I can imagine. What percent of

submittals do you actually accept?

Scott - About 5%.

80-U.S. - How about getting into more
realistic simulations rather than fantasy

simulations?

Scott - It depends on the submissions.

We've stayed out of the pure educational

field. A lot of our stuff can be viewed as

educational, but it's only incidental. It is

primarily designed to be fun. Project

Omega is a real life simulation, but it is

probably 25 years ahead of it's time,

building the first L5 space colony. In that

respect it is not fantasy. It's all hard science

and well researched. But once again, it's

still fun.

80-U.S. - Right.

Scott - It's more science fiction than say,

science fantasy.

80-U.S. - Are there any more adventures

on the way?
Scott - Number 10 has been released. It's

called Savage Island, Part 1 . There will be

at least one if not more follow-ups. It is the

first multi-part adventure. There is also the

project I've been working on for the last six

months, which is rewriting the Adventure
Interpreter. The original interpreter was
optimized for 16K, the new language is

going to be for 128K.

80-U.S. - It sounds like it will be rather

interesting when it gets done.

Scott - One problem is that publishing has
pulled me away from the writing. I'm at the

point now where I'm going to hire an
Assistant Publisher. By the time this is in

print, we will already have him. He will

share some of the duties so I have some
time to go back and do more writing.

80-U.S. - How big an organization is

Adventure International?

Scott - About 15 people. I'm not sure, I

don't do the payroll.

80-U.S. - Mostly concerned with keeping

track =.of things?

Scott - They are involved in

manufacturing, advertising, clerical and
management.
80-U.S. - Are you the only programmer
among them?
Scott - Well, right now, but that will be

changed soon.

80-U.S. - I can believe that would be

necessary. Do you have anything you
would like to suggest to anyone who would
like to submit software to you to think about

before they go ahead and put it in the mail?

Scott - Usually the biggest problem is that

things are not completely thought out. The
greatest waste of time is sending in things

that would at best make a good short

magazine article. Like writing an alarm

clock using the computer to wake you up in

the morning. Also, you have to keep in mind
the package has to give the user full value

for his money. We usually judge the

package by how much time you would
spend on the package and compare it with

a show. If you would shell out three dollars

for a two hour movie, you would like at least

a dollar fifty an hour return on your

investment if you stay home to play

software. So if you charge 15 bucks for a

package, you would expect to get at least 6

hours out it.

80-U.S. - From talking to people, they feel

they get that and more from your software.

Scott - I hope so. ©
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Starwriter Daisy Wheel Printer
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$1795

With a print speed of 25 cps, the Starwriter incorporates the latest LSI technology
and employs an industry-standard %-character print wheel-an easy-to-chan&e
format that readily accommodates muti-lin&ual applications. Starwriters produce
letter-quality printing on three sharp copies with either 136 columns or 163
columns. Self-test capability, programmable VFU (vertical format unit) and front
panel indicator lamps for paper, select and power status. Compatible with sheet-
feeders and can handle up to 15 inches wide. Tractor optional.

*Bi-Direetional

*Log,ic seeking,

*136 printable columns
-A- 25 CPS printspeed

* Elite pitch

*Pica pitch

*40 msec, line feed time

*Uses standard Diablo ribbon

• 1/48 inch minimum line spacing,

• Standard parallel or RS232-C* compatible

• 115V ± 10%, 50/60 Hz, 70 W power requirements

*Add $60.00 for Serial

Ask about Starwriter II 45 cps

Small Systems Design
P.O. Box 99
Port Angeles, WA 98362
Telephone (206) 457-3064
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Music Sweetener Basic Compiler

The Music Sweetener is a low-pass filter

designed to improve the sound quality of

Software Affair's Orchestra-80 and other

commercial and homebrew digital-to-

analog converter music synthesizers that

do not already incorporate a filter into their

design. The Music Sweetener attenuates

the unwanted high frequency sampling

noise four times better than a stereo

system's treble control, and results in a

much more distortion free, and pleasing

sound. The Music Sweetener is similar to

the four-pole 3.2Khz low-pass filter

incorporated into Newtech's Music Box for

the Model I TRS-80, and is optimized for

four-part music synthesis on most micro-

computers. The Music Sweetener is simply

inserted between your music peripheral

and your audio amplifier. The Music

Sweetener complete with instructions and

AC adaptor power supply is $39.95 plus

$2.00 for shipping and handling from

Newtech Computer Systems Inc., 230
Clinton Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201 (212)

625-6220

Microsoft Consumer Products has just

released a new version of the Model I TRS-

80 Basic Compiler. Owners of the Basic

Compiler who have a signed non-

disclosure statement on file, will receive

the upgraded Compiler. Owners who have

not submitted a non-disclosure statement,

should contact Microsoft Consumer
Products, 10800 N E 8th Suite 507,

Bellevue, WA 98004

Income Tax Programs

The 1 980 Gooth Income Tax book is now
ready for mailing. This 128 page book

makes microcomputers helpful in doing

one's own taxes, or doing taxes for others.

More than 40 Income Tax Form programs

are included with line by line listings. Also

included are programs for rental

statements, installment sale statements,

earned income credit and a program that

figures the taxable portion of

unemployment pay. The programs are

written in TRS-80 Model I Basic with

several pages explaining the TRS-80's

commands for conversion to other Basics.

Also, the chapters on depreciation of

microcomputers, and programming tips for

newcomers should prove helpful. Priced at

$16.95 postpaid, Visa/MC accepted.

Gooth Software, 931 South Bemiston, St

Louis, MO 63105

Microconnection
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The Micro-Peripheral Corporation has

just introduced an exciting new line of

direct connect modems. The products,

called "Microconnections", are designed

to interface most popular computers and

terminals to the telephone network. All

units feature Bell 103 compatible

operation in the originate or answer mode.

A direct connection to the telephone line

eliminates the problems associated with

acoustic coupled modems and provides

high sensitivity, low error rates and noise

free operation. The TRS-80 Connection

interfaces directly to the Model I and PMC-
80 data/address bus to decode RS 232
information. It can be connected directly to

the keyboard, which eliminates the need

for the expansion interface or serial I/O RS
232 board. The RS 232 Connection plugs

into the standard DB25 connector. It

provides an ideal replacement for obsolete

acoustic coupled devices and can be used

with virtually any computer or terminal

with provision for RS 232 serial I/O at 300
baud.

There is provision for adding an

AutoDial/AutoAnswer module to all

Microconnections. This device permits

automatic connection to other computers

via the telephone network, with

unattended data transfer such as message
sending and retrieval. The AutoAnswer
provision permits unattended remote

access of the host computer. A detector is

provided for ring counting and preset

answer conditions.

Another option allows the Micro-

connection to be used with European

systems (the European Connection). Tone
frequencies are set to CCIR standards.

Microconnection prices start at $199.95.

The AutoDial/AutoAnswer option is

$79.95 while provision for European

standards adds $29.95. MicroPeripheral

Corporation, 2643 151st Place N E.,

Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 881 -7544



New Products

Conquest

Lakefront Software is proud to introduce

its newest addition, a strategic simulation

entitled Conquest. This game is for two

players and is based on the famous board

game of world conquest. The play is set in

outer space, with two factions, you and
your opponent, both fighting for control of

the newly discovered planet. This is not an
acrade game! You must deploy armies,

fight off invasion of your colonies and plan

your attacks carefully. A game may take

from one to three hours to play depending

on your strategies. Conquest is available on

cassette for TRS-80 Level I1 1 6K. It is priced

at $ 1 4.95 from Lakefront Software, PO Box
5240, Willowick, OH 44094.

New Business Programs

Management Systems Software Inc.

introduces three new programs for the

TRS-80 user. The first program, called

PROCURE, ascertains the optimal amount
of a commodity to purchase if the purchase
price varies over time. This program takes

into account the inventory capacity,

beginning inventory levels, and anticipated

useage in ascertaining the optimal

procurement amount. Price is $150.
The second program is a series of 13

business programs including Ratio

Analysis, Sources and Uses, Optimal Cash
Balance, A/R, Economic Order Quantity,

Debt/Equity, IRR and NPV, Depreciation

Schedule, Optimal Tax Life, Cost of Capital,

Sensitivity Analysis, Capital Budgeting

Analysis and Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate.

Price is $200.

The third program is an enrollment

projection program. This program will

forecast, for up to five years in the future,

university, college and community college

enrollment. Price is $100. Management
Systems Software Inc., 5200 Brittanv Drive

#1 006, St Petersburg, FL 3371 5 (81 3) 864-
4347

Computerized Index

Hexagon Systems has released a

computerized index to a number of popular
microcomputer magazines, Kilobaud, 80-
Microcomputing and 80 U.S. Journal.

Nearly 700 items of interest to the owner of

a TRS-80 are included. Items indexed
include technical tips, programs, reviews
and advertising.

Powerful search and scan programs are

used to locate items in the index. The
"Scan" program can search through index
text to locate a keyword, or a series of

keywords linked by AND or OR. The
"Search" program searches by item

description. Complex inquiries such as
"Accounting or Inventory" AND "NOT
HOME" AND "80-U.S. OR KILOBAUD"can
be built, then hundreds of items searched
in less than a second.

A 48K TRS-80 Model I with 2 disks is

required. The programs, index and manual
are available for $29 from Hexagon
Systems, PO Box 397 Station A,
Vancouver, BC Canada V6C 2N2. The
manual is obtainable separately for $8.
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New 20 MByte Disk

The newest addition to the growing line

of intelligent peripherals from Corvus is a

new 20 megabyte version of their highly

successful Winchester disk system. While
providing twice the capacity of the Corvus
10 megabyte disk, the new 20 megabyte
system sells for only 20% more. Like the 10
megabyte model (which continues in the

product line), the 20 megabyte disk is fully

compatible in both hardware and software

with some 15 of the most popular

microcomputers including TRS-80 Model I

and II. For applications requiring greater

than 20 megabytes, up to three add on
disks with either 10 or 20 megabyte
capacity can be incorporated into the

system. Price of the 20 megabyte system is

$6450 including Winchester drive, Corvus
controller and personality module. Add-on
disk drives are priced at $5750. Delivery is

30 to 45 days after receipt of order. Corvus
Systems, Inc., 2029 OToole Ave., San
Jose, CA 95131 (408) 946-7700

Basketball

Acorn Software Products, Inc.

announces the debut of Basketball, a new
action-packed, one-on-one basketball

game program by John Allen.

Basketball is designed for the Model I

Level II TRS-80. The program features a

five-key player control range allowing

defensive play backwards, defensive

coverage and offensive maneuvers from
side to side, offensive drives forward down
court, and shooting/scoring capability at

any time beyond the center line. Single

player option offers five levels of difficulty.

Basketball is priced at $14.95 on cassette

or $20.95 on diskette. Acorn Software
Products, Inc., 634 North Carolina Ave., SE,

Washington, DC 20003 (202)544-4259
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Items at Random

New Managing Editor

Tom Huber has joined the staff at 80-U.S.

He currently is looking over everyone's

shoulder, and just as soon as we can knock

a hole in the wall to make more space, he

will become our Managing Editor. We all

wish him well and hope his stay at 80-U.S.

will be enjoyable and rewarding.

80-U.S. goes Reader Service

With this issue, we are installing a full

reader service. We couldn't get the "Circle

#" into every ad, so check the advertiser

index on page 1 20 if you are in doubt. Circle

the numbers for which you want more
information and send in the card. You
should be hearing directly from the

advertiser after that.

New Foreign Subscription Rates

Because the Post Office has made a

major jump in rates, we must increase our

rates to foreign subscribers. All foreign

subscriptions are now for one year only,

and all foreign prices are $30.00 per year,

except for Canada, which is $20.00.

Attention Canadian Subscribers!

We must apologize for getting your

Jan/Feb 81 issue out so late. Our
Canadian distributor decided to quit, and
sent us your names and addresses in

January. Starting with this issue, you will

be handled through 80-U.S. in Tacoma
again, and your copies will be mailed via

2nd Class, along with the U.S. subscribers.

Things we would like to see

How about a Model III to Model I bus?

Something that would allow you to use
your Model III with existing Model I

attachments to the bus, like the parallel

printer cable, voice synthesizer, etc?

How about programs on Astronomy that

could give the position of any star for any
time?

How do you use a computer in your

business? Is there some novel or unique

way you use it? What you take for granted
may provide enlightenment for someone
else. Same holds true for engineering,

education and medicine. We found that

some of the most useful programs around
here are short, sweet and generated in a

hurry to do a specific job on the spur of the

moment. How about yours?

New Radio Shack Line Printer

It has come to our attention that the Line

Printer III is being replaced by the Line

Printer V, a faster version of the III. It runs at

160 characters per second, and supports

some graphics. It will be in the same
package as the LP III. Tandy lowered its

prices for the printer and ribbons (a

welcome change of price direction). The
ribbon price is $13.95. down from $21.95;
the printer is $1860, down from $1960.
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Copy Machine?

Word has it that the Radio Shack
Computer Centers will start carrying

copiers soon (bond copiers?). The first is

supposed to sell for less than $800. When
are they going to make a bond copier that

will act as a printer for your computer?

In this Issue

Not just another Tic-Tac-Toe game,
Steve Kelley has put together a real

artificial intelligence program here. It

doesn't have all the possibilities and
eliminate losers, it learns the right moves
from the start. Yes, it's pretty dumb at first,

but let it play itself for about 2000 games,
then watch out!

Our feature this issue is VisiCalc, a

program that has been around for a while

for the Apple and others. This program is so

full of possibilities it staggers the

imagination. We have used it for several

projections here and it's good!

Spencer Hall gives us another program
to figure out your budget, with a twist. It

can tell you who to short so that you can
keep your allowance. Not bad Spence...

Bill Schroeder takes a hard look at

TRSDOS 2.0 for the Model II, It's good, but

still not quite there according to Bill.

David Busch comes through twice in this

issue. First with his article on gaining copy
flexibility with NEWDOS/80 and again

with his six ways to get more out of Scripsit,

Bill Barden Jr starts a mini series on the

Color Computer in this issue. It looks like

we are going to see a lot of this new
computer, and we look forward to more
from Bill.

J C Dahlke submits a program to figure

water flow over a dam. No, this isn't an
April fool! The program is for the TRS-80
16K Level II and up, and shows an
interesting engineering application.

Go ahead, read the rest for yourself,

there's no more space here. It's all

somewhere between here and page 120,

hope you enjoy it!

Corrections

In our Jan/Feb 81 issue on page 74, we
failed to mention that the program Slalom
Run, by Greg Perry, will also run on the

Model III, 16K Level II and up. It's a little

faster though, and you have to dodge the

trees more expertly than on Model I.

Spencer Hall's Nine Z-Subs on page 26
of that issue drew much comment. There is

a blatant error in his article, in that in the

center column, item 7 appears twice. The
first occurance of number 7 should be
ignored.

Page 51 of the Jan/Feb 81 issue carried

an ad for LDOS. The first item on that ad
indicated that you had to "ZAP this and
that" to get it to work. Not so, our typesetter

missed a word, and it should have read

"without ZAPPING THIS and PATCHING
THAT". We must have been forgiven, since

LDOS appears in color in this issue on

pages 16 and 17.

Another boo-boo, although not serious

since it was in a remark, was in the listing

for System/Command of Jan/Feb 81 , page
53, line 420. OKAY to SNED, should be
OKAY TO SEND.
On page 1 1 5 of that issue we apparently

put our issue Xo be instead of bed. Second
line of the article on that page contains the

culprit. Where were those proofreaders

last issue??

We recently received a rather interesting

order from New Zealand. Our order card

was marked to indicate that the issues

were A$, Air Mail was marked as B$ and
the Visa was marked as being C$. The card

then read: Please send A$ USING B$.

CHARGE TO C$.

User Group

Psychologists who are interested in a

user group of their own, built around the
TRS-80, should contact Steven E Skindell,

Macomb-Oakland Regional Center, 3377
Elizabeth Lake Road., Pontiac, Ml 48054.
He is calling the group PSY80 and will

serve as an exchange of information on
computers used in the field of mental
health.

Hope you enjoy the fact that we finally

have some color inside this mag. It's still

not where we want it to be, but you gotta

crawl before you can walk etc.

Pay your taxes, tell them you saw it in the

JOURNAL, and remember that nice days
(even days like April 15th) are made, not

had... Mike—^M
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LOWER CASE
The80-GRAFIX board includes

two sets of lower case characters

at no additional cost.

INVERSE VIDEO
The 80-GRAFIX board allows you to
do inverse video to high-light your

screen displays.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS
The 80-GRAFIX board is supplied

with a Character Generator software
and several demonstration programs.

FINALLY, AT LAST. ..

HI- RESOLUTION GRAPHICS is available for your
TRS-80 computer system. The 80-GRAFIX board from
PROGRAMMA International, Inc. gives your TRS-80 high
resolution capability that is greater than the Commodore
CBM/PET or even the revered APPLE 1 1.

80-GRAFIX gives the TRS-80 an effective screen of
384X192 pixels, versus the normal 127X192 for the
TRS-80, 80X50 for the CBM/PET, or the 280X192 of an
APPLE II. As an added feature, 80-GRAFIX offers you
lower case characters at no additional cost. Of course, you
oan also create your own set of up to 64 original characters
using the supplied Character Generator software.

The 80-GRAFIX board is simple to install (note that this

voids your Radio Shack warranty), and programming is

done through BASIC. 80-GRAFIX opens up a whole new
realm of software development and excitement never
dreamed of for the TRS-80!

11 II
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CHARACTER GENERATOR
The supplied character generator

software allows you to create your
own character set of up to

64 original characters.
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REAL-TIME GRAPHIC GAMES
With the 80-GRAFIX board you can
write exciting real-time games using

BASIC.

;
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EASY INSTALLATION
The 80-GRAFIX board is simple to

install and fits inside the TRS-80 case.
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GRAPHICS GALORE
The 80-GRAFIX board and

the supplied Character Generator
allow you to become an artist.
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN

The 80 GRAF IX board has unlimited
application in Electronic design

and Education.
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80-GRAFIX HI-RESOLUTION
Finally, the only means to protect

your computer investment is to order
an 80-GRAFIX board TODAY!

Available exclusively through PROGRAMMA at the cost of $149.95
Please check with us for availability prior to ordering
VISA and MASTERCHARGE accepted
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp.

m #y '<&$&

EXCITEMENTS FUN
Open up a new realm of software
development with the 80-GRAFIX

board.

N TIERIM^Y ©MAL
S 1 1\|C B

3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579 • 384-1116 • 384-1117
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Now you can realize all the power and
potential of your TRS-80*, Model 1. If it's

add-on memory you need, your LX-8Q can

accommodate up to four 5 1/4-inch
5
single-

or double-density 35, 40 or 80 track mini-

floppies, four 8-inch floppies (single or

double sided), and up to eight Winchester

fixed disk-doves (5V4". 8", 14").

LOBO's powerful new LDOS™ operating

system, provided with your IX-8Q, allows

for the use of any eight drives, in any

combination, single or double density.

And there's more ... lots more. There are

two parallel ports (standard), two serial

ports (optional), a keyboard ROM override

switch, and a 32K memory expansion
(optional). Send for a free LX-8Q/TRS-8Q

cost performance comparison chart.

For the full story on how the LX-80 can

expand your TRS-80, see your nearest

LOBO dealer, or write or call:

•TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company.

LOBO DRIVES INT'L

354 South Fairview Ave.

Goleta, CA 93117
(805)683-1576
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m wLOBO DRIVES' new LDOS™
Disk Operating System is loaded

with outstanding features that will enable you
to realize the full power and potential of your

TRS-80! With LDOS, you can support up to

eight drives (5 1/4and 8-inch drives, double-sided

drives, double-density drives, 80-track drives),

including the new 8-inch and 5 1/4-inch

Winchester fixed disk drives, in any

combination.

Other LDOS muscle building features

include: ISAM accessing techniques; keyboard

typeahead; Graphic string packer; Dated files,

Marked files; File transfer by class; Built-in

* TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company.

^&m& Hi
lower case display drivers;

Non-breakable AUTO and DO
commands, and many, many more.

LDOS is the perfect operating system to

use with your LOBO DRIVES LX-50 or LX-80

expansion interface and disk drive

subsystems. There's even an 800 number
for instant service. To find out how you can

put more muscle into your TRS-80, contact

your nearest LOBO Drives dealer or call or

write
- ^^^

LDOS is available:

A. Operating System Diskette , •,!.•_ _..-< u
with Master Reference -^ "-''•.•.;:... v":..- -

Manual

$139

INTERNATIONAL

LOBO DRIVES, INTL
354 South Fairview Ave.

Goleta, C/\ 931 1

7

(805) 683-1 576

B. Master Reference Manual

Only

$25
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Throw away those pencils and erasers,

VisiCalc has arrived!

VisiCalc turns your TRS-80 into a "what
if?" machine. What if your top salesman
takes off for Topeka; what if your sales

expand by over 40%; what if you raise

prices by 10%; what if you pay that bill

semi-annually rather than monthly? Any
decision made today has an impact on the

future and this routine allows forecasting

to be made with ease while eliminating

some of the guess-work. Obviously, any
planning decision requires personal

judgement and accurate information, but

VisiCalc will give you the analysis and
projections needed to start making those
decisions. Realizing in April that increasing

cost factors will substantially reduce
income in December allows you to take

effective measures before the fact, not

when it's too late.

Here is a simple problem that is right

down VisiCalc's alley (from Small Systems
World, Dec 1980, page 24). Assume you
sell 3000 items at $6.00 per item. With an
$8000 variable cost, what is the maximum
sales loss you can afford after raising the

price to $6.60 and still maintain the same
gross profit? (458 items, of course).

Answering this and other "what if?"

questions is just part of VisiCalc's

versatility. It is a phenomenal example of

useful computer software. Its flexibility and
utility is unlimited and can be used by
anyone in a matter of a few hours.

VisiCalc for the TRS-80 is supplied on a

system disk (for 32K and up) and the

program is loaded from DOS READY with

the command "VC". Once VisiCalc is

loaded, you have in your hands the largest

calculator you have ever seen.

VisiCalc gives you a huge columnar pad
of 254 rows and 63 columns - that's right,

over 1 6,000 entries. The VisiCalc routine

allows you to enter, delete, compute,
graph, recombine, and in fact, do almost
anything to the data of the matrix. It can be
used in business for income/expense
projections, budget analysis, financial

statements, etc. Imagine being able to

project when new employees will be
needed or how much floor space is needed
in August 1982. Educators can use it for

grade maintenance, analysis of

mathematical functions, curve fitting and
graphing. Personal or home uses, such as
balancing a checkbook, maintaining tax

records, budget forecasting, recording

stock/bond transactions are all possible.

That trip to Hawaii may be possible once
debt repayment schedules are altered. It is

a program begging to be used!

Upon initialization, the screen shows
columns labeled A to F and rows labeled 1

to 1 2. The screen is a small view of the

complete matrix, and is referred to as the
"window". To view other entries, all you do
is depress the arrow keys. All work is

command or cursor controlled with

automatic keystroke repeat. The program is

written in machine language and is quite

quick to respond. At the upper left of the

screen is entry A1 and the bottorri-most

right entry is BK254. Each one of these
data cells can be given a value, a label

(alphanumeric title), or defined by a

formula which refers to other values.

Above the window are three lines called

the "control panel". The control panel tells

you the current cursor location, its label or

value or formula, and includes an edit line

whereby you may alter data or command

other operations.

Figure 1 is an example of some data that

has been entered for a small consulting
business. Notice how all entries in column
A are labels, and each row represents a
different category. The columns are for

each quarter of operation and total for the
year.

The VisiCalc routine not only works in

the cell that is altered, but automatically

changes all other entries that involve that

cell. If a piece of data is not available (NA)

then it can be so entered. Notice that since

cell E4 is NA, then so is the data for cells F4,

F1 1 and F12. Once the number 587.00 is

entered into marketing costs for the fourth

quarter, all data is recomputed. F4
becomes 2235.23, F1 1 becomes 6517.35
and F1 2 becomes 987.65 as fast as you can
press the enter key.

Now, watch what you can do. Assume
that the following increases occur during
the next year: Office +4% each quarter,
travel +12% each quarter, income +10%
each quarter and that the other factors
remain constant Here are the results
based upon those changes on the 1980
data (See Figure 2).

You could just have easily computed a
sliding average or other combination of
data upon which to base your predictions.
The choice is yours.

VisiCalc uses a hierarchy command
structure. Within each command group is

another set of options. You may back out of
a command sequence by depressing the
clear key. The major commands and their
functions are: (Note that any row command
is also possible on columns).
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Feature

1

.

Global - gives access to commands
that affect the complete matrix. Examples

are setting of column width, data

formatting, recalculation, restructuring to

compute either first by rows or by columns.

2. Replicate - copy one row to another,

use the relationship between two rows to

compute a new row.

3. Format - specify the way in which data

is to be displayed, either as integers,

dollars/cents, graphics (asterisks), left or

right justify, general (as entered).

4. Window - opens up access to viewing

all of the matrix, a small part, two parts at

once, or more if desired. This is the

fascinating feature and gives you an easy

way to see parts of the data matrix when
you wish to compare sections.

5. Move - moves rows to new locations

and moves other data up to fill in the blank

that was created. All formula references

are changed to reflect the new data

locations.

6. Storage - output of data to disk, input

from disk, delete data file from disk. It is

also possible to merge data files, save only

part of the matrix or load into a specified

area when data is stored and then re-

entered. When data is stored and re-

entered, VisiCalc picks up right where you

left off, cursor in the correct spot, all

formula remembered, etc. VisiCalc has

built-in ability to recall file names from the

disk directory so you can check file names
or disk being used before executing a store

command. Output to a printer and

passwords are also allowed.

Figure 3 is a graph of the function B=A2 -

2A+2. Many of the commands listed above
were used to generate what is shown.
Starting with a clear matrix(C), the value -5

was entered into cell A1 . A2 was assigned
the value 0.2+A1 , A3 was assigned 1+A2,
and the replicate command (R) was used to

generate all values A4 to A12. The B
column was defined by a formula, (See the

top left of Figure 3). Notice that

parentheses must be used, VisiCalc

executes from left to right unless terms are

grouped. Again the replicate command (R),

using a relationship based on column A
and column B resulted in all entries from
B2 to B12. Next, a window command (W)
was used to split the screen vertically. The
column width of C was set to 40 and it was
put into graphics mode (F*). Finally, the

replicate command was used to copy the

values from column B to column C. By
altering the values in column A, VisiCalc

will automatically recalculate B and
regraph B and regraph the results in

column C.

Data manipulation is not all VisiCalc can
do. There are many built-in functions for

the businessman as well as the engineer.

All functions and formula calculations are

error trapped and any cell that contains an
error in its calculation is so noted as
"ERROR". It's nice not to have it lock up or

quit just due to a typographical mistake.

Functions are preceeded by the @ symbol
to clarify that they are not to be labels.

Some of the key functions are:

1

.

@MIN, @MAX - to find the minimum
or maximum in a list or range of entries.

2. @SUM - adds up ail values in a list or

range of entries.

3. ©COUNT - determines the number of

non-blank entries in a list or range.

4. ©AVERAGE is @SUM divided by
©COUNT

5. ©LOOKUP - scans a list for a specified

entry (or greatest one lower than) and
returns the matching value from a second
list. This is useful in data tables.

ABS, INT, LN, LOG, EXP, SIN functions

are also available. The value of PI is also

pre-defined by the program.

The package comes in a 3-ring

leatherette binder with a 1 73 page
reference/instruction book. The manual
has a four lesson introduction which takes

you through VisiCalc's paces. Over 70
pages are devoted to command references
and a discussion on parameters,
formatting, structure and syntax. A
complete index as well as a reference card

are included. The lessons are well written

and are easy to follow; nothing happens
without you being told what, why and how.

This program behaves as advertised.

VisiCalc has been available for some time
for the APPLE computers, and there is even
a user group (VisiCalc Users Group, PO Box
1523, White Plains, NY 10602). What a

recommendation for a piece of software!

Who knows, maybe APPLE and TRS-80
users will learn to talk to one another. @
(VisiCalc is available from Radio Shack for

the Model I and Model III at $99.95.)
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1. PERIOD
2.
3. OFFICE

1ST QTR 2ND QTR 3RD QTR 4TH QTR TOTAL 80

540 540 540 540 2160
4. MARKETING 623 457.34 567.89 NA NA
5. PRINTING 75.56 78 109 67.56 330.12
6. CLERICAL 150 150 150 150 600
7. TRAVEL 56 78 357 92 583
8.BOOKS/JRN
9.
10. INCOME

150 147 125 187 609

1800 1765 2340 1600 7505
11. TOTAL EXP NA
12. PROFIT NA

Figure 1

111 c
21

1. PERIOD 1ST QTR 2ND QTR 3RD QTR 4TH QTR TOTAL 81

3. OFFICE
4. MARKETING
5. PRINTING
6. CLERICAL
7. TRAVEL
8.BOOKS/JRN
9.

10. INCOME
11.
12.

561.6
623

75.56
150

59.92
150

584.064
457.34

78
150

83.46
147

607.4266
567.89

109
150

381.99
125

631.72
587

67.56
150

98.44
187

2384.814
2235.23

67.56
150

623.81
187

1980 1941.5 2574 1760
TOTAL EXP
PROFIT

8255.5
5648.414
2607.086

Figure 2

imstmnm'mm mm bfw mfffffirtfi

B1 (V) +A1*A1-(2*A1)+2

1 -5 37
2 -4.8 34.64
3 -3.8 24.04
4 -2.8 15.44
5 -1.8 8.84
6 -.8 4.24
7 .2 1.64
8 1.2 1.04
9 2.2 2.44

10 3.2 5.84
11 4.2 11.24
12 5.2 18.64

1)+2 c
21

1
ftfta*ftftftft**a****ft***ft*ftft***ftft«******

2 *ft«ft*«***«« ««*»*«***«***»*»•»*****

3 «**ftft***ft*6***ft*ft*ft*ft*«ft

4 ftftft**aft***ft***ft

5 »a«Ofia*ft

6 ««««

7

8

9

10
11

*

*

a*
«*a««

12 aftftftftftd***ftftft<»**ftA

Figure 3
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UTILITY I

Here's software utility that can make pro-

gramming easier for you. These powerful

tools will take much of the frustration out

of essential operations. You'll wonder

how you managed without them. They'll

stamp your work with the mark of profes-

sionalism.

RENUM-—Now you can easily renumber

any Level II program to make room for

modification or to clean up the listing.

(Only for use with 16K of memory.)

DUPLIK—This program will let you

duplicate any BASIC, assembler, or

machine-language program, verify the

data, and even copy Level I programs on

a Level II machine.

See how efficient and well-ordered your

programming becomes. (Tl)

Order No. mnm $935.

UTILITY II

One of the most popular and useful of

the utility packages, Utility II is the sec-

ond in a series of programs designed to

take the drudgery out of editing.

This combination of programs adds

flexiblity to your BASIC programs by

allowing you to combine them with other

BASIC programs, or with machine-lan-

guage programs or routines.

CFETCH—You'll be able to merge

BASIC programs, with consecutive line

numbers, into one program. CFETCH
can also search through any Level II pro-

gram tape and display the file name for all

the programs.

CWRITE—Combine subroutines that

work in different memory locations into

one program. CWRITE works with

BASIC and/or one or more machine-lan-

guage programs. It will even give you a

general checksum to verify that your pro-

gram hasn't dropped any bits.

Use these two programs as your de-

pendable "assistants" to speed merging

processes and as a totally reliable retrieval

means in search and edit operations.

A fine tool for your TRS-80! (Tl)

Order No. 0076M $9.95,

ULTRA-MON
ULTRA-MON is a unique and power-

ful machine-language monitor. It is ROM
independent and will function in Level II

or DOS BASIC. With ULTRA-MON,
you will be able to write, modify, study

and debug machine-language programs.

Plus, you'll be able to avoid the frustra-

tions and "bomb-outs" usually associat-

ed with machine-language programming.

ULTRA-MON displays, disassembles,

traces (hardcopy trace disassembly, too!),

modifies, relocates memory, prints and

even relocates itself with simple com-

mands. Using interpretive execution,

ULTRA-MON allows you to put break-

points in ROM. This powerful monitor

can even fetch, decode, disassemble and

analyze each instruction individually so

that your program cannot bomb out.

ULTRA-MON is designed for the begin-

ning machine-language programmer as

well as the professional. The documen-
tation contains a Simple Demonstration

section geared to the novice programmer.

Consequently, the program is a learning

device as well as an extremely useful pro-

gramming tool.

If you are serious about programming,

you need to add this powerful utility to

your library today. (Tl)

Order No, 5003M

$24o95o

TLDIS & DLDIS
You've bought a super machine-code

program, but now wonder how it works.

Maybe you even used a quick PEEK rou-

tine to glance through it when it was in

memory. If so, you definitely noticed the

complete lack of comments in the code,

making it almost impossible for you to

decipher and understand it.

Well, Instant Software's Labeling Dis-

assemblers are the answer to your prob-

lem.

TLDIS (Tape-based Labeling Disas-

sembler) and DLDIS (Disk-based Label-

ing Disassembler) are three-pass, label-

assigning disassemblers which assign

labels (where appropriate) to the routines

in a machine-language program. Their

output is almost identical to that of a

hand-assembled source code.

You can send the disassembly to a line-

printer (Radio Shack parallel port) for

either TLDIS or DLDIS. (The difference

between these utilities is the storage mode
of the disassembly.)

TLDIS can send the disassembly to cas-

sette tape, DLDIS can send it to disk;

both send it to the video monitor. The

stored disassembly from TLDIS may
be reassembled with Radio Shack's

EDTASMTM—the disassembly from

DLDIS, with Apparat's extension of

EDTASMTM. Because of the use of

labels, it is a simple matter to change any

object code program by disassembling it

and then making changes to the resultant

source code, without losing track of

jump/load addresses. Labels start with

"AAOO" and increment up, in even num-
bered steps (AA02, AA04, etc.). The odd

numbers (AA01, AA03, etc.) are left for

you to use for the source code during

reassembly.

The printing of the disassembly may be

temporarily halted by using [SHIFT] @
(just as in BASIC) or it may be ended by

pressing the [BREAK] key. It also has a

comments column to display ASCII char-

acters used in a LD or CP opcode.

TLDIS and DLDIS may be relocated in

memory to avoid conflict with the pro-

gram you disassembler.

The next time you need to "climb in-

side" a machine-code program, take

DLDIS or TLDIS with you. We promise

that it will be an easier journey.

Order No, 0230R

(TLDIS) $14.95 (Tl)

Order No. 0231RD
(DLDIS) $19.95 (T2)

COMPRE8SIO
Do you want to add sound routines to a

Space Trek program that already uses

16K? Or maybe you need an extra column

in that financial report program, but

when you run it, you get OM errors?

With a wave of your hand, and a little

help from either of the COMPRESSION
programs in this package, your problems

are over.

COMPRESS-80—fits in 265 bytes,

deletes spaces, and offers the choice of

leaving REMark line numbers in the pro-

S UTILITY PACK
gram, or deleting them altogether.

SUPERCOMPRESS -uses 767 bytes

and can do everything COMPRESS-80
can do PLUS, it packs the program into

the smallest possible number of multiple

statement lines.

With the Compression Utility Pack and

your own programming skill, you can add

all those little extras to your BASIC pro-

grams. (Tl)

Order No. 0246M
$19.95.

* A trademark of Tandy Corporation

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458
603-924-7296



Here are 10 games that have never lost popularity. They've been played In many forms for many years.

And now they're among the favorite software packages In the computerized home-entertainment field.

Don't miss out on the excitement, challenge and downright fun of these programs. Take the word of

thousands of satisfied players. They're still tops. Order yours today and play your kind of game.

ILL
1 X
ZTT

1
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x
X
X
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i3C3€ p

CHESSMATE-80—This versatile chess opponent gives you a choice of ten levels

of play, from the "blitz" level (the computer has 3 seconds to move) to the infinity

level (where the computer will consider every possible move—which could take

years). This machine-language program is a conservative player and follows all the

rules of international play. CHESSMATE-80 can teach you how to move and

allow you to set up the board and play end games or special problems. CHESS-
MATE-80 battled Sargon II to a draw at two minutes a move and beat Microchess

1.5 in six moves. (Tl) Order No. 0057R $19.95.

OTHELLO
OTHELLO— Pit your strategic powers against a merciless, computerized op-

ponent. You play on a board of 64 squares. When you capture your opponent's

game disks (by bracketing them with your own disks), they immediately change

sides to become members of your set. You can capture several game pieces at

one time as long as they are in-line horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Major

reversals of score are commonplace as whole blocks of men change side in an in-

stant. (Tl )Order No. 0046R $9.95

Beginner s

Backgammon
and Keno

BEGINNER'S BACKGAMMON/KENO—Why sit alone when you can play

these fascinating games: ©BACKGAMMON: Play against the computer in a

game that's sure to sharpen your skills; • KENO: Enjoy this popular Las Vegas

gambling game—guess the right numbers and win big! (IT) Order No. (MMMR
$7.95.

CARDS—A one-player package to let you play, with your computer, these

famous games: • DRAW AND STUD POKER: These programs will keep your

game sharp; © NO-TRUMP BRIDGE: Develop your strategy and (hopefully) in-

crease your skill. (Tl) Order No. 0063R $7.95. ,^-\

Your Crlbbage
and

Checkers
Partner

YOUR CR1BBAGE AND CHECKERS PARTNER— •CR1BBAGE is a two-

person game that you are sure to enjoy. This is NOT a tutorial— it is a game
worthy adversary. ©CHECKERS: An old favorite which follows international

rules, including multiple jumps. (Tl) Order No. 0068R $9.95.

(T1)=TRS-80 Model 1, Level II, 16K RAM

BOWLING—Let your TRS-80 set up the pins and keep score. One player can

pick up spares and get strikes. (Tl) Order No. 0033M $7.95.

**

GOLF

GOLF—Without leaving the comfort of your living room you can enjoy a

challenging 18 holes of golf with a complete choice of clubs and shooting

angles. Now, you need never cancel your game because of rain. One or two

players can enjoy this game on your Apple II with Applesoft and 32K. Order

No. 0018A $7.95

*»*

CASINO I—Gamblers, gather round for: • BLACKJACK—a fun-to-play and

tutorial version that allows you to play every combination that they play at the

MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas; ©ROULETTE—also a game and a tutorial

which could enable you to develop the skill to make a fortune at the tables.

Order No. 0014P $7.95

CASINO II—This is not simply a craps game, it is a tutorial program that will

teach you the odds on every type of bet, so you can steer clear of the sucker bets

that impoverish the unwary. Using the exact rules used at the MGM Grand
Hotel in Las Vegas, you'll play under actual gambling house conditions. Get

the edge you need to "get lucky." Order No. 0015P $7.95

CHECKERS & BACCARAT— Using International Rules, you'll play

• CHECKERS with your computer and the computer will keep score, time the

moves and even tell you when to jump (it'll be so busy, you may have an edge!);

• BACCARAT—gives you the choice of playing Las Vegas or Blackjack style

and the computer will deal the cards, figure the payoff and keep track of your

bankroll. Order No. 0022P $7.95

ORDER YOUR INSTANT SOFTWARE TODAY!
!

ree

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 603-924-7296

* A trademark of Tandy Corporation
** A trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
*** A trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc.



Feature.

This program works without modification

on Models I and III, 16K and up. Although
written for disk, modification for tape is

possible.

After my curiousity was aroused by

several articles about "smart" games -

games that can actually learn from their

mistakes, I began to wonder how far this

idea could be taken. In this article I am
exploring the idea of a program that could

not only learn from mistakes, but actually

teach itself to play the game in the first

place.

Artificially intelligent games have been

around for some time now, and I imagine

that many people have experimented with

them. The programs I have seen in the past

played very simple games, such as the one

played with six Chess pawns, and would

eventually become unbeatable. On looking

at these game programs closely however, I

realized that while these programs could

learn from their mistakes, they lacked the

ability to learn to play the game in the first

place. For the program to be able to play,

every possible combination of board

position had to be loaded into an array with

every possible subsequent move loaded

into similar arrays. To pick a move, the

computer would find its present position in

the first array, then choose its move from

the "possible moves" array. If this move
results in the computer losing on the next

move, the array element containing the

losing move is zeroed, effectively deleting

the move from the list of moves the

computer can choose from. This is how the

program is able to learn from its mistakes.

Since each losing move is deleted from its

list, the program will never make the same
mistake twice. This may be the easiest way
to implement a program of this nature, but

it results in the programmer, rather than

the computer, being faced with the task of

calculating every possible board position

and every possible corresponding
subsequent move. Besides this being a lot

of work, both the bra in-work and the keying

22 80-U.S. Journal Mar/Apr 1981

in of ump-teen DATA statements, it also

"cheats" for the computer, in that the

program has complete familiarity with the

game before it ever plays it.

My idea was a simple one: Have the

computer start with a blank memory and
build a table of moves based on its actual

experience. Couple this with the ability to

learn from its mistakes and you have a

program that is not only easier to

implement, but much moreflexibleaswell.

To illustrate this and test my idea, I needed

a game with thousands of game board

combinations (compared to less than 50 for

HEX-PAWN) that was still simple enough
to be learned by the computer. Tic-Tac-Toe

seemed a reasonable enough choice based

on this criteria. It is simple, has many
combinations, and has the added
advantage that it is almost universally

known.

The program to play (and learn)thegame

of Tic-Tac-Toe is quite simple and relatively

short (see program listing). In fact, the

portion of the program involved with the

actual decision making/remembering is

one of the smallest. Most of the program
merely handles the mechanics of

displaying the game on the screen, etc. The
only DATA statements contain the "X" and
the "0" graphics character information

and data for a fast matrix manipulation

routine I added. The latter is used to check

to see if the game being played is a mirror

image (in any direction) of some previous

game. The only other decision-making

routines are to determine if the human's
move is valid and to check for a win after

each move. Other routines are the timed

input routine which starts the computer
playing against the random number
generator if you don't make a move for 30
seconds, and routines to load and save the

cumulative memory to disk (these can be

modified to save and load to tape instead).

Steve Kelley

Oakland, CA
The program will prompt you whether to

load in data from previous games once at

the beginning of the program. To save

current level of play simply enter "9999"

as your move. The data will be saved and

the program will prompt your move again.

The computer's strategy is the simplest:

A) take the first empty square not zeroed in
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Feature

array. B) concede if they are all zero. C)

never make the same mistake twice.

You will find from just a few games that

the computer is very quick to learn

defenses to your particular strategy, even
though its trial and error method makes it

look pretty stupid. The computer is not

programmed with any knowledge of the

game Tic-Tac-Toe or with any strategy to

win or keep from losing, only how to detect

a win. This can be demonstrated by

changing the win detection routine to

check for three in a corner being the only

way to win. The computer will learn to beat

you just as fast this way or any other way as

it did in the original game.

Food for Thought

The whole idea of artificial intelligence

involves some fascinating concepts. One is

that the program has the ability to learn to

play better than its programmer. A not-so-

simple case of the pupil passing the

teacher. Another is that since the computer
is learning to play from your play, it will

compliment your particular strategies. If

you continuously use your sure-fire best

way to win, it will soon block you every

time. Taking this a bit farther, after you can
no longer beat the computer, let someone
else who is pretty good at the game try.

How about that, they did it! This is because
the computer is only ready for your method
of winning. Very soon though, the

newcomer can no longer win, nor can
anyone else who plays well. Now let a

youngster play the computer, and watch

nim<

them win! The computer is ready for every
triple-corner two-way sure-win strategy,

but not for someone who simply places
three X's in a row.

Games Played vs Learning

While playing against the program, I

learned a few things from the computer
about Tic-Tac-Toe. For instance, when I

first learned the "secret" of beinc, able to

beat anyone who didn't know the,'secret, I

was told to start in a corner whenever I

started first. The worst I've ever done this

way was to tie. I didn't think it was possible

to lose using this method knowing the

counters I know, even against an expert.

However, after playing by itself for quite a

while, the computer always started in the
center square. This can only mean that

there is a way to be beaten every time for

every other starting move! This was
discovered after about 50,000 games
played 24 hours a day while the computer
was not in use.

The statistics for the learning level

(number of different games played) and the
ability to be beaten are quite remarkable.
When I could no longer beat the machine
without considerable effort, the learning

level was up to about 48. My wife Barbara,

who plays better than I, pushed this figure

up to about 60. I assumed from these
amounts that the maximum learning level

must be about 80 or 90. Left playing by
itself the first night, the computer got the

learning level up to 512, which completely

filled the HASH table and stopped the

program! This was totally unexpected,
since we had played manually for about 4
hours and only got to 60, and especially
since the computer can look at each game
from so many angles to check for a similar

game in memory. Final figures are 25,000
games played, learning level well over 600,
games lost by computer 2500. These
figures are for playing against the random
generator, and would be much different if

played against a human opponent (or

another artificially intelligent computer?).

Practical Applications

OK, now it plays an unbeatable game of

Tic-Tac-Toe, tomorrow the world? Not
quite. I've tried everything from a self-

adjusting inventory program to a routine to

give advice on betting at draw poker, but

the program just learns too slow. It took

25,000 Tic-Tac-Toe games to get good at

that, so just picture an inventory controller

that made 25,000 mistakes, or a poker
advisor that gave you 25,000 bum steers.

Got the picture? So here is the basic tool for

computer learning. It's not perfect, or even
very practical right now, but I know there
will come a time when we will see a

program that will figure your income tax

while automatically and dynamically re-

adjusting itself to your exact needs, based
on some kind of artificial intelligence. •
(Note: Smart Tac-Toe is available on
cassette with the cumulative memory of

25000 games and complete documen-
tation for $6.00 ppd. Steve Kelley, 9506
Peach St., Oakland, CA 94603)
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is an artificial intelligence program which "learns"

to play tic-tac-toe as described in the accompanying text.

The program assumes a rather bureaucratic concept of
success by primarily avoiding failure.

Eventually, against a random opponent, the computer
will win about 75% of the games and tie the remainder.
This amounts to winning essentially all games in which the
computer has the first move and winning half the games in

which the computer has the second move. When the
computer is adequately trained, usually all games will be
tied against an alert knowledgeable human opponent.

This program provides two types of instructive activities.

The first is the study of the automated "learning" process.
The second is the study of the programming techniques.

To get to the study of the automated "learning" process,
copy the listing of the program very carefully. Every
parenthesis, semicolon, comma, apostrophe, line number
and line arrangement is important. Once the program is

running, skip to the section of this article entitled
"Evaluation of the Learning Process."

The program listing is relatively short but very compact.
The flow of the program is circuitous. However, there are
numerous comments which help to divide the program into
logical modules.

To fully understand the programming techniques one
should be familiar with the following topics: DATA
statements, concatenation of string variables, subscripted
variables, FOR-NEXT loops, logical IF statements,
subroutines, RND statements, binary numbers, binary to
decimal conversion and particularly Boolean logical
operations.

II MAJOR VARIABLES
Variables with beginning letters of A-H are string

variables. The remaining variables(P-Z) are integers. These
definitions can be found in line 50 of the program.

The most important string variable is A(N). A(N) is formed
in line 70. A(0) is a blank. A(1 ) is the screen symbol for "X",
A(2) is the screen symbol for "0". These symbols are
formed from the data associated with lines 960 to 990 in

the DATA statements. In line 70:3 the individual numbers
in the data are read as Z2. In line 70:4 each of these are
concatenated as an ASCII character to form the respective
A(N). To check this part of the program, copy lines 10-70

and lines 960 to 990. After you nave RUN these few
statements, press BREAK and type the following "one-
liner" program in the direct mode using no statement
number. FOR l=0 TO 3:PRINT A(I):NEXT I. The three
symbols will be displayed on the video screen.

Several integer variables deserve description. QC is the
number of games won by the computer. QH is the number
of games won by the opponent. U1 is the number of new
games studied. QG is the total number of games played.
The number of ties=QG-(QH+QC). QC, QG, QH, and U1 are
continuously displayed at the top of the screen.

Q1(l) is indexed 1 to 9 and consists of the screen
addresses of the nine possible positions of the screen
symbols. Q2(l) is indexed 1 to 8 and consists of the decimal
representations of the binary coding of the eight winning
positions. Q1(l) and Q2(l) appear in lines 1000 and 1010
respectively.

Q4(I,J) is an 8 x 9 array containing the eight possible
positions of the tic-tac-toe figure if it were rotated 180
degrees around the vertical axis, the horizontal axis, or the
major and minor diagonal axes. This array is used in tests
for geometrically similar moves. The data appears in lines
1020 to 1060.

The tic-tac-toe figure is composed of nine positions.
Unique coding of the occupancy of nine squares numbered
0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5,6,7, 8 can be obtained by assigning each the
value of its respective power of two, i.e. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 1 28, 256 and then adding the assigned numbers of the
occupied squares. The greatest number will be 2 9 -1 or 51 1

.

The oowers of 2 are stored in Q5(l) and appear in line 1 080
of the data. It is more rapid and precise to look up the
powers of two than to compute them each time they are
needed.

Within the program the decimal coded binary information
is used with the array B1 (l,J). This matrix is dimensioned in

line 60 of the program (61(2,1023)). In the first dimension,
0, 1 , and 2 are all used. The index of the second dimension
is formed as Q in line 460 and consists of one plus the sum
of coded occupancies by the first and second move players.
The latter data is stored in PB(1 ) and PB(2) respectively and
updated during the play of the game.
The body of data within B1(I,J) is first generated for a

specific value of Q in line 580. Note that P1 (1 ,Q)=PB(1 ) and
P1(2,Q)=PB(2). Finally P1(0,Q)=PB(1) OR PB(2). This is a
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iogica) OR. The data within P1(I,J) is later modified by OR
and AND logic in lines 650 and 730 upon the events of

losing or non-winning moves, respectively.

Throughout the program, arrays P1(I,J) and Q5(l) are

queried by IF statements using Boolean operators to

determine legal moves, prior similar moves, next allowable

moves, and winning positions. These maneuvers occur in

lines 280, 400, 450, 490, 510, 520, 550, 580, 590, 600,

620, 650, and 840.

The use of Boolean operators is elegant and rapid. You
will have mastered a significant area of computer science

by understanding them. Consider line 280. A specific

player's combination of moves is stored in PB(Z1). A
winning combination is stored in Q2(Z). The question is

asked: Is the winning combination of Q2(Z) a member of the

set of positions in PB(Z1 )? If the answer is yes, the logical

AND will return the number stored in Q2(Z), otherwise

some other number or zero will be returned. In essence, the

logical AND returns members, or in generalized terms, the

binary bits, which are in common.

The logical OR is illustrated in line 580. A similar move
was not found. U1 was incremented. Next, P1(0,Q)=PB(1)

OR PB(2). P1(0,Q) now contains a record of the occupancy

of the board irrespective of first or second move. In

essence, the logical OR returns members, or in generalized

terms the binary bits, which occcur in the first or the second

or both tested configurations. Since occupancy of the tic-

tac-toe board is mutually exclusive between players,

simple addition would result in the same outcome in this

situation, but not necessarily in the other uses of the logical

OR within this program.

Hi EVALUATION OF THE AUTOMATED "LEARNING"
PROCESS

For any automated "learning" process, one would like to

know the expected limits of performance and the time

necessary to actually achieve a performance which is close

to the expected limits. The beginning of such an evaluation

consists of collecting the raw data which is displayed on the

first line of the video screen. One could surmise that very

little additional "learning" would occur if the level of play

and the number of games won by the human did not

change for many iterations.

In addition to these criteria, one can construct a

standardized "learning curve" which will allowyou to more
easily compare various experiments you might conduct.

The total number of trial (QG), the number of wins by the

computer (QC), and the number of wins by the human
opponent (QH) could continue to increase.

The percentage of games won by the computer
(QC/QG)*100, the percentage of games won by the human
(QH/QG)*100 and the percentage of ties (1-

(QC+QH)/QG))*100 will behave in a more controlled

fashion. The percentages will sum to 100%. The
percentage of games won by the human will approach zero.

The percentage of ties appears to approach about 25%. The
percentage of games won by the computer appears to

approach about 75%. These limiting long term values or

asymptotes are only approximations since they were not

rigorously obtained by theoretical analysis of the problem
but rather determined by observation of two experiments,
one running for 12,401 iterations andthe other running for

67,626 iterations.

You can study your own computer's learning curve by
tabulating the raw data at appropriate intervals, computing
the percentages for each interval and plotting the

percentages on the Y axis against the total number of trials

on the X axis. This might even be a separate programming
problem.

Expected performance values can be computed as a

function of QT, the total number of trials. An empirical

expected average learning curve for percentages of ties can
be approximated by the function Yt=100*(.25*(1 -

EXP(A*QT))). For percentages of computer wins
Yc=100*(.5+.5*(1-EXP(B*QT))). For percentages of human
wins Yh=100-Yt-Yc. In the two preliminary experiments,

the coefficient A was about -.005(-.002 to -.008). The
coefficient B as about -.007(-.006 to -.008). A an B reflect in

one number the rate of "learning".

With these procedures you are now ready to evaluate the

"learning" process. The greatest action occurs during the

first 2000 iterations. Against a purely random opponent the
experimental curve will not exactly follow the average
expected curve but will develop plateaus. Different

beginnings may be obtained by randomizing the seed of the

random number generator during program initialization.

What is the effect of early or late training by a human
opponent? What is the last "trick move" to be defensed by

the computer after prolonged random learning? How many
random trials are enough? How many human trialsagainst

an expert opponent are enough?

Divide your experiments into two stages and call the

information in the first stage the training set and the

information in the second stage the test set. During the

training set, tabulate the raw data at appropriate intervals

in the usual manner. Continue the process during the test

set but record the raw data at the end of the training set and
subtract these numbers from the raw data displayed at the

end of various intervals during the test set. Compute the

preformance percentages of the test set on the basis of

these differences. Can human play as a training set provide

all the information necessary for maximum winnings

against a random opponent in a test set? How can the

program be improved to make the percentage of computer
wins against a random opponent approach greater than

90% and still maintain the philosophy of the program that

the list of specific winning combinations is not directly

accessible to the decision-making procedure?

If you do multiple experiments you may want to save

each file. This can be done by renaming the disk files in the

system mode with the RENAME command. However,
remember to make the name of the disk file to be used in

the program identical to the name of the file to be called

by the program. In the program listing this name is

"DATATAC/TXT".

This program is written very efficiently and runs at about

240-300 iterations per hour. Nevertheless, the
generation of over 1000 iterations becomes very tedious.

The program can be compiled in machine-language with a

BASIC compiler. The prolonged experiments described

earlier were performed by a compiled program at a rate of

1500-2000 iterations per hour. The Boolean logic within

the program is ideally suited for this manuever. The result

was a six to eight fold increase in the speed of execution of

the program.

In summary, these analytic techniques begin to provide

methods for answering the following questions. How does
one describe the behavior of an automated learning

process? How can one study the effects of varied

procedural interventions? How can one determine the

"best" algorithm to accomplish the desired objective of the

learning process? •
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IV PROGRAM COMMENTARY
10-1 10 Initialization of program, see discussion of

variables.

120-150 Menu and loader for disk data file.

1 20 GOSUB 880 is the timed input routine.

140 Open a serial file called "DATATAC/TEXT"
and read variables QG, QH, QC, U1 . This is the
raw data displayed on the first line of the video
screen.

1 50 Continue reading P1 (l,J) which has three
entries (0,1,2) for length of 1023 members;
then close file.

1 60-1 70 Prompt concerning updating or writing data to

disk.

1 80 Initialization of a new game. Line 1 90 is a

return point from line 710.
210-240 If not present, draw game diagram on video

screen and number scheme in upper right-

hand corner. Line 210 is return point from
lines 400, 560, and 630.

250-310 Print symbols, header, check for win, check for

draw, go to computer (430) or human (320)
turn.

320-350 Display human turn or take random move.
GOSUB 880 is timed input routine. Any key
may be pressed to return control to the
keyboard.

360-390 File writing routine similar to lines 140, 150.
These lines can be changed for tape files.

400-410 Routine to check for prior occupancy.
420-430 Computer's turn. Line 430 is a branch point

from line 310.
430-480 Updating loop. R2 is initialized in line 440 and

decremented in line 480:1. For discussion of

Q, R1, PB(1), PB(2) see section II.

500-530 Note that line 510 is a REM preceded by an
apostrophe. No possible allowable moves
remain thus the logical AND of line 520
returns a zero. Setting Z=9 in line 520 sets up
an escape from the loop in line 530.

540-560 Put in current position, initialize and form
PB(I), and return to main loop (210).

580-630 Similar move not found, update U1 andP1(l,J).

Note line 590 is a REM. For discussion of

Boolean logic see section II.

640-710 In the event of computer loss, modify P1(0,J),

display win (GOSUB 830), print messages.
720-770 In the event of human loss, modify P1(0,J),

display win, print messages.
780-810 Tie game routine.

820-860 This is a rapid subroutine to display wins.
840 Set up loop; blank out winning combination

(A(0)).

850 End last loop; set up loop; reprint winning
combination.

870-950 Timed input routine.

900 If loop is completed QS1 and automatic mode
of play is started.

910-930 Tests for valid keyboard input (1 to 9).

960-1080 Data.

970 Data for "blank" symbol.
980 Data for "X" symbol.
990 Data for "0" symbol.
1000 Data for screen addresses of positions in

playing array.

1 01 Data for decimal coded binary representations
of winning combinations.

1030-1060 Data for the arrangement of each of the 8
possible equivalent positions of playing array.

1 080 Data for powers of two. ®

"Very powerful, underpriced, a must buy!"
Marcia Kalish, OCTUG Newsletter, May, 1980

"Keyplus is terrific. . .an incredible program."
James Joachim, North Hollywood, CA.

"Thank you for your fantastic utility program."
Mark C. Wehmhoefer, Chicago, IL.

"Makes the TRS-80 that much more versatile."

Carl Pawl, Santa Monica, CA.

Keyplus is a powerful collection of utilities for the TRS-80.
Routines can be enabled whenever the TRS-80 accesses the

keyboard. A partial list of utilities includes:

AUTO REPEAT—Allows you to repeat a key simply by holding

the key down. This is a must when editing BASIC programs.

LOWERCASE VIDEO— If your TRS-80 has a hardware modifica-

tion installed for lowercase video, Keyplus will add the software

needed to make it work.

BASIC SHORTHAND—Keyplus generates BASIC key words
(GOSUB, INPUT, STEP, etc.) in a single key stroke. You have the

option of having Keyplus print trailing blanks when practical, add-
ing to the appearance of the listing.

RESTORE LOST BASIC PROGRAM—Ever NEW a program on-

ly to realize you did not record it? Two key strokes and you've got it

back!

LOWERCASE WITHOUT SHIFT—Keyplus lets you generate

lowercase from the keyboard without depressing the SHIFT key.

DIRECT KEYBOARD ENTRY OF GRAPHICS—Type graphic

strings directly from the keyboard. This is the easy way to create

BASIC programs with super fast graphics.

USER DEFINABLE STRINGS—Two user definable strings up to

32 characters long can be generated in a single key stroke. With this

feature redundant input does not have to be retyped.

KEYBOARD DEBOUNCE—(LV. II, 16K version only) Keyplus

cures debounce problems completely.

-(Disk version only) Allows you to define a string,

save the string onto disk, and then recall the string, fooling the com-
puter into thinking the string is being typed from keyboard. This is

extremely powerful. For example, you can enter BASIC, set mem-
ory size, reserve file buffers, turn off interrupts, run a program, re-

spond to questions asked by the program, etc., automatically from
power up or from the DOS READY prompt.

SAVE KEYPLUS—(Disk version only) You can use this routine to

allow Keyplus to be initialized with any combination of routines

enabled or disabled. In addition, your user definable strings can be

saved to disk!

Disk Keyplus comes on cassette with both the 32K and 48K ver-

sions recorded twice. The documentation gives detailed informa-
tion on loading Keyplus to diskette.

Circle 1
6 TRS-8Q is a registered trade mark of Tandy Corp.

mm SJW, Inc., PO Box 438, Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

Circleone: Lv.2 16K $14.95 Disk32-48K $19.95
Circle one: VISA MASTERCARD Check Money Order

Pa. residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME
SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

TY, STATE, ZIP

_—.— „ : :'
. .,-

EXP DATE
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By Timothy Smith from Microsoft

The graphics capabilities you were promised

when you bought your computer are finally

utilized in this marvelous series of programs.
Just like the real Decathlon, you compete in

10 demanding games that encompass different

forms of running, jumping and throwing.

Play alone or with as many as eight competi-

tors, the gold medal will always go to the skill-

ful — never the luckiest -- because your
score depends entirely on skillful manipul-

ation of the keyboard.

One of our more expensive game collections --

and worth every penny! You MUST see this

system in action. Otherwise, you simply won't

believe the combination of truly outstanding
graphics, fast-paced action, nail biting in

tensity, and even a touch of comedy you'll ex-

perience with Olympic Decathlon!

16K Tape... $24. 95 32K Disk. . . $24. 95

iy Bob Nicholas -- Adventure International
In probably the most accurate simulation ever
produced for a microcomputer, you are res-
ponsible for the production, finance, health
and well-being of Project Omega, the Earth's
first deep space colony.

Painstakingly researched, Project Omega will

provide much enjoyment and satisfaction as
you overcome the frustrations and obstacles
of taming an uncharted environment. The
tape version is for one player; the disk ver-
sion supports one or more, plus a special tour
nament option.

16K Tape. .. $14.95 32K Disk. , . $24. 95

By John Allen from Acorn
You have to be fast to keep up with the action

as you try to outscore your opponent in five

minutes of one-on-one basketball. Compete
against a friend or your computer.

Steal the ball, duck around your opponent
and slant toward the basket for a lay up! The
graphics are based on a 3-dimensional depic-

tion of a basketball court, and ball dribbling
sounds add to the realism.

Protected Tape. . .$14.95
Protected Disk. . .$20. 95

OS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

LDOS LDOS
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LDOB .LD —»"' _*» "»' OS LJW
LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOpT LDOS LDOS IjDOS

LDOS

LDO
LD

S L

DOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS LDOS

By B. Hogue S J. Konyu from Big Five

Terrific sound, graphics and unique chal

lenges mark this new space game a winner!
While fighting off the alien convoys, each

more skillful than the last, you must keep
track of your rocket fuel or risk explosion as

you maneuver toward your space station. Can
you dock immediately, or is the station over
run by aliens? Find out by ordering Cosmic
Fighter today.

16K Tape. ..$14. 95
32K Disk version. . .$17. 95

By B. Hogue & J. Konyu from Big Five

Unlike the usual space "shoot em ups," your
ship is not tied to the bottom of the screen.

In Attack Force, you use the arrow keys to

control both speed and direction as you man
euver all over the screen in search of the

alien Ramships and Flagships. A realtime,

machine language game with amazing graphics
and sound.

You have to be quick to avoid the enemy
ships that warp down on you, and the Flag

ships' lasers can fire in all directions even
diagonally! And don't look away for an

instant, because one of the alien spacecraft

might be transformed into a mirror image of

your own!

16K Tape. ..$14.95
32K Disk Version. . .$17.(95

By Ray Daly £ Tom Throop from Acorn
The backgammon player featured in Personal

Computing is now back in a faster, even
better version! The game logic of the new
Gammon Challenger has been compiled to

machine language for extra speed, and there

are more special features than ever.

Choose one of three levels of play, but don't

get too ambitious — Gammon Challenger will

put your skill to the test at all levels. For ser-

ious players, the "doubling cube" option can

be used for added excitement. There are

other computer backgammon games, but none
quite like Gammon Challenger.

Protected Tape.. .$14.95

By Infocom from Personal Software
In Zork, the Great Underground Empire, un
earthly creatures guard 20 treasures. Bring
all the treasures back to the trophy case and
you can leave alive! You must pick your way
through intricate mazes, collecting objects

that may help or hinder you in your quest.
But keep your wits about you, because in

Zork, they take no prisoners!

TRS-80 or Apple II, 32K Disk. . .$39.95

JUST ANOTHER PRETTY DOS?

If new LDOS were just another disk operating
system (DOS), we would not recommend it to

you. However, two differences make this sys-
tem unique and important : customer support
and user benefits.

When you buy any DOS, you need service for

programming assistance, updates and tips on
how best to use its features. This is part of
what you buy with LDOS. First, you will be
supported by a toll free phone line listed on
your registration card. Second, you will be
promptly notified of all updates and may send
your original diskette to a service center for

updating. You pay only the cost of return mail

you can do it every week if you like.

Third, a regular newsletter will inform you of

any updates and provide tips on using some of

LDOS's many special features.

With LDOS you get a well documented, thor
oughly tested, and powerful DOS. The pub
lisher is committed to a professionally written
and detailed users' manual. Besides con
trading with some of the best microcomputer
systems houses for technical and customer
support, a highly regarded technical writing
firm is doing the manual.

The power of LDOS is its ease of operation,
its independence of hardware configuration,
and its device independence. You can make
selected backups, chain together a series of

programs and operations, and operate several
different types of drives from the computer.
LDOS has all the features of VTOS 4.0, fully

implemented and working. There are hun
dreds of features which we do not have room
to mention, but the best features are its ease
of use for the new disk owner combined with
its sheer power potential for the expert. We
will gladly send you more information on LDOS
if you just call our toll free number.

LDOS with Manual. . .$139

INTRODUCTORY FREE BONUS !

(A $32.50 Value)

Purchase LDOS before March 31, 1981 and we
will include a box of 10 diskettes FREE!

VisitOurNew Store? W.Bell Plaza- 6600 Secyrity Blvd • Baltimore, MD

For information

Call (202) 337-4691

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

«, T/nOd ***#«*% price, plus $1.00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add
420© Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept.KRbBox ¥@W 5% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed

Washington, D.C. 20016 information on card.



Get the most from your micro with
software and accessories from one of

the world's largest selections.

By Leo Christopherson from Acorn
Your 'droid has already learned NIM, so now
it's time to teach it how to wield a laser sword!
Leo Christopherson, author of "Android
NIM," "Dancing Demon" and other animations,
has developed a new type of animation and
high-quality sound in his latest work.

Your 'droid starts out as a lowly clown. You
teach it how to use a laser sword by control-
ling its movements. After training it to be a

"Grand Master, " you enter the tournament
against the program's skilled 'droid! Enter-
tainment for all ages.

Protected Tape. ..$14.95
Protected Disk. ..$20.95

from Med Systems
A new breed of adventuring! Venture
through a graphically represented 3-D maze,
with halls that could dead end — or recede to

infinity. Step through the doors or drop into
the pits. Will you encounter monsters and
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob-
jects and information? Will you ever get out
alive?

16K TRS-80, 32K APPLE II.. .$12. 95

ffijjflfillf
.'

' I . '

By Bill Hague from Big Five
Asteroids surround your ship. You must shoot
the asteroids, as well as any alien spaceships.
Written in fast machine code, this game is

GREAT!

You may encounter five different kinds of
alien ships, including the very deadly flag-
ship. You shoot from your ship's position,
rotate it, use your thrusters to move — if you
are overwhelmed, you can even get away to

hyperspace. Fast and exciting.

Tape $14.95

6 R A H I C DISPLAY
DRIVE NO.:

EACH HARK REPRESENTS

(SLON) (CORRECT)

295.00 296.67 298.33 300

Disk Drive Timer -

H T R S P E E

RPH RANGE: 10

0.17 RPH.

(FASTI

301.67 303.33 305.00

.I....1....I....1....I I....I....I I ,.!.

from Disco-Tech
Analyze and adjust your disk drive motor
speed with a real-time graphic display. Ma-
nual details use for Radio Shack, Shugart,
MPI, Pertec and Vista drives, and DDT can be
used with any drive. All you need is DDT,
two screwdrivers and five minutes.

Disk $19.95

By Roy Soltoff from MISOSYS
With EDAS, you are no longer tied to memory
limitations while writing in assembly language.
Now you can assemble directly from text
stored on disk. Branching lets you test your
program, then return directly to EDAS. Great
for editing and debugging.

Other features include: global editing,
upper/lower case support, block moves, plus
availability of DOS commands within EDAS.
It's the Editor /Assembler designed with the
programmer in mind!

Disk. ..$79.00

SPACE Wi
By Device Oriented Games from Acorn
A two-player, real-time action game that lets
each player control a spaceship with rotate,
thrust, fire, and hyperspace. Five game
options (including gravity) and three playing
speeds. In fast machine language.

Tape. ..$9.95

By Douglas Carlston
Take control of the Galactica as you navigate
through an uncharted 3-dimensional uni-
verse. In "Galactic Empire," you attempt to

unify a universe that is randomly created
each time you play.

"Galactic Trader" pits your bartering skills

against those of the other inhabitants as you
try to accumulate riches and power. But
watch out for the assassins and the energy
cartel — they're out to getcha!

Diplomacy and deviousness play equal parts in

"Galactic Revolution." It's a game that com-
bines tactics, social manipulation and Machia-
vellian ruthlessness. For more intrigue, this

game allows more than one player. Sound ef-
fects.

Choose any game at $14.95 for TRS-80 16K on
tape, $24.95 for Apple II 48K Disk.

Messerschmidfs
"It is the summer of 1941 and the Blitzkreig is

smashing into the heart of Russia "

This is how your instructions begin when you
become the fighter squadron leader in "Migs S

Messerschmitts", one of four exciting new
Discovery Air Combat Simulations.

These World War II re-enactments are histori-

cally accurate — they challenge you to learn
the tactics used by the actual combatants!
Written in machine language for fast re-
sponse.

MIGs and Messerschmidts
RAF: The Battle of Britain
Jagdstaffel
Winged Samurai

To control the entire universe, get all three! For TRS-80, Apple II, PET — 16K...$19.95

from Instant Software
Launch one of several realistic jet fighters
from an airport, or catapult from the deck of
an aircraft carrier. Incredibly realistic simu-
lation, right down to maintenance problems.

You will not only learn about the dynamics of
flight, you'll discover the complex operation
of modern military jet aircraft as you sit back
and try to keep up with the constantly
changing instrument panel display. Challeng-
ing and informative.

Cassette. . .$14.95

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED. .

.

...if you don't see the program you'd
like, give us a call — we probably have itl

NEWD0S+* 99.95
NEWDOS/80* 149.95 RADEX 10* 99.95

Level III BASIC. 49. 95 CCA Data Mgr* 75.95

MMS FORTH /Man*. 79. 95 SYSTEM SAVERS 14.95

KeyEdit 18.95 Tiny PASCAL* 50.00
Acorn w/Sound (each): Tape 14.95 Disk 20.95

Pinball Pigskin StarTrek Ting-Tong
Invaders From Space Alien Invasion

Language Teacher (Fr, Span, Ital.)* 19.95 ea.

OSBORNE & ASSOC. Business Systems*: 25.00 ea.

General Ledger Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable Payroll w/o cost acct.

* Disk

THE PROGRAM STORE • PeptKR8 Box 9609* 4200 Wisconsin Aye, NW - Washington, P.C. ^0Q16
Circle 18

J

Item Price Postage JuLM
Total
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View

The 1 5th in a Series on
Machine Language Tutorials.

In the last issue we promised to go into

getting information between a USR routine

and a Basic program. There are many ways
to do this, but we will consider only two for

now. First, we will pass information

straight to the routine as the argument of a

USR call. Second, we will pass arguments

by putting them in a string and put the

string in a buffer area we designate.

Each of these methods has some
interesting uses. It does require PEEK and

POKE though, so it is not applicable to the

Model II unless vou have modified your

BASIC in Model II to include PEEK and

POKE.

There are other methods for passing

arguments that we will go into later in the

series, but these will serve you well for

now.

USR Arguments

Passing numbers or letters (as ASCII

codes) through the USR call is easy but

limiting. If we want to pass the number N to

the routine, we have the Basic statement:

Y = USR(N)

The problem with this is that N can't be

anything other than an integer. If it is, it is

converted into an integer before it is passed

to the routine. If the number is too big to be

an integer an error results.

In order to get the value of the argument

and make it available to the machine

language program, we CALL 0A7FH in

either Model I or III. This will place the value

of N in the HL register pair as a two byte

signed integer.

If we want to send a value back to the

Basic program as the value to be assigned

to Y, we load the value into the HL register

pair as a two byte signed integer, then we
JP 0A9AH in either Model I or III.

What if we needed to get more than one

argument to the machine language

routine? In that case, we can simply call the

USR routine several times in succession. In

the machine language routine, we would

simply have a beginning section that would

accept an argument, increment a count,

and then return if the count wasn'tyet high

enough.

How do we get more than one argument
back from the routine? There we have a

stumper in this method. We can't simply

return because when we start, we would
have to have a routine to determine if we
are entering to start processing or to get

more returning arguments. If we put such a

routine in front, we could key it with a

unique integer argument and test for it to

say start computation or go get the output

values.

This kind of routine rapidly becomes the

computer's answer to Rube Goldberg.

Instead, we look for other ways to pass

arguments.

Buffers

We can also play some tricks with

VARPTR to place variables in. known
locations where our machine language

program can access them. If you look in

your reference manual, it tells you what
information is located where VARPTR is

pointing to. For a string, PEEK
(VARPTR(AS)) is the length of the string,

PEEK (VARPTR(A$)+1) is the LSB (least

significant byte) of the string's address and
PEEK (VARPTR(A$)+2) is the MSB (most

significant byte) of the string's address.

If we know that we have a 20 character

buffer for the machine language program
located at memory location 7D00H (32000
decimal), we could define a string, say BF$
in our program. Once the string is defined,

we then reassign it's memory location to

correspond to the buffer like this:

POKE(VARPTR(BF$)),20
POKE(VARPTR(BF$)+1),0
POKE(VARPTR(BF$)+2),1 25

This puts the length of the string at 20 and
reassigns the LSB of its address to and
the MSB to 125 (7DH).

Once the reassignment is complete, we
can now use this string to pass information

between the Basic program and the

machine language program. This
technique can also be used with numbers,
but we have to do it differently.

With numbers, the actual number is

stored at the location given by VARPTR. To
access it then, it is easier to get the value of

VARPTR to the machine language routine

and let is use that as a buffer for the

number.

Remember what VARPTR is. It's the

address of a variable in memory. That is, it

is a two byte number. In fact, we can pass it

as a USR argument to our routine and then

use it to access the variables where they

are. In this way, if we wanted to use a

whole double precision number (eight

bytes), we could simply pass the VARPTR of

the variable to our routine. When the

address shows up in the HL register, we
use that address to find the information we
want.

The same technique will work with

strings. Pass the VARPTR of the string and
then access it from the machine language
routine. That way is easier if you are not

using the string as a buffer but want to

modify it in place.

You do have to be careful when
accessing Basic variables directly. You can
easily make changes in the variable and

then not have them reflected in the way
Basic sees them if you forget to update the

variable references.

As an example, let us say you have a
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program that works as a text editor and you

are using machine language routines for

actual text insertion and deletion. If you

make a string longer or shorter, you have to

go back and change the VARPTR locations

to make sure they agree with what you are

actually returning to the program.

Try each of these ways to pass

information to a USR routine until you are

sure you can handle them. Then try the

assignment. „ .

Assignment

This issue's assignment is to write a

machine language program to be used as a

USR routine for a Basic program. Pass the

routine the location of the first byte of an

integer array (don't forget to DEFINT in the

Basic program). Use the USR routine to sort

the array into numerical order by doing a

bubble sort.

A bubble sort is done by simply going

through the array one element at a time,

comparing one element with the next and
exchanging them if they are not in correct

order. This is repeated until a pass is made
where there are no exchanges.

You can either pass the number of

elements to be sorted to the USR routine by
a USR call or let the routine find the

number of elements in the array by looking

from the VARPTR point. Note that VARPTR
returns the address of the first element of

the array. For an integer array, each
element is two bytes long. Just before the

array, the dimension of the array is stored,

two bytes per dimension.

If this seems a little hard to you, or you
want something else to do to while away
your time, they try writing a routine that

will pass a string to the routine through a

buffer. Sort the letters in the string

into order and return the string in the buffer

using the same technique described above.

We'll give our versions of these routines

next issue. In the next column, we'll go over

the sorting routine in detail and then start

moving large amounts of data in memory.

For example, moving a whole screen to a

temporary holding place and replacing it

with another screen. All that next time.

For Your Interest

We'd like to see your solutions to

problems suggested in View from the Top
of the Stack if you have interesting ones.

Send a tape or disk with a description of

your program and operating instructions

to: View, 80-U.S. Journal, 3838 South
Warner St., Tacoma, WA 98409. Include

the source code for your program, fully

documented, instructions for use, and
comments about what kind of system you
are using and what kind of assembler.

Particularly interesting solutions may be

published. Be sure to include permission to

print the solution with your signature.

Programs submitted to this column will not

be returned unless accompanied by a self-

addressed, stamped envelope.

Last Issue's Problem

The listing gives one short solution to last

issue's problem. This problem has run on
an old TRS-80, as well as a brand new
one. ®

00100 J*:*:***.****:**:**:*****:^
00110 7 VIEW FROM THE TOP OF THE STACK-
00120 7

00130 7

00140 7 DEMONSTRATION OF ROM ROUTINES
00150 7 FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT OF INFORMATION
00160 1

00170 ? +::+:>HH-:>t:***>J-:*:+:>^+-i-:>^:>^

001S0 7

00190 7 INITIALIZE ROUTINE NAMES
00200 7

1A19 00210 LI I EQU 1A19H , LEVEL II ENTRY POINT
402D 00220 DOS EQU 402DH ?D0S ENTRY POINT
01C9 00230 CLS EQU 01C9H ? CLEAR SCREEN ROUTINE
0049 00240 GETCH EDU 0049H ? CHARACTER INPUT
0033 00250 PUTCH EQU 0033H , DISPLAY CHARACTER
00F0 00260

00270
BSIZE
7 -

EQU 0F0H ? BUFFER SIZE

00280 7 MAIN PROGRAM
00290 7

7000 00300 ORG 7000H ? WHERE TO PUT IT
00F0 00310 BUFFER DEFS BSIZE ? INPUT BUFFER
70F0 CDC901 00320 START CALL LLw ? CLEAR THE SCREEN
70F3 214C71 00330 LD HL, PMPT1 ?GET THE 1ST PROMPT
70F& CD1E71 00340 CALL PUTLN JDISPLAY IT
70F9 CD2771 00350 CALL GETLN !GET A LINE
70FC 210070 00360 LD HL, BUFFER ;GET BUFFER
70FF CD1E71 00370 wHLL PUTLN 5DISPLAY IT
7102 3E0D 00380 LD a, mn ?GET A <CR>
7104 CD3300 00390 CALL PUTCH ? DISPLAY IT
7107 216071 00400 LD HL, PMPT2 IGET 2ND PROMPT
710ft CD1E71 00410

00420 7

CALL PUTLN ? DISPLAY IT

00430 7 SINGLE CHARACTER INPUT FOR SELECTION
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710D
710F
7112
7113
7116
711B
7119
711C

711E
711F
7120
7121
7124
7125
7127
712ft

712C
712E
71 2F
7130

7135
7136
7139
713ft
713B
713C
713E
713F
7140
7143
7144
7145
7148
714B

060D
CD4900
BS
CftF070
061F
B8
Cft2D4®
1SEF

7E
B7
CS
CD3300
23
18F7
210070
0E01
3EEE
08
0D
CD4900
060D
BS
Cft4571
0C
08
B9
3SF0
08
77
CD3300

ISEft

3600
CD3300
C9

714C
715F
7160
7177
7178
7189
70F0
00000
BLOOP

BUFFER
CHLOOP

DONE
DOS
GETCH
GETLN
I LOOP
LXI
PMPT1
PMPT2
PUTCH
PUTLN
STftRT

57
00
50
0ft

4F

TOTftL
712E
00F0
7000
710D
01 C9
7146
402D
0049
7127
7130
1ft 19
714C
7160
0033
71 IE
70F0

00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00530
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00SS0
00S70
00880
00890
00900
00910
00920

ERRORS
00650
00260
00310
00450
00230
00800
00220
00240
00620
00670
00210
00860
00880
00250
00560
00320

CHLOOP

PUTLN

GETLN

BLOOP

ILOOP

DONE

PMPT1

PMPT2

00740
00310
00360
00520
00320
00700
005 1

00460
00350
00790

00330
00400
00390
00340
004S0
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CftLL

CP
JP

CP
JP
JR

B, 0DH
GETCH
B
Z* STftRT
B, 31
B
Z,DOS
CHLOOP

I/O ROUTINES

OR
RET
CftLL
INC
JR
LD
LD
LD
EX
DEC

LD
CP
JP
INC

CP
JR
EX
LD

INC
JR
LD
CALL
RET

ft y (ML)
ft

z

PUTCH
HL
PUTLN
HL, BUFFER
C, 1

ft, BSIZE !i

Hr , ftr

c
GETCH
Bt 0DM
B
Z,DONE
C
AFt ftF'

C
C, BLOOP
ftF, ftF'

(HL),ft
PUTCH
HL
ILOOP
(HL>,00H
PUTCH

? <EMTER> KEY VftLUE
?GET ft CHftRftCTER
IIS IT <ENTER>?
?IF YES, THEN STftRT
; <CLEftR> KEY VftLUE
SIS CHAR <CLEftR>?
5 IF YES, THEN END
? OTHERWISE LOOK ftGRIN

GET CHftRftCTER
US IT ZERO
IF YES, THEN DONE
JDISPLftY IT
NEXT CHftR
ILOOP
fGET BUFFER
;SET COUNTER
!GET BUFFER SIZE
! STORE IN ftLT REG SET
iDROP COUNTER 1

;GET ft CHftRftCTER
! <CR>
IIS IT <ENTER>?
J IF YES THEN FINISH
i INCREMENT COUNTER
, GET MflX COUNT
} COMPARE TO NUMBER INPUT
;IF #CH> BSIZE THEN LOOP
5GET CHftR BftCK

) OTHERWISE, PUT IN BUFFER
{DISPLAY IT
5NEXT POSITION
5 LOOP
?END WITH 00H
? DISPLAY THE <ENTER>

PROMPT DEFINITIONS

DEFM
DEFB
DEFM
DEFB
DEFM
DEFB
END

00640
00620

00670

' WHftT IS YOUR NftME?

00H
* PRESS <ENTER> TO REPEftT'

0ftH
7 OR <CLEftR> TO END'
00H
STftRT

00590 00770 00810
00370 00410 00610
00920

From The Company That
Brought You Adventure ,

by Scott Adams
We are now accepting TRS-80,
Apple, and Atari software for

review to manufacture under the

Adventure International label.

Join the fastest growing software

company in the U.S. and enjoy a
money paying hobby as well. Just

send a machine readable copy of

your program with documentation
to: Adventure International, Box
3435, Longwood, Florida 32730
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EXCITING H TRS-8GT32K DISK-BASED SYSTEMS!

STOCKPAK not only delivers a "stand-alone" Port-

folio Management System but also gives you the soft-

ware for Standard & Poor's monthly Common Stock

Data Service (available to TRS-80 owners on a sub-

scription basis). With STOCKPAK and the Data Ser-

vice you command one of the most powerful and

versatile investment tools available.

Here'sHowSTOCKMKWill Hefe You:

Monthly Data Service subscribers receive a diskette

containing 30 vital financial items on 900 of the most

widely traded stocks (S&P "500" and 400 NYSE, ASE
andOTC issues). Accompanying this monthly diskette

is an Investor's Newsletter highlighting important fi-

nancial news and investment strategies, with sugges-

tions for maximizing the usefulness of the system.

The heart of STOCKPAK is a powerful, analytical

stock selection tool which enables investors to choose

stocks which meet their investment criteria. For exam-

ple, you may wish to select only those oil and gas stocks

with price/earnings ratios of less than 7 and yields of6%
or more. Once a group of stocks has been selected, you

can store it as a separate data file for continuing use.

TJ !:'";"
-

>' MPfl

You can define the report formats you would like to

see on those stocks meeting your investment objec-

tives. Hundreds of calculations and ratios that you

define can be sorted, averaged or totalled, and dis-

played on video screen or optional printer.

ETAMOflRo
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Now you can effectively evaluate and manage your

own stock portfolio of up to 100 securities with as many
as 30 transactions for each. You can record "buy" and

"sell" transactions, price and dividend information and

stock splits for instant retrieval, for record keeping and

tax purposes. You can measure actual performance or

create hypothetical situations to help you make "buy"

or "sell" decisions.

u ui LDI

STOCKPAK is designed exclusively for TRS-80
users with 32K business systems with two mini-disk

drives. You can obtain the basic software and sample

Data Base, plus a comprehensive User's Manual from

your local Radio Shack Store for only $49.95. The
STOCKPAK Monthly Data Updating Service can be

ordered directly from Standard & Poor's for $200 an-

nually, or from the order form provided in the basic

package you purchase from Radio Shack.

W%#l t2J

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10004 (212) 248-3994/3374



Pocket Computer.

[8E|r CI

John D Farrell

Tacoma, Washington

Ever since the electronic calculator has been made
available at a reasonable cost my wife has been accusing

me of being a "collector". When Radio Shack brought out

their new hand held computer I naturally couldn't wait to

get my hands on one. I wanted to discover what practical

uses could be made for management decisions on a day to

day basis. The only problem was that I knew absolutely

nothing about programming! This article will carry you with

me from my first attempt at addition and subtraction

through my first usable program.

Step one: When all else fails, read the directions. I got no
further than the introduction to the manual that stated, "If

you are looking for a 'lead-em by the hand manual, this is

not it'." They were right, I went to Radio Shack and
purchased a couple of books for the beginning

programmer. For the next few weeks I felt like a student in a

foreign country having to translate all my studies from one
language to another.

My initial impressions after learning how to calculate

with all the formulae I had not seen since high school, was
that the pocket computer would be valuable, perhaps a

necessity, for the engineer or a like profession. What
possible purpose could it have for someone in the

restaurant business?

A few more weeks went by as I struggled with heretofor

very simple words, such as "LET", "INPUT", "PRINT",

"CLEAR", etc. and I began to realize that the computer
could indeed do some things that would be useful. Since

management must have a successful game plan to run, a

good deal of management time is spent forecasting results

based upon both fixed and variable costs. I thought that a

break-even analysis would be a good test to see if the

pocket computer could become useful to me.

As a consultant, I found that many restaurant owners
simply had no idea how their total cost of sales percentage

was affected by. their sales ratios of food, beverage, and
other income categories. Most were also not aware of how
many income dollars were necessary to support their fixed

expenses after all the variable costs were paid. Fixed

expenses are those that do not change with fluctuations of

dollar volume; variable costs are those that are directly

affected by sales.

What follows then, is a very simple program written by a

novice programmer to help forecast what sales revenues
are necessary to return a satisfactory profit to a restaurant

owner. I have also included some line by line instructions

for those of you who may read this and are novices both to

the programming or the restaurant fields.

1

.

Lines 10 and 20 use the Pause statementtodefine the

program and give credit to the author.

2. Lines 30, 1 80 and 310 define the different functions of

the program. Line 30 also clears all memory locations.

3. Lines 40 through 100 put projected sales and
budgeted percent of costs in the A through M locations of

the memory.

4. Lines 110, 1 20 and 1 30 are simple formulae that add

the sales forecast and calculate both the amount of sales

costs and the percent of cost to sales.

5. Lines 140, 150 and 160 print the results.

6. Lines 135, 155, 295, 425, 445, 475 and 485 tell the

computer to print the results of the formulae in the

appropriate format of dollars and cents or percentages to

the nearest tenth. This is an example of the subroutine

capability of the computer.

At this point in the program the only information needed
for the break-even analysis is the percent forecasted for

cost of sales. Therefore, all memory locations are cleared

by the Clear statement on line 1 90 to make more memory
locations available for the rest of the program.

7. Lines 190 through 280 put all the projected variable

cost of sales into memory locations A through J.

8. Line 290 again uses a simple formula to add the

variable percentages.

9. Line 300 prints the total variable costs as a percentage

of sales.
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Pocket Computer

10. Lines 320 through 410 input the fixed expenses in

memory locations L through U.

1 1 . Line 420 again simply adds the fixed expenses.

12. Line 430 prints that result.

13. Line 440 is the break-even formula.

1 4. Line 450 prints the amount of sales dollars needed in

order for the restaurant to break even.

1 5. Lines 460 through 490 determine both profit dollars

and profit percent in relation to total sales. The program
user can put in as many different sales projections as he
needs and the program will figure the profit or loss.

My conclusions are that the pocket computer can indeed

be a very useful too! for helping the manager in budgeting,

forecasting and a variety of planning functions. I look

forward to exploring the science of computers as I am sure

that the manager of tomorrow will need this technology in

an increasingly competitive and complicated
environment.

10:
20:
30:
40:
50:
60:
70:
80:
90:
100:
110:
120:
130:
135:
,140:
150:
155:
160:
180:
190:
200:
210:
220:
230:
240:
250:
260:
270:
280:
290:
295:
300:
310;
320:
330;
340;
350;
360;
370
380
390
400
410
420
425
430
440
445
450
460
470
475
480
485
490
600
700

PAUSE "BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS"
PAUSE "BY JOHN FARRELL 1/1/81"
CLEAR: PAUSE "COST OF SALES:"
INPUT "FOOD SALES = " ; A: INPUT "1

LIQUOR SALES = ";C: INPUTINPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

OF COST = " ;B
'% OF COST = ";

'BEER SALES = ";E: INPUT "% OF COST = ";F
'% OF COST = ";H

= ";J
WINE SALES = ";G: INPUT
CIG. /CANDY SALES = " ; I : INPUT "% OF COST
POOL/GAMES = ";K: INPUT "% OF COST = ";L

INPUT "OTHER SALES = ";M: INPUT "% OF COST = ";N
0=A+C+E+G+I+K+M
P=((A*B)+(C*D)+(E*F)+(G*H)+(I*J)+(K*L)+(M*N)) *.01
Q=(P/O)*100
GOSUB 600
PRINT "TOTAL SALES = ";0
PRINT "COST OF SALES = ";P
GOSUB 700

COST OF SALES = ";Q
VARIABLE EXPENSES"
INPUT "% COST OF SALES = ";A
% REPAIR/MAINT . = ";B
% ADVERTISING = ";C
% BAD DEBTS = ";D
% BANK DISCOUNTS

PRINT
PAUSE
CLEAR:
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

:E

:K

";N
";0

;P

% LAUNDRY = ";F
% CHEM/PAPER =

% PAYROLL = ";H
% RENT = ";I
% OTHER = ";J

: K=A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I+J
: GOSUB 700
: PRINT "VARIABLE & = "

: PAUSE "FIXED EXPENSES
: INPUT "EMP. INSURANCE
: INPUT "ACCOUNTING = "

: INPUT "DEPRECIATION =

: INPUT "EQUIP. LEASE =

: INPUT "INSURANCE =

: INPUT "OVER/SHORT = " ;Q
: INPUT "MUSIC/BAND = " ;

R

: INPUT "OFFICE EXPENSE =

: INPUT "UTILITIES = ";T
: INPUT "OTHER EXPENSES =

: V=(L+M+N+0+P+Q+R+S+T+U)
: GOSUB 600
: PRINT "FIXED EXP. = ";V
: W=V/(100.00-K)*100
: GOSUB 600
: PRINT "BREAK EVEN = ";W
: INPUT "PROJECTED SALES =

: Y=((X-W)*(100.00-K)) *.01
: GOSUB 600
: PRINT "PROFIT = ";Y
: GOSUB 700
: PRINT "PERCENT = " ; Z

; "%" sGOTO 460
: USING "#######.##" :RETURN
s USING "####.#" : RETURN

' ;u

";X
Z=(Y/X)*100

Dept B / Box 839 / No, Hollywood, Ca. 91603 (213) 764-3131

SUBEDIT and SUBSCRIPT ... $39.95
®

Superior capabilities for the TRS-80J text entry,
formatting, and revisions are easy, powerful, and
very flexible. PROPORTIONAL right justification
is supported for the Line Printer IV®and
Centronics®737. All EMPHASIZED fonts, plus
underlining, are supported on the Epson®MX-SO. Other printers, including the
SELECTRIC®and DIABLO®1620, are also supported.
The 90+ functions include.'

multiple top and bottom titles
line split, join, and duplicate

global search and change
visible control words
block move and copy

. right-justification
flt'OV table of contents

f$S# ™ form letters
underlining
centering

super .. autosave .scripts, . . (someand^ .scripts
sub r

<i

*****
printers)

£$ Am mourn cinq FASTER ... $29.95

Analyses BASIC programs and tells you how to
make a simple change to improve their execution
speed. NO programming skill or hardware changes
needed, works with packages as well as your own
code. Typically reduces run-times by15-50%, Example' "move selection" in
"Othello" dropped from 48 to 32 seconds. This
will be one of your most valuable utilities)

MIMIMIT-IL ,, §19.95
Self-relocating, multi-purpose! lets INKEY$
handle up to 90 char /sec. Also provides!
automatic signalling of s t: »- i n g
cromp iressiom (never again will you think
the computer has died when it is merely thinking),*
auto key-repeat) upper-lower case (hardware
needed to see it)J fast, interruptable screen
print,* dual routing of video to printer, and more.
Highly recommended for use with SUBEDIT,DVORAK! layout support with stick-on key
labels is also available for $19.95, or you can get
both versions for only $27.50.

QUICK COMPRESS ,,, $20.00
Makes many BASIC programs faster and 30-60%
smaller by removing blanks and/or remarks at
your option. Allows multi-statement lines,
processes 800 lines in 3 seconds.

3CTEMEP40 ... «15.00
Quickly upgrades 35-track disks to 40 tracks with
your 40-track drives and Operating System.

ORDERING
All programs run only on the TRS-80 Model I,

FASTER, MININIT-II, and QUICK COMPRESS
support 16-48K Level II or disk systems (specify
"tape" or "disk"). SUBEDIT/SUBSCRIPT and
XTEND40 require 32-48K disk systems and
support TRSDOS and NEWDOS.

Please add $3.00 for handling to orders under
$25.00, and 6% tax in Calif. Sorry, no credit cards.

SPECIAL! Order any disk-based program
and receive a diskette "name-change" programFREE! Specify "80-US Offer."

Circle 21
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Increose Voor Disk Storage!!!

Pockog® 1 - 1.5 Megabytes for only $1,540.00

2: Model 160-2 fl€ROCOMP80-tTQck double headed drives

1 : P€RCOM DOUBL€R
l:DOSPLUS3.1D
1 : 2 Drive Coble (for the fi€ROCOMP drives)

Package I - Upgrade your Model 1 to o Model ill for

only $320.09
1 : P€RCOM DOU8L6R
1: DOSPLUS 3. ID

Pockege 3 - ftdd on disk storage ond go double

density for only $1,040.00

2: Model 40-1 RCROCOMP 40-track "flippy" drives

1 : P€RCOM DOUBL6R
l:DOSPLUS3.1D
1 : 4 drive coble (for the fl€ROCOMP drives)

Pockoge 4 - idd on 80-lrock drive ond double de-

nsely for only $800.00
1 : Model 80-1 R€ROCOMP 80-trock "flippy" drive

1 : P€RCOM DOUBL6R
l:DOSPWS3.1D
1 : 3 drive coble (for the RCROCOMP drive)

Remember, ON€ 80-trock drive, running double density, will

give you os much storage as FOUR 35-trock drives running single

density,

If interested, coll or write us at the address below, and let us

banish your disk storage problems forever!

^^ a ra ra a ai C3 a ea CjQoaacinnaaaaiBH

J
MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE INC.

5 5846 Funston Street, Hollywood, FL 33023
1 (305) 983-3390

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

1 STATE
1

i PHONE

ZIP

1 ACCOUNT #

1 MC D VISA D EXP DATE
1

I PROGRAM NAME
1

I QUANTITY

arssa^aaacanDErsEiEiaaaa
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DISC DRIVCS
(P(Cm i » IfltlPMoU

© MOD€l 80-1 DISC DR!V€ $449.95 80.

Single-sided, "Flippy", 96TPI

(80 track; single density

unformated 250K bytes/side;

double density unformated 500K

bytes/side) .

o MOD€l DISC DWV€ 160-g $599.95

Double-sided, 96TPI

(160 track/80 per side; single

density unformated 500K

bytes; double density

unformated 1 megabyte).

All models are capable of single or double density and are complete with power

supply and silver enclosure Send for information on R€ROCOMP 2-and 3-drive systems

available in 40 and 80 track.

The Doubter™: Percom's new proprietory double-density

adopter for the TftS-80* computer.

• Increase formatted storage >acity of your minidiskettes from

1 1 /2 to almost 4 times.

• Use with standard 5-inch drives rated for double-density

operation.

• The DOUBl€fi™ reads, writes and formats either signle - or

double density disks. Only $219.95.

3 BC3DC3E3aEaaC3BE3!3E3C30DCDOD O CTi 633 C3E3S

Micro-Systems Software Inc. now has double density

software available for TRS-80* Model I's that are equip-

ped with the Percom Doubler.+

first is a dish editor called "Disk Zap 2.3". This editor

will work either single or double density diskettes. It is

track and sector oriented, and offers total access to all

parts of the disk. It has the ability to format and backup

diskettes as well as editing them.

Second is our new double density DOS. DOSPLUS 3.1 D,

like our regular DOS, will run 35-80 track drives; but offers

the increased disk storage of double density.

Disk Zap is $ 1 9.95 and DOSPLUS 3. 1 or 3. 1 D is $99.95.

To order, call or write us at the address below. Master

Card and Visa welcome. Orders accompanied by a

personal check will be shipped when the check clears the

bank.
aaaanaaaDa aaaaaaDaDCjao

VISA'

Specializing in the Tandy Line

ffiVM

5846 Funston Street

Hollywood, FL 33023

* TRS - 80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

Doubler is a trademark of Percom Data Corp

Now available in Spanish
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Keep the data you need to make timely investment decisions at

your fingertips with this incredibly powerful investment too!.

Considerable effort has gone into methods of tilting the odds in the

investment game. Out of this has come the discovery that the

strategy of hedging listed optionsagainst common stocks can tilt

the odds drastically. In fact, it can be more conservative and more
consistently profitable than the simple buying and selling of stock.

liiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiDgiiiiiiiiiiiigiiggiisiisiiiiiiiiggiiigjtiiigiieiiiiiiiiiigiiigigiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The four programs in this

package are designed to be used
in the real world, and include the

effects of commissions, margin
interest and dividends, where
applicable. Possible investment

attitudes, the listed option mar-

kets, puts and calls and option

strategies are covered in exten-

sive documentation.

The Option program presents

important indices of both open-
ing and closing call option trans-

actions. The manual includes

sample runs illustrating combi-
nation strategies with covered

and uncovered calls, and covered

and uncovered straddles recieve

detailed treatment.

The Opgraph program presents

a graph or a table, as the user
chooses, of profit from any
combination of six basic posi-

tions: long or short a stock, long

or short a call and long or short a

put. Sample runs are presented

which cover hedging with calls,

out-of-the-money hedges and in-

the-money hedges.

Newprem enables the user to

predict the future premiums of an

option at whatever time and
future stock price the user se-

lects. This method requires the

establishment of a data base of

historical option premiums in

whatever detail the user desires.

Finally, Portwat enables the

user to determine on an item by
item basis, the cost, current value

per share, total current value and
capital gain of a portfolio con-
sisting of long and short stock,

and long and short option posi-

tions. This program assists the

user in keeping a readily available

and easily updatable record of his

portfolio and, at the same time,

assists him in measuring his

progress towards financial

success.

In order for an investor to

continually improve his perfor-

mance it is necessary for him to

refer to past performance; this

requires useful records. Finally,

he should constantly be evaluat-

ing his performances to assure
himself he is playing the right

game.

The Stock and Options Trading

Analysis package is available for

the 16 K TRS-80 Level II on
cassette (CS-3306) and disk (CS-

3801) for $99.95. Creative Com-
puting Software should be avail-

able at your local computer store.

If your favorite retailer does not

stock the software you need, have

him call our retail marketing

department at the number below.

Or you can order directly from

Creative Computing Software,

Dept USLG; P.O. Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa,

MasterCard, or American Express
are also welcome. For faster

service, call in your bank card

order toll free to 800-631-8112. In

NJ call 201-540-0445.
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Bob Liddil

Here's Captain 80 disguised as the

Software Secret Agent, Sam Spade hat

pulled low over my eyes and trenchcoat

collar turned up against the wind. The
mirror-shades over my eyes reflect a pile of

software for review roughly the size of a

small tractor trailer (10-4). They are

products of the great, near great, good and
good griefl

Scott Adams' Adventure International,

(those wonderful folks who brought new
meaning to the term "Instant Insanity")

has, over the last twelvemonth, expanded
their line to include many fine units of non-
adventure software. Many of the country's

finest authors have teamed up with Scott to

produce what can only be described as

great computer programs,

Strip Concentration andDice, (rated X for

no apparent reason), is an example of a

company that does not take itself too

seriously. The Concentration segment is a

spoof of the old TV game show of the same
name. It features hats, coats, shoes and the

like. I'll leave the rest to your imagination.

The Dice segment could just as easily be

used for computerized Dungeons and

Dragons if you could play that game to the

monotone strains of "Let Me Entertain
You". The game is a great spoof of

Interlude, though at no time does it ever get

even close to explicit. Scott has always had
a great sense of humor and this program is

funny.

I find a few faults with it though. When
Agent 442432 and I tried to play test it, we
discovered that there were no provisions
for shoe-telephones, sword-belts,
hatband-guns or utility girdles. Now what's
a secret agent to do under circumstances
like that?

Tunnels of Fahad is a microization of the

Toy know why you

that •tney for

;o you
Id play Poker

popular arcade game Head On. In Tunnels,

the computerized protagonist is a mummy
who is trying to get you before you get the

gold, which is laid out around a series of

tracks. You have to get as much of the gold

as you can in order to score before the

inevitable time the mummy locks in on you
and nails you. Tunnels scored an

unbelievable triple star among the kid

reviewers polled and is consistently
requested by visitors to the Software
Secret Laboratory. The author and
publisher are to be congratulated for a fine
product.

Frogs! How's that for the name of a

prolific piece of business software? And the

business, of course, is the catching and
munching out on, flies. Picture if you will

a giant computerized bullfrog, sitting on a

log floating placidly in a graphics marsh.

Above him flits flies. As the flies fly about,

he eyes them hungrily. Here's where you
come in. By manipulating various and
assorted keys, you position the frog so that

he is in a most favorable striking pose.

Then, out shoots a zig-zagged, nanosecond
fast tongue and blip! One less fly. Our frog

then chews his munchie and returns to the

game. This may seem frivolous, but wait. It

is very serious. How is the frog going to

survive without your help? And to add

insult to injury, his tongue gets shorter

each time he goes for a fly. Sound and near

animation quality graphics give this

program a star and a half. As tested on the

Model III, it is highly requested and often

played.

You know why you plunked down all that

money for a computer don't you? It was so

you could play Poker and still stay home
with the kids. (Poker makes a great

babysitter when you are not home with the

kids too). Al's version of Poker sort of
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Captain BO

reminds you of Doc and Kitty in the

Longbranch Saloon. It lets you see your

hand but not the others in the game. It plays

a good game of draw and allows a good

leeway for bluffing and strategy. The only

reason it didn't draw a double star is due to

previous utter burnout on card games
experienced by yours truly. The star it did

get is due largely to the snappy, enter-

taining style in which it is presented. I liked

it and play it moderately, though right now I

owe it three thousand dollars, so I'm laying

low.

Slag takes some getting used to. It is a

game of world politics and nuclear warfare

that has some complication and
sophistication, while appealing also to

those of us who must have pictures.

Industries are built, as well as nuclear

arsenals. When war finally breaks out, it's

interactive! The players take turns bombing

each other's submarines, blasting missies

out of the sky and eventually wiping one

another out. But there are some economic
simulations built in as well, where you

must make money decisions that can affect

the outcome of the game. Slag is not for the

pacifist or even for everyone. It is well

written though, and gets a well deserved

star for a purely imaginitive treatment of a

difficult subject.

There are other fine programs in Scott's

new line but we will save them for another

time.

There is a little company called Computer
Power and Light, out of Northridge

California, which has two of the tightest,

hottest arcade style programs presented to

date. They are Spaceball and Galactic

Fighter. Fighter is an exquisitely executed

version of Galaxians, an Invaders style

game in which individual units of the

enemy seek you out. It is fast-paced,

perfectly animated and with sound effects

that are well timed and effective. The
second, Spaceball is like the first in quality.

It is a version of Breakout worthy of any

coin-op in any arcade.

It is rumored, as of this writing, that

these two top quality programs are going to

be marketed through Instant Software. I

hope that Computer Power & Light will

consider that since we have enough mega-
giants in the industry as it is.

There are many young faces in the ranks

of selling programmers. Some of them I

know personally, some I have not met. All

of them have one thing in common,
degrees of vulnerability in the marketplace.

There are many sharks out there waiting to

gobble up naive programmers who don't or

can't research companies they submit to.

For those youngsters (or oldsters for that

matter) who actually survive long enough

to collect on their efforts, the rewards

presented by honest, legitimate vendors, in

many cases aren't bragable. What's the

answer?

For Greg Hassett, age 14, it was
Adventurewor/d, his own company, run

with the help of his parents. For Roy

Neiderhoffer, age 15, it was Software

Innovations, also his own company. For

IKING

and answering and dialing with the

^^m. Microconnectiorf

Other computers are just

a phone call away with

the MICROconnection®...

with or without an

expansion interface or

RS232 board. The MICROconnection® gives you access

to other computers . . . mainframes to micros.

Have a Model II or III or any other

computer with RS232? We have

an RS232connectionm'for you too.

And the autodial/autoanswer

option to increase your system

versatility.

The RS232connection® sells for $199.00.

The MICROconnection® with a "dumb terminal" program

starts at $249.00.

The AUTODIAL7AUTOANSWER feature is $79.95 additional.

Extensive software is available. Call or write:

the micr fsl corporation

26431 51 stVl.NE

Redmond, WA 98052
206/881-7544

Charles Forsythe, age 15, newcomer, it

was an agent and eventually the placement
of a TRS-80 Color Invaders with Scott

Adams. Success is possible.

For the Software Secret Agent, the stack

of material is growing smaller. Only Ultra-

DOS, Vern Hester's hand built disk

operating system remains. Vern scratch

built the BASIC for Ultra-DOS and added
many enhancements to the already

familiar format offered to us by NEWDOS.
For the DOS-idiot like myself, Ultra-DOS
was a true blessing. It has replaced for

now, at least, both TRSDOS and other

highly complex systems, as our lab-DOS.

Now rumor has it that Vern, whose talents

are limitless, and Kim Watt, who's

powerful and useful Super Utility caused

so much controversey due to its ability to

copy anything, have decided to collaborate

on a Super DOS which is reputed to have

drawn the interest of many of the giants of

the industry. For those two working

together is an event worthy of applause. In

any case, at $1 1 9.95, Ultra-DOS is a byte in

the billfold, but it does deliver a dollar to

DOS even value.

Now from Software (and hardware)

Secret Headquarters, this is your Secret

Agent, signing off. •
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Program Works Without Modification

on IVlocfels 1 and IIS

ic-'IMIC 'C

Here is a program which makes frequent

and effective use of the Z-Subs which were

presented in the last issue of 80-U.S,

Journal. We'll comment on those Z-Subs

later. Right now I'd like to say that this

program exemplifies my conviction that

software for a personal computer should

meet some personal need of the owner,

whether it be for business or pleasure, and

not just be something to watch because it is

impressive. The general public today is

continually amazed by the things

minicomputers and microcomputer
controlled devices can do- "Will wonders

never cease?" It's what I call the "GEE
WHIZ" reaction, but I give it about five years

before "GEE WHIZ" will turn to "SO
WHAT". When that happens it will be

programs like $URVIVAL which will justify

the cost of a personal computer.

So what exactly is SURVIVAL? No, it isn't

a game. ..except to the extent that living

within one's means in this modern world is

a game. Actually, it's a personal finance

program. But, before you stifle that yawn,

let me assure that it isn't another of those

orderly concoctions that post or balance

your checkbook, record your expenses,

income, or whatever.

For the average person on an average

income (whatever that is!), checkbooks are

easy to maintain by hand. What's more,

tracking my budget, in the sense of making
a running record of expenses in each
period and comparing them with a
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spending plan, would be a waste of

time. ..on or off myTRS-80.The unexpected

is always happening

If you live as I do, from one payday to the

next, then SURVIVAL is for you Even if

your financial resources vary from month

to month.,. as a matter of fact... especially if

they do, SURVIVAL will help you manage
better

Figure 1 is a screen print of the job

catalog you will see when you RUN
SURVIVAL. If this is your first use, you will

call job 1 (program lines 100-160) and

write your budget. There will be cues

calling for the account names and the

amount you hope to (or must!) pay. You can

have up to sixteen accounts. If you try to

enter more, the program will cut you off

(line 155). When your accounts are

complete, answer the next request for an

account name with the word NO. Now
select job 2 which is a list of your accounts

and their sum. Now the fun really begins

You're ready to run job 6. ..the moment of

truth. Here's the idea. You start a period,

whether it's a week, a fortnight or a month
or whatever, with knowledge of what cash

recources you have available, probably a

paycheck. You subtract your expected

expenses from your total resources then

decide how frequently you want to give

yourself an allowance to live on out of the

money that remains. This is usually once a

week. ..And there may be four or five

"allowance days" in the month, depending

on how the days fall and on what dayof the

week you like to draw your allowance. You
divide the remaining money by the number
of planned allowances and this tells you
how much you can draw each time. If you
want to save something, you treat that as

another budget item, deducting it from
resources before splitting up the
remainder Job 6 does all this for you

automatically Figure 2 is a fictional budget
display generated by job 6.

Once around, this isn't a big deal to do on
paper. But suppose you realize that you just

can't live on that allowance which the

program says you can have? How are you
going to make up the deficit? You can omit
some payments, of course, but wouldn't it

be neat to specify how big an allowance
you want and then go back and pick out
certain bills to reduce in proportion to

their size to make the allowance fit. This

way you are splitting the available money
to give each creditor the maximum possible

payment, and you survive! Quite a hassle

on paper but just a few keystrokes with job

7 of SURVIVAL On this call you will be
shown your budget and given a chance to

designate, by number, up to eight of your
accounts The program will then reduce
payments for these accounts, each in

proportion to its size, to leave you exactly

the allowance you have requested. When
you have entered all the account numbers
to adjust, you answer NO and you
automatically get job 6 with the new
allowance you asked for. .and the reduced
payments

(Continued on Page 42)
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These Percom mini-disk
systems store more data,

are more reliable. Access
times are fastest possible

with your Expansion Inter-

face. Heavy duty power
supplies run cooler, last

longer. Low noise three-

wire ac power cord is safer. Enclosures are

finished in compatible silver enamel. Prices:

TFD-100™ (40-track, 102 Kbytes/side)

One-Drive Add-On $ 349.95
Two-Drive Add-On 699.45
Three-Drive Add-On 1 049.95

TFD-200™ (77-track, 197 Kbytes)
One-Drive Add-On 634.95
Two-Drive Add-On 1268.95
Three-Drive Add-On 1903.95

Price includes Percom upgrade PATCHPAK™
program.

•^'T-^'H This PC board plug-in
adapter for the TRS-80* vir-

tually eliminates data read
errors (CRC error — Track
locked out!) which occur on

*•«< -£->, ~i
j-jig)-, density inner disk

~~
tracks, a problem that has
plagued TRS-80* systems.

The Percom Data Separator™ is installed in the Ex-

pansion Interface without modifying the host sys-

tem. Caution: Opening the TRS-80* Expansion Inter-

face may void the limited 90-day warranty: $29 95.

Percom OS-80™
An advanced easy-to-use disk operating system that

works with Level II BASIC commands. Resides in only

7-Kbyte of memory May be extended indefinitely with

disk-resident utilities. Supplied on 5" disk with exam-
ple programs. $29.95 with instructions.

CIRCLE J Software
Two extremely useful utilities for Percom's OS-80™
DOS:

witnbonus patS"program thatallows RS Renum-
ber Utility to run under OS-80™. $14.95, with in-

structions.

2 MS - Adds NAME SAVE and NAME
KEEFcommands to OS-80™ Use one set of com-
mon data with two or more BASIC programs. Also

runs under Radio Shack DOS On 5" disk, with

instructions: $14.95.

Super fast machine language disk modification utility.

Read, Write, Display, and Modify sectors; remove
passwords: apply patches, fixes; make backups and
much more On 5" disk with instructions: $29.95.

100% machine language word processor . .

.

SPECIAL DELIVERY (by Software Etc.)

Use MAILFORM to create name and address lists, EX-
TRACT to find names by ZIP, address, gender, age, etc

,

SORT to sort an entire list on any field in seconds Print

personalized letters written with either the Electric Pencil^

or Scripsit* using MAILRITE Prints labels from Mailfile cre-

ated under MAILFORM Runs under Percom's OS-80™,
Radio Shack's TRSDOS* $125 (disk)

Ilk

HowtoOfdw
Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1-800-527-4 196 t.

Mail orders also accepted Orders may Do charged to a VISA or Master Charge
account or paid by a cashiers check, certified checkor moneyorder We accept COO
orders with 25% deposit Sorry, we cannot accept personal checks. We pay shipping
and insurance charges on orders over S1 00000 Add approximate insurance and
shipping charges lor under S1 .000 00 it m doubt about these charges, ask when you
call m your order Texas residents include 5% sales tax Minimum order $20 00 Allow 2
to 4 weeks lor delivery tTexas residents call (214) 494-0208

Prices and spi

™ trademark ot Percom Data Company Inc

RADIO SHACK and TRS-BO are trademarks oi Tandy Corporation

Spectacular multicolor graphics, sharp 2- k}3,!;:':fc;'AV'; ;?.'-^-tl-^ [-;

color alphanumerics with your TRS-80*, a 1
color tv and the Percom Electric Crayon™ 8j|llf'~~ *TZ

*

3§3 I
Up to eight colors. Resolution with full display

j j
memory (6 Kbytes) is 256 X 192 picture ele- a**^ -*»*- •'' *»

j
ments Microprocessor controlled

k
the Elec- I

trie Crayon™ is not only a full color graphics system but also a j
complete, self-contained control computer with a dual bidirectional

.

1
parallel I/O port — provision for second dual port. Interface the I
TRS-80* via your Expansion Interface or Printer Cable Adapter. Sup- I
plied with 1 Kbyte display RAM, EGOS™ operating system and 1
comprehensive users manual with example programs. $249.95 I
Optional TRS-80* interconnecting cable: $24.95 j||

"-.-;

i your TRS-80* the gift of speech
s Instruments' Speak & Spell" is the voice of

r TRS-80* computer with this clever interface

idule manufactured by Percom Your own
ivel II BASIC programs announce, com-
nand, implore with sentences and expres-

sions formed from Speak & Spell's" voca-
bulary. The Speak-2-Me-2™ PC module
installs in the battery compartment of your

Speak & Spell". Power is supplied from an
dinary calculator power pak. Comes with in-

connecting cable (for TRS-80* El or Printer

)le Adapter), operating software and users

jal: $69.95. (Speak & Spell_ not included.)

Scott Adams' Adventures (disks)'

Adventure Sample
Adventure 1-9

Adventure 1 & 2
Adventure 3, 4 & 5
Adventure 6 & 7

Adventure 6, 7 & 8

The Galactic Trilogy (disks):

Galactic Empire
Galactic Trader
Galactic Revolution

Space is this hunter's domain (disks):

Starfleet Orion
Invasion Orion

Space Battles — from Adventure (disk):

Super fast, real-time war game with exploding missiles,

ship control $19.95

Space Invaders — by Level IV (disk):

TRS-80* machine language version of Apple 'Super

Sound effects: $19 95

Far in!

Datestones of Ryn (disk)

Temple of Apshai (disk)

Morloc's Tower (disk)

$ 6.95
14 95
24.95

. 39.95
2495

. 39.95

$19.95
19.95
39.95

$24 95
24 95

full space

Invaders'.

$24 95
29 95
24.95

mm

am

Disk System Interconnecting Cables
Improvement over RS cable design places drive 0, which includes

the cable termination, at the end of the cable to eliminate the reflected

noise of an unterminated cable Better data integrity. Prices:

Two-Drive Cable $24 95
Four-Drive Cable 34.95

Power Line Filter

115/250 V, 50-400 Hz Instructions included for easy installation in

standard mini-box chassis: $19 95

Disks in a convenient plastic organizer box $34 90
Single Disk 3.49

< 1-W self-adhering plastic drive identification tabs Compatible
•er with engraved black drive number Two tabs (Nos. 0, 1 ): $2.50;

se tabs (Nos 0, 1 , 2): $3.25; four tabs (0, 1 , 2, 3): $4.50.

pi

BMMM

315 N. Shiloh • Ste. D1 • Garland, TX 75042

(214) 494-0206
jt notice

- trademark of Texas Instruments Corporation

t trademark of Michael Shrayer Software, Inc.
Circle

K'-S. !
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Figure 3 is a computer generated

revision of Figure 2 in which our fictitious

budgeteer used job 7 to request a periodic

allowance of $175 and specified that

account numbers 8, 9, 11, 14 and 15 be

reduced accordingly. Of course if your

allowance just makes these payments too

small you can try again. The program has

remembered your original amounts and

will replace them if you say NO, the new
amounts aren't satisfactory meaning that

your creditors won't stand still for such

small payments. You can try again, either

requesting a smaller allowance or

designating more accounts to share the

burden of making up the deficit.. .or both.

Perhaps, when you have been shown what

the exact amounts will be, you may decide

to make up the deficit out of

savings. ..assuming you have any. In this

case you will have to enter a revised

amount of available resources in job 6.

There is still another option. You may
choose to look the budget over and change

the amounts you plan to pay certain

creditors, using job 3. You then re-run the

analysis (job 6) and see how big your

periodic allowance will be. In Figure 4 our

fictitious budgeteer has done exactly that,

revising Figure 2 by changing the amounts

for account numbers 9, 10, 1 1 14 and 15

using numbers off the top of his head. A re-

run of job 6 produced Figure 4.

You don't actually write your budget from

scratch each month. There are some

things (like the rent or the mortgage) that

you just can't change. When you get a final

budget you can live with, be sure to record

it (job 4). Then, next month you simply read

the old one in from tape (job 5) and revise it,

using job 3. You juggle the numbers until

you have a spending plan that enables you

$URVIVE. Hence the title.

The "Job Catalog" of OURVIVAL, (Figure

1) and the internal cues are almost

completely self-explanatory, but here are

some important facts about the program

you must know.. .or at least keep handy:

NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS: Accomodates

up to sixteen.

TO END YOUR INPUT OF ACCOUNTS:
Respond to the cue with NO.

AUTOMATIC "YES": All questions

requiring a "yes or no" answer default to

"yes" when you ENTER nothing. You

only respond with NO when that's your

preference.

DATA RETENTION: When you run a job a

second time and want the same
resources or number of allowances

which you had before.. .and this will

happen plenty of times.. .just use ENTER
without writing anything.

DELETING ACCOUNTS: (Most important

of all!) Be advised this program will not,

repeat, will NOT process any accounts

after it encounters one with an amount

equal to zero. There are two ways to

remove an account from this budget:

1

.

Rename it
"— " and give it a value of

.01

2. Better yet, copy your highest

numbered account over the one you

want to delete. Then you can zero that

account at it's old location and

VOILA!, it's gone!

What about job 9? Why is that in there?

Well, try answering a cue which calls for a

number with an account name or some

other letters. ...believe me.... it does

happen! You can get so emotionally

involved in the proceedings that you get

careless. You'll get a ?REDO from the

computer and the screen format will be

thoroughly loused up. The program still

runs but things are out of kilter and hard to

read. Your job catalog will be somewhere

on the screen, inviting you to call job 9. Do it

and everything returns to normal.

If all this scares you, copy the program

and run it. True, it's a big typing job. But be

assured, it's well worth the trouble.

$URVIVAL is a friendly and easy program to

run. The notes above will become obvious.

Just don't ask for hard copy when you get

the chance unless you have a printer.

Otherwise you'll get hung up and lose your

data.

This program runs just fine without a

printer, but if you do have one, it offers you

a (well protected) opportunity to request a

printout of the final analysis from which

you can write your monthly checks and be

reminded of the periodic allowance you can

draw. If you do have a printer however,

there are certain things you should know.

This program was written for the OKIDATA
Microline-80 (see 80-U.S. for July-August

1980, page 32.) Line 1200 is calling for a

64 character print line. You will probably

need to change this statement to whatever

instruction your printer needs to produce a

line of that length. Line 1 210 is asking the

printer for large characters. You have a

choice of converting it to something your

printer understands or omitting it

altogether. You will also want to change

line 1220 which returns the print size to

normal (10 characters to the inch.)

A WORD ABOUT THE Z-SUBS: If you

read about the Z-subroutines in the

previous issue of 80-U.S. (Jan/Feb 1 981 ),

you will recognize them in the first nine

steps of this program. Better yet, if you took

the trouble to copy and record these useful

title subroutines you can now read them
into your computer from tape and begin

copying this program at line 10, saving

yourself at least some of the drudgery.

The program is literally peppered with

GOSUB's. They are responsible for much of

the neatness and smooth operation of the

various jobs. The laborious way to make
these things happen would be to write a

much longer and more complicated

program. They are as much a time saver for

you in copying the program astheywerefor

me in writing it.

If you want to explore the logic of

SURVIVAL, start by examining the job

catalog (which is located beginning at line

1400). Line 1520, the ON statement,

contains the starting address of each job

BUDGET PERIOD ANALYSIS

JOB CATALOG
CD INPUT BUDGET ITEMS AND AMOUNTS
C2> DISPLAY BUDGET AND TOTAL
(3) CHANGE BUDGET ITEMS OR AMOUNTS
C4> RECORD BUDGET
(5) PICK UP BUOGET FROM TAPE
(6) MAKE BUDGET PROJECTION
C7> SPECIFY MEEKLY DRAM AND ADJUST ACCOUNTS
(8) PRINTOUT BUOGET PROJECTION
(9) RESTORE HEADING
Qffl) EXIT PROGRAM

Figure 1

WHAT NUMBER? 1

BUDQET FOR MARCH — 1331

1 MORTGAGE *287. SB 9 BANKCARD
2 MATER $8.50 10 SHELL OIL
3 ELECTRICITY $54. IS 11 ALIMONY
4 GAS $37. 05 12 I. MAGNIN
5 CAR PAYMENT $218. 60 13 LODGE DUES
6 TELEPHONE $39. 60 14 SAVINGS
7 TAX RESERVE $55. 00 15 MOM'S GIFT
8 GIM8ELS $38. 12

$44. 50
$65. 00

$250. 00
$171.35
$125. 00
$200. 00
$75. 00

Figure 2

SUM OF ABOVE IS 41669. 40
RESOURCES ARE $2338.80
THIS LEAVES A BALANCE OF S669. 40
THIS PERMITS S PERIODIC ALLOWANCES OF
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BUDOEET FDR MARCH — i 33 %

1 MORTGAGE $287. 50 9 BANKCARD $29. 44

2 WATER $8.50 10 SHELL OIL $65. 00

3 ELECTRICITY $54. 18 11 ALIMONY $165. 41

4 GAS $37. 05 12 I. MAQNIN $171. 35

5 CAR PAYMENT $218.60 13 LODGE DUES $125 00

6 TELEPHONE $39. 60 14 SAVINGS $132 33

7 TAX RESERVE $55. 00 15 MOM'S GIFT $49 62

8 GIMBELS $25. 22

SUM OF ABOVE IS $1463.80
RESOURCES ARE $2338.80
THIS LEAVES A BALANCE OF $875.00
THIS PERMITS 5 PERIODIC ALLOWANCES OF

Figure 3

$175. 00

BUDGET FOR MARCH — 1 33

X

1 MORTGAGE
WATER
ELECTRICITY
GAS
CAR PAYMENT
TELEPHONE
TAX RESERVE

$287. 50
$8.50

$54. IB
$37. 05

$218. 60
$39. 60
$55. 00
$38. 12

9 BANKCARD
10 SHELL OIL
11 ALIMONY
12 I. MAGNIN
13 LODGE DUES
14 SAVINGS
15 MOM'S GIFT

$25. 00
$45. 00

$150.00
$171.35
$125.00
$100.00
$50. 00

SUM OF ABOVE IS $1404.90
RESOURCES ARE $2338.80
THIS LEAVES A BALANCE OF $933.90
THIS PERMITS 5 PERIODIC ALLOWANCES OF

Figure k

(Continued on page 44)
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Tic-Tac-Toe, FOUR in a row? That's only
one of the differences with Quad, Acorn's
challenging three dimensional game. A
graphically represented cube, four rows by
four columns by four levels, Quad gives
you 64 different playing positions for your
X's and O's, and 76 different winning four-

in-a-row combinations.

Play Quad against your computer or a
friend; against the computer, there are four

levels of difficulty available. You can rotate

the cube six different ways to get a new
perspective (or confuse your opponent!).
For even more challenge, set the built-in

game clock— it'll forfeit your move if time
runs out!

Available for Level II, 16K. $14.95 for tape,

$20.95 on disk.

These are just two of Acorn's wide selec-

tion of game, utility, educational and busi-

ness programs for the TRS-80*.

Circle 25
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The backgammon player featured in Per-

sonal Computing (August 1979) is now
back in a faster, even better version! The
game logic of the new Gammon Challeng-
er has been compiled to machine lan-

guage for extra speed, and there are more
special features than ever.

Choose one of three levels of play, but
don't get too ambitious— Gammon Chal-
lenger will put your skill to the test at all

levels. For serious players, the "doubling
cube" option can be used for added excite-

ment. There are other computer backgam-
mon games, but none quite like Gammon
Challenger. Supplied on tape for $14.95.

Requires Level II, 16K.

* TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

These and other popular Acorn programs
are available now at fine computer stores.

Ask for them.

DEALER INQUIRIES 1NW8TED
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The program was written with each job

coded at the start of a hundred and
contained within those hundred numbers
as far as possible to make it easy to study,

and possibly modify, at a later date.

The routine for printing the budget in two
columns on the screen is located beginning

at line 900. The tabulating variable, T, is

defined at line 940 and incremented by 64
in line 960 in order to get the second

column on the screen in the proper place.

Using one dimension arrays forf the

account names and amounts made
numbering the accounts easy and helped

in indentifying as well as locating data to be

changed in job 3, (beginning at 300).

Mathematical construction of U for use
with the PRINT©) statement occurs in the

last steps of the 300 series of statements
and they are what cause the miraculous
changes in the list to appear just where you
ask for them. Personally, I hate the four

second wait to record each array variable

so there are some idiotic looking lines at

410 thru 430 and at 535 thru 550 to make
conversions allowing the use of PRINT#-1
and INPUT#-1 which execute much faster.

Actually, $URVIVAL kills two birds with

one stone. You get to learn a lot about your

computer and its resident high-level

language and you also ger
v
a program that

will help you figure out how to meet the

payments on your TRS-8Q..Yin case you
are still in hock to the Bankcard or Finance
company. ©
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AEROCOMP offers the best value in

microcomputer disc drives on the market

today! Reliability, features and cost tough

to beat. We deliver... and we stand behind

our products, as evidenced by the only

FREE TRIAL OFFER in the industry. Ex-

amine your systems needs and order to-

day!

There appears to be some confusion in the

terminology used to describe disc drives

and their features. Here's what we mean:
• FLIPPY Allows the use of both

sides of a diskette with a single-

headed drive by simply turning the

diskette over (model 40-1&80-1).
• TRACK DENSITY Specified in

tracks per inch (TPI). Refers to the

number of tracks per radial inch on
the diskette. Typically 48 TPI = 40
usable tracks and 96 TPI= 80 usable

• DOUBLE DENSITY Refers to

recording density in bits per inch

(bpi). Typically single density means
data can be recorded up to 2,938
bpi; double density means data can

be recourded up to 5,876 bpi.

• DOUBLE SIDED Refers to number
of read/write heads. Single-sided is

one head, read/write one side only;

double-sided is dual heads allowing

read/write operations on both sides

of the diskette. A double sided drive

appears as two seperate drives to

the controller.

• ACCESS TIME The time required

for the head to move from one track

to the next. Typacilly 5 to 40
milliseconds (ms). COM

• 40-Track "FLIPPY'* $349.95
(Model 40-1) 48 TPI, single dens.

1 25K bytes/side, double dens.

250K/side.
• 80-TRACK "FLIPPY" $459.95
(Mod. 80-1) 96 TPI, single dens.

250K bytes/side, double dens.

500K/side.
• 40 TRACK DUAL HEAD $459.95

(Mod. 80-2) 48 TPI, double-sided,

40 tracks/side; single dens. 25CK
bytes, double dens. 500K.
• 80 TRACK DUAL HEAD $599.95
(Mod. 160-2) 96 TPI, double-sided,

80 tracks/side; single dens. 500K
bytes, double dens. 1 megabytes.

NOTE: All capacity values are unformated All

models capable of single or double density. All

with power supply/silver enclosure 1 1 5 VAC,
50-60 Hz 1 1 5/230 VAC available

40-Track FLIPPY drive,2-Drive

cable^TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual,Freighi
& Ins. $369.95 (reg. $401.00)

#1 40-Track FLIPPY drive

2-Drive cable
Newdos/80
Freight & lns.$459.00(reg.$528.oo)

#2 80-Track FLIPPY drive

2-Drive cable
Newdos/80
Freight & Ins. $569.00 (reg.$638.oo)

#3 TWO (2) 40-Track FLIPPY drives

4-Drive cable
Newdos/80
Freight & Ins. $785.00 (reg. $893.00)

#4 TWO (2) 80-Track FLIPPY drives

4-Drive cable
Newdos/80
Freight & Ins. $999.00 (reg.$m3.85)

• DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
Newdos/80 $149.00
VTOS4.0 $125.00
DOSPLUS 3.1 $99.95

• DISKETTES, SOFT SECTOR,5 1/4"(box

of 10)

Single-sided, single density $29.95
Double-sided, double density $39.95

• CABLES
2-drive $24.95
4-drive $34.95
Extender $16.95

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Order your AEROCOMP Disc Drive and use

it with your system for up to 1 4 days. If

you are not satisfied for ANY REASON (ex-

cept misuse or improper handling), return it,

packed in the original shipping container,

for a full refund. We have complete con-

fidence in our products and we know you

will be satisfied! ORDER TODAY!

We offer you a 1 20 day unconditional war-

ranty on parts and labor against any defect

in materials and workmanship. In the event

service, for any reason, becomes
nescessary, our service department is fast,

friendly and cooperative.

100% TESTED
AEROCOMP Disc Drives are completely

assembled at the factory and ready to plug

in when you receive them. Each drive is

100% bench tested prior to shipment. We
even enclose a copy of the test checklist,

signed by the test technician, with every

drive. AEROCOMP MEANS RELIABILITY!

ORDER MOWS!
To order by mail, specify Model Number(s) of

Drive, cable, etc (above), enclose check, money
order, VISA or MASTERCHARGE card number
and expiration date, or request COD. shipment

Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Add $5.00
per drive for shipping and handling Please allow

2 weeks for personel checks to clear our bank

No personel checks will be accepted on COD
shipments-cash, money orders or certified

checks only You will receive a card showing the

exact COD amount before your shipment ar-

rives Be sure to include your name and shipping

address WE SHIP PROMPTLY! In the event

there is a slight delay, you will be notified of the

shipping date and we will NOT charge your

bankcard until the day we ship!

PARE AND BUY AEROCOMP!
WRITE AEROCOl IP TODAY

EC Hi

ACCESS
TIME

(track to

track)

HEAD
LOAD

SOLENOID

DISC
EJECTOR

CAPACITY EASY-
(unformated ENT8Y

single DOOR
density)

mm
TE3IAL

RADIO
SHACK*

NO

NO

Sms.

5ms NO NO

2SOK by«oo
(both oldoB)

109K bytes

250K bytes

(both sides)

125K bytes

109K bytes

125K bytes

YES

NO NO

(800) S24-7S88. OPERATOR 24
FOR VISA/MASTERCHARGE/C.O.D. ORDERS
California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alaska
and Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operator 24.

TOLL FREE LIMES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLY!

For Applications and Technical information, call

(214) 337-4346 or drop us a card.

Dealers inqiries invited

Factual material from current manufact
Model 40- 1 to similar models

The TRS-80* expans

data sheets is believed reliable but cannot be guaranteed, comparing Aerocomp

nterface limits the track to track access time to 12ms •Trademark of Tandy/Radio Shack. Dallas TX 75224

Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8

P.O. Box 24829
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Here are last a faw ©f ©yr fine offers . .

.

call toll-free for full Information.

COifPWTiUS
Model I! 64K $3375
Model III 4K LEV I 599
Model III 16K 859
Model III 32K 989

-l- Model III 32K 929
Model III 48K 1099

+ Model III 48K 999
Model III 32K
2Disc&RS232c 2149
Color Computer 4K 310
Color Computer 16K 439.95

+ Color Computer 16K 399.95

Color Computer 16K
w/extended basic 489
Pocket Computer 199
VIDEOTEX 329
APPLE 48K only 1119
ATARI 800 16K 789

+ Computer Plus Now Equipment.
1 80 Day Extended Warranty

PERIPHERALS
Expansion Interface OK
Expansion Interface 16K

+ Expansion Interface 16K
Expansion Interface 32K

+ Expansion Interface 32K
16K RAM N.E.C. 200 N.S. chips 49

M09EHS
Lynx Direct Connect
COMM 80 Interface

Chatterbox Interface

Telephone Interface II

PRINTERS
Line Printer IV

Daisy Wheel II

Line Printer VI

NEC Spinwriter 5530
OKIDATAMicroiineSO
EPSON MX80

DISK ORiWES
Model III 1-Drive 712
PERCOMTFD100 389
TEAC 40 Track 319

$249

359.95

339

469.95

399

219

159.95

259.95

169

849

1695

999

2650

595

545

plus real back-up warrantees—

Pure Radio Shack equipment warranteed at any Radio
Shack store or dealer. Factory warrantees on Apple and
Atari equipment. Other equipment carries manufacturer's
warranty or Computer Plus 180 day extended warranty.
Combined warrantees carry Computer Plus 180 day war-
ranty or original manufacturer's warranty.

CD E3 CD CD EI CD E3

EHij- cactjcaon EalHHBBO

Pocket Computer $ 1 99

a
@n@ek out these'

unusual package
waiuei f©r priee

an§] warrant?

MODEL ! 32K E.I.

1st. Drive, Line Printer IV,

10 Diskettes PureR.S. $1875
combined warranty 1699

MODEL II 64KW/2 Disks,

Daisy Wheel II, Scripsit

PureR.S. 6350

MODEL 111 48K, 1st. Drive,

Line printer IV, Scripsit Word
Processor, 10 Diskettes

PureR.S. 2800
combined warranty 2699

COLOR COMPUTER 16K CC
w/extended basic cassette
recorder, joy sticks, dust cover

PureR.S. 569

POCKET COMPUTER w/Snterface
PureR.S. 239

ATARI
48K Atari 800, Atari 825 Printer,

Atari 810 Disk Drive 2125

APPLE
48K Apple II & Apple II Disk

w/confr©SSer, D.O.S. 3.3,

Printer Card and Cable,
Epson MX80 Printer 2350

OH TOLL FREE

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED (61 7) 486-31 93
Prices subject t© change without notice.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

Write for your
free catalog ...

Dept. A
245A Great Road
Littleton, MA 01460
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Product Evaluation
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The operating system that came with the

early Model It's was TRSDOS 1.1, which
was just short of worthless. This was
followed quickly by 1.1.2 which was just

about as bad. At this point it became
obvious that there were hardware
problems as well as software, and
modifications were provided by Radio

Shack to the FDC (Floppy Disk Controller)

board and the Video board.

Now we had a situation where the

hardware seemed to be coming along, but

the operating system was still a dead

horse. This was not ignored by Tandy, and
the midnight oil burned long after midnight

for many nights as these problems were
dealt with.

After a suitably aggravating delay, the

Systems Software Group finally unleashed
the not too bad TRSDOS 1.2 on us. With
this release and the hardware fixes in

place, everything seemed pretty rosy. Now
that 1 .2 has been out for over a year and
has been rather well patched, debugged
and otherwise healed, along comes
TRSDOS 2.0I So look out, here we go again
- another "new" TRSDOS to deal with.

This new operating system is Tandy's
third effort at an operating system for the

Model II. The amazing part of these
systems is their incompatability with each
other. A 1 .1 or 1 .1 .2 cannot read a 1 .2 or a

2.0, and a 1 .2 cannot read a 2.0. Also when
converting disks upward towards 2.0, the

disk that is converted becomes readable by

the new system but is no longer usable in

the old system. Looking back, one would
have to assume that these three
generations of operating systems were
each written by different companies. The
formats and directories keep changing.

One manufacturer should not change an
operating system to the point of

incompatability with their own earlier

releases. These drastic changes in an
operating system would be warranted and
acceptable only if they greatly increased

the utility or versatility of the system. This

is not the case with the evolution of

TRSDOS on the Model II.

Now that the sour grapes are out of the

way, let's look at what TRSDOS 2.0 has to

offer, which is plenty.

The following explains the new features

that have been added and the features

which have been changed from the 1.2

version. I will assume a general knowledge
of TRSDOS 1 .2 and it's features.

SYSTEM
The following additions and changes

have been made at the "System" level of

the operating system:

1 . ANALYZE - This command gives the

user a display of the filenames on the

diskette being anajyzed along with the

track on which the beginning of that file

resides. Handy for advanced programmers,
but certainly not a needed utility. This

function is of little or no value to the

average user of the Model II.

2. DUAL - This is a routing feature that

routes all video output to the line printer as

well as the video. This is a very useful

feature for both the user and the

programmer, and is a big plus to the

system. It is unfortunate that additional

routings such as (printer to file) or (video to

file) or (RS 232 to printer) were not

provided.

3. HELP - This command is always
followed by the name of another command,
such as HELP DUAL. This would display a

short description of the command's syntax
and all the available switches and
parameter-s. This command is very useful

to the average user and is of some value to

the programmer as he becomes familiar

with the system.

4. HOST - This command daisy chains
the keyboard of the Model II with the RS
232 "A" receive port and also chains the

RS 232 output port with the Model ll's

video. In effect, you would be able to run

your Model II from a remote location with
the use of modems and a dumb terminal.

The Host utility will accept whatever
SETCOM has been set on the "A" channel.
This is a dumb host, as no options are

provided for control of the communications
or for detection of lost carrier.

5. MOVE - This powerful new command
has been missing in all TRSDOS products
till now. With this command it is simple to

deal with moving groups of files with like
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extensions or file names. The user may
move all files with a /BAS extension by
entering MOVE VBAS:0 TO .1 . This would
move all the files with the extension /BAS
from drive to drive 1 . There are additional

parameters for dealing with all the files or

having the user prompted whether or not to

copy each file. This command has been
well thought out and is very well

implemented and will become one of the

most used utilities in this new system!

6. PRINT - This new command allows for

the outputting of ASCII text files to the

printer. Several switches are available. The
LIST command with the PRT or print option

supports a very similar function. The
additional features in the PRINT command
do not seem needed at this point as the file

structure that they deal with comes from
RSCOBOL and RSBASIC compiler files, but

each of these provide their own printed

output of their text files.

7. RECEIVE - This command allows the

system to receive "object" code from
another computer through the RS 232
interface. The data must be in TRS-80 load

module form and then translated to INTEL
paper tape standard before it is sent to the

receive program. This option is handy for

programmers who have not already written

their own programs to deal with this, but is

useless to the average user.

8. RESET - This command will cause the

operating system to "Re-Boot" just as if the

user had pressed the reset switch on the

front panel. In effect, this is a software
reset which is very handy under certain

circumstances, such as ending a Basic

program with SYSTEM "RESET", which
will cause the computer to re-boot. This

feature is of little value as several other

methods of doing software resets are

available.

9. SCREEN - This command will send
what is displayed on the video screen to the
line printer (same as JKL in NEWDOS). This

command also functions fine in a Basic

program line, so if the program wished to

duplicate the screen to the line printer the

statement SYSTEM "SCREEN" would be

used. This is a very useful feature to both

programmer and user.

1 0. - SPOOL - This is a method by which
characters that would have gone to the line

printer are sent to a disk file instead. At
some later time, this disk file may then be
spooled out to the printer as a background
task, while the computer is doing
something entirely different. The
implementation of this spooler leaves a lot

to be desired. It is not nearly as handy,
powerful or dynamic as other independent
spoolers, nor spoolers in other operating

systems.

1 1 . STATUS -This command displays the

current top of memory as set by TRSDOS or

an application, and the ON/OFF status of

several of the TRSDOS functions. This
command is of little value but is nice to

have occasionally, especially if several

different people are operating the same
machine. When changing programmers I

would rather re-boot before using the

system.

12. T - This command performs a very
nice function, it allows you to advance the
line printer to the top of form, so it is ready
for the next job. The printer must have been
ON during boot-up or a FORMS command
must have been done before this command
will function.

SYSTEM CONCEPTS
TRSDOS 2.0 presents several concepts

which are new to TRSDOS. First, the
system is operated under what is known as
interrupt mode 2, which allows the system
to be interrupt driven on an "as needed"
basis. The system can run somewhat faster

due to the lessening of the overhead of

constantly polling the I/O devices when it

is unnecessary.

Second, the system now has a full type-

ahead feature which makes it nearly
impossible for the system to miss your
keystrokes, but this feature does not
function properly in Basic.

G1©i
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The third, and possibly most important
item, is the Alternate Directory. The system
will automatically maintain a second
directory on the disk which will be used
should the main directory become unread-
able. This feature should save much
frustration.

One major change to the system involves

VERIFY DETECT. This feature constantly
checks that the disk in the drive has not
been changed since the drive was last

accessed. This is very important to users
who are unable to remember to do the "I"

or SYSTEM "I" commands, and ruin a disk

directory as a result. The catch is that this

function slows down the system terribly,

but this can be solved by turning VERIFY
DETECT OFF.

Another change is the implementation of

"Wildcard" specfications for use with KILL,

MOVE and DIR. With this feature, files can
be handled by groups or classes of

extension. This is one of the most
important changes in the system.

The system also allows an ABS (for

absolute) parameter for BACKUP, COPY,
FORMAT and MOVE. This parameter tells

the system not to go into the additional

prompts and questions that may be
associated with these commands - just to

go and do it.

From the standpoint of assembler
programming with TRSDOS 2.0, there
have been changes to six of the supervisory
calls, most of which are very minor. The big

news for assembler programmers is the
addition of 1 1 new supervisory calls. These
new calls include table lookup, get
directory, a sort, process the hold key, and
rename a file, just to name a few. All in all,

a pretty nice selection of additions for the
assembler programmer.

One very aggravating thing that was
done to the system was to prevent any user
program from being loaded below 3000H.
This means that the overlay space 2800H
to 3000H is unavailable to users of

assembler, unless the routines are
preloaded and then block moved down to

this area. This protection is useless and
totally uncalled for. It just makes the
system harder to work with. Protecting

from 2800H on down is understandable,
but not from 3000H!

CHANGES TO BASIC
A couple of changes have been made to

the Basic that is provided on the 2.0

system. Two new keywords have been
provided. One is ERRS$, which returns the

last system number of the the last error

that occured in the system along with it's

error message. The other is NAME, which
allows the reNAME function of the system
to be used with variables from Basic.

The PRINT ZONES have been changed
from 14 columns to 16. Now, when the
comma is used between printed items they
will be placed in 16 column boundaries.

The LPRINT function in Basic will now
allow printing of up to a 255 character line.

Before, only 132 character lines were
permitted.

The user may now place a password on a

program saved from Basic. This should
have worked in the past, but did not.

A program that contained imbeded
linefeeds and has been saved in ASCII can
now be loaded without encountering an
error during the load.

DOCUMENTATION
The 2.0 system update comes complete

with over 100 pages of new
documentation. These pages are inserted

per the instructions to replace a major
portion of the 1 .2 and old Basic manual.
The documentation is excellentand isdone
in the same style and layout as the previous

Model II documentation.

CONCLUSIONS

TRSDOS 2.0 is available from your local

Radio Shack at just $24.95 including the
1 00 pages of documentation. I recommend
every Model II user pick up a copy. The
system is not the best operating system
ever built, but is very good. We have used it

(with slight modification) at Galactic

Software as our standard "in house"
system. After several months of use we are
very pleased with the system's functions
and reliability. Our only regret is that 2.0
was not the first operating system to come
with the Model II. We can only hope that

when hard disk comes along we won't have
to contend with yet another incompat-
ability problem. Until then, TRSDOS 2.0
gets my vote. •
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When Radio Shack announced their new Level II ROM
for the Model I, I immediately wondered, "Oh no, what did

they change?" Like many machine language programmers,
I use some of the unpublished routines in ROM to simplify

programming, not only for myself, but also for this column
and the programs ! sell. A change in the ROM might mean
having to rewrite many routines to accommodate those
users with the new ROM. Radio Shack's insistence in their

newsletter that they bloody well had the right to scramble
up any unpublished addresses they pleased only added to

my anxiety.

Recently 1 had the opportunity to examine the new ROM
and to compare with the old one. I'm happy to say my worst
fears have not materialized. In a departure from the usual
project orientation of this column, I want to share with you
my discoveries, not only to point out the differences, but to
reassure you that any addresses not mentioned here have
not been changed.

First of all, how do you know which set of ROM you have?
If LEVEL II BASIC comes up "R/S L2 BASIC", you have the
new set; "RADIO SHACK LEVEL II BASIC", the old one.
Functionally, the major changes have been to add keyboard
debouncing, improved cassette reading, and the ability to
use @ anywhere in a PRINT statement. The result could
have been to shift most of the addresses in ROM one way or
the other to accommodate the changes. Thankfully, the
modifications are largely self-contained. In the following
paragraphs, I will show which bytes have been changed,
and try to explain what the change accomplishes, though in

some cases, I haven't the foggiest idea.

0059
Changed from 1A to 00. The effect of this change is to

inhibit a CHR$(26) from being returned from the keyboard
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Discovery Bay Software Co.
Port Townsend Washington

routine when vou type a SHIFT-down arrow. This allows
these two keys to be used as a control key. Any alphabetic
key struck while these two keys are held down will yield the
control equivalent of that letter. CNTL-H, for example,
returns a CHR$(8) or Backspace.

OOFD
Changed from 1 1 to OE. This is just part of a LD HL

instruction which gets the address of the Level II Basic
sign-on message for display on the screen. That message
now starts at 01 OE instead of 01 1 1

.

0108 - 021C
Changed from "ORY SIZE RADIO SHACK LEVEL II BASIC

(Carriage Return)" to "SIZE R/S L2 BASIC (Carriage
Return)". The space freed up between 01 1 C and 01 2C is

now occupied by the new debounce routine.

0249 Changed from 41 to 60.

0250 Changed from 76 to 85.

Both of these bytes deal with timing during a tape read.

The first change lengthens the delay after the timing pulse
is detected before resetting the cassette input data latch.

The second, lengthens the wait for the data pulse. This
apparently makes marginal cassettes a little easier to read.

03FB - 03FD
This is part of the keyboard routine. The code originally

here has been replaced with a JP to the debouncing patch
at 01 1C. This patch returns with a JP to 03FE.

124C - 124D
The two one-byte instructions at these locations have

been interchanged. I can't find any references to 1 24D, so I

can only assume the effect is nil.

206D - 20F7
This is the portion of the PRINT routine which handles
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the @ and #, among other things. The effect of the change

is to allow the @ anywhere in the PRINT, rather than justat

the beginning. The logic which accomplishes this can be

summaraized as follows:

Old Version

Is next character an @?
No: Go to 208F

Yes: Position cursor on screen.

Is next character a #?

No: Go to 209B.

Yes: Turn on cassette motor; write leader.

Direct output to cassette.

Do other PRINT stuff.

Loop back to 209B.

New Version

Is next character a #?

No: Go to 207C.

Yes: Turn on cassette motor; write leader.

Direct output to cassette.

Do other PRINT stuff, including the @ routine from

2084 to 20A3.
Loop back to 207C.

2072:

2076:
208F:

2093:

209B:
20F6:

2072:

2076:

207C:

20F6:

213B
Changed from 3 F to 7F. The byte at this address is AN Ded

with the TAB parameter in a PRINT or LPRINT to get the

new print or display position. Contrary to the Level II

Manual, the old version allowed tabbing only within the

current display line (up to position 63). The change allows

tabbing up to position 127 (position 63 on the following

display line). This should be a boon to those with wide
printers.

2167
Changed from AO to 81 . This is part of a JP instruction.

The old jump address was 20A0. The new one is 2081.

Codewise, these are equivalent locations between the two
ROMs.

226A - 226E
A check of location 40A9 has been replaced with NOPs.

What this check originally accomplished and why it was
eliminated, I have no idea.

2C1F -2C42
This is the beginning of the CLOAD and CLOAD? routine.

The code at these addresses has been modified from
starting up the cassette motor and finding the sync byte and

then getting the parameters of the CLOAD and performing

a NEW, to getting the parameters and performing the NEW
first, then turning on the cassette, etc. The only reason I can

find for doing this is one of timing. If the parameters took

too long to determine, some data might be missed with the

motor running.

2FFC - 2FFF

Changed from zeroes to apparent garbage. These are

most likely just leftover bytes at the end of ROM.

So there you have it. If you use code at any of the

addresses mentioned, beware of the changes if you intend

your programming to be transportable. Otherwise, breathe

easy. Things ain't so bad after all. •
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DOLLAR ifOB DOLLAR, FEATURE FOE FEATURE
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE, PRACTICAL, EASY TO USE

WORD PROCESSOR FOR THE THS-80™ MODEL II!**

Field Tested & Proven - WordMagic II™ Includes:

Total TESDOS™ compatibility - no need to pay extra for a separate operating system!

Automatic WRAP-AROUND • Automatic MARGINATION • TABBING • PRINT FORMATTING •

Automatic PAGINATION • VERTICAL MARGINS • PAGE NUMBERING • LINE NUMBERING •

INDENTATION • SPLITTING LINES • REJOINING LINES • UNDERLINING (Most letter quality

printers) • PAGE BREAKS • MEMORY BUFFER "SCRATCH-PAD" • VARIABLE LENGTH FORMS •

Full Edit Commands - GLOBAL SUBSTITUTION • INSERTION • FIND • OVERWRITE • KILL LINES
© HACK • DELETE CHARACTER(S) • FULL CURSOR CONTROL - UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT,TAB,

END OF LINE, BEGINNING OF LINE • Automatic G eneration of a Table of Contents •Smooth Right •

Centering • Left Justify • Merge Data Blocks • Create "Personalized" Form Letters • Merge Repetitive

Paragraphs • Mail List • Label Generation included at no extra charge! • Documents up to Diskette

Size • Easy to use Command Structure • Complete User's Manual
**Requires 64K (WordMagic II may be used with one disk drive, but its installation requires two drives).

COMPLETE PACKAGE (DISKETTE & MANUAL) $195.00

(California residents please add 6% tax)

(Overseas purchasers please add $15.00)

CalData Systems
P.O. Box 178446

San Diego, CA 92117

(714) 272-2661

TRS-80™ & TRSDOS™ are Trademarks of Radio Shack, a division of the Tandy Corporation.
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Programming Technique.

T R Dettmann

Many of the current users of the Model II

came from the Model I originally. As such,

they uploaded many programs from that

system to use on their new systems. This

affected programmers as well as users,

since many of the programs written for

business applications on the Model I were
uploaded and sold with only necessary
modifications for the Model II.

One area where this is very apparent is in

sorting applications. On the Model I, it was
normal to use the program statements:

T$=A$(I):A$(I)=A$(J):A$(J}=T$

to sort an array into order. This causes a

problem with Microsoft Basic, since each
time the statement is executed, three new
strings are created in string memory. Soon,
string space is full and there are many
unnecessary strings that have to be
eliminated because they are duplicates.

In this case, Microsoft Basic goes into a

memory management mode and cleans up
the string space, compacting into the

smallest available space and freeing up for

more strings. In a sort, this appears as a

hesitation, sometimes almost like a lock-

up, depending on how much space there is

to clean up.

To correct this on the Model I, we
suggested (80-U.S. Journal, Nov/Dec 79)

that you use a VARPTR technique to

prevent having to create new strings. This

technique simply reassigned the names to

the existing strings using PEEK'S and
POKE'S. That was okay on Model I, but

Model II dosen't have PEEK or POKE in its

Basic.

Model II Basic provides something much
cleaner and easier to use than the old

reassignment technique above. It is called

"SWAP".
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Using SWAP, two variables can be

reassigned names quickly without having

to create new strings. This will save time in

a sorting program. This will not make an

inefficient sorting technique any better, but

it will make it the fastest it can be on the

Model II without going to assembly
language.

The listing with this article is a program
used to test the SWAP command on the

Model II. Line 70 sets aside the size of

memory reserved for strings. By changing
the size of the string memory, we were able

to vary the time needed to go through the

first test loop, but the time through the

second loop was unaffected.

The results of testing are summarized in

the following table:

TABLE 1

CLEAR Test 1 Time Test 2 Time

200 26 sec. 3 sec.

500 1

1

2
5000 8 3
1 0000 8 3
30000 8 3

If you throw in more complicated string

reassignments such as you have during a

sort, these numbers will get worse, and the

difference between SWAP and the brute

force method will get larger.

Running the same test on non-string

variables shows a slight (2: 1 (advantage for

SWAP over the brute force method. This

difference didn't change depending on

CLEAR size or any other variation in the

program. The SWAP took 3 seconds for

1 000 iterations and the brute force method
took 6 seconds. •

1 REM«X»!»>K»«^>K*«>!<*>l<»»>K»>IC)K}tC«>K>K»«»C»<>K>K«)K>K>!<««»M<»>K>KX»:>K>K)K}K»>«:«H<»

20 REM
30 REM TEST OF SWAP COMMAND
40 REM BY TERRY R* DETTMANN
50 REM
60 REM*:«»»*«««»«»:«k»)k«««»x««>k»;«)K}k»{k«»:xc«>!okx«>k»:x«){<>kk)«)!<«)J<«<k»>»

70 CLEAR! 00 00 : REM BET THIS TO WHAT YOU WANT
75 REM THE DUMMY STRINGS
SO A*=STRING* ( 50 »

H A " > : B*«STRING* ( 50 t

"

B "

)

90 PRINT "START OF TEST 1 ATI "
I TIME*

95 REM LOOP WITH THE BRUTE FORCE SWAP APPROACH
:L0 FORI" J. TO100
1 1 T*~A* t A*»B* I B*=T*
120 NEXTI
130 PRINT "END OF TEST 1 AT J "

5 TIME*
1/40 PRINT "START OF TEST 2 Alt "JTIME*
145 REM LOOP WITH THE SWAP INSTRUCTION
150 FORI* 1T01 00
160 SWAP A*rB*
170 NEXTI
ISO PRINT "END OF TEST 2 ATI "TIME*
190 END
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INCLUDES:

SUPERMAP
From Fuller Software ($18.95)

DISASSEMBLED
HANDBOOK
by Robert Richardson ($10.00)

HEX MEM
by John Phillipp

Monitor written in BASIC

DISASSEMBLER
by George Blank

ORDER TOLL-FREE
(In NH call 673-5144)

1-80©-2SS=1?S0

Description of the contents of the Level II BASIC ROM by
memory locations, by function, and in lesson format. Includes
several BASIC and Assembly Language programs in listing
format to examine and use ROM routines.
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AH four programs include the ability to use an unmodified TRS-80 keyboard to produce RUB, ESC, and other control

characters for time sharing, software control of the ES-232-C board, repeat key, bell, software support for tie three most

common upper/lower case hardware conversion, and line printer output.

ST80* UC
Preset parity, word length, and baud rate (regardless of witch settings on the RS-232-C board) for THE SOURCE,

MICIONET, and FORUM 80, automatic testing of the RS-232-C board, and even spooling of prepared messages on tape

directly into FORU1 80 using a basic program supplied m a line listing. 4K Level II cassette,.. .................. $24.95

ST80*
ieprogram your RS-232-C board from the keyboard, and run at different baud rates. Note: does not have auto testing of the

RS-232-C or tape spooling. 4K Level II cassette ....................................................................... $49.95

ST80* D
Connection time clock, option of user-created translation tables for keyboard, gathering and pre-formatting data to be sent

directly from disk to host computer, spooling of received files to disk or printer, editing of received files, and auto logon. Use it

with VTOS 3.1, and get device-driven I/O, job logging, and chaining. 32K disk program, ...........,..............$79.95

ST80* III

ST-SO D with extra utility programs. 32K disk program........................... ................................... $150.00

§€
6 South St .Milford. NH 03055 (603)673-5144

_. „A1 ,„ , , „„ /A ,„„, TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE 1-800-258-1790
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#

Model II, 64K RAM
Model III, 16K RAM
Model III, 32K Dual Disk

Pocket Computer w/lnterface

TRS-80 Color Computer

TRS-80 Color Computer Expanded
COMM-80 Interface

CHATTER BOX Interface

DISK-80 Interface

Expans

Expans

Expans

on Interface, no RAM
on Interface, 16K RAM
on Interface, 32K RAM

RS-232-C Board

LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

3899 00 $3599.00
$999.00 $929.00

2495.00 $2299.00

$298.95 $269.00

$399 00 $359.00

$599.00 $519.00

$179.95 $159.95

$279.95 $259.95

$34995 $339.95
$299 00 $279.00
$418.00 $339 00

$537.00 $399 00

$99 00 $89 00

with interface

TRS-232 Printer Interface

16K Memory Kit, TRS-Keypad
16K Memory Kit, TRS-Exp. Int.

Upper/ lower Mod Kit

Video Reverse Kit

CPU Speed-up Kit

Percom Electric Crayon, w/cable

TRS-80 Dust Cover (3pc set)

TRS-80 Computer Case

TRS-80 Monitor Case

LIST

PRICE

$119.00

$119.00

$59.00

$9.95

$109.00

$84.00

^^S^^
OUR

PRICE

$59.95

$59.00

$59.00

$25.00

$23.95

$24.95

$279.95

$7.95

$99.95

$84.00

LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

Percom, TFD-100, 40-track $429.95 $399.00

Percom, Dual TFD-100 Drives $849.00 $799.00

Percom, TFD-40, 40-track $399.95 $379.00

Percom, TFD-200, 77-track $675.00 $629.00

Hardside 40 -Track Disk Drive $399.00 $329.00

Hardside 80-Track Disk Drive $499.00 $449.00

Percom Data Separator $29.95

Extender Card $15.95 $15.00

2-Drive Cable $29.95 $29.00

4-Drive Cable $39.95 $39.00

"T

I

TERMS: Prices and specifications are subject to change. HARDSIDE accepts VISA & MASTERCARD.
Certified checks and Money Orders; Personal checks accepted (takes 3 weeks to clear). HARDSIDE pays all

shipping charges (within the 48 states) on all PREPAID orders OVER $100.00. On all orders under $100 a

$2.50 handling charge must be added. COD orders accepted (orders over $250 require 25% deposit) there is

a $5.00 handling charge. UPS Blue Label, and Air Freight available at extra cost.

"•—Jill

ws

mmBP

) ORDER TOLL-FREE:

- (In NH call 673-5144)
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by Phelps Gates

Now a high-level, scientific programming language for the home computer that doesn't cost $200 or $300. The power

of this language is in its strong mathematical operations, especially with regard to matrices and vectors. Programs re-

quiring matrix multiplication or other matrix problem solving that would require hours of programming time in BASIC

are solved quickly and with minimal effort in APL.

To aid in learning APL, lessons are included on the disk. Starting from the basics, you are brought step by step

through the various programming techniques involved with APL. These lessons act as a tutor which will have you "talk-

ing APL" in no time. Also available is the book, "APL: An Interactive Approach," which reinforces many of the examples

given in the lessons and provides additional insight into APL programming.

FEATURES
APL-80 on disk contains the following features: )SAVE and )LOAD workspace on disk; )COPY other workspaces into

current ones; Return to DOS for directory or commands without losing your workspace; Send output to lineprinter; Five

workspaces of lessons included; Sequential and random files; 15 digit precision; Monadic and dyadic transposition;

Easy editing within FUNCTION lines; Latent expression (FUNCTION can "come up running"when loaded); Tracing of

function execution; Real-time clock; User-control of random link; Workspace is 25587 bytes (in 48K machine); Arrays

may have up to 63 dimensions.

COMMANDS APL-80
APL-80 supports the following commands; Absolute value, add, and, assign, branch, catenate, ceiling, chr$/asc, cir-

cular, combinatorial, comment, compress, deal, decode, divide, drop, encode, equal, expand, exponential, factorial,

floor,' format, grade down, grade up, greater, greater/equal, index generator, indexing, index of, inner product, label,

less/less/equal, logarithm, maximum, member, minimum, multiply, nand, negate, nor, not, not equal, or, outer product,

peek, poke, quad, quote quad, random, ravel, reciprocal, reduction, reshape, residue, reverse, rotate, scan, shape, sign,

system, subtract, take, transposition.

SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum system requirements: 32K disk system (48K recommended) includes APL-80, Five workshapes of lessons,

instruction manual.
pr jce $39.95 on disk

Reduced feature: 16K Level II tape version, no lessons.

Transpositions, format, and inner product not implemented. Reduced domain for some functions, 6 digit accuracy.

Price. $14.95 on cassette

APL: An Interactive Approach
p r jce $16.95 ($3.00 shipping charge)

LIMITATIONS
Due to the absence of the special APL character set on the TRS-80TM, APL-80 uses shifted letters to represent the various APL characters.

In addition to the keyboard limitations, lamination, domino, and matrix inverse are not implemented but can be derived with user-defined functions.

Multiple specifications must be split into two statements unless the left-hand assignment Is to a quad. This also applies to implied multiple specifications.

Reduction and reshape (p) are not permitted for empty arguments; the argument of add/drop may not be scalar; empty indices are not permitted.

A quad (q) can't be typed In response to a quad (nor can the name of a function which itself gets Input from a quad). Quote-quad (m) Is permitted.

No more than 32 user functions can be defined in a single workspace and a function may not contain more than 255 lines.

A comment (c) must occupy a separate line: a comment can't follow a function statement on the same line.

In the tape version, arrays are limited to five (5) dimensions.

^u:.-.
ORDER TQI

_^_ ' 7!TJ
!

P vm
MtM WKHSHM

6 South St., Milford, N.H. 03055

TtlfF: f 800=258-1790
(in NH call 673-5144)



Alternative

The CHATTERBOX is a unique packaging combination of the presently

available COMM-80 I/O Interface for the TRS-80* and an acoustic modem.
This one box is all that is required to turn even a barebones 4K TRS-80* into a

full time>-sharing terminal.

The CHATTERBOX includes built-in programmable 50-19200 baud serial port, a Centronics

compatible parallel printer port, a 300 baud acoustic originate modem, and a spare TRS-BUS
expansion connector. It comes complete with power supply, ribbon cable and connector, user's manual, and

terminal software for immediate operation. When the modem is in use, the complete data conversion is

automatically routed to the serial output port where it can be logged on a printer.

The CHATTERBOX is the only peripheral needed to allow a TRS-80* to communicate with time-sharing systems such as

MICRONET and the SOURCE.
It is completely hardware and software compatible with existing TRS-80* products and connects either to the keyboard

connector or screen printer port on the RS Expansion Interface. Features: Full 8-bit parallel port; RS-232-C serial port (up to

19,200 baud); Acoustic modem; TRS-BUS connector for future expansion; Connects to Keyboard or El.; Includes terminal

software; Users manual; Power supply. $259.95

PRICE PRICE

Centronics 730 $795.00 $749.00

Centronics 730-3 $895.00 795.00

Centronics 737 $995.00 $869.00

Centronics 779 $1395.00 $1095.00

Centronics 779 w/lower case $1595.00 $1195.00

NEC 5510 SpinWriter $2795.00
NEC 5520 SpinWriter $3195.00
NEC 5530 SpinWriter $2695.00
NEC Tractor-Feed Option $250.00
LRC 7000* (64-col.) $405.00 $299 00

Okidata Microline-80 $800.00 $639.00
Tractor-Feed Option $140.00 $129.00

LRC to TRS-80

LRC to PET, IEEE

LRC to RS232C, male or female

730 or 737 to TRS-80

NEC or 779 to TRS-80

RS-232-C to RS-232-C, male to male

$20.00

$59.00

$65.00

$29.00

$35.00

$24.95

LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

BSR System X-10 Starter kit $124.95 $99.95
BUSY BOX, TRS-80 $114.95 $99.95

BUSY BOX, S-100 $119.95 $114.95

AC-SFK-31 Line Filter $24.95 $19.95

IS0-2 Line Filter & Isolator $56.95 $49.95

IS0-2/CBS Line Filter-Isolator $70.95 $59.95

IS0-7/CB Super Filter- Isolator $146.95 $99.95

Mini-Flex Diskette File $24.95 $19.95

CASIO C-80 Calculator Watch $49.95 $44.95

BONE F0NE $69.95 $56.95

LOGOS-9 Printing Calculator $99.95 $79.95

10 CALCULATOR

(plus $2 50 postage and handling)

(plus $2 50 postage and handling)

FRITTING
CALCULATOR

(plus $2.50 postage and handling)

TO ORDER TOLL-FRI
i 1-800-258-1'

(In NH call 673-5144) J
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The Epson MX-80. It's not just another worked-

over rehash of last year's model. It's our top-of-

the-line 80-column printer. It's new. From the

ground up. And it's the most revolutionary printer

to hit the market since Epson invented small

printers for the 1964 Olympics in Tokyo. Don't

take our word for it, though. Compare. There

simply isn't a better value in an 80-column printer.

Period.

But here's the fact that's going to stand the

printer world on its ear. The MX-80 sports the

world's first disposable print head. After it's

printed about 50 million characters, you can

throw it away. Because a new one costs less than

$30, and the only tool you need to change it is at-

tached to the end of your arm.

Now that's revolutionary,

but that's only the beginning.

The MX-80 also prints bidirec-

tionally at 80 CPS with a logi-

cal seeking function to mini-

mize print head travel time

The world's first disposable print

head. It has a life expectancy of over

50 million characters, yet it's so sim-

ple, you can. change it with one hand.

And it cost less than - repeat less than

-$30.

and maximize throughput. It prints 96 ASCII, 64

graphic and eight international characters in a

tack-sharp 9x9 matrix. And it provides a user-

defined choice of 40, 80, 66 or 132 columns and

multiple type fonts.

We spent three long years developing the

MX-80 as the first of a revolutionary series of

Epson MX Printers. We employed the most ad-

vanced automatic assembly and machining tech-

niques in existence to produce a printer that is in-

credibly versatile, remarkably reliable and extra-

ordinarily inexpensive. It's a printer that could

only come from the world's largest manufacturer

of print mechanisms: Epson.

If it sounds like we're proud of the MX-80, we
are. Not only does it do things

some of the world's most ex-

pensive printers can't do, it'll

do them for you for $569.

That's right $569.

6 South St.Milford, NH 03055 (603)673-5144

TOLL FREE OUT-OF-STATE 1-800-258-1790



Innovation

Available for Model

So near, and yet so far. Your friend has finished
writing a machine-language utility program for your
TRS-80 Model 1 thatwillsaveagreatdealoftimeina
project you plan to work on tomorrow. Luckily, he
remembered to bring the right diskette when he
came to your home to visit. You load the disk, type in

the file name, and wait. Your single disk drive
sputters for a few seconds, then flashes a helpful NO
SYSTEM message on the CRT screen.

"Oh, I forgot - that's a data diskette, and you only
have one drive," your friend says, sheepishly. "I

guess there's no way you can get at it. Wait! If we
loaded Superzap..."

You shake your head and smile. You boot up again
after inserting your NEWDOS 80 disk, and type:

COPY :0 $UTILITY/CMD TO UTILITY/CMD
Two disk swaps later, your friend's utility is safely

deposited on your own system disk, ready for use.
The friend nods his head in appreciation. You don't
need more than one drive to access data diskettes.

For those of us who grew up on TRSDOS 2.1 and
still remember having to carefully bulk erase disks in

order to re-use them, the COPY utility built into
NEWDOS 80 is nothing short of amazing. Just the
ability to COPY individual files located on disks with
no system at all can be a lifesaver - for example
when a two-drive owner has to take one drive in for
repair.

There are six formats to NEWDOS 80's COPY
command. Let's look at each, and some (only some) of
the things you can do with them. The documentation
included with NEWDOS 80, while clear and
complete, tends to understate some of the interesting
possibilities.

Format 1 . Copy a file from one place to another. The
name of the file can be changed (TEST to TEST/BAS,
for example), or left exactly the same. The new file

can be created on the same disk as the old ( as long as
a new name is specified ), or on another disk in a
different drive.

The interesting part of all the NEWDOS 80 COPY
formats is that much of the input is optional. One can
enter:

COPY,TEST:0,TO,TEST/BAS:1

or

Vavid Bweft

COPY TEST:0 TEST/BAS: 1

Each accomplishes exactly the same thing. In this
case, a space was used instead of the commas, and
the optional TO left out. If the file name is to be the
same in both files, then the command can be even
shorter:

COPY TEST/BAS:0 :1

This format is a good, basic copy utility. It provides
no prompts to mount source or destination disks in

their proper locations. The user must already have
the disks in the right drives.

Format 2. This is the format that allows a two-drive
owner to copy files from data disks onto other data
disks, or onto system disks. A disk with no system, or
a "foreign" system can be mounted on Drive with
no problems. The "$" prefix on the file specification
performs the magic. To be entirely accurate, the $
informs the system that either the source and/or
destination disk which will be mounted in Drive
will either have no system or one that is not identical

to the one most recently booted up. See Format 4 for a
similar implementation for one-drive owners.

Format 2, like 3, 4, 5, and 6 provides helpful
prompts to let the user know which disks are to be
mounted where and when. Other than the dollar
sign, the syntax is identical to that of Format 1

.

Format 3. This is the standard copy format for

making a copy, either from one disk to another, or
from one file name to another file name on the same
disk, using just one drive. The basic syntax is this:

COPY,:0,TEST,TO,TEST/BAS

or

COPY,:1 ,TEST,TO,TEST/BAS

In either case, Drive must contain a system disk
identical to the one most recently booted up. The
source and destination drive must be the same, and,
therefore, can't be specified in the file name. This
format is suitable for copying files from one system
disk to another if vou have only one drive. Those with
two drives will find this useful for copying files from
system or data disks to another disk on Drive 1

leaving the system disk in Drive at all times. As
always, much of the input is optional:

COPY 1 TEST TEST
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This will copy a file named TEST in Drive 1 to a

second destination disk inserted in Drive 1 at the

proper time. Note that the colon on the drive spec can
be left off.

Format 4. This format permits one-drive owners to

access programs on data disks (if they know the file

name), and transfer them to system disks or other

data diskettes for use. The command looks like this:

COPY,:0,$TEST/BAS,TQ,TEST/BAS

or

COPY O $TEST/BAS TEST/BAS

Apparat's documentation claims that Formats 2

and 4 make it practical for suppliers of programs to

send out their wares on data disks to customers who
own only one drive, thereby avoiding the illegal act of

providing those purchasers with free Disk Operating

Systems on the program disks they buy.

This only works, of course, if the end user owns
NEWDOS 80 already. Seems like circular logicto me.

Format 5. This is where NEWDOS 80's COPY
utility starts to get interesting. This format allows

making a full diskette copy, with many options. I'll try

to explain a few of them. The command can be as

simple, or as complex as the following:

COPYO 1 01/02/81
or

COPY,:0=35,TO,:1 ,01 /02/81 ,NDMW,NFMT,
PASSWORD ,NPASSWORD,KDN,KDD,

Parsing the last example shows what will happen.

The source disk, a system disk with NEWDOS 80, is

already mounted on Drive 0, and the destination disk

is mounted on Drive 1 . There will be no prompts to

mount the disks, because NDMW has been specified

(no diskette mount waits).

The user wishes to copy only 35 tracks of the

source disk. Most likely, this would be because the

source disk had only 35 tracks.

Under NEWDOS 80, each drive's default track

count can be set using the PDRIVE command. Then,

unless the user tells the system differently, DOS will

always assume that the default figure should be used

for copying, formating, etc. The ":0=35" option allows

changing this.

In this example, assume that both Drive and Drive

1 had been defined as 40-track drives. The system

will only copy 35 tracks from Drive onto Drive 1.

Unless NMFT ( do not format the disk ) is specified,

NEWDOS 80, after copying the specified number of

tracks, will format the remaining tracks up to the

default number of the destination drive. This step can

be avoided by defining the tracks of the second drive

in the COPY command (i.e. :1=35).

NMFT speeds up full diskduplication when copying

to disks that have previously been formatted.

The next two items of input show PASSWORD and
NPASSWORD. This assumes that passwords have
been enabled (via the SYSTEM command) and are

required for copying. (Under NEWDOS 80, you have
the option of requiring passwords for accessing a file,

while permitting protected files to be copied without

a password).

In this example, PASSWORD is the current

password of the source disk, while NPASSWORD is

the new password that will be placed on the

destination disk. If no new password is specified, the

same password as used on the source disk will be
applied.

KDN and KDD tell the system to allow the

destination disk to keep its old name and date, rather

than acquire those of the source disk.

The following are some of the options not used in

the example. Many had to be left out because they are

mutually exclusive with one of the other options.

BDU will be especially useful for those learning to

use SUPERZAP. With this choice in operation, the

system skips the normal final step of updating the

disk directory with name, date, password, and other

information. Apparat says that BDU is useful when
the source diskette "has a bad directory, a non-

standard directory, or has no directory at all." What it

does is give you the chance to make several good
copies of disks with bad directories. Then you can

apply SUPERZAP to one of the copies, attempting to

repair directory entries and fooling around with HIT

and GAT sectors. For obvious reasons, BDU cannot

be used with KDN, (keepdisk name), NDPW(newdisk
password), NDNK (new disk name), or USD (use

system date.)

Other options which cannot be used with NDMW
allow the user to specify certain conditions on the

destination disk before the copy will proceed. Disks

with data or with the wrong name can stop the copy

while the operator decides whether to proceed.

UBB(use big buffer) will be helpful for owners of 8-

inch disk drives. As you will have noticed, two-drive

copies proceed differently than their one-drive

counterparts. When making a two-drive copy with

5W diskettes, the system duplicates one track at a

time, loading 10 sectors into memory, writing it to the

destination disk, verifying, and then loading the next

track.

This wouldn't work with a one-drive copy -- such a

system would require loading the source disk once

for each track to be copied. Instead, all available

memory is used to load many tracks - typically 1 5 or

so with a 48K system — which are written and

verified in chunks.

Users of 8-inch drives have found that this big

buffer technique is useful even when more than one
drive is available. As Apparat points out, mini-disk

drive heads remain engaged for an entire two-disk

copy, even though only 10 sectors are being read or

written in each chunk. With 8-inch drives, this

system causes the heads to repeatedly engage and
disengage with a lot of noise. The big buffer

technique cuts this to a minimum.
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Format 6. The final format available under
NEWDOS 80's COPY command is a modified full-disk

copy, with some important exceptions. This format
permits copying by file, so that selected files can be
transferred from the source disk to the destination

disk, if the source disk is a system disk, and the user

elects not to transfer the system files (except for

BOOT/SYS, and DIR/SYS, which are transferred

automatically), the destination disk will end up as a

data diskette.

But first, an example to look at:

COPY,:0,TO,:1 =60.01 /04/81,CBF,CFWO,DDST=6
,DDGA=6

Many of the options available under Format 5 can
be used, but I've left them off for clarity. In this

example, the default value of Drive 1 has been
bypassed in order to format it for 60 tracks. Because
NFMT was not specified, the system first formats the

destination disk (for 60 tracks inthiscase), and places

BOOT/SYS and DIR/SYS. DDST has instructed

NEWDOS 80 to place the first directory sector at the

first sector of track 6 (instead of the customary track

17), and DDGA has allocated six granules to the

directory (in place of the usual 2).

As you can see, Format 6 provides a great deal of

flexibility in "building" newdiskformats.The PDRIVE
and SYSTEM commands in NEWDOS 80 allows you
to change the default values for track numbers,
directory locations, and directory granule allocation

to be compatible with these custom configurations.

But, non—NEWDOS 80 users will have a great deal

of trouble accessing your files. You may or may not

find this an advantage.

CBF, along with CFWO, are the Format 6 features
that make it possible to copy by file. When CFWO
(check file with operator) is invoked, each file will be
presented, one at a time, for a "Y" or "N" copy
decision, similarly to the opposite function, PURGE.
The actual mechanics of the copying, and the order in

which the directory entries and copies are made, are
interesting, but not essential in understanding the
results.

The bottom line is that the user can insert source
and destination disks into a pair of drives, and copy
only selected files ( including system files) from one
to the other. You can end up with a data disk or a full

system disk, as you prefer. This format should be
especially handy at users' group meetings, when
members may wish to swap five or six programs
they've written, which are contained on a single disk.

The recipient can copy only those programs of

interest, without having to KILL unwanted files

duplicated through an indiscriminate full disk COPY.

Conclusion

You may have been waiting for one of your favorite

magazines to carry an article that will completely
explain all the advantages of NEWDOS 80. Perhaps
this brief excursion into just some of the capabilities

of just one of its commands will explain why no one
article can summarize this fine DOS' feature.

In fact, as soon as someone out there fully digests
the implications of NEWDOS 80's extended file

handling capabilities, I'd like to read an article on that

topic myself. (So would we.. Ed)

Interrupt driven executive patches to parent operating system

NEWDOS 2.1 or TRSDOS 2.3.

Allows two active users to share a single TRS-80.
Execute BASIC or MACHINE LANGUAGE (above 7700 Hex).

Joint access of disk files.

Second user ties to HOST via modem, terminal, or 2nd TRS-80.
Options for Expansion Interface, RS-232, TRS232, or HUH
interface.

SIMPLEX MODE for non serial-port users. Requires only a

printer to act as second "screen". Jobs share the keyboard

under user control.

CONFIGURE UTILITY partitions memory usage and selects I/O.

TRS-80 tm Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.

NEWDOS tm Apparat, Inc.

TRS232 tm Small System Software

HUH tm California Computer Systems.

O

FEATURE DATA MANAGEI
Up to 20 user defined fields.

Files extend across multiple diskettes.

Supports up to four drives.

Automatic single drive disk mount requests.

Four data types and computational fields.

Flexible REPORT GENERATOR.
Fast assembly language sorts.

MULTI-FIELD sorts and searches.

Keyed access on any sorted field.

Indexed relations between files.

1 lb

203 ARDEN STREET
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(213) 649-0369
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Feature.

Now you can turn your computer into a mathematical
genius. MuMath gives the TRS-80 user the sophistication
that comes with years of training and practice. Integration,
differentiation, complex numbers and polynomial
expressions are handled as easily as plus and minus. The
muMath package is supplied on a system disk for either a
32K or 48K Model I system. By entering from DOS the
command "MATH48" (or "MATH32") you are into the
world of higher mathematics.

Once the operating system is loaded, you may enter
equations in a "calculator mode" and solve problems from
arithmetic, algebra, trigonometry or calculus without
having to program for a solution. Besides equation solving,
the muMath system allows for simplification of
expressions and computations of extremely large or small
numbers (over 600 digit accuracyl).

The operating system uses a language called muSimp,
and all routines used by muMath are in this language.
MuSimp is a scaled down version of LISP that has been
developed for the TRS-80. More on muSimp later. Before
attempting to execute certain functions, muSimp routines
are loaded from the disk. Only 48K users can take
advantage of the calculus functions. All users have access
to the additional source files for logarithmic or
trigonometric simplification.

As a calculator, muMath works with rational arithmetic.
All results are expressed as quotients, no decimals.
Computational results from muMath are displayed with a
preceeding @ symbol. For example, entering the
command: 3/4 + (2/3)*(3/7); results in the answer
@29/28. Expressions involving radicals are also reduced
according to algebraic rules, e.g., (54)f(1/3); results in

@2f(1/3) * 3. The power of muMath to handle large
expressions is amazing. For example, 200! takes less than
6 seconds and is 375 digits long. It starts with
7886578673647 and ends with a 2 followed by 49 zeros.

Besides fancy arithmetic, base conversion, variable

Cameron C Brown

assignment, expansion factoring and evaluation of
expressions, multi variate functions, and composition of
functions are all possible. After loading the appropriate
source files, you nan even compute partial derivatives -

DIF(Xf2 + 6*X*Y + Yf2,Y) results in the answer @6*X+2*Y.
The ability to manipulate expressions and rational

numbers made muMath a natural choice for our Math
Department. To date, the student and teacher reactions
have been mixed. The power and flexibility as a calculator
has fascinated many students. As in any computer
application, there is the added problem of learning syntax
rules. We have found the muMath package very useful for

students who already have a strong foundation in

mathematical functions and notation. For others, an
answer such as @3*X + (Xf2 +6)f(1/2) is just a mystery.
Students have pointed out that answers only do not explain
process, and that the power-up and calling of disk routines
confuses them. We find that students with a strong math
background and a familiarity with computers can and do
use muMath.

Teachers have noted that the package does lend itself to
inquiry assignments; the kind where students are led
through discovery problems to the recognition of a pattern
or process. It has also been used to have students verify

their solutions to assigned textbook problems. Through
carefully guided assignments, muMath can be a very
useful tool for the mathematics instructor.

MuSimp is the programming language in which the
muMath routines are written. All muSimp routines are
stored on the disk in ASCII files and it is possible to write
your own programs in muSimp. MuSimp (an acronym for

Microcomputer Structured IMPIementation language) is a
surface language for a modified version of LISP. By using
an editor such as Scripsit or Electric Pencil, you can create
your own muSimp programs, store them as ASCII files and
access them through the RDS (Read Disk Source)
command of muMath.
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.Feature

A muSimp program is very easy to write. The language

requires that programs be written in a structured, modular

fashion. The syntax and control structures are few and you

have access to all the functions used by muMath. Graphics

commands - set, reset and point - for the TRS-80 are also

included.

Here is a sample of muSimp. This program is a routine to

determine if a number is prime:

FUNCTION PRIME(N, RESULT),
RESULT:TRUE,
X:2,

LOOP
WHEN X = N EXIT,

WHEN INTEGER (N/X)RESULT:FALSE EXIT,

X:X+L,

ENDLOOP
ENDFUN $

This results in the following values PRIME(5); @TRUE and
PRIME(346); @FALSE. The function PRIME(N) is now
defined and can be referred to in any further calculations.

The muSimp language is also recursive. This allows you
to use a function to calculate itself. As an example, the

Fibonnaci sequence (1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,...) can be
defined by the following rules:

fib(O) = 1 fib(1)=1

(first two terms are one)

fib(n) = fib(n-1 ) + fib(n-2)

(each term is the sum of the previous two terms)

Microsoft gives the following muSimp program to

determine the nth term of the sequence:

FUNCTION FIB(N)

WHEN N=0OR N=1, 1 EXIT,

FIB(N-1)+ FIB(N-2),

ENDFUN $

The recursion occurs in this function because FIB(n) calls

itself to evaluate itself.

Notice that we can now request composite functions

such as PRIME(FIB(6)); ©TRUE or PRIME(FIB(FIB(4))); @
FALSE. By carefully building muSimp modules, you can

develop very elegant and extensive routines.

The language does have a drawback. It is slow to process

source files and recursive routines. It is also very easy to

exhaust the memory stack that is available for processing.

Our students have found the language interesting and it is

an excellent example of a structured, non-Basic language

for programmers to investigate.

Included with the program package is a 76-page manual

which covers all muMath functions. It is complete with

examples and a subtle humor. The information on muSimp
is very sketchy and there are few guidelines for learning

how to program with it. We have also found that the

muMath will not return to DOS as stated, but goes to

MEMORY SIZE, a minor irritant.

If you are looking for a second language to study, a

superior calculator or a tool for math education, consider

muMath, it is fascinating. •i ^M^^M^^^M^^^M^^^^M

A sophisticated Editor &

Assembler setting the standard
for the '80 Model I & Model
III. All EDAS commands and'

SOURCE text can be entered in

either upper case or lower
case. Direct assembly form
memory or disk by means of --GET

assembler directives. This
gives text buffer capacity
equal to your drive
configuration! 30,000 bytes of
symbol table.

Direct assembly to disk or
memory for faster debugging
operations! DOS "system"
command functions KILL, DIR,
FREE, and LIST are available
from within the environment of
EDAS.

The Editor, with renumber,
maintains command syntax
identical to the BASIC editor.
Global change permits you to

alter a string throughout a

designated range of lines while
block move relocates lines of
text

.

EDAS is priced at $79 plus $3
S&H. A 72-page manual included.

Now you can append two or more

CMD files and/or SYSTEM tapes.

Perform transfer to £ from

disk/tape of SYSTEM/CMD modules

with offset capabilities. Read

VT0S ISAM overlays. More! $20

tmmmmmmmiiriMMtMiaii^^ittmmmmmmm^mmmmmmmmmKM

LD0S is the latest generation of operating

systems for the TRS-80 computers. LD0S is com-

pletely documented in an extensive operating

manual and total on-going support from some of

the most knowledgeable people in the industry

is provided. In short, LD0S is THE operating

system to use with the TRS-80 computers!

j^iMiiMiiaiiM^—^^—

dsml
Complement your assembly language tools with
this Z80 disassembler which produces screen,
printer, cassette, or disk file output. A two-

pass process provides SYMBOLS for 1 6-b I t ad-

dress and 8-bit relative references. EQUates 6

ORG are generated. Read SYSTEM programs 6 dis-
play load address range. $20 (DSMBLR I for non-
di sk use is $15)

Specify Model I or Model III

MIS0SYS - Dept U
5904 Edgehi 11 Drive

Alexandria, Virginia 22303
703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140,310

Dealer Inquiries Invited

VISA

M^^^MI^M—^^—^—^^^^M ^^^Mtemnwii

Turn your Editor Assembler into

a disk package. This 32K patch

modifies EDTASM for DOS oper-

ation. Features? Add full disk

1/0, block move, global change,

printer pagination with op-

tional prompting, sorted symbol

table, print memory utiliza-

tion, correct DEFM expansion,

protect memory, and recover

after BOOT. From within the

EDTASM you will have DIR, KILL,

& FREE. Upgrade your EDTASM

today! Version for EDTASM+

coming soon. $20.

THE B00K must be a part of your
2-80 language tools. Volume I

gives you access to all math
operations in your Level II ROM
including ASCII-Binary conver-
sions. Included is a symbol
table of the entire machine
noting over 500 addresses.
Volume II tells you everything
you wanted to know about the
Level II 1/0 - printer, key-
board, video, and cassette
routines are fully explained.
Each volume has a fully-com-
mented listing of all the rou-
tines discussed. THE B00Ks will
save you hours of assembler
program development time. Don't
start programming without THE
B00Ks. Each volume is priced at

$14.95 + $1.50 S&H or buy both
for $24.95.
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X

For the utmost in flexibility, the kind

demanded in artificial intelligence for

example, a system like muMath from
Microsoft is the best answer to your
programming problems. As the
accompanying article by Cameron Brown
indicates, the system is loaded with
flexibility, special abilities, and is generally
fascinating.

This discussion will extend the last

article on muMath with some more
thoughts on what it can and cannot do and
some ideasfor programming with muSimp.

First though, for those who aren't

familiar with it, let's learn a little about
LISP,

What's a LISP???

LISP was invented in the 1 950's by John
McCarthy of MIT. LISP is an acronym for

LISt Processor (but any college student
who has ever studied LISP will be glad to

tell you it really stands for Lots of Irritating,

Silly Parentheses!). It was devised to

handle symbolic manipulation rather than
numerical calculations such as FORTRAN
and Basic. As such, it has become the

language most often used for programming
artificial intelligence.

There is no reason that Basic cannot be
used to do artificial intelligence programs.
But LISP does them easier since the
language gives the direct capability to the
programmer to deal with symbolic
structures such as sentences, algebraic

equations and the like.

MuSimp is a LISP "surface language"
that gives you much of the power of LISP
but has a different series of instructions to

accomplish its tasks.

LISP and muSimp work on data in the
form of either atoms or lists. Each word in

this article for example, is an atom. It's a

combination of the basic characters in

English put together in some meaningful
combination.

We combine atoms to get lists using the
rules of LISP and muSimp. Once we begin
to look at an English sentence as a list and
relate the properties of the language such
as the presence of a subject and predicate,

we can use manipulations in muSimp or

LISP to break down the sentence into

meaningful parts.

Using muSimp for example, we can
identify the first atom in a list. If the list has
the variable name X, then the first atom in

the list is FIRST(X). We get similar

functions for the SECOND and THIRD
elements.

It is also possible for an element of a list

to be a list. In this way, we can insert

clauses in sentences as a list within a list.

MuSimp can then be used to break down
the logical structure of such a sentence.

Each of the functions in muSimp
corresponds to a similar function in LISP.

Generally, these aren't of the same name.
If you are used to programming in LISP, it is

necessary to learn how the syntax of

muSimp differs.

For someone who is just learning LISP,

either on their own or through a class in

LISP, muSimp is a powerful way to

simulate LISP, but the changed syntax will

give you some problems. There are no
books out on muSimp as such, though
there are quite a few on LISP. It's hard to go
from the books to practical programming in

muSimp, even if you know what you are
doing.

I have consulted the books (listed at the

end of this article) on LISP. Some of them
gave some interesting programs, none of

which could be run directly. All LISP
programs had to be adapted to work with
muSimp.

The manual provided by Microsoft with
the muMath package for TRS-80 is

inadequate if you really want to do

muSimp programming. You needtogetthe
muMath/muSimp Reference Manual. This
manual will give you insight as to what can
and cannot be done with muSimp.

The manual was written by The Soft

Warehouse of Hawaii, the original

designers of the muMath/muSimp
system. It is as the name implies, a

reference manual, not an instruction book.
If you are really serious though, you ought
to have it.

Programming in muSimp
Cam Brown (see earlier article, this

issue) has already given some insight into

muSimp programming. The examples he
gave are well worth trying. More exciting to

me was the possibility of getting into

artificial intelligence.

The problem in artificial intelligence is to

make the machine handle symbolic
structures like English and manipulate
them in meaningful ways. To make an
intelligent machine, capable of discussing

in English instead of Basic - this is one of

the fundamental aims.

A good example of where this is

supposed to lead are the Robots in

Asimov's Robot stories. We don't have the

Positronic Brain though, just a TRS-80. It

would be nice if it could understand a few
simple sentences.

As a start, I took Tracton's book
(Programmer's Guide to LISP) and tried to

adapt a few of the LISP programs given in

the back to muSimp. Each of the programs
runs on the Control Data Corp computer I

have available under LISP, so I thought it

should be able to work with muSimp with

changes.

I still haven't worked out all the

differences, but light is beginning to show.
Tracton has a program called Psychiatrist,

written in LISP. I only have some parts of it

running.

Psychiatrist carries on a very limited

dialog with someone about a problem. It is

a simplistic form of the popular ELIZA
program. ELIZA, by the way, was originally

written in LISP.

The reason for bringing up a not yet

successful conversion is that the non-

success has taught me some valuable

lessons. First, where LISP uses DEFINE to

create a function, muSimp uses
FUNCTION. PRINT dosen't have the same
effect in muSimp and it will not accept the

abbreviation (') for QUOTE.

Somewhat more distressing is the

problem of displaying prompt lines cleanly

in muSimp. If you want to have a string

printed, it always prints in format:

ATOM1 (ATOM2, ATOM3, ATOM4)
This is hardly what you want to use for

programming prompts.

This is where the muSimp surface

language falls down in its documentation.
It does not clearly give you a

correspondence between LISP and
muSimp. Where muSimp is limited

compared to LISP and howto program LISP
function in muSimp. I am strictly an
amateur with LISP. I've played with it, but
never written a big application in it. Forthis

reason, a muSimp correspondence would
be especially useful.

What's it good for?

I see muMath/muSimp as a very flexible

programming language for several types of

people. First it will interest teachers.

MuSimp in particular is a very structured

programming language which forces good
programming practices. This system is not

for a beginning programming class

however. Beginners seem to get lost too

quickly in the complexities of the system if

they have had no prior exposure to

programming.

The second group I expect will like

muMath/muSimp will be the students

themselves. All the way up through simple
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integral calculus (if you have 48K), a

student can work with muMath to check
answers to problems. It might even spark
some work with more advanced function
programming to answer the more difficult

problems.

A third group who may be interested are
the "Home Students", those people who
learn by themselves. It can be used to

supplement instruction they find
elsewhere.

A final group I expect to see working with
muMath/muSimp are the people
interested in artificial intelligence and
Robotics. MuSimp provides some of the
power of LISP on a much smaller computer.
An amazing amount can be done with it

towards learning new techniques or trying

some new ones.

MuMath/muSimp does have some
limitations you should recognize. It deals
strictly with integer numbers and fractions,

no decimals. For many problems, this is

serious. The system is also very slow. It will

take you a long time for some things which
involve long calculations. The reason is

that muMath/muSimp does its

manipulations by the same techniques you
use to do them long hand.

I can't argue with 612 place accuracy on
the numbers, but most serious applications
require less accuracy on a wider range of

numbers. In other words, you need real

numbers and exponential notation.

If you are using the Model II, you don't
have to wait if you really want to work with
muMath. The full package is also available

to run under CP/M from Microsoft. In this

form, it can be run on the TRS-80 Model II

with a CP/M operating system.

MuMath/muSimp is available from
Microsoft Consumer Products, 400 108th
Ave NE, Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98004. It

costs $74.95 for the TRS-80 Model I. The
reference manual is available for $25.00.
At present, the system is not available for

the Model III. ©
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The following BAS1
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10GRAM, written on the TRS-80, was
compiled using MICROSOFT'S BASIC COMPILER and SIMUTEK'S
BASIC COMPILER. We feel the results speak for themselves!

18 ' SPEED TEST
SIMUTEK ZBftSIC COMPILER VS. MICROSOFT COMPILER

15 CLS:PRINTaB."HIT ft ICY i€N READY TO START TEST"?

21 I^MEYi^IFW=u
"TI«2ELffiF0RZ=lT0Il?

F£M=t53BIT0iS3B3§P0!€X, 191 isPRIIITPfflCCX) I :NEXTX

31 FfflX^T0127?FORY4T»7sSET(K,Y)«XTY,X

: PDRM27T01STEP-1 ^F0RY=47TWTEP-

1

: REBETCh Y)

«XTY, X: FDRX-lTOiaB0:GOSUBlfinB:NEXTXt Z

41 CLS:PRINT"FINISHED WITH PR06RAH TESPuSTOP
lo return

Compilers?
Compiled Size

Compile Time:

Program Run:

System Req
Price:

12 Minutes, 37
Hierosoft
10057 Bytes

14 Minutes

17 Min 04 Sec
48K 1 Disk

$195.00

1228 Bytes

75 Seconds
1 Mm. 46 Sec.

16K LV II or 32-48K Disk

Tape $99.00, Disk $129 00

ZBASIC is an "Interactive Compiler" This means it is resident while
you write your basic programs. You may compile your program and
run it or save it, without destroying your resident basic program! In

fact, jumping back and forth between your compiled program and
your basic program is one of it's best features!

Simutek's compiler allows saving your "compiled" programs to tape
or disk Programs may then be loaded by use of the system
command for tape, or as a /CMD file from DOS This makes it

extremely hard for people to "pirate" your programs
Best of all, Simutek does not charge royalties on programs you sell

that are compiled with ZBASIC! (Microsoft charges 1 0% or $200 a
year!)

Why use a complicated "Assembler" to write machine language
programs when you can write them in ZBASIC?

Some of the basic commands supported by ZBASIC:
FOR NEXT STEP IF THEN ELSE PEEK ON GOTO
SET RESET POINT CHR$ RANDOM RND

( ) POKE ON GOSUB
DATA READ RESTORE END GOTO GOSUB CLS
INPUT INKEY$ LET STOP OUT INP RETURN
PRINT LPRINT PRINT@ USR SGN INT ABS
SQR LEN ASC VAL
INT MATH H ' /.AND, OR SQR

Model I TRS-80 (©r PHfC-80} Only
ZBASIC Tape Wersions 1 66€ Lewe! II TRS-80 $99»©0
ZBASIC Disk Wersions 32 or 48K 1 Disk S^s. $129.00
ZBASIC Manual On ly: $25.00

Credit Card or COD Call Toil Freei (800) 528-1 149
or send check or money order to.

inn®©Mr©t]Eiie if it

P O Box 1 3687 Tucson, AZ 85732
(C O D Available $3 00 Extra)

TRS-80 is a TM of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp

(602) 886-5880
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1) Large <B") drive support.
2) Double Sided drive support.
3) Double Density drive support.
4) 80 Track drive support.

*IMOTE a I I above drives may be
Mixed on any one system and can be
con-figured at Syss-en time or during
any Backup!

5'.' Winchester technology fined drive
support.

6> Supports any combination of the
above drives up to a man. of S

dr i ves.
7> Supports double-speed processor

c I oc k mod i f i cat i ons. < r chbo I d f o r

examp I e '»

8> FOSTER' Improved overlay
structure using ISAM accessing
techniques improves loading times by
up to 1400:1.

9' Genera! purpose output spoolers
of a true, symbiont design provide
simultaneous output and program
execution without any user
i nte r vent i on.
10) Keyboard Type-Ahead feature |

'

permits you to enter Keystrokes before
your programs need them.
11.) User definable keys, all, 2E

'i2)
e,

Bu,it ,r, Graph,,; stnng packer j'.jj Reference Manual
lets you enter graphic symbols into a

BASIC Program from the keyboard
|

$29.95
through the use of the (Clear) key.
The (Clear) key is simply held down
(Just like the (Shift) keys) during
other keystrokes and
viola.. . graph i cs

!

13) Dated f i les. fin f i i es are
accompanied by the date of their last
modification (creation or write).
14> Marked fi les. ft I I f i I es are
accompanied by a 'mark' if they have
been modified since they were last
backed up. This Permits the BACKUP
uti I ity to copy only those fi les which
have actual ly been updated since a

previous backup.
15) File transfer by class. Allows
transferrins of al I -files of a similar
directory classification such as /CMD,
/BAB, /PCL, etc.

,
>
&'•%;••

. i

VI! IS) Built-in SYSTEM command contains
case display driver, screen

t, break key disable, blinking
ursor, disk drive stepping rate and

motor-on delay modifications, and
more.
17) User may SYSGEM a custom VTOS

system configuration containing
special I/O drivers, device LINKing
and ROUTE ing, SPOOL ins and DEBUG
tasks, etc. wh i ch will be
automatically loaded during the BOOT
process without requiring a more
lengthy AUTO and CHAIN Procedure.
18) Non-BREAKable AUTO and CHAIN

commands.
i":'] 19.) Wild-card DIRectory. Permits you

VTOS 4o#
I Operating System

Diskette with

II
Operatorts Guide

II to locate all files of a certai

ill d>nc\ r\r
classification such as ' /BAS'

jjji $ 9 9 . 9 O Un i form I y i nd i cates file size in

/•'^£v /:,:] ' 1 0-v* bvtesi rc-gard I ess of dr.ve type

I VTOS 4,®

Master
•

.
v

__ . __ A

M — \

111 Y7ivrfc€2 M MA I

BIB 1

I

Combination - I

1 .0 disk,

Operator's Guide
and Master-

B Reference Manual

$125.00

"DIR D" would give you a I I your f i les
that start with "D".

jjjj 28) Dynamic file name defaults in

IJj
APPEND, COPY, and RENAME commands

jjjj a I low you to specify only minimal
nformation about fi le names.

21.) COPY and APPEND commands execute
H| up to 300% faster.

ISh 22) ALLQCate command for
Bra pre-al location and non-re I eas i b i I ity

jjjj
of file space. File space will never
shrink if this option used.

23.) MEMORY command for directly
setting upper memory limit.

24) Variable Length file support is

incorporated which automatical ly

blocks short user data records both
within a sector and across sector
boundaries thereby taking maximum
advantage of disk file space.

m m 25) No security disk needed to make
backups or to run the system'

26) Though mans* 0/S bear his design
and code VTOS 4.0 is the only Fully
Aproved Operating System by Randy
Cook! And it is FANTASTIC

27) Endorsed by Scott Adams and Lance
Mi ck I us!

;23-VTOS and VTOS 4.0 are registered trademarks of VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY,, INC. - Dallas, Te

Available from the following distributors or
your local computer store, dealer inquiries invited.
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A look at two currently available
Compilers for the TRS-80.

Recently, two compilers came on the market for the TRS-
80 Model II. They were produced by Microsoft and by Radio
Shack.

You might think that one was identical with the other. It's

logical anyway, since Microsoft supplied the Basic
interpreter for the Model II. But it just isn't so!

As it turns out, Radio Shack has come out with a compiler
that is not only different from Microsoft's, but in fact is

incompatible with the interpreter Basic! Programs you
already have running on your Model II under Basic cannot
be compiled with Radio Shack's compiler without extensive
changes.

Why not? I don't really know for sure. Money is a likely

reason. But I won't go further; speculation will do us no
good. But it seems illogical. However, Radio Shack does
have the advantage of price when it comes to compilers.

Because it is so tempting, we thought it would be good to
know how Radio Shack's and Microsoft's compilers
compare. This is just a comparison, not a true evaluation or
user report, since it is based on a limited use of the
compilers.

What we will show is what we found in a close reading of

the manual and some simple experiments. We have also
tried to match corresponding Basic statements between
the two compilers to see what works and what doesn't.
Before we get into what they do, let's take a little side trip

for those who might be wondering just what all the fuss is

about.

What is a Compiler?

The American National Standard Vocabulary for

Information Processing defines the word "compile" as:

To prepare a machine language program from a computer
program written in another programming language by
making use of the overall logic structure of the program, or
generating more than one machine instruction for each
symbolic statement, or both, ...

In short, a "Compiler" translates programs from a high
level language (such as Basic) directly to machine
language. The machine language is then the program
executed by the computer.

Why bother? Well, generally a compiled program may be
anywhere from 2 to 30 times faster than an equivalent
program in Basic. An interpreter, such as Basic supplied
with your machine, translates each statement into

understandable form every time it comes to the statement.
Therefore, in a loop such as this one:

FOR l= 1 TO 1000
Y(l) = X*Z(I)

NEXT I

The arithmetic statement in the middle has to be translated

by the interpreter every time through the loop. This means
that the interpreter must do the same thing to understand
the statement 1000 times!

With the compiler, the statement is translated only once.
This translation converts the expression in the loop directly

to an equivalent machine language expression that the
computer can work with. Since the translation is done
when the program is compiled, it doesn't have to be done
while the program is running.

Compilers are useful for more than just speeding up
games. They also improve the response of business
programs immensely. Imagine a mailing list sort improved
in speed by 30 times. A half hour, compressed into one
minute! It's not impossible - it is very possible with the right

program and the right compiler.

Microsoft's Compiler
The Microsoft Compiler (available from Microsoft, 10800

NE 8th St., Bellevue, WA 98004, $400) was the first

compiler available. It is based primarily on their Basic-80
interpreter, version 5.1. In fact, it is identical with their

successful Basic compiler for CP/M systems.

The manual you get with the system is clear, but meant
for the experienced programmer, not a novice. It is a

reference to the language, not a text book. Using special
compiler "switches" which tell the compiler what to do,

you can set special conditions such as type of code
generation, type of Basic, etc.

TRS-80 Basic is actually Microsoft's version 4.51 Basic
interpreter. As such, the compiler objects to some of the
things that are done with the language unless a special
switch is set to tell it to accept 4.51 Basic.

Microsoft generates machine language code which can
be "linked" together with other machine language
programs into a single program file. In this way, you can
write machine language routines with their M80
assembler, or other routines using their FORTRAN
system, and using the "Link" package, you can bring them
all together into a single program which runs on a single
command.

Radio Shack sells their FORTRAN compiler for $299 and
It is compatible with the BASIC compiler. It has gone
through a number of stages of development. Some of them
have had serious as well as some not so serious problems.
Early users of the system were plagued by some of the
errors. But the compiler has stabilized, and appears to be
performing well.

Radio Shack's Compiler
The Radio Shack compiler is a relative to the Microsoft

compiler only so far as they both work with the Basic
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language. Past that, they are different. The Radio Shack
compiler ($ 1 99 from any Radio Shack store) was written by

Ryan-McFarland Corporation of Rolling Hills Estates,

California. These are the same people who wrote the new
COBOL compiler for the TRS-80 Model II.

RSBasic as it is called, is a development system with four

modules. The first is a resident program which is always in

memory, an editor which is called as needed to edit

programs, a compiler which translates the programs, and a

runtime package that provides special routines to handle

input, output and a host of othertasks required by the Basic

program.

The compiler has some very powerful features built in

such as the ability to set and control breakpoints during

execution of a program, do memory dumps, etc. The
package also has a special runtime program called

"RUNBASIC", which allows you to run compiled programs
without the rest of the system or the Basic source code.

Radio Shack sells the RUNBASIC program separately, so

you can have someone buy RUNBASIC from them and you

sell them only your compiled program. This means that

your source code is protected.

Even more significant to many is the fact that one of the

most advanced data handling techniques, Indexed

Sequential Access Methods (ISAM) is built into the

package. This is also compatible with ISAM files created by

the Radio Shack COBOL compiler. Peoplefamiliar with this

technique would certainly drool over its availability here.

The problem with the Radio Shack system is that it is

incompatible with their Basic interpreter, and even with

their own software. Since the interpreter was written by

Microsoft and all the present software was developed with

that interpreter, you have to do extensive modifications to

programs in order to get them to compile.

All this makes me feel like I've been sold down the river

by a bunch of slick, fast talking salesmen. If you buy the

Radio Shack General Ledger program, you can't compile it

without doing a whole lot of programming. Do I sound
bitter? Yes I am. I've spent a lot of time since the Model II

came out, developing programs for customers. During the

development process, I was careful to maintain

compatibility with the Microsoft compiler, never dreaming
that Radio Shack would opt for something else. I have to

admit that Radio Shack has noted in their catalog thattheir

compiler is not compatible with the interpreter, but note or

not, it just seems dumb.

Comparison of the Compilers

Table 1 is a comparative list made by listing all the Basic

statements allowed under the Radio Shack compiler and

then trying to match them with statements allowed with

Microsoft's. Unmatched statements listed didn't seem to

correspond between the languages.

We wrote some very short programs and compiled them
using both compilers. They make for some interesting

comparision. These programs were not an exhaustive test

of the compilers. Table 2 gives the results of the tests in

terms of the time it took for each program to run.

More extensive benchmarking is needed for the two
compilers, but this will give an idea of their relative

performance. The Radio Shack compiler was faster to

compile a program for use. It took only 10 to 15 seconds for

the sample programs. Microsoft's compiler required

several minutes since each program had to be compiled by

BASCOM and then linked using the L80 Linker in order to

get a program that would run.

A Final Word

As with any test, there is some amount of opinion that

comes out at the end. No matter how short the test, we tend

to form opinions.

My final feeling is that at present I won't be buying the

Radio Shack compiler. I can't see it as an advantage, since I

have already put a lot of development effort into programs
using the interpreter. For me, the only real advantage of

Basic is being able to run a program under an interpreter to

check it out quickly and surely. Once it's ready to go, I'd like

to compile it for use.

Table 1

Comparison Chart of RSBASIC and BASCOM
RSBASIC BASCOM

ABS ABS
AND AND
ASC ASC
ATN ATN
CALL CALL
CHAIN p

*#*#

CHR$ CHR$
CLOSE CLOSE
COM •«*#*

COS cos
CRT •»*##

CRTG ***#

CRTl$ *#*#

CRTR #*##

CRTX pos
CRTY pos
CVD CVD
CVl CVl
DATA DATA
DATE$ #*#«•

DEF _ DEF
DELETE * *•**

DIG -sunt-*

DIM DIM
END END
EOF EOF
ERR ERR
ERROR ERROR
EXP EXP
EXP10 *##*

EXT DEFUSR
FOR NEXT FOR NEXT
GOSUB GOSUB
GOTO GOTO
HEX$ HEX$
HVL **»*

IF-THEN-ELSE IF-THEN-ELSE
!NKEY$ INKEY$
INPUT INPUT
INPUT USING ****

INPUTS
SNT
INTEGER

*#*»

INT
DEFINT

KILL KILL

LEN LEN
LINE INPUT LINE INPUT
LOG LOG
LOG10 »*#*

LPRSNT LPRSNT
LPRINT USING - LPRINT USING
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MOT
ON BREAK GOTO —
ON ERROR GOTO—
ON-GOTO
ON-GQSUB
OPEN
OR
POS
PRINT
PRINT USING
RANDOMIZE
READ
REAL
REM
RESET BREAK
RESET ERROR
RESET GOSUB
RESTORE
RESUME
RETURN
RWD
SEG$
SGN
SIN
SQR
STOP
STR$
STRING
STR!NG$
SUB
SUBEND
SWAP
SYSTEM
TAB —

RSBAS1C and BASCOf

ON ERROR GOTO
ON-GOTO

ON-GOSUB
OPEN
OR

INSTR
PRINT

PRINT USING— RANDOMIZE
READ

DEFSNG
REM
* » # #

ON ERROR GOTO
*##*

RESTORE
RESUME
RETURN

RND
MID$
SGN
SIN
SQR
STOP
STR$

DEFSTR
STRSNG$

# # & #

RETURN
SWAP

*##»

TAB

RSBASIC

TAN
TIME$
VAL
WRITE
XOR

Lomparisor

IASCOM

WRITE

Note: 1 - This table was prepared by listing the RSBASIC
commands from the command table in the manual and trying to

find a command in Microsoft's Basic reference manual that

corresponded with it. It is not based on experience with RSBASIC
and so some entries may be due to misinterpretation of the

documentation. 2 - A comparison of the statements available

doesn't tell everything about the comparison. As illustrated in the

test programs, even though RSBASIC and BASCOM use the OPEN
statement for file handling, they use it differently. 3 -The following

statements available under BASCOM were not matched with any
from RSBASIC: ERL FIELD GET CDBL CINT CSNG CVS FIX

FRE LSET RSET NAME NULL OUT POKE PEEK PUT INP
LEFT$ RIGHT$ LOC LPOS MKI$ MKD$ MKS$ OCT$ IMP
EQV SPACE$ WAIT WIDTH SPC USR VARPTR
This is not a list of statements applicable to the interpreter, just to

the compiler from Microsoft.

TABLE 2

Comparison of the Compilers

RSBASIC BASCOM INTERPRETER
0:55 0:40 0:59
2:03 2:37 3:18

NOTE: 1 - These tests were timed with a stop watch from the

ENTER before each loop to the appearance of STOP on the screen.

2 - RSBASIC and BASCOM did not accept ENTER as the only

character for the INPUT statements at the beginning of each
program. A single character had to be typed in at each START
prompt. 3 - All comparisons were run on DOS 2.0 •

1

PROGRAF
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Test 2
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Volume I: The most comprehensive
book yet on the math routines in

Level II ROM, Models I & III. In-

cludes a fully commented listing

from 0708H to 1607H and an in-
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I
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I
ming, or you just want to know more aboul

your TRS-80 ROW, "THE BOOK"s are for you.
"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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S&H = $16.45 ($17.05 in VA) Overseas add
$2.50 for air shipment

J

Insiders Software Consultants, Inc.
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'

Springfield, VA 22152
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I

J
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I Check payable to Insiders Software Consultants, Inc.

i MASTER CHARGE MC Bank Code
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Volume II: Everything you want to

know about the video, keyboard,

cassette, and printer driver

routines. Learn how to write your

own! Remarkably detailed listings

illustrate well-commented source

code. Complement Volume I, now.



Programming Technique.

For the Mode! 1 TRS-80

If you are looking for a professional data

entry routine, or you like new approaches

to old problems, or want to make your

terminal look like one of the biggies - this

article is for you.

Background

My part-time hobby is developing

software for small businesses using the

TRS-80. One of these companies compares

existing life insurance policies to proposed

policies, and "writes" a proposed policy

package for the insurance sales agent.

When proposing life insurance
replacement policies, a somewhat
standardized replacement form must be

completed and given to the customer (see

Figure 1). As you can see, existing and

proposed information is needed for this

form. My program generates all the

proposed information, but I need a way to

enter the existing information, so I used

many INPUT statements, FOR-NEXT loops,

etc., with appropriate prompts. All 55 data

items were entered, but as will always

happen, mistakes were made, the operator

was not always sure what he entered 29

items ago, and sometimes hit ENTER one

time too many, bypassing an item. Finally,

one day my customer jokingly asked me if

he could use the up-arrow to back up and

correct a mistake.

Designing the Routine

That question got me thinking. I have

seen and used protected and unprotected

fields on some terminals. You see a blank

form on the screen and use the arrow keys

to position the cursor to the correct field.

Since I enjoy a good programming

challenge and wanted to impress my
customer, I worked up the following

routine which does this for the TRS-80.

Using a TRS-80 video worksheet, I

designed the screen (see Figure 2). I used

XXX's to identify alphanumeric fields and

999's to identify strictly numeric fields. I

numbered the fields, so I could keep track

of where they were. I sent this modification
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Las Vegas, NV
to my customer, only telling him to use the

arrow keys to move the cursor, and even he

was able to take it from there!

Having completed the worksheet to my
liking, I started coding. I won't bore you

with all the details but will provide a copy of

the final outputduring data entry (Figure 3),

a listing of the routine, and briefly explain

how it works.

Program Description

Lines 10-80. 1 needed an array (ZA(1, 54))

to hold fielding information. ZA(0,n) tells

me the video memory location for field n,

and ZA(1,n) tells the length of field n

(negative if numeric data). I also needed to

get up some strings so I could save memory
when printing the screen. Finally, I filled

the ZA array with appropriate data (other

arrays were used for data storage).

Lines 100 - 120. House-keeping chores.

Clear the screen, increment the policy

counter (I), print the screen, set the field

offset (J), set the field counter (IC), set the

previous character holder (IX) and
eliminate any stray keyboard inputs

(A$=INKEY$).

Lines 130 - 140. Replace the previous

character, update the field counter (IC),

store the previous character (IX), position

the block cursor (CHR$(1 43), and strobe for

input.

Lines 1 50 - 21 0. If the character was an

arrow or ENTER, set the field offset (J) and

move to the new field. If the character was
a (SHIFT X), restore the previous character

and process the data. If the character was
anything else, display this character and go

to a routine which will accept and display

additional characters until either ENTER is

pressed or the field is full. Upon return,

update the field offset (J) and start a new
field.

Lines 220 - 280. Set the character counter

(IJ), accept and display characters

individually via the INKEY$ function until

ENTER is pressed or the character counter

(IJ) is equal to the absolute value of the field

length (ABS(ZA(1,IC))). The routine will

accept all characters whose ASCII values

are between 32 and 90 (blank and normal
z), inclusive, unless the field is negative,

indicating numeric data only, in which case
0-9 and "." are the only allowable

characters. If the input is terminated with

ENTER, an "I" is a flag used to signify the

end of the field. Note that by using the ! as
an end-of-field marker, it may not be used
as a part of the data entry field.

Lines 290 - 350. If the first character of the

company field is a blank, !, or -, that signals

that the final company has been entered

and the program can go about its other

chores. Otherwise, call a routine which
transfers each field, one at a time, into A$.
If A$ returns empty, proceed to the next

field. Otherwise test the counter to

determine which field is in A$, and fill the

appropriate data item or variable. When all

fields are completed, the routine proceeds
to accept the next company's data.

Lines 360 - 390. Set the video memory
pointer (IC) to the proper field location. If

the first character is a -, blank or !, return

with A$ empty. Otherwise scan the field for

the length of the field, or until an ! isfound,

whichever comes first. Once the actual

field length is found (Jl), A$ is initially set to

1 2 blanks (my maximum field length), then
POKEd with PEEKs from the video memory.
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Programming Technique-

Name of Proposed In .Sik^L Addresfej- j^^M* S^ Birth DateiMl^

EXISTING INSURANCE

CCi.'f

GENERAL INFORMATION
Name of Company
Policy Number
Basic Policy Generic Name
Name of Basic Policy

Rider 1, Generic Name
Rider 2, Generic Name
Rider 3, Generic Name
Issue Age

Date »f Issue

Contestable Period Expires

Suicide Clause Expires

Prcm
Mode

PREMIUM DATA/DEATH BENEFITS Amou
Basic Policy $ft>Vf.*-y

Rider 1
'

Rider 2

Rider 3

Accidental Death Benefit

Option to Purchase

Additional Insurance

|
Waiver of Premium Benefit

Disability Income Benefit

PROPOSED INSURANCE

Age
Benefit
Ceases

t>GATff i_

Premium
Mode
Amount

rr
Jrt, i_

i „
(Opt. Ages )

i 8-V?y fO xx xxx fefi_

i
XX xxx

(Mo Income

i )

.(Opt. Ages )

Total Current Premium

CASH VALUES/DIVIDENDS
Currently (last policy anniversai

1 year hence

5 years hence

10 years hence

At Age 65

•Current Cash Value of Div, Ac

dmss

L CO

(Mo. Income

i

> 2Q

"Dividends

1

Current Death Benefit of Div. Adds 1

—

Current Actum. Div. I

•Current Policy Loan ~r i

Maximum Policy Loan Interest Rate 'A ,%

•Dividends are based on the current (19JE.) scale

Maximum Policy Loan Interest Rate

Dividends are based on the current (19_

•Dividends, policy loan and certain guaranteed cash value information concerning your existing insurance may not be known to our agent.

Dividends are not guaranteed. However, they may materially reduce the cost of insurance and arc an important factor to consider. Ihus, it

dividends or other iTitures'havc ocen omitted Irom this Disclosure Statement you should not reach a final decision to replace your existing

insurance u ntil you i

company ot your intent to replace your

them. You may obtain the omitted figures from the company that issued your existing policy. We will notity that

ling policy.
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User Modifications

I would be surprised if anyone could use

this program as is, so here are some ways
you can modify it to fit your needs. Note that

I have listed the routine in such a manner
that if you want to type it in, you may use

the AUTO function, since all necessary

lines are on line numbers in increments of

10, and all remarks are on other line

numbers.

First, you must design your own video

display format. Once you have that, it helps

to number the fields. Redimension the ZA
array to fit your number of fields by

changing the 54 in line 1 to one less than

the number you need (remember you are

using field #0). Also change the 54 in the

FOR-NEXT loops in lines 50 and 300 to

match your array dimension. Next replace

the data statements with your own. The
format is: DATA PRINT@#, length,

PRINT@#, length, etc. Note that the FOR-
NEXT loop will add 15360 to each
PRINT@#, resulting in the actual video

memory location for that field. Also

remember to enter a negative number for

each numeric field. Replace lines 100-1 20
to print your form as it appears on your

video worksheet. Change lines 1 50-1 80 to

indicate how you want to move the cursor

when the arrow keys are pressed. Change
lines 300-340 to assign variables properly.

Finally, change the 12 in line 380 to

conform to your maximum field length.

If you want to change the initial dashes to

something else, change the 45 in lines

1 20, 290 and 360 to the appropriate ASCII

code for the character you want. If you

want to change the I as end-of-field

marker, change the 33 in lines 260, 290,

360 and 370 to the ASCII character you

want.

Conclusion

This routine has added a professional

touch to my program, as well as greatly

simplifying data entry. The user can view

the entire form, make changes where
necessary, and ENTER it all at once. •
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BCIGOOT - A PROGHAfl, TEXTBOOK,Mm REVOLUTION!
THE BUGOUT PROGRAM is the most powerful Z-80 MOMTOR/DISASSEMBLER/DEBCIGGER and GENERAL
PURPOSE UTILITY PACKAGE available! BCIGOCIT is so versatile, beginners can learn Assembly Language programming in

record time. B0GO0T is so powerful, experts will refuse to program without it! Here are only a few of BOGOOT'S 90 individual

functions.

• Interpretive Traces
• Instant Breakpoints
• Address Breakpoints
• Register Breakpoints

• High Speed Traces
• ROM Analysis Routine
• 1 Column Disassembly
• 2 Column Disassembly

• Single Step in RAM
• Single Step in ROM
• Fast Patch Routine
• System FMT Tape I/O

• Base Program in 7K
• Bugout Relocator + IK
• Video Save/Recall + IK
• Extensive Memory Exam

THEBUGOUT TEXTBOOK will answer questions other Assembly Language courses overlook, or cannot easily answer.

There is no other course like it anywhere! The BCJGOOT manual is written with the complete beginner in mind, yet provides

interesting and valuable ideas for all programmers! Experts can easily skip what they already know and get down to important

things.. ..like squashing bugs in record time!

THE BUGOUT REVOLUTION, program and textbook combined, makes learning Assembly Language easy. Mew

concepts are immediately brought to life on your video display! You can actually "see" how every machine code functions right

before your eyes! You can enter BASIC language statements and single step trace them.. .all the way through the ROMS. You

can link machine code routines to your BASIC programs more EASILY and EFFICIENTLY than you ever dreamed possible, and

BOGOOT will remain a POWERFUL WORKING TOOL long after you've become an Assembly Language Expert!

HONEST TO BUGOUT — We couldn't begin to tell you everything about BOGOOT on one page, so we prepared a

special information package for your inspection. Better yet, order BOGOOT today while it is still introductory priced at $24.95.

We think this package is worth considerably more, and anticipate a price adjustment in the future. Order today and

save...money, of course, but more important, your valuable time. BOGOOT will pay for itself immediately by saving you countless

hours learning, writing, and debugging your own Assembly Language programs!.

RESERVE YOUR COPYNOW!BOGOOTBELONGS SN BWBRYPROGRAM LIBRARY!

BOGOOT SWEEPSTAKES
Cash

ENTRY DEADLINE - October 15, 1981

DRAWING - October 31, 1981

No purchase necessary to win.

Complete details provided to every entrant.

THE SOFTWARE PEJWFATIOW, INC.,

P.O. Box 44623, Tacoma, WA 98444
(206)531-1506

SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY FORM
Complete sweepstakes rules and procedures enclosed with

BUGCXJT or BCJGOCJT INFORMATION PACKAGE.
No purchase necessary.. Void where prohibited by law.

TO PURCHASE BUGOUT, complete and mail to:

THE SOFTWARE PLANTATION, INC.,

P.O. Box 44623, Tacoma, WA 98444

Check Money Order MasterCard

Card No. Expiration date

Washington residents add 5.3% sales tax

_ Please rush BCIGOCIT <n> $24.95

_ Please rush BOGOOT INFORMATION
_ Please enter my name for the drawing

Name -

Address -

City State. Zip-

Visa

Circle 39
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Construction

"I'll trade you a copy of Maze which I typed
from 80-U.S.", Jerry said, "for a copy of

Startrek III.4 which you typed from
Softside."

I thought for a moment, then replied "but
Startrek takes about 20K, with all its

remarks, and you have only 16K."

So for the next couple of hours we
fumbled with two different remark
removing programs, in an attempt to

confine the program within 16K. Finally,

we removed the remarks by hand.

"Jerry", I said, "what you need is more
memory. I realize you are not about to

spend $300 for an expansion interface

because without disks or printer you don't

need all the features the interface provides.

But, if you were to build only the portion

which enables you to expand your memory,
it would cost less than $23, including a $9
power supply."

"But don't misunderstand - the $300 I

quoted you as the cost does not include any
memory chips. Neither does the $23.00
one you build yourself. However, memory
chips are plentiful and prices are low."

This brought about his complete interest,

and he inquired how he could get

information on this $23 project. Here is

what I told him:

TRS-80 Memory Layout

The '80 is designed to add memory in

1 6K blocks. The first 1 6K RAM is physically

located within the keyboard unit, and
additional 16K blocks, to 32K and 48K, may
be added in the expansion interface.

Figures 1 and 2 show the actual wiring and
component designations used in the Radio
Shack interface. Figure 2 shows the 32K
and 48K blocks. Z9 through Z1 6 is the 32K
block, while Z1 through Z8 are the 48K
block.

If you had 16K in the keyboard and
purchased an expansion interface, then to

up-qrade to 32K you would have to obtain a

set of eight 41 16 dynamic memory RAM
chips and install them in sockets Z9
through Z1 6. Later, to up-grade to 48K, you
would have to install another set of eight

41 1 6 RAM chips in sockets Z1 through Z8.

Each 41 1 6 chip is a 1 X 1 6 memory unit.

Therefore, eight are needed, one for each
of the 8 bits (DO through D7), which
comprise the 8 bit byte the TRS-80 uses.

Memory Addressing via Multiplexing

Chart 1 shows that 14 address leads are

needed to address 16 different memory
locations. However, from Figure 2 you can
see there are only seven address inputs, for

each of the 4116's. The method used to

overcome this shortage of inputs is called

"multiplexing". This means that the 1 st of

seven address signals are sent into the

41 1 6's, then the 2nd seven address signals

are switched onto the same seven input

leads of the 41 16 memory units, totaling

the 14 address signals required. The

Larry Panattoni

internal memory unit circuitry remembers
and places the two groups of seven address

signals together. One group is identified as

the Row Address Signals (RAS) and the

other as the Column Address Signals

(CAS).

This is better understood by observing

the switching units Z17, Z18 of Figure 1.

The four output leads of Z1 8 and the three

output leads of Z1 7 go directly to the seven
address input pins of the memory units in

Figure 2. During the first phase of address

multiplexing AO through A3 from the

interface bus, is switched through Z18 to

the four outputs AO through A3. A4
through A6 are switched through Z17 to

the three outputs A4 through A6. At the

proper time, the signal on the multiplex

(MUX) lead is changed from low to high,

causing the condition explained above to

no longer exist, but instead, A7 through
A10of the interface bus, are nowswitched
through Z18 to leads A3 respectively.

Chart 2 shows the various phases of the

signals which control this operation. At the

top is the 10.6445 Mhz clock from which
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Chart ttl

The larse chart above show;- that 14 address lines are
needed to access 16K different memory locations; as well as
various other combinations Examples of how this is done,
is shown for a two address line and a three address line
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Chart 82

Th timins waveforms of the various signals used durins a

"Write" operation is shown above Tins would be the CPU
outPuttins data to be stored in memory — such as the
command "LP (HL), A"
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me '80 derives ail of its timing functions.

The 1 .774 Mhz clock, shown next, is used

by the Z80 Central Processing Unit (CPU).

Let's say the CPU wants to write (WR)
data to a certain memory location. The 16

bit address is placed on the address bus,

AO through A15 at time zero (TO). After

allowing time for the address signals to

stabilize; the row address signal (RAS) is

brought low at time T1, causing the

memory units to accept the first seven
(ROW) address signals. Also at time T1,

data is placed on the data bus, DO through

P7 by the CPU. Then at time T2, the WR
signal is brought low. (If we had been
performing a read, the RD signal would
have been brought low instead of the WR).

Next, at time T3, the multiplex signal

MUX is brought high. This switches the

inputs of Z1 7 and Z1 8 from the 1 st seven
row address signals, AO through A6 to the

2nd seven column address signals A7
through A13. Again, after allowing time for

these signals to stabilize, the column
address signal, CAS, is brought low at T4,

causing the memory units to latch onto this

2nd group of seven column address

signals.

Now that the memory units have all 14
address signals, the particular memory
location addressed will accept whatever is

on the data bus until time T5, when the WR
signal goes high. This forces the memory
cells to latch the data and remember it,

until either new data is written to that same
location or the power is removed.

Control Signals

Figure 1 shows the control signals

needed for proper memory access, as well

as showing how they are obtained. They
are as follows:

RD 32K-48K- When this signal is low it

indicates a read operation from either 32 or

48K memory block. (The CAS signal,

described below, determines which block).

Z37 and two NAND gates (of Z20) are

connected such that a low on the RD lead,

and a low on either of the 32K or 48K
decoded signal leads, from Figure 3, will

produce a low on the output ot Z20, pin 3.

This RD 32-48K signal goes to Figure 2 and
enables the memory output buffers, which
in turn allows the memory data to be placed

on the data bus.

RAS - Actually, this is a memory
request signal. When low, it indicates that

a memory address is being sent out on the

address bus to all blocks of memory. The
RAS signal is only buffered by an inverter

(part of Z22) before being sent to Figure 2.

WR - This is the write lead discussed

earlier in the example for Chart 2. When
low, it indicates a write operation. It also is

buffered by an inverter (part of Z22) before

being sent to the memory IC's.

32K-CAS & 48K-CAS - These two
signals are obtained from a combination of

the CAS signal for the interface bus and the

decoded 32K and 48K signals from Figure

3. Only when the CAS signal goes low, are

the two OR gates (of Z24) in such a

ii-
T"~

Fi9 ftl The multiplex and control sisnals are obtained

within the R S expansion interface from this

circuttrs

Note: When construct ins this circuitrs, (in an effort
to reduce the Nr of chips required) the inverter

12? (74LS368) used in the R. S. circuitrsy as shown

above/ — can be replaced bs an unused Portion

of Z20 (74LS60) as indicated.

$L"4~-"'4J fS^^^fc^

Fi* # 2 The actual memory units with their inPut/outPut

buffers are wired within the R S expansion

interface as show, above
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condition that allows a low from either of

the 32K or 48K decoded signals from

Figure 3 to be passed onto Figure 2 via the

32K-RAS or 48K-RAS. Since only one of

these signals will be low at a time, only that

particular memory block will receive the

column portion of the address signals, as

described earlier in Chart 2. This results in

only that memory block (32K or 48K) being

accessed.

Before leaving Figure 1, let's mention
that resistors R29 through R32 are used to

aid in suppressing unwanted negative

spikes. Since, under normal conditions,

these signals are held high, the resistors

are connected to +5 volts. The purpose of

capacitor C67 on the MUX lead is for the

opposite reason. It is to suppress unwanted
positive spikes. Since the MUX lead is

normally held low, the capacitor is

connected to ground.

Memory Block Decoding

Since only one 16K memory block can be
accessed at a time, a provision for decoding
the upper portion of the address is needed
to determine which memory block is being
requested. This decoding circuitry within

the Radio Shack expansion unit is

combined with the decoding of several

other signals, and will be discussed in

detail in a later article. Figure 3 shows a

portion of the circuit which when wired
alone will accomplish the same thing.

Only when the RAS signal in Figure 3
goes low, will Z43 become operational. At
this time, if address leads A14 and A15
contain a low and a high respectively, then
a low will be output on pin 6, which is the

l-GI IY0>4

Al IY3>6-

IT3>7-

This decoding circuitry is needed to construct
a s tand-a lone version of R. S 32K - 48K memory
expansion circuitry,

HARDWARE
MEMORV EXPANSION 22K - 43K

W »5V

w 74LS157 8
-

74U15? 8

m 74LSX? 8

rr<\ vm 7

m nw 8

ra 74LS36? 8

m 741532 7

Zfl 74LSB5 8

Powr connections for oil IC's

exceft Keen units

* connections for mtm units

(ZltdraaS MlH's)

Bl thru B = Beidst Rectifiers (56 PIV)

32K lead. This low, when combined with a

low on the CAS signal produces a low on
the 32K-CAS lead, allowing only the 32K
memory block to accept the total 14
address signals and become active. If A14
and A15 each contain a high, then a low

will be output on pin 7, which is the 48K
lead. This, when combined with the CAS
signal, enables the 48K memory block.

The purpose of R35 is to suppress

unwanted positive spikes on the RAS lead

when it is held low. Positive spikes at this

point would allow unwanted memory block

to pulsed on and off.

Power Supply & Connections

The power connections for the various

IC's are indicated in Figure 4. The memory
IC's require three supplies, +5, -5 and +12

volts, while all other IC's require only +5

volts. The power supply circuitry used in

the Radio Shack expansion interface also

will be discussed in detail in a later article,

but for those who wish to construct this

circuit, I have included a simple
configuration in Figure 4 which will do the

job. It can be built for less than $9.00 if the

parts are purchased from "Poly Paks" or

"Hobby World".

Construction Aids

All parts including the power supply can

be placed on one board. However, keep the

transformer and its AC leads as removed
from the other components and wiring as

possible. The memory unitsZI through Z1

6

should be mounted in sockets. And, while it

is not necessary to mount the other IC's in

sockets, I prefer to do so with all my
projects.

IC Z37 in Figure 1 can be replaced with

an unused portion of Z20. This eliminates

the need for an extra IC, namely Z37. The

RD signal (pin 25) of the interface bus, will

now go to pins 9 and 1 of Z20. Instead of

the output of Z37 (pin 3) going to pin 2 of

Z20, the output of the new portion of Z20
(pin 8) will go to Z20, pin 2.

This entire project will have to be

connected to the '80's 40 pin bus on the

back of the keyboard, via a 40-pin lead

ribbon cable and connector. (Nowavailable

from Radio Shack stores). •

This Power supply is capable of Providing the three

voltages necessary to allow the Memory Expansion

Project to be self contained.

HARDWARE
MEMORV EXPANSION 32K - 48K
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PARTS LIST

AMOUNT IDENTIFICATION

16 Z1 thru Z16
2 Z17& Z18 74LS157
3 Z19,Z21,Z22 74LS367
1 Z20 74LS00
1 Z24 74LS32
1 Z43 74LS139
3 B1.B3.B4 50 PIV
1 Q1 7905
1 Q2 7805
1 Q3 7812
1 Transformer
4 R29 thru R32
1 R35
1 C67
2 C1 & C2
1 C3

DESCRIPTION
16-pin IC Sockets
Quad 2 to 1 multiplexers
Tri-state Hex buffers

Quad 2-input NAND gates
Quad 2-input OR gates
Dual 2-input decoders
Bridge Rectifiers

Minus 5 volt regulator

Postive 5 volt regulator

Positive 1 2 volt regulator
Poly Pak #6407 $2.98
Resistor 4.7K ohms
Resistor 150 ohms
Capacitor 200 pf

Capacitor 1000 Mf
Capacitor 200 Mf
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XEDIT, a high powered compact disk based editor designed for the

TRS-80©, Model I or II. Whether it is BASIC, ASSEMBLY, or

FORTRAN, XEDIT is packed full of commands needed by programmers

who are serious about their work. Here are just a few features:

• Edits most file formats

• Block text copy command
• Locate, Delete, and Change with windows

• Inserts and maps up to five input files

• Upper/lower case compatible

» Operates with or without line numbers

• Rapid access disk cache

© Recovers from most DOS errors

• Fast file entry point map
• Change text command for any number of occurrences

• DOS Directory and Kill commands
• Line printer paging with adjustable forms

• Sophisticated reprinting line editor, handles line feeds

• Disk BASIC, Disk EDTASM, and EDIT-80 format compatible

• Display status command, includes free memory, current pointer

printer forms, number of input files, output filename and format.

XEDIT will handle files of any size up to 2.7 Megabytes or 10K lines in

length. Comes complete with instructions covering operation, externals,

and file formats.

Model I (32K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $44.95

Cassette tape $39.95

Model II

Formatted diskette $89.95

Model II! (32K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $79.95

Cassette tape $75.95

ASM/CMD, a disk based assembler which generates object code to disk or

tape (disk only on Model II). Accepts any file format including ASCII Disk

BASIC. Listing may be outputted to display, disk file, or paged with

adjustable forms to printer. Operates under standard Z80 Zilog Mnemonics

with 9 pseudo operations. Comes complete with operating manual.

Model I (16K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $34.95

Cassette tape $29.95

Model II

Formatted diskette $59.95

Model III (32K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $49.95

Cassette tape. . $45.95

Special package, XEDIT, ASM, and PACK.

Model I

Formatted diskette $79.95

Cassette tape $74.95

Model II

Formatted diskette $149.95

Model III

Formatted diskette $129.95

Cassette tape $125.95

XDIR/CMD, an extended directory -.that offers more than the, standard

TRSDOS© directory. XDIR will do multiple drive directories with all file

attributes including extent locations, file length, EOF index, EOF record,

protection level, LRL, password indication, track lockout indication, and

much more. XDIR will also display to the printer.

Model I (16K disk system)

Formatted diskette $19.95

Cassette tape $15.95

CALL/CMD extends and improves the TRSDOS© AUTO function. Can

be enabled and disabled by prompts, and through keyboard, resident

program, or the call file.

Model I (16K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $19.95

Cassette tape $15.95

TANDON/CMD improves TRSDOS© by allowing higher step rate,

extending access to 40 tracks for the new Tandon disk drives. Also fixes

the break key problem.

Model I (16K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $14.95

Cassette tape $ 9-®5

DEXER/CMD, a disk exerciser emulator program designed to speed repair

of any TRS-80© compatible disk drive. DEXER eliminates the need for

the Shugart SA809 test fixture and decreases repair time with easy to use

commands and on screen display of required set up data. DEXER was

written specifically for the repair technician and Shugart or Tandon disk

drives. Shugart alignment diskette or equivalent and a 30Mhz oscilloscope

required. One key commands allow easier adjustments necessary for

Shugart alignment. DEXER is not for general disk testing and is recom-

mended only for^ service personnel who have previous experience in disk

drive repair.

Model I (16K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $24.95

Cassette tape $19.95

Dip shunts for conversion and upgrades for the TRS-80™. Comes com-

plete with instructions for A, D, E, and G level boards and new 2 chip

level II.

Two dip shunts and instructions $1.00

PACK/CMD removes spaces from text files generated by XEDIT, and

EDIT-80 to reduce file lengths by 5 to 40 percent. PACK will also strip

comment fields and line numbers for additional space savings. Text can be

masked for upper case only. Does not destroy compatibility of assembly

and FORTRAN source files. Comes complete with instructions.

Model I (16K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $14.95

Cassette tape $ 9-95

Model II

Formatted diskette $19.95

Model III (32K single disk system)

Formatted diskette $14.95

Cassette tape $ 9.95

Please send check or money order to:

MiProg

P. 0. Box 27014

Minneapolis, MN
55427
612-574-1711

Minnesota residents add 4% sales tax. Outside continential U.S.A., add

$3.50 postage and handling.

TRS-80© and TRSDOS® is a trademark of Radio Shack, a Division of

Tandy Corporation.

Circle 40
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Product Enhancement

Some ways to make Radio Shack's Scripsit

and Apparat's NEWDOS/80 work better for you. David D Busch
Revenna, Ohio

Very powerful programs are seldom
used to their fullest capacity, and
Radio Shack's Scripsit is no exception.
One of the most fascinating aspects of

learning to use a good word
processing program like Scripsit is the

never ending discovery of ways time

and efiprt can be saved by applying

features in new ways.

Here are six ways of using Scripsit

that you may -- or may not - have
thought of. Some may be equally
applicable to other word processing
programs for the TRS-80, such as
Electric Pencil.

1 . Yes, you can get a directory of

files available without exiting Scripsit.

Enterprising machine-language
programmers already have patches on
the market that will accomplish this ,

but NEWDOS 80 owners don't even
have to go to the extra expense or

bother. The 'DFG' invocation of Mini-

Dos works from Scripsit.

Merely hit the three keys together,

and type DIR when the Mini-Dos

prompt appears. Then type MDRETto
return to the normal Scripsit mode.
Your text will be gone from the screen,

but it may be retrieved just by hitting

BREAK and ENTER consecutively.

This returns an INVALID COMMAND
message below the status line, but

does no harm.

You probably will have an unwanted
character on the screen ( a lowercase

d, f, or g ), but backspacing and making

a one-character correction is a small
price to pay for a major patch to an
otherwise fine program.

NEWDOS 80 will also allow you,

through the SYSTEM command, to set

up new default drive numbers for DIR

or program SAVES. Multiple drive

owners can keep a system disk in

Drive 0, and save all Scripsit files on
data diskettes located in another drive,

without having to append a drive

specification onto the file name.

2. Eliminate paper entirely.

Scripsit's low cost, compared to most
other word processing software, is

making it one of the most common
programs among TRS-80 owners. In

my users' group, nearly every member
uses Scripsit, as do most of my TRS-80
computer-using friends. It is not

unreasonable to assume that most
microcomputer magazines also have

their own copies running for

evaluation.

In such cases, why bother to

distribute paper printouts of Scripsit

text files at all? Correspondence
between Scripsit-owning friends

might just as well be in disk form as

paper. One disk exchanged between
pen-pals might very well be used and
reused dozens of times before it was
damaged or worn out. As a bonus, it's

a simple matter to keep a number of

letters on one disk. Old correspon-

dence can remain available for

reference for a long time, until the

most aged letter is finally erased ( or

copied onto another disk ) to make
room for a new missive.

Articles submitted to micro-
computer magazines with compatible
programming don't have to be retyped

after the editor has looked the material

over. Editing can be done at the

computer, and then the file printed out
for re-entry into the publication's

phototypsetting equipment. Given a

large number of Scripsit or Electric

Pencil disk submissions, it's not

unreasonable to assume that
someone would be motivated to

construct hardware and software

interfacing between the TRS-80 and
phototypsetting gear.

Some users groups are already

taking advantage of modem-linked
microcomputers to compose their

newsletters as a group effort. Various

contributors relay submissions by

phone, and then the newsletter is

printed out in one central location.

Why print out the newsletter at all?

The computer lends itself to the

creation of a really dynamic
document, a publication that has no
deadlines, no closing dates, and is

never outdated. Members can add
articles as they wish, scan the current

table of contents to see what other

articles are available, and retrieve and
read them at their leisure.

Instead of waiting a month for the

next issue, members could check out

their club newsletter as often -- or as

seldom — as they wished. After a
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month or two, an article could be

dropped to make room for new
contributions.

Those members of a club without

modems could still access the

newsletter. At each club meeting,

several copies of the newsletter, on

disk, would be made available for

duplication. Then, readers could take

the disk home and pursue it at their

leisure by scanning the Scripsit file.

This scenario assumes, of course,

that everyone has a copy of Scripsit.

That's not essential, however.
Because Scripsit files are saved in

ASCII form, it's simple to write a

BASIC program that will read a

Scripsit file and display it on the

screen ( interpreting the various

control codes is a different matter,

however ).

Non-disk owners in a club could be
accommmodated by printing a copy or

two of the newsletter at intervals.

3. Don't type out complicated

names. In my work as a writer, I

frequently do articles about people or

companies with long, complicated, or

hard to spell names. No matter what
your application for Scripsit is, you will

encounter equipment or brand names
or other bothersome terms that will be

used repeatedly in a document. I didn't

bother to enter the word Scripsit each
time I used it in this article.

Instead, I frequently take advantage
of the not always understood Global

Search and Replace command. When
entering text, use some convenient

abbreviation for any words that you
don't want to spell out. For Scripsit, I

used the lowercase letter "s".

Interglobal Amalgamated Brother-

hood of Pipefitters could be shortened

to "i".

The abbreviation should be some
character or characters that will not

appear in that form within the text,

except in places where you want it to

stand for the other word or words.

To perform the Global Search and
Replace, first hit control "R" (@ R) to

invoke the repeat command function.

Scripsit will ask you how many times

you want the command repeated.

Enter 255 (the maximum) to be on the

safe side, then hit ENTER.

The next prompt you see below the

status line asks you to enter the

command you want repeated. Hit

BREAK, then type an R, the "greater

than" sign, the string you want
replaced, another "greater than" sign,

followed by the string you want
substituted.

It's important to type both exactly as

they appear -- including blanks. To
substitute the word "Scripsit" for the

letter "s", I didn't really want every

letter "s" to be replaced, just those

surrounded by blanks. So, I entered:

R> s > Scripsit

That's R> (space)s(space)> (space)

Scripsit. Only solitary "s"'s in the text

were searched for and replaced.

By the way, the Repeat command is

also not used as often as it could be.

Need three copies of a document? Hit

control R, the numeral 3, then BREAK,
and a P.

4. Scripsit makes it easy to jump to

the beginning or end of a document by

hitting shift up and down arrows. But

how do you get to a specific point in

the middle of a large document
without scrolling endlessly?

Global Find will look for you. There

are two ways of searching. One is to

look for a specific string. You must
recall a phrase used in the part of the

document you want to access. The
phrase might be a subhead or chapter

heading, or the name of someone
mentioned in the section of text.

Type BREAK, F> "text string looked

for". Scripsit will stop at the first

occurence of the string you have

input,then retain the string in

memory. Wrong place? Just hit

BREAK, FX, and the cursor will move
to the next place the string appears. It

is not necessary to re-enter the string.

You can also search for specific

blocks. As text is entered, deposit

block markers at strategic points, with

a control Q, and "label" (A,B,C, etc.).

End the block with a control Q
followed by a control down arrow. Text

can also be marked into blocks in this

manner after it has been entered, if

desired.

To find a specific block, jump to the

beginning of the text, and enter the

Global Find command exactly as

before, except instead of entering a

string, enter the name of the block

exactly as you did when the block was
created. Hit a control Q, and the label

of the block. The block bracket figure

will appear on the command line, and
when you hit enter, the cursor will

jump to that point in the text.

5. Use standard headings and other

blocks of text over and over. Certain

types of articles that I prepare have
components that are used nearly

every single time I prepare that type of

document. I have a standard Scripsit

file called ARTICLES, that I load each
time I begin a new project. It begins

with the standard header-footer

format that I use, it has a cover

sheet, photo caption sheet, form letter

to my client, and a photo caption page

already laid out with the standard

information.

Within each of these are repeated

uses of words such as CLIENT, TITLE,

etc. By using Global Search and

Replace, I can substitute the name of

the current client and project in a

dozen places with a few keystrokes.

Then specific information, such as

picture captions and price for the

project, can be filled in and the main

text begun. Twenty minutes of detail

work is finished in three.

Perhaps you have a similar

"boilerplate" that can be reused. It

need not appear at the beginning of a

document 1 By preparing the material

in advance, giving each an appropriate

file name, and then using the load and

chain command, the standard
material can be inserted where
desired. (The correct procedure is:

BREAK, L, (comma),C, (comma), (file

name).

6. Does your company have a

document that must be frequently

updated? Don't print even one master

copy. Store the text as a Scripsit file

instead, make updates as needed, and

print out a copy only at the appropriate

time.

My firm, for example, has an

employee policy and benefits

guidebook, which is very finely

detailed -- only because we can

update it anytime we wish. We may
change the mileage or per diem
allowance every year, raise prices, add

or drop clients, and change benefits.

But, each time a new employee joins

my company, he or she receives a

freshly printed out copy of the very

latest information. Memos keep

everyone else apprised of changes
when they occur, and once a year,

everyone receives a new policy book.

Conclusion

Scripsit is a highly-flexible word
processing program that can do a

great deal more than even veteran

users realize. We are all buried in

preconceptions that have built up
through years of using paper and
doing things manually. Sometimes it

takes a lot of re-thinking to realize

that, with a computer, sometimes
paper isn't even necessary for a given

application. Or that something we
have always done by hand can much
more quickly be performed by the

computer if we only had the sense to

ask it. @
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At the last meeting of our TRS-80 User's Group, I took an impromptu survey. I struggled to

my feet amidst a barrage of discarded cassette tapes, burnt-out RAM chips, and marked-up

copies of "TRS-80 Assembly-Language Programming."

"How many of you are interested in the Color Computer?", I shouted. Immediately, hands

shot up all over the place.

"Looks like three," I muttered. It turned out later, it was three hands... Well, one and one-

half interested users aren't bad...

Now it's obvious from first reports that the Color Computer is going to sell very well among
first time computer users. But what about sales to Model I and III owners?The purpose of this

article is to tell you, as a suave, sophisticated user of the Model I or III, why you should be

interested in the Color Computer -and not just because I'm a paid shill of Radio Shack either.

(I don't need Radio Shack -
I could always go back to my TRSDOS diskette bulk erasing

business...)

What's Inside the Color Computer?

The Color Computer comes attractively packaged in standard Radio Shack battleship gray.

Physically, it's about the size of the Apple - small enough to put in a large briefcase, for those

trips to Fort Worth. Of course, the $399 price does not include a television, but the built-in RF

converter allows you to hook it up to a color TV at the Fort Worth Hilton.

Before the hard sell, let's take a look at the design of the Color Computer. The basic pieces

are shown in Figure 1. They are CPU, video display logic, RAM, ROM cartridge, sound

generator, joystick inputs, and serial port.
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Figure 1. Color Computer Functional Blocks

The 12-Bit 6809E CPU
Stop, stop! - I know that it's not truly 12 bits! The

Motorola 6809E microprocessor is a transition

mircroprocessor - it's basically an 8-bit
microprocessor with 16-bit addressing capability.

The 6809E is an upgrade of the Motorola 6800
microprocessor, which was (and is) a nicely designed
microprocessor with an easy to use instruction set.

Of the Z-80, 8080 (S-100 microcomputers), 6800
(Southwest Technical Products and others), 6502
(Apple, KIM, SYM, AIM, PET), I like the 6800 the best
as far as instruction set. However, the
microprocessor is such a small portion of the total

package....

The 6809E includes the 6800 instructions as a

subset. The 6800 instructions are compatible on an
assembly-language, and not machine-language
level. It means that the machine code for 6800
programs would have to be reassembled because of

minor differences in OP code formats for the 6809E.
In addition to the 6800 subset, the 6809E extends

the basic instruction set by more powerful branch,
indexing, and stack operations. The biggest
marketing blurb, of course, is the hardware multiply.

Hardware divide is not present.

The 6809E has a nice instruction set, and if you like

assembly-language programming, you'll enjoy
working with it. Radio Shack has definite plans for

assembly-language on the Color Computer, and
there are already several assemblers available for the
6809E from other sources.

High Resolution Color Graphics

The most noticeable feature about the Color
Computer (unless you are operating sans color TV)

is the Color Graphics. The design uses the Motorola

6847 Video Display Generator chip. One gets the

feeling that the rest of the computer was designed

around this chip.

The VDG chip is an LSI color graphics chip that

enables a number of different modes. Basically there

are three modes - alphanumeric, "semi" graphics,

and full graphics.

The alphanumeric mode gives you color

alphanumeric characters arranged in 1 6 lines of 32
characters. I can hear some of you groaning out

there. A line of 32 characters is rather short, but

suffices for many BASIC and data entry lines - you're

just going to have to accept it!

The semigraphics mode is a VDG mode that allows

up to 64 horizontal elements by 192 vertical

elements. Not all elements are separetely

addressable. The full graphics mode allows up to 256
elements horizontal by 192 elements vertical, each

separately addressable. Generally, the higher the

resolution, the more limited the number of colors; the

highest resolution mode (256 by 192) allows two
colors, while the next highest (128 by 192) allows

four colors.

I can see Apple and S-1 00 microcomputer owners
sneering at the Color Computer's graphics

resolution. There's no question that it's nice to have

as much resolution as possible for some graphics

I '

'• .<< ;;

applications, but even a 128 by 192 in four colors is 4
times the resolution of the Model I, and should be fine

for most applications. Since the memory mapping is

much more straightforward in graphics mode than
the Model I (no more sixbits in one byte), the graphics
are easier to program and can be thrown up on the
screen at a much faster rate.

Memory Mapping
The memory map of the Color Computer is shown

in figure 2. RAM occupies the first 4K of 1 6K memory.
The screen is memory mapped into the RAM area. At
a minimum the screen takes up 32 characters per
line by 16 lines, or 512 characters. When the highest
resolution "semi" graphics or full graphics modes are

used, the screen area occupies 6,144 bytes
(256*1 92/8). One strongly suspects that an upgrade
from 4K RAM to 16K RAM would be almost a

necessity to do any high-resolution graphics work.
The high-resolution modes would leave 10K bytes
available for user program area.
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Figure 2. Color Computer Memory Map

RAM used in the Color Computer is our old friend,

the 4116 dynamic RAM. True to form, users are

already buying RAM and installing it themselves.

How about the 1 6K "not used" area? Under certain

conditions, it appears that an additional 1 6K of RAM
could be "piggybacked" to provide 32K bytes of RAM.

The bciSic "Color BASIC" is 8K of ROM; the

expansion ROM occupies another 8K bytes. Note that

the mapping scheme is inverted from the Model l/lll.

The upper 1 6K memory is dedicated to "cartridge"

ROM. Cartridge ROM is exactly that - a plug in

cartridge with 2716-type EPROM that plugs into a

40-pin edge connector. You may have seen the piles

of cartridge games at your local Radio Shack - there

will be a proliferation of such software for the

cartridge area. The interesting thing about the 40-pin

edge connector, is that it brings out all system

signals! Radio Shack makes no bones about the fact

that any type of expansion should be possible via this

connector, and I can think of some great applications!

Six Bits for A D-to-A?

One of the most interesting remaining features on

the Color Computer is a six bit "digital-to-analog

converter." Sound from the Color Computer is

produced either by a one bit output, or by the six bit

output. Both feed into the audio channel of the

modulated RF signal to the television. (Cassette tape

audio can also be fed into the TV audio, a handy

feature for monitoring cassette program input, or for

audio sound effects or narration in programs!).

The six bit D-to-A is used to generate the cassette

output for the Color Computer, which is "frequency

shift keying" of 1 200 or 2400 hertz at a speed of 1 500

baud (three times the baud rate of the Model 1).

The D-to-A can be programmed via assembly

language or BASIC commands to generate music or

other sounds. The Extended BASIC, for example, has

a "PLAY string" command which lets you set the

volume, note, and tempo of a string of notes.

Virtually any sound can be created by the D-to-A

scheme, as it allows synthesis of 64 different output

levels, allowing for generation of any waveshape

from violins to Texas accents (shudder). (Of course,

as with the graphics, there is a slight problem -

generating and retrieving the data base to produce

the sounds - but the capability is there).

Analog Inputs

The inverse of the D-to-A is the A-to-D capability.

This is implemented by two joystick inputs. Afriend of

mine expressed interest in the Color Computer

primarily because of the set of inexpensive joysticks

which he wanted to use in other projects!

The joysticks, of course, are really just

potentiometers for the X and Y direction. A BASIC

command (JOYSTK) allows you to read either joystick

and the "vertical" or "horizontal" position of each. Of

course, assembly language would also allow you to

read the four inputs. Substitute other analog inputs

for the four channels and you have spiffy A-to-D

inputs which can be used for reading temperature,

windspeed, voice level, or any other physical signal

that can be converted to a voltage level!

Serial Devices

One of the nicest aspects of the Color Computer is

that you don't have to keep reaching into your wallet

to pay for new options. The serial channel is already

there! The Color Computer does everything in

software, where possible. This isn't necessarily bad.

The software drivers for serial input and output are

already in the Color Computer. The RS-232-C

outputs are via DIN connectors on the back of the

unit.

The signals available on the DIN connector are

RS232IN, RS2320UT, GROUND, and CD for status.

The baud rate for data transmission is software

selectable from 120 to 2400 baud. Printer

parameters such as line width can also be set in the

software.

Alas, there is no Centronics parallel port. How do

you then drive your existing Line Printer I, II, III, IV, or

XVIII with the Color Computer? One alternative is to
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add a serial to parallel converter, opposite in function
to Small Systems Software TRS-232. A second
method is to go into an existing Model l/lll via the RS-
232 and then out to the printer. Some printers, of

course, have both serial and parallel capability.

Other Goodies
Also presumably i n the works are disk drives for the

system. Whether these will be single or double
density is anybody's guess.

WHAT'S OUTSIDE THE COLOR COMPUTER?
The Keyboard

Figure 3 shows the keyboard layout. Right away I

can hear snide comparisons to the first PET keyboard
and the TI-99 keyboard. I have used the keyboard, and
I can testify that while it is not equivalent to an IBM
Model 60 typewriter, it is not that bad, either. I would
think that a computer of this type would not make a

good word processor primarily because of the large
character format color display, rather than because
of the keyboard action. There. ..ahem. ..appears to be
no keyboard bounce.

Interfacing

The back panel of the Color Computer is shown in

figure 4. There is a RESET and POWER switch and a

switch to select output on either channel 3 or 4. Four

DIN connectors provide interface connections. Two
of the connectors are for the joysticks, one is for the

RS-232-C input/output, and the fourth is a cassette

tape jack.

The cassette tape connector, by the way is not

included with the system (nor is the cassette

recorder). When I tried to put in my Model I cassette

plug, it was no go. A quick trip down to the local Radio
Shack yielded a DIN plug with a thin metal wall.

Several hours later, I still had not successfully loaded
tape. I finally isolated the problem down to one unit -

the television! Sure enough, when the TV was turned
off the cassette tapes would load fine over a fairly

wide range of volume settings. Serves me right for

getting a cheap TV instead of an approved RS model!
The TV is now physically located one room away from
the system, and I've added a pair of binoculars to the

setup (but seriously...).

Documentation

Documentation for the Color Computer consists of

a 32-page operation manual, a nicely presented
reference card, and a David Lien-type book called

"Getting Started with Color BASIC." Sure enough,
the latter features a cousin of the Model I dancing
computer and is geared to the beginning user with no
prior computer experience. The BASIC book is

excellent for this user, but the experienced Model I

user will probably go right to the reference card.

Color BASIC and Extended BASIC
The basic BASIC, which RS calls "Color BASIC", is

somewhere between Level I (remember that?) and
Level II in capability. String functions such as MID$,
LEN, LEFT$ and RIGHT$ are implemented. One-
dimensional arrays in 4K RAM and *multi-
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Figure 4. Color Computer back panel.
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dimensional arrays above 4K are permitted.

Table 1 shows the BASIC commands and functions

that are identical, or very similar, to Level l/lll BASIC.
Some additional commands unique to the Color

Computer are:

1. SET/RESET/POINT These are similar to the

graphics commands for the Model l/lll butallowa64
by 32 resolution in any of 8 colors.

2. CLS clears the screen to any one of 8 colors.

3. OPEN and CLOSE opens or closes a file at

screen, keyboard, cassette, or line printer. EOF tests

whether an end-of-file has been reached. Interesting

commands - they promise some device independent

I/O (?).

4. Cassette commands other than CLOAD and

CSAVE include CLOADM, which loads a machine-
language tape, MOtOR, which turns the cassette

motor on or off, and SKIPF, which finds a specified

cassette file. The AUDIO command connects the

cassette output to the TV sound channel.

5. EXEC is similar to the transfer command of

SYSTEM. It transfers control to a machine-language

program.

6. PRINT#-2 is identical to LPRINT, printing a list of

items on the system line printer.

7. SOUND outputs a tone of a frequency of 1 to 255
and duration 1 to 255.

8. JOYSTK returns the horizontal or vertical

position of joystick or 1

.

Table 1

Color Basic Commands and Functions Identical

To Level i/lll Basic

ABS MlD$
ASC NEW
CHRS ON. ..GOSUB
CLEAR ON. ..GOTO
CLOAD PEEK
CONT POKE
CSAVE PRINT
DATA PRINT@
DIM PRSNT#-1
END PRINT TAB
FOR. ..TO...STEP/NEXT READ
GOSUB REM
GOTO RESTORE
IF. ..THEN. ..ELSE RETURN
INKEYi RIGHTS
INPUT RND
INPUT#-1 RUN
INT SGN
LEFTS SIN

LEN STOP
LIST STRS
LLIST USR
MEM VAL

The Extended BASIC should be out by the

appearance of this article. It includes a full set of

graphics commands which operate at high speed,

judging from what I saw in Fort Worth. Commands
are included to draw a line, rectangle, circle, ellipse,

or arc, in addition to such things as setting the screen
colors. Other commands upgrade the BASIC to

something approaching Level II, including such
assembly-language hooks as VARPTR and USRn.
Another thing that the Extended BASIC provided is

full line editing, which is quite conspicuous by its

absence in Color BASIC. (Whhy are all typographical

errors in the first two charcters of a line?)

Why I Think You Should Buy a Color Computer
It's very difficult to convince microcomputer users

about the merits of other systems. A strain of

cussedness runs through the fabric of all

microcomputer users; they tend to pan the competing
systems and be very chauvinistic about what they

have, even if it is an Altair 8800. However, try to take

an unbiased look at the Color Computer. I would say
that it might be particularly interesting in the
following areas:

1. Experimenters. Here's a state of the art

microprocessor with hardware multiply, D-to-A and
A-to-D channels, and a 40-pin bus hanging there

ready for all kinds of devices. How about EPROM
programmers, dedicated systems for home control,

ham radio applications (good shielding, here), and
others?

2. Software freaks. Here again, the 6809E is

perfect for an assembly-language programmer.
There are some tools in the way of disassemblers,

debuggers, and assemblers already, and there'll be a

lot more. The 6809E is faster than the Model I Z-80
and will lend itself to all kinds of applications

programs.

3. Graphics work. Maximum resolution is 256 by
256, which isn't bad. Since the memory mapping of

the Color Computer is a lot more straightforward than
the Model I, graphics work will be a lot easier. Three
dimensional display work is not the easiest thing in

the world, but this machine should make it much
more palatable than the Model I.

4. Intelligent peripherals. Need an intelligent

peripheral for your existing Model I or II? For $400,

vou can't beat the versatility of a complete computer
system! Use it as a color graphics controller!. ..Or

let it sit there with the modem collecting data while

you use your Model I or III for more important

processing.

5. Music buffs. The six-bit D-to-A offers pretty

much unlimited capability for sound synthesis.

Coupled with the 6809E instruction set and
hardware multiply, you've got a powerful system for

this application.

6. Writers. Get a Color Computer, research it, and
write a number of articlesfor computing magazines. I

can verify that area is especially interesting... •
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in the Land ofAdventures, there was a King
named Adams. King Adams said to himself,

"My kingdom has Adventures for adults but

what about my younger subjects?" So the

mighty King went to his wise Knights of the

C R Table with his plight. Lo and behold Sir

Talley had the answer. Then the King asked,

"But does it have sound effects, and graphics

and can it be used by readers and non-

readers alike?" King Talley replied, "Oh yes

Sire and even more, it has both a story mode
and a quiz mode."

"So be it!" said the King, we will spread the

news throughout the kingdom and call it . .

.
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Fun & Games.

©Gifiipyfteff'

This program works without modification on
Models 1 and Hi, 16K Level II and up.

Yahtzee is a Registered Trademark of

L S Lowe & Co, a Division of Milton-Bradley Inc. ihi»ii
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Computer Yahtzee is based on the game
of Yahtzee that has been played by people

for generations. It may only be played by

two players at one time, and you can only

have one Yahtzee per game. Your dice are

numbered one to five. To re-roll the desired

dice you simply state the number or

numbers of those dice. If you do not wish to

re-roll you type in a zero. The score card is

numbered one to thirteen in the left

column. At this time, you simply state

which box you wish to score in by typing in

that number. You then press ENTER and
the game continues.

In this game the player is allowed up to

three rolls o< the dice, in order to get a

scoring combination for each round.

Although a player is allowed up to three

rolls, he may stop after the first or second
roll if he wishes. After the first roll, the

player may re-roll any or all of the dice. He
does not have to state what he is going for

and he mav change his mind at any time.

After the third roll the dice are final and
must be scored.

Each player has his own scoring column.
He has to make up his own mind of what
and where he wishes to score, according to

his own judgement. The computer will

score you according to your choice. The
game ends after all the boxes have been
filled by you or your opponent. The player

with the highest score wins.

The thirteen scoring boxes consist of

Aces, Twos, Threes, Fours, Fives, and
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Sixes, which make up the Upper Section,

and three of a kind, four of a kind, full

house, small straight, large straight,

Yahtzee and chance, which make up the

Lower Section.

Use Strategy

If all appropriate boxes are already filled,

you would have to score a -1 in another
box. It would be best if you could take a -1 in

an open box of the Upper Section without
ruining your chances for making 63, and
earn the 35 bonus points. If this cannot be
done, a player would have to use his own
judgement in placing the -1, so as to lose

the minimum number of points.

The Upper Section

If a player chooses to score in the Upper
Section he should know that only dice with
that number on them count toward his

score. For example, if you should have

three dice with fours on them and one die

with a six and one with a three, when you

put it in your fours box you would get the

socre of twelve. If a player scores sixty-

three or more in the Upper Section he

earns a bonus score of thirty-five points.

The Lower Section

Each category of the Lower Section
explains itself. Yahtzee is when all five of

the dice show the same value, and it scores

50 points. The chance box may be filled at

any time. If you should have no other

combination, this is a great time to take

advantage of chance. Your score for

chance is the total of all dice. •
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INTERFACES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS ...

.

® POS MEMORY/PORT MODULE for TRS-80 - Here

is a programmable device controller which plugs to

the TRS-80 40-pin bus and provides 1.7K of PROM and/

or RAM plus 18 input and 18 output lines addressed as

3 parallel ports. Designed as a controller for daisy-wheel

printers and 9-track tape drives, its uses are limited only

by one's imagination. Includes sockets for 1.7K RAM,
1.7K EPROM, or IK PROM and .7K RAM (memory ICs

not included). Requires +5VDC, +12VDC power source.

Memory is addressed at 3000H to avoid conflict with

other system and user-available memory. Ship wt.: 3 lbs.

Price $150.00

o DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER INTERFACE forTRS-80:

This interface will drive Diablo HyType I, HyType II,

and Qume Q Series and Sprint 3 printers (specify cable

required). Includes 1K user-available memory for custom

print routines (such as graphics, bidirectional printing,

etc.). Programmed to respond to print commands from

BASIC, ELECTRIC PENCIL™, and SCRIPSITTM soft .

ware. Draws its power from printer. Ship wt.: 5 lbs.

Price $250.00

Cables, each $ 25.00

(Specify HyType I, HyType II, or Qume)

© ASCII INTERFACE for IBM I/O SELECTRIC -

This Centronics-style parallel printer interface will

drive an IBM Model 731 or 735 I/O typewriter (EBCD
and Correspondence codes). No software needed.

Features on-board EPROM which holds up to 8 ASCII-

to-IBM code translation tables for different type spheres.

Closed-loop operation runs at maximum printer speed;

stops and starts on a single character without loss of

data. Requires +12VDC and +5VDC power source. Ship

wt.: 3 lbs. Price $249.95

Power Supply $ 49.95

(±5VDC, +12VDC, +24VDC for Solenoids on Printer)

CONVERT 15" IBM OFFICE SELECTRIC to I/O

TYPEWRITER - Kit includes assembled solenoids,

switches, wire harness, magnet driver PCB plus instruc-

tions for installation and mCPU interface.

Price $200.00

Open up the world of IBM to the microcomputer. Now your micro can read and

write IBM/ANSI compatible NRZ1 format 9-track magnetic tapes, as used on the

largest IBM computer installations. Read government statistics. Write tapes that can

be loaded into an IBM 370 computer. Here is an IBM-compatible interface that

won't void the IBM warranty!

A medium-speed (37.5 ips) 800 BPI tape drive can transfer data at a rate of

30,000 characters per second, making it an ideal back-up storage media for the new

hard-disk systems. The Phase-Encoded 1600 BPI drives have twice the data capacity

of the NRZ1 drive, and can hold up to 40 megabytes of data on a single reel of tape.

• POS-100 NRZ1 TAPE DRIVE
CONTROLLER/FORMATTER - For over 2 years

Pacific Office Systems has been quietly selling its

POS-100 NRZ1 Tape Drive Controller/Formatter for

"Pertec" industry standard NRZ1 tape transports and

the S-100 computer. The POS-100 operates with 2K of

8080 or Z-80 subroutines to Write a Record, Tape Mark

or Check Sum Characters, Read a Record Forward or

Backward, Go Forward or Backward a Record or File,

Erase a Gap, Rewind, etc. Software also checks status of

tape drive during operation and provides error messages.

Software can be supplied on CPM or NorthStar diskette,

or on EPROMs.
The POS-100 consists of S-100 bus card, 6' ribbon

cable, tape drive controller card, cable to Pertec-Standard

NRZ1 Tape drive, plus documentation and Z-80 or 8080
software (specify). Power is derived from tape drive and

S-100 bus. Ship Wt.: 10 lbs.

Suggested Retail Price $995.00

Optional CPM utility programs to copy data from

diskette to tape, from tape to diskette, and from tape to

CRT or Printer (record length variable up to size of

system memory).- Price $100.00

© REFURBISHED MAG TAPE DRIVES - Contact

Pacific Office Systems for currently available refur-

bished 800 BPI and 1600 BPI mag tape drives by such

manufacturers as PERTEC, CIPHER DATAPRODUCTS,
KENNEDY, etc. Prices vary according to capabilities and

condition of each unit.

COMING SOON . . .

© A bus adapter for the TRS-80 Model One (40-pin bus).

• POS Stand-alone 800/1 600 BPI Controller/Formatter:

A microprocessor-based controller and formatter for

both 800 BPI (NRZ1) and 1600 BPI (PE) tape drives,

with interfaces for seriaj RS-232 and 8-bit parallel ports.

Controller is programmed to respond to simple ASCII
commands to seek, read or write a file of data on tape

via its 4K or 16K buffer memory. Interrupts can be used

for status and command messages between controller

and host CPU. Data transfer rates are expected to run as

high as 19,200 baud (RS-232 serial port), and 100,000
baud (8-bit parallel port).

llllliirttMMWWW

MODEMS

PACIFIC OFFICE SYSTEMS
918 Industrial Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303

i 493-7455(415)
Circle 44

© POS 103/202 "MIX or MATCH" MODEM - BELL
103 and/or BELL 202 Frequencies: Unique POS

control design permits use in one housing of both Bell-

compatible 103 (0-300 baud) and 202 (0-1200 baud)

modem modules originally made by VADIC Corp. for a

telephone company subsidiary. FEATURES: RS-232
serial interface, auto-answer, auto-dial, LED display,

telephone line interface via acoustic coupler, manual
DAA, or auto-answer DAA (sold separately). FULLY
ADJUSTED; no special tools required. 3,000 mile range

over standard dial-up telephone lines.

-POS 103 MODEM $199.95
-POS 202 MODEM $299.95
-POS 202 MODEM (Auto-Answer) .... $349.95
-POS 103/202 MODEM $499.95
-FCC-approved Auto-Answer DAA .... $125.00

© oooooo

...just i simple hook-up with the supplied cables and

pur SELECTim-PRiNT is ready to run.

For Word Processing on a TRS 80, for example, just

command "LPRINT" and SELECTm-rawT
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity, hard

copy....and of course you can use it to print-out any

other information pu might need.

SPECIAL NOTE:

ELEOTR^PfWT is a Selectric typewriter and

•

although it has been modified for computer print-out, if

may still be used as a standard office typewriter.

»«YlimMP[F«Y is VERSATILE!

SRiUECTifm-MMT is compatible with most micro

and mini-computers including Apple Heath H8

IMSAI Cromemco Alpha Hero-systems Space

Byte North Star Horizon SWTP Vector Graphic

Sol Polymorphic Digital Group Ohio Scientific

Altair Sorcerer Xitan Rex KIM EXORcisor

Iready own a Selectric I™, II™, or II

We can convert it to Selectra-Print

3156 East La Palsna Avenue, Suite H, Anaheim, California 92806 - (714) 630-820!

*TRS 80 Is a Trademark of Radio Shack, a division of the Tandy Corporation
Circle 45
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This is the NAME and ADDRESS system for subscription control or large

mailing lists. It will handle up to 1 0,500 records, with a worst access time of

less than 15 seconds and usual access of less than one second. All adds,

deletes and edits are instant for the operator and arethen completed later in a

"batch mode". Extensive documentation and ongoing support. Requires TRS-
80 Model II and at least two disk drives. Contact 80-U.S. direct for detailed

specifications and prices for your exact needs.
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Model II Version only Contact us for price
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This is the name, address, phone number data base manager that has set the standard by
which other systems are compared. This system contains advanced editing and output
capabilities. The TRS-80 Model I sysstem will handle up to 600 records per file, while the Model
III version will handle 2500 records per file. All versions are file compatible and maintain
constant sort indexes on both NAME and ZIP code. International PHONE numbers and ZIP
codes are supported. Thousands of code combinations are available. The Model III version also

has a "word processor" type input editor and fast assembler sorting. Complete documentation
is included with each version of MAILyFILE.

Model I Version $ 99.00
Model II Version $199.00
Model III Version ....$149.00

4.0 (Editor/Assembler)

This is the highly acclaimed "user oriented" assembler for the TRS-80 Model II by Galactic

Software. Loaded with features such as assemble to memory, block move, link to debugger,

default filenaming, reverse video editing, warm start entry, and much more. Now the

programmer can write, assemble, test and debug his code without ever leaving EDAS.

EDAS 4.0 with complete Manual (120 pages) Model II only $ 179.00

: roc
This day to day market monitor is designed for the active trader. The system will track the

performance of an issue against the market as well as against itself. The package comes with

complete documentation and explainations of the formulas that are used by the program. The
system is available for the Model I and the Model III TRS-80.

Model I and III Cassette Version $ 89.00
Model I and III Disk Version $ 99.00

lr oUrM
3838 South Warner Street

Tacoma, WA 98409
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Mere humans. Sounds insulting, doesn't

it? But the fact is, our computers tower over
us in one principal virtue. Patience. They
can await input for days on end without
becoming bored. They can digest DATA
statement after endless DATA statement and
not once complain of the tedium . They endure
our most serious blunders with aplomb. And
we humans? We curse the monotony of pro-
gram entry, mutter at our clumsiness with

EDIT, and rail at Tandy for their %#&!%!

inadequate keyboard. Aargh! Computers are

supposed to relieve this tiresome aggrava-
tion, not intensify it! Why doesn't somebody
do something?

We have. We wrote OMNI -KEY. And if

you had OMNI-KEY, your programming would
not only be less tiresome, but more produc-
tive. How? Well, when was the last time these
little annoyances got under your skin?

KKey BBounce. OMNI -KEY eliminates it.

Repetitive Keying of the Same Character.
OMNI -KEY has autorepeat. Hold any key
down, and it repeats about eight per second.

Typing Out Common Keywords. OMNI-KEY
lets you assign BASIC keywords to the

SHIFT-letter keys. Type SHIFT-F, for exam-
ple, and you get PEEK(, or whatever you've
made that key represent

.

Repetitive Keying of Similar Phrases. Have
you typed "DATA x, y, z ENTER" one too

many times? OMNI-KEY's macro key types the

repetitive stuff with a single keystroke. You
just fill in the blanks. In fact, it's possible to

enter hundreds of DATA statements in a row
without typing line numbers, "DATA", or the

commas! OMNI-KEY's unique macro pause and
macro repeat make it possible. And you pro-
gram the macro key any time and any way (up
to 80 characters) you see fit.

the "What's on the right of the cursor?" EDIT
Mode. Come on. You don't need to put up with

this half-blindness when editing a program.
If the statement is listed on the screen (even

a multi-liner), OMNI-KEY lets you edit it in

place and in full view with its movable cursor.

And you don't need any fancy commands to do

it, either. To insert characters, just type
them — the lines will shift to accomodate
them. Deletions are even easier — just hit the
CLEAR key. Need to move a statement? Just
edit the line number! It's that easy.

Separate Drivers for Lower-case, Printers,
Video Display, etc., etc. OMNI-KEY has its

own lower-case driver and shifting built in.

But the real beauty of the beast is what you
can add to it. If you can use the Editor /As-
sembler, you can write your own OMNI-KEY
modules. OMNI-KEY has a configuration mode
which reads your specially-assembled SYS-
TEM tapes and merges them with the
OMNI-KEY functions into one single load mod-
ule. OMNI-KEY, in its standard and custom-
ized forms is equally at home with Level II or
Disk BASIC , and you don't even have to set
MEMORY SIZE to use it! Just enter BASIC,
LOAD or CLOAD OMNI-KEY and RUN. It

activates itself, reserves its own memory , and
waits in the background until needed. Pretty
simple

.

Simplicity. That's the power of
OMNI-KEY. It's simple, it's easy to live with,
and it lets you, the programmer, do what you
do best. Program. Without the tedium, with-
out the aggravation , and , best of all , without
spending a lot of bucks. At only $23,
OMNI-KEY has got to be the best deal going!
And if you're a mere human, that's something
to think about.

OMNI-KEY cassette for TRS- 80 Model I,

Level II and Disk BASIC, instructions,
postpaid to any U.S., Canadian, or Mex-
ican address. Others are F. O. B. Port
Towensend. VISA and Mastercharge are
welcome. Dealer inquiries are invited.

P.O. Box 464 Port Townsend, WA 98388
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WEIR, a barrier of moderate height placed

across a river or stream to control the flow

of the water for navigation, irrigation,

power, or other purposes, discharging the

water over its crest or through wide
openings having movable gates. River

weirs are frequently termed dams,

particularly in the United States where the

term weir is more generally applied to

small barriers erected to measure the flow

or to trap fish. The French term barrage is

often applied to weirs.

Encyclopaedia Britannica

For many engineers and technologists

(geologists, water and waste plant

operators, hydrologists, etc.) it is often

necessary to estimate flows in flumes,

channels, and from reservoirs. This Weir
Flow Estimator was designed to do that.

This program is for water flows. Other

liquids are metered or estimated by other

means.

This type of calculation can be done on a

hand-held calculator if evaluating one flow

only, unless using a programmable
calculator. This program will do single head
evaluations. Further, it was designed to

produce tabular results for a range of

heads. The flows are presented by head,

cubic feet per second, gallons per minute,

and/or millions of gallons per day.

The display limitations are functions of

weir length and head. It is possible to

scramble the display by entering
excessively large parameters. By the same

token, it is readily possible to modify the

program to handle larger parameters. The
program was designed to cover about 80%
of the weirs found in the United States.

Modifications should be done only if the

user has some understanding of

hydraulics. The program, as with all

programs, should be parallel checked to

determine suitability for application. This

program does not allow for all variables

that can be present in weir flow estimation.

Therefore, it would be advisable to

determine whether this approach would be

appropriate for a given application. The
program should not be used in applications

involving property, health and life unless

the user has determined the program to be

suitable to the application.

Printer output routines have not been
included with the program. Due to the

variety of control techniques that are

implemented with the TRS-80 systems and
non-TRS-80 peripherals, it was felt that the

user would be more familiar with the

conventions of his own system. !t has

therefore been left to the user to provide his

own printer routine, if desired.

This program is written in TRS-80 Level II

Basic. It will run in 1 6K machines and up. It

would probably run in 4K if the remarks

were deleted and the code compressed.

Explanations for Weir Flow

Flow is an expression of quantity moving
through a plane per unit of time. It is a rate.

A weir is a structure by which flow

estimates can be made. The weir crest is

level. There are four basic classes of weirs.

1) rectangular contracted, 2) rectangular

suppressed, 3) Cipolletti, and 4) V-notch.

The rectangular contracted weir does not

extend fully across the channel being

estimated, therefore the flow contracts at

the ends of the weir. The rectangular

suppressed weir extends fully across the

channel being estimated, the flow does not

contract at the ends of this weir. The
Cipolletti or trapezoidal weir has definite

geometric ratio of slope to the sides and
compensates for the end contractions. The
V-notch weir is conventionally used for low
or metering flows. The V-notch normally

uses the 90 degree angle. The rectangular

contracted, Cipolletti, and V-notch weirs
are the notch-type weirs - that is, they do
not extend fully across the channel.

Length is used only on the first three

classes of weirs. The V-notch weir does not

consider length.

Head is an expression of pressure due to

the weight of a height of water. Normally,

head is expressed in feet. Head is

measured from datum (point of reference -

in this case from the crest of the weir). In

considering a range of flows: a lower head
is selected and proceeds incrementally to

an upper head. Flow is exponential.

This type of evaluation expresses results

in: cubic feet per second, gallons per

minute, and million gallons per day.

There are many very good engineering

handbooks which deal with weir flow in

great detail ©
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There are lots of programs with sound that

are worth about a dollar. Trouble is, they cost a

lot more.

But at Basics & Beyond we've just developed

Microcosm III, 20 programs with sound—each
just as good as our competition's $15 and $20 pro-

grams—for $24.95. That's a 20-program package

for $24.95.

It includes "Pinball," replete with ringing

bonuses, spinners, buzzers and flippers; torpedo-

firing "Submarine" that explodes with underwater

excitement; and the right/wrong buzzer in "Long

Division" teaches step by step.

At Basics & Beyond we underscored our

point that most other program packages are over-

priced with Microcosm I and Microcosm II, $19.95

each. Now a lot of people will start hearing about

our third package and stop listening to high prices.

You see, it's not that our program packages

for the TRS-80™ microcomputer are so cheap.

It's just that theirs are so expensive.

, fl©i iiBE¥©f»B INC.
Box 10°Aniawalk,N.Y. 10501 ° Or call 914-962-2355 Circle

Mastercharge and Viaa accepted.

No charge for postage or handling. N.Y. residents add 5% sales tax.

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Handy Corp.
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4401 South Tamarac Parkway

Denver, Colorado 80237
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1ARDWARE.
Disk Drives
with power supply and chassis

40 Track
Tandon or Shugart single sided

Tandon TM100-2A dual sided

$339.00
$499.00

80 Track
Tandon TM 1 00-3 single sided $679.00
Tandon TM 1 00-4 dual sided $839.00

Apple Users
Apparat introduces an add on dual sided 40 track drive

that more than doubles the storage capacity of your disks.

WJth necessary software $675.00
Coring Soon
5 1

/''»" Winchester hard disk drives

THI:

: APPARAT CONNECTION
Provides a direct connect modem for interfacing a com-
puter through a telephone line to another device. The
CONNECTION plugs into a standard telephone exten-

sion jack. An additional RS-232 plug is available to connect

to a printer.

Connects through TRS-80® Bus or RS-232 $249.00
RS-232 Only $199.00

Connects through Atari® Bus $249.00

Auto dial option for either TRS-80 or Atari $79.00

Smart Terminal 80 (Disk), one of the most powerful Smart
Terminal programs ever written for the TRS-80®, is de-

signed to work especially well with the CONNECTION.
$79.00

CSock/Calendar/Apposntment Scheduler
Provides the usual clock/calendar functions including

hour/minute/second and month/day/year/ day of week;
however, here the similarity ends. The user is given a

choice of two output modes, either the user's program can
request the time and date or these values can be DMAed
to the computer where they are automatically displayed on
the video screen. Also included is the capability of setting

nearly a hundred time/dates which, when matching the

time/ date of the clock/calendar, will cause an interrupt. A
Basic program included can be used to maintain an
appointment schedule for one or more people or alert

persons to perform certain tasks.

Available in March for TRS-80® and Apple® $169.00

PROM Programmer
Apparat persents a PROM programmer that will handle all

25XX and 27XX parts in the 1 k to 4k range and both 5v only

and multivoltage types. This is done by use of a 1 6 pin

personality jumper plug which configures the programmer
to the appropriate PROM type. Zero insertion force sockets
are provided for each PROM type to read, write, edit and
verify from/to any range of memory. Only a portion of a

PROM need be written so that it may be programmed even
if it is not a blank
Available in February for TRS-80® and Apple® $149.00

SOFTWARE
"A complete Small Business Accounting System"
The Micro Accounting System General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable are fully integrated with all

entries automatically posted to all modules. The system
will handle a General Ledger chart of 200 accounts, 300
vendors for Accounts Payable and 300 to 1600 customers
under Accounts Receivable.

$159.00 Each for General Ledger, Accounts Receiv-

able, or Accounts Payable
$ 89.00 Check Register
$489.00 Special for the entire system

"AT LAST a manufacturing control system"
Easy to use modular construction allows interfacing with

Invoicing and Accounts Receivable. Manages inventory,

sales and receivables with ease. Comfortably handles
inventory as products comprised of components contained
in the inventory. The system consists of the following

modules which may be purchased separately:

Model I Model II Apple
Invoicing and Sales
Subsystem $175.00 $250.00 $175.00
Manufacturing Inventory

Control Subsystem $175.00 $250.00 $175.00
Accounts Receivable
with Labeling
Subsystem $200.00 $300.00 $200.00

Integrated Sales and
Inventory System $500.00 $700.00 $500.00

FLEXTEXT
An appendage to SCRI PSIT for the Model I, that allows all

of SCRI PSIT formats while exercising many of the features

of the Centronics 737 printer such as:

• Proportional character set in normal and expanded
mode.

• Right Justification using proportional or compressed
character sets.

• Underlining
• Superscripts and subscripts $29.95

Diskettes Special - Quantities of 1 00 for $229.00
(Contact for Dealer pricing)

ASAP - (Apparat's Scientific Arithmetic Processor)

TRS-80 $399.00 Apple $349.00

Epson MX-80 with cable
Centronics 737
Anadex DP-9500 or DP-9501
NEC Spinwriter

WEW DOS/80

$645.00
$839.00

$1499.00
$2449.00

$149.00

Call us for your software needs for TRS-80, Apple or CP/M.
Complete selection of North American Software, the most
sophisticated business package for the TRS-80 Model II.

ASK FOR OUR
fcSEW FREE CATALOGUE

Circle 49

Order Desk 1-(800)-525-7674 (except Colo.)

Technical/Service 1 -(303)-741 -1 778
Minimum Visa or Master Charge Order $1 0.00

All Cash Purchases Discounted Freight FOB Denver

B3SSE3
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Apparat, Inc., announces the most
powerful Disk Operating System for the
TRS-80®. It has been designed for the
sophisticated user and professional
programmer who demands the ultimate
in disk operating systems.
NEWDOS/80 is not meant to replace

the present version of NEWDOS 2.1

which satisfies most users, but is a
carefully planned upward enhance-
ment, which significantly extends
NEWDOS 2.1's capabilities. This new
member to the Apparat NEWDOS'
family is upward compatible with
present NEWDOS 2.1 and is supplied
on Diskette, complete with enhanced
NEWDOS + utility programs and
documentation. Some of the
NEWDOS/80 features are:

• New BASIC commands that

supports files with variable record
lengths up to 4095 Bytes long.

• Mix or match disk drives. Supports
any track count from 18 to 80. Use

35, 40 or 77 track 5" mini disks drives
or 8" disk drives, orany combination.

© A security boot-up for BASIC or
machine code application programs.
User never sees "DOS READY" or
">READY" and is unable to
"BREAK", clear screen, or issue
any direct BASIC statement
including "LIST".

• New editing commands that allow
program lines to be deleted from one
location and moved to another or to

allow the duplication of a program
line with the deletion of the original.

• Enhanced and improved
RENUMBER that allows relocation
of subroutines.

• Powerful chaining commands.

• Print Spooler.

• DFG function; simultaneous striking

of the D, F and G keys will allow
the user to enter a mini-DOS
to perform some DOS commands
without disturbing the resident
program, (e.g. dir while in scripsit.)

• Upward compatible with NEWDOS
2.1 and TRSDOS 2.3.

• Includes machine language
Superzap/80 and all Apparat 2.1

utilities.

• Enter debug any time by pressing
123 keys. Also allows disk I/O.

• Diskette "Purge" command.

• Specifiable system options (limited

sysgen type commands).

• Increased directory capacity.

• Copy by file commands.

NEWDOS/80 with all of the
NEWDOS + utility programs, many of

which have been enhanced, is priced at

just $149.00 and is available at most
TRS-80 dealers.

As with 2.1, NEWDOS/80 relies on
the TRSDOS and Disk Basic Reference
Manual published by Radio Shack.
NEWDOS/80 documentation supports
its enhancements and upgrades only.

I TO PURCHASE NEWDOS/80, COMPLETE AND MAIL TO:

| Apparat, Inc. call today
4401 S. Tamarac

;
Parkway Order Desk 1 -800-525-7674 (Except CO, AK & HI)

Customer Service 1-303-741-1778Denver, CO 80237

D Check

Card No -

D Money Order O Master Charge D Visa

Expiration Date

_

Colo, residents add 6.5% sales tax.

Outside Continental U.S. residents add $10 for Postage & Handling

Please rush NEWDOS/80 @ $149 EACH TO:

Name

Address

.

City State

.

Zip

.

Phone
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EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY OWNERS ASSOCIATSON

Secretary, Fred Waters

WHAT IS IT?

ESFOA is a voluntary assoc-

iation of all individuals who own
an Exatron Stringy/Floppy mass

storage subsystem, or who are

sufficiently interested in the

ES/F to participate in ESFOA
activities. There is no formal

organization, nor are there any

requirements or dues. The de-

gree of participation is entirely

up to each individual.

PURPOSES

The purposes of ESFOA are:

to facilitate the interchange of

ideas, information, software, and

hardware design; to encourage

mutual assistance and coopera-

tion among members with specif-

ic common interests; and to

furnish the administrative back-

up to support these purposes.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. There is a permanent secre-

tary for administrative backup.

2. Local workshops are the pri-

mary means of carrying out the

ESFOA purposes.

3. For those living near Exatron

in Sunnyvale, there is a work-

shop meeting at the plant every

Saturday morning from 9 to 11

AM. These have been continuous

since January 1978. There is

always coffee on hand, a round

table discussion of whatever

comes up, and friendly help from

other members when needed.

4. There are hundreds of Work-

shop Representatives located

throughout the country who can

organize local ESFOA chapter

workshops for those who are-

interested.

5. A newsletter is published per-

iodically for distribution to all

members.

6. Each interested member fills

out an "Activity/Interest Rec-

ord" which is used, as the occa-

sion rises, to put members with

common interests in touch with

each other.

7. For those members interested

in offering professional caliber

programs for commercial distri-

bution, ESFOA musters the as-

sistance and support needed to

sell such programs to other ES/F
owners. Authors receive gener-

ous royalties from programs

sold.

WHY AN OWNERS
ASSOCIATION?

Computer owners are a tre-

mendously diversified group of

people. Their needs and specific

interests vary widely. The largest

element they have in common
is that most of them are new to

the field and have a large a-

mount of learning to do. The
second element in common is

that most of them desire better

software than is yet available,

especially for applications pur-

poses. Almost all people can

help meet their own needs best

by cooperating with other own-

ers who have like interests.

To some degree all computer
hobbyists are becoming pro-

grammers. By working together,

they can write, revise, field-test,

use, and sell many types of soft-

ware. Among these types are:

better software to use the ES/F
hardware, utility routines, data

storage techniques, monitors,

and others. Business applications

programs are also greatly needed.

ESFOA operates on a policy

of giving software credit where

it is due. All members are en-

couraged to write software.

Where the author wants to mar-

ket his work, ESFOA affords

him as much protection as poss-

ible. Other authors believe in

donating smaller works to the

public domain. In either case,

the author gets the credit and

whatever else he is entitled to.

ESFOA follows the same policy

on software from any source

and will not sanction unauthor-

ized copying of proprietary soft-

ware.

HOW HAS IT WORKED
SO FAR?

Past events show why an

owners association can and will

be successful. When the S-100

version of the Exatron Stringy/

Floppy was first offered, the

only software available was a

rudimentary utility routine, just

enough to make the hardware

operate. That was a long way
from the highly useful storage

system that now exists with its

accompanying operating soft-

ware and utility routines.

Similarly with the S-80 ver-

sion, a number of individuals

brought together through the

ESFOA workshop meetings, have

developed much of the hardware

and software now available. And
the task is by no means finished.

New and improved software of

many types is still needed. In

the task of creating better soft-

ware, the more experienced pro-

grammers have, on many occa-

sions, helped solve software prob-

lems for those with less ex-

perience.

Every workshop meeting has

provided answers to questions,

particularly with newcomers. Tu-

torials have been of great interest

to virtually all persons attend-

ing. And the wide variety of

problems solved has included

many which are not related to

the ES/F itself but rather to

printer interfacing, driver rou-

tines, worthwhile software, and

hundreds of other learning prob-

lems that each person faces at

one time or another.

EXPERIENCE
DEMONSTRATES
THAT THIS

IDEA WORKS!

In accordance with that ex-

perience, the Exatron Stringy/

Floppy Owners Association will

continue to encourage all kinds

of cooperation among its mem-
bers and will provide services

that the ever-expanding body of

members will find useful.

96 80-U S Journal Mar/Apr 1981
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THE EXATRON STRINGY FLOPPY OWNERS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER

What is an "Exatron Stringy Floppy?"

For those of you who are not yet
familiar with the Exatron Stringy

Floppy please read our advertisement
on the back cover of this magazine. A
complete information package will be
mailed to you on request.

What is the "Exatron Stringy Floppy
Owners Association (ESFOA)"?

A copy of the ESFOA charter is re-

produced on the opposite page for the
benefit of prospective new members.

What is an ESFOA "Workshop"?

An ESFOA workshop is similar to a

computer club. The main difference is

that computer clubs are strictly local

groups of computer owners whereas
Exatron Stringy Floppy (ESF) owners
are located all around the globe and
workshops are being organized every-

where when enough interested ESFOA
members can be found.

Workshops provide a place where
owners can interact with each other to
accomplish useful "work". They also

provide a place where prospective new
members can go to see the Exatron
Stringy Floppy demonstrated and learn

about the benefits of membership in

the ESFOA.

What is an ESFOA "Workshop
Representative"?

An ESFOA Workshop Representative
is an ESF owner who has volunteered
to answer questions, help new owners,
and give demonstrations to prospec-
tive owners. He is also a person who is

interested in helping to organize an
ESFOA "Workshop" in the local area

when there are enough members to
make regular meetings worthwhile.
The ESFOA supplies the name and

address of new owners and prospective

new owners to the Workshop Repre-
sentative so that he can contact them
to organize a workshop. There are

presently over 400 Workshop Repre-
sentatives and the number is growing
daily.

What is the purpose of the ESFOA
Newsletter "@NEWS"?

The purpose of the ESFOA News-
letter @NEWS is to provide a method
of communication among the ESFOA,

its members, Workshop Representa-
tives, and prospective new members.
The ESFOA has been in existence for

three years and regular workshops have
been held at the Exatron plant from
9 to 11 AM every Saturday morning.
During this period of time Exatron has

moved its location three times. Each
move has been to enlarge the facilities

by a factor of three. In the meantime
the number of ESFOA members has
grown from the very first one to nearly

5000. This number will soon exceed
10,000 and the problem of keeping
every member informed about activities

and other news has grown accordingly.

The purpose of this newsletter, there-

fore, is to allow members to share

solutions to problems they have found
and, in general, to allow owners to ob-
tain information which will increase

the usefulness of the Exatron Stringy
Floppy as a mass storage subsystem for

their computer system.

Why is the ESFOA Newsletter
printed in the 80 US Journal

First of all the writing, editing, print-

ing, and mailing of a newsletter is a big

job which requires professional exper-
tise. As you might guess, undertaking
such an operation can be very ex-

pensive and it would be impossible to
mail a "free" copy to all members.
After a careful evaluation of all the

other computer magazines, the 80 US
Journal was selected as the most
suitable media because of the high pro-

fessional caliber of the articles pub-
lished. Since the subscription rate for

80 US Journal is justified by other

material published, the @NEWS news-
letter will be a "free bonus" to ESFOA
members.

How does the ESFOA newsletter
@NEWS "work"?

The only way this newsletter can
"work" is for members to submit ideas

and suggestions which they would like

to share with other members. Send
your ideas and suggestions to @NEWS
in care of ESFOA, 181 Commercial,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

What else does the ESFOA do?

The ESFOA distributes computer
programs on wafer for ESFOA mem-

bers. Many excellent programs are cur-

rently available and a listing of these

programs are contained in the ESFOA
Software Catalog. As new ESF software

becomes available, we plan to keep
members informed by timely announce-
ments in @NEWS.

Where does the ESFOA obtain
computer programs?

Arrangements have been made with

some prominant software companies to

distribute several of their better pro-

grams in the ESF wafer format. These
quality programs are also available in

their original cassette or disc versions

through other distributors. The ESFOA
also acts as a publisher for software

authored by ESFOA members who
have the desire and talent necessary to

produce software of professional qual-

ity. This is the source of many ex-

cellent programs and the list of success-

ful ESFOA software authors is growing
constantly.

What about "Public Domain Software"?

There is a large pool of public domain
software which is available free. One
of the challenging problems which the

ESFOA is attempting to solve is how to

collect, copy, and distribute this soft-

ware to members who would like to

obtain copies of these programs. The
first step is to obtain copies of these

"public domain" programs. To this end
all members are encouraged to send in

copies of worthwhile public domain
software on ESF wafers.

If you have such a program, please

give us a call here at Exatron and ask
for the ESF Software Division. Tell

them you want information on how to

donate programs to the ESFOA library.

The ESFOA would appreciate very,

very much any help you can give in

this regard. These programs will be
cataloged and made available to all

members for a very nominal handling
charge. We feel this service will be an

enormous benefit to many members.

What Business Software is available?

The most universal type of software
which can benefit almost every busi-

ness is "Word Processing". The Exatron
Stringy Floppy is ideal for this purpose.

The cost of a TRS-80 with an Exatron
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Stringy Floppy and a suitable printer

with Electric Pencil or Scripsit could

be justified by many businesses for

word processing use only.

What about other business applications?

There are many potential applications

for computers in small businesses. The

classic ones are general ledger, accounts

receivable, accounts payable, inventory,

and payroll. The dominant character-

istic of all these applications is the

need to handle "data files". A large

number of TRS-80 owners have found

that the audio cassette is not practical

for such applications. The Exatron

Stringy Floppy on the other hand has

excellent "data file" handling capabil-

ities and can be used successfully by

many small businesses for one or more

of the "classic" business applications.

Future issues of @NEWS will devote

much space to "data file handling"

and practical examples of real applica-

tions will be used whenever possible.

If you have written a small business

program that would handle one or

more of these "classic" applications

and would like to donate it to the

ESFOA library, then again we strongly

urge you to get in touch with the Soft-

ware Division here at Exatron for

information on procedures for donat-

ing programs.

It may be that you have written some

business software that is of such a scope

and professional caliber that it would

merit consideration to be published

through Exatron's software royalty

system. If that be the case, then by all

means get in touch with our Software

Division for particulars on submitt-

ing software of commercial value for

review.

What about the use of the Exatron Stringy

Floppy in business programming?

Clearly an outstanding feature to have

available in any computer system is

the ability to link two or more pro-

grams together so that the variables

and array data from one program may
be carried through and utilized by a

succeeding program. This technique of

preserving and using variables data from

one program to another is called "pro-

gram chaining". The advantages of

having this feature available in a busi-

ness programming environment should

be readily apparent. Unfortunately this

chaining ability is not part of the

TRS-80 Level II ROM and it has re-

mained mostly just a wishful thought

in the minds of most Level II Basic

programmers.

The Exatron Stringy Floppy has now
changed all this. The ability to "chain"
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programs is one of the many new pro-

gramming advantages ESFOA members
realize they now have.

To utilize this powerful programming

tool is unbelievably simple and is thor-

oughly covered in the ESF Owners

Manual on page 3.4. Briefly, the pro-

gramming sequence goes like this:

Make sure that the first program file

that is run is the longest physical file

that will be run during your program

file calling sequence. If it is not possible

to have your first program be the

longest, there is a way around this

dilemma and I will discuss what to do
about it in a moment.
The key to the whole operation is

what is located in RAM memory
addresses 16633 and 16634. These ad-

dresses contain the pointer to the

beginning of the stored variables list,

or, as some prefer to identify the con-

tents, a pointer to the end of the

resident Basic program. This pointer

gets set when a program is loaded and

remains intact until a new program is

called from a typed in keyboard com-

mand such as @LOAD 2. (All Stringy

Floppy commands are preceded by the

"@" symbol.) When a program is called

up in this manner, not only does that

pointer get reset but all stored vari-

ables are lost also.

Now here is where Stringy shows

his stuff. If a program is called up via

a program line statement, e.g., 100

@LOAD2;the address pointer in 16633

and 16634 does not get reset and the

existing stored variables will not be

clobbered by any variables set by the

new program. Of course it becomes

obvious that the called in program must

not be longer than the original or you

will get an OM error because of the

preset pointer contained in 16633 and

16634. With the new program called

up in this manner; it overlays the pre-

vious Basic program in memory but the

stored variables remain undisturbed.

Now what do we do if the first pro-

gram we must run in our sequence

cannot be the longest program and

thereby properly set that "key" point-

er? Simple! Fool it. Make the computer

think its loaded in a longer program

than it really has. This is how it's

done.

First load in the longest program of

the sequence of programs you must

run. After is has loaded, take a peek at

those two addresses 16633 and 16634

and make a note of what their contents

are. For example, let's say addresses

16633 and 16634 contained 240 and

82 respectively. Now insert the follow-

ing statement as the first line of the

first program that must be run:

10 POKE 16633,240: POKE 16634,82

Make this statement a permanent part

of that first program and now every

time it executes, it will automatically

reset those pointers to a value where
the computer thinks it has a program

in memory that is as long as the actual

longest one he will call up a little later

on in the sequence.

There, that's all there is to it. Exatron

Stringy Floppy has made it that simple.

If any of you are into using Level III

by Microsoft, or are planning to order

it, you might want to order the Level

III demonstration program that is avail-

able through the Exatron Commercial

Software Division. This program uses

"chaining"throughout six program files

on a 50-foot wafer. This set of program

files is an excellent example of using

the "chaining" feature. Also, this same

program (Level III DEMO) gives an

example of another powerful feature

that the Exatron Stringy Floppy has,

and that is the ability to load program

data directly into screen memory. This

is really a neat feature and we'll be

discussing its use in a later @NEWS.

What about the use of the ESF
in schools?

Many schools are starting "Computer
Literacy" classes. Most of these schools

are using personal computers such as

the TRS-80, Apple, or Pet with cas-

settes for mass storage. As most ESFOA
members know, audio cassettes are

really not suitable for this purpose. On
the other hand, the speed, convenience,

reliability, and low cost of the Exatron

Stringy Floppy make it the ideal alter-

native for this application.

Since very few teachers read com-
puter magazines, most of them are not

aware of the Exatron Stringy Floppy

and how it can help them achieve their

"computer literacy" goals in the class-

room. Because of this situation, Exa-

tron will be making a major effort to

bring the ESF to the attention of

school teachers throughout the coming

year. ESFOA members, and particularly

Workshop Representatives, will be call-

ed upon to give demonstrations and

help teachers who are starting com-
puter classes in schools in their area. If

you are interested in demonstrating the

unique capabilities of the ESF to people

in the educational field, please get in

touch with us here at Exatron.

What about ESFs for

"other computers"?

Yes, Exatron makes Stringy Floppies

for many types of computers, and yes

they are working on models for the

Tandy Color Computer and the Model
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III. There are ESFs for the Pet and

Apple as well as an RS-232 model for

just about every other kind of small or

large computer.

Exatron is also working on a "hard-

ware upgrade package" to greatly ex-

pand the performance and usefulness

of your Model I TRS-80. There will be

more on this in later newsletters.

How can I start my own computer
business?

Exatron does not sell through retail

dealers in the US although we do
handle international sales through dis-

tributors located in most foreign

countries. Nevertheless, it is Exatron's

long-term goal to become a supplier of

"packaged small business computers".

The plan is to sell these products

through "Direct Sales Representatives"

who are, in effect, computer con-

sultants serving their local area.

The first step towards becoming a

Direct Sales Representative is to be-

come an ESF owner with the second

step following close behind, being a

Workshop Representative. The third

step is to organize a workshop and

hold regular meetings. This sequence

of steps will prepare you for the task of

presenting your ideas and proposals

At last...the

before individuals and groups of busi-

ness and educational-minded people.

To assist you in the task of running

your own smal! business as a "Direct

Sales Representatives", Exatron is in

the process of preparing a series of

correspondence courses. The prospec-

tive "Sales Representative" would be

required to complete these courses

before being authorized to act as a

Direct Sales Representative for Exa-

tron. This is an exciting concept that

we feel will open up many career

possibilities in all the computer-related

fields.

What will future newsletters be like?

We felt this first issue of @NEWS
should be rather general in nature. We
wanted it to be sort of an introduction

of the ESFOA to the new members as

well as a general interest article to

those old timers who have been read-

ing 80 US Journal for a long time and

now see a new kid on the block trying

to muzzle in on some of the space of

their favorite computer magazine. Who
knows, when they find out what great

guys and gals we ESFOA types are, we
might make a few converts along the

way.

Future issues of @NEWS will address

more specific issues and questions re-

garding the operation and programming
capabilities of the ESF. Some of the

continuing articles we intend to feature

will be such headings as:

1. ESFOA library program updates

2. Commercial Software Catalog up-

dates

3. New Exatron products

4. Program listings and information on

an idea called "Wafer of the

Month" (WOM).

5. A feedback column for our

members.

6. Listings of charter members of new
Workshops as they come into

being.

7. A "Share the Wealth" column in

which we will disseminate useful

and interesting facts that are

passed along to ESFOA from

Workshop meetings around the

globe.

If you have any questions about

Exatron, the Exatron Stringy Floppy

or the Exatron Stringy Floppy Owners
Association, please call the Exatron

Hotline 800-538-8559 or within Cali-

fornia 408-737-71 1 1. •

Turn your electric typewriter into a low cost, high

quality hard copy printer. 1 Year Warranty

Dynatyper—the patented* RDI—I/O Pak is fast becoming the industry

standard for typewriter output. Why? Because:

1. It takes 2 minutes to initially install and 5 seconds to remove or

replace.

2. You do not have to modify your typewriter. All factory warranties

and maintenance agreements on your typewriter will be honored.

3. You can use it with all powered carriage return typewriters that

have U.S. keyboard. Our Model I works with all non Selectrics and
our Model II works with Selectrics. Conversion between models
takes 2 minutes and the kit (26 plungers) is available for a nominal

charge.
4. You don't have to lug around a bulky printer when you travel. If

there is a typewriter at your destination, you can install the light

(3 lbs.) I/O Pak in just 2 minutes.

5. Same interface for TRS-80, Apple and GPIB. Centronics and Pet

compatible interfaces are available in third quarter 1980. Electric

pencil available.

6. Delivery: Stock to two weeks. Price: $499. for the complete system,

FOB Rochester, Domestic.

Over 1000 in operation today. VISA and MasterCard accepted. Call

Ken Yanicky at 716-385-4336.

•Palenl Ponding

MODEL ! to MODEL II

Radio Shack* provides a means to transfer

programs. Now Unique Software provides a

means to CONVERT them. PRINT®, CMD, some
PEEK, even SET and RESET, and more are rewrit-

ten for execution on a Model II. What CONVERT
cannot rewrite, will be listed by type of error and

line number. CONVERT will execute under Model

I or Model II Disk Basic with no changes. Useful

'Summary of Conversion' included.

(Available on formatted disk)

on Model I diskette (upload yourself) $16.95

on Model II disk
s19.95

Price includes postage and handling Texas residents add

5% sales tax

Unique Software

700 Executive Plaza Building

Fort Worth, Texas 76102

If you're looking for unique software look for U.S.

Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corp. and not affiliated with Unique Software

3100 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618

Circle 51
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DOES YOUR TRS80* DESERVE
THE VERY BEST SOFTWARE?

EDUCATIONAL
MATH-PAK -1 [] MATH-PAK-2 - Interactive math drill programs that let the user enter

the answer digit by digit, just like paper and pencil. With user selected difficulty

levels, carryovers, remainders, simplification, reducing, games as rewards, scoring,

and more The MATH-PAKS are used throughout the U.S. and Canada in schools

and are recommended by the 80 U.S. Journal, S-80 Bulletin, and The Computing

Teacher. (L2-16K) Order MATH-Pak-1 FOR integers, MATH-PAK-2 for fractions.

$14.95 ea.

HOME/BUSINESS
H-O-R-K-S - Low cost, single entry accounting system that works. With 66 user

assigned account codes, auto audit trail, search with totals, 32 or 48K, 1 to 4 drives,

credit and debit summaries with 3 formats, up to 9200 complete entries, plus 8

pages of documentation. (32K 1 disc minimum) $24.95/cassette $29.95/disc

INVENTORY + - Why settle for just an inventory listing? Get aging reports with

2 options, reorder reports, total listings with purchase dates and amounts, total

cost of inventory, items sold, total profit, and more. Do day to day updates, change

and delete items, and pack files. Includes printer routines and documentation.

(32K-1 disc minimum) $24.95/cassette $29.95/disc

CASH REGISTER 80 - Use your TRS-80* as a point of sale terminal with auto

inventory lookup, auto pricing, auto inventory update, optional discount pricing

and taxing, print sales slips with user adjusted formats, and get end of day reports

with all cash, check, and charge sales by salesperson and a listing of all non-

inventory items sold. CASH REGISTER 80 requires INVENTORY + ,
48K, and 1 disc

minimum. (2 discs recommended) $24.95/cassette $29.95/disc

GAMES
PYRAMIND • A challenging game of logic and deductive reasoning. Can you solve

the computer generated code? The computer will give you clues on each entry but

it will take all your skill to break the code. With 3 difficulty levels, sound, high

speed graphics, and save a game on cassette or disc. (L2-16K) $11.95/cassette

See your local dealer or
send check or M.O. to:

DU-WARE-EAST
P.O. BOX 336

AAYNARD.MA01754

Dealer and education inquires invited.

Mass. residents add 5% tax.

Ask about our cassette duplicating service.

*TRS-80 is a registered trademark of the

Tandy Corp.
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If you're serious about the stock market, youneed

Watch 48 to 400 of your favorite stocks

without a 15 minute delay.

Tickertec™ is a computer program that displays the NYSE or AMEX
tickertape on your TRS-80™ Model I or both exchanges as an option on

the Model II. You see every trade as it is reported by the exchange and

track the last ten trades, tickertape reported volume, and high and low

limits on the stocks you are watching. Tickertec prices start at $1,000.00

with many optional features available including hard copy and

portfolio management systems. Programs may be purchased for cash

(i.e., hard dollars) or payment can be arranged in the form of dis-

counted brokerage commissions (i.e., Soft Dollar Software™). Exchange

fees are extra, Call for FREE brochure TOLL-FREE at (800) 223-6642;

in New York call (212) 687-0705; or mail the coupon today.

lax Ule & Company Inc.

6 East 43rd Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10017

Name
Address
City

Bus. Phone .. —
Pers Computer? Y D N Model

State. -Zip.

©1980 Max Ule & Company Inc

author of ASPTCH

DATA ORGANIZER Is an extremely flexible, fast, and memory

efficient file keeping system designed especially for tape

based TRS 80 users. (A Disk or Stringy Floppy version that

has all the features of the tape version plus Disk or Stringy

Floppy 1/0 Is also available.) It combines the speed of

machine language routines with the ease of program
modification of BASIC.

The machine language routines are:
Write, Verify, Read, and Merpe tape files (many times

faster and more reliable than BASIC's)
Sort forward or backward by any occurrence of any

delimiter (space compression codes and line feeds

Included)
Search the file for strings of any length with any

number and combination of "don't care" characters

Key Debounce
Line Input

,

CLEAR (more than the 32767 bytes BASIC allows)

String Packing (averages many times faster than BASIC)

The BASIC program allows you to control these routines and:

Set memory usage
Edit (Global editing Included)

Keep a running subtotal of one numeric field per line

Have optional printer output from Lists or Searches

Display remaining memory

nATORG can be the core of almost any file keeping requirement

you have. Checkbook, Index, and mailing list just scratch the

surface. Send only $20 for tape or Stringy Floppy version (L2

16K and up) or $25 for Disk versions (32K and i»8K Included) to

Byte Miser Software, 720 W. Haven Blvd, Rocky Mount, NC 27801.

Also available— > CPYALL <--Make backup copies of almost any

L2 format tape. Only $7.00!!! Circle 54

• Super Disk Controller. Allows you to read any soft

sectored diskette. Single or Double Density!

• Reads 5y4" and 8" Diskettes!

• No additional hardware required to read 8" diskettes.

• Enhanced storage capability of up to 800 kilobytes

per drive with purchase of the 80 or 160 track drives.

• Convert existing Model I software to Model III

format*

• Complete package includes Drive, Power Supply,

Cables, Controller Board, Brackets and DOS.

40 Track Drive - $775.00

80 Track Drive - $895.00

160 Track Drive - $995.00

* Some programs may require patching to operate.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Model III TRS-80 is a product of the Tandy Corp.

Watch for our 10 megabyte Model III-H

Winchester Drive System!

Call or write for further information

Micro Mainframesmsm 714 Alhamhra Blvd.

Sacramento, CA 95814

(916)447-7048

master charge

3
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Software Review

Sophisticated editors are common these
days, but usually you pay a price in order to

have one. The price is a large system. Most
editors are also designed for word
processing. For many this is an advantage,
but for some it is an unnecessary bother.

Why have all that justification,
paragraphing, and other software when all

you need is just a good flexible editor?

Ml-Prog of Minneapolis, has come out
with the XEDIT editor for programmers.
This is not a word processing editor. You
could use it for such at about the same level

as you use the Basic editor from Level II.

You can even strip off the line numbers
from a file if you want.

However, let's get back to the point. This
is a programmer's tool primarily. Much like

Microsoft's EDIT80, but at a much lower
price for comparable features. More than
that, XEDIT is part of a set of programs for

the programmer that are compatible within
the set as well as being compatible with
such programs as the EDTASM program
with NEWDOS and BASCOM, F80, M80,
and other programs from Microsoft.

Versatility makes this an ideal editor for

many of a programmer's needs. I've tried

the editor on the Model I (Model II and III

versions are also available). I found that the
editor has a command syntax close

enough to the Level II Basic to make
learning it rather easy. Yet, it has some
powerful enhancements that make editing

much easier.

The editor is a line oriented, disk based
editor. The current line for editing is always
indicated by an internal pointer. Using
some of the editor's commands, the pointer

can be moved up or down through the file to

whatever place desired. Most commands
also move the pointer as a normal part of

their operation.

XEDIT makes use of a sophisticated, yet

simple "entry point table" technique to

keep track of which lines belong where in

the file. This powerful technique makes it a

fast system since there is no need to make
space in a file or otherwise get rid of space
in a file when adding or deleting lines.

For the programmer, this translates into

greater speed of operation. Further, the

programmer need never worry about what
line number the pointer is on, since most of

the editing is handled very efficiently with

search and replace commands.

The editor is capable of handling files up
to 2.7 million bytes in size or up to 1 0K lines

in length. This is an immense file size,

larger than most programmers will need in

ten lifetimes.

The commands in the system include:

Auto line numbering
Text insertion

Line replace

Delete lines

Edit lines

Locate string anywhere in the file

Change a string anywhere in the file

Move the pointer

Print the text

Print hard copy
Block move or copy text

Display pointer status

Write file

Disk directory

Quit or abort editor

Kill disk file

Set pointer forms parameters

Set text window

Just listing the various things the editor

can do doesn't completely describe the

capabilities though. For example, the insert

lines mode is not just for inserting lines

from the keyboard. It can also be used to

insert text from a disk file.

I haven't reached the end of what can be

done with the system by any means. It is

such a versatile programmer's tool that it

could easily replace other programs such

as the editor portion of the EDTASM.

The greatest advantage to the system is

that it was designed to provide
compatibility with EDTASM and EDIT80
file structures. You can select what format

the file will write to disk so that you can

create a file with XEDIT, assemble it with

EDTASM or M80 if you want, or just put the

file into ASCII form on disk.

For testing with the editor, I created

some short machine language program

files and assembled them with Mi-Prog's

ASM assembler. The whole system worked

quickly and efficiently and I was rather

impressed.

I guess my only complaint in testing the

system is that I have become very "screen

oriented" when it comes to editors. Much
of my programming is done on screen

editors of various sorts. Even when I'm

working on a program for a large CDC
Cyber machine, I often down load the

program to my TRS-80 to make changes
locally on my screen editor.

Ml-Prog's editor can handle the

downloaded programs without trouble

since it will handle straight ASCII files, but

is not a screen oriented editor

Surprisingly, I found that the ease with

which I was able to edit long program files

made me almost forget my dependence on

screen editing (remember, I said almost!).

Mi-Prog

P.O. Box 27014

Minneapolis, Minnesota

$44.95
In summary, I can safely say that during

the period I used the XEDIT editor regularly

for testing, I found it both easy to use and
reliable. At no time during the testing

period was I inconvenienced except

through my own failure to follow the clearly

written instructions.

I often attempted things that shouldn't

really have been attempted, but none of

them got me into serious trouble. Since the
syntax is close to the Basic editor provided

in the Microsoft interpreter, I often tried to

use commands that I was familiar with. In

some cases they didn't work the way I

expected. For example, printing lines to the
screen doesn't work the same as it does in

EDTASM or the Basic editor. It's clear, just

not the same.

I cannot claim to have exhaustively

tested every aspect of this editor. What I

gave it was a real-time, in use run through.
I created programs with it, edited them, and
even played around with them. Based on
this level of experience with the system, I

can definitely say that I like this editor.

When combined with Ml-Prog's other
program development tools, XEDIT
becomes powerful. The other tools tried

during this review were:

ASM/CMD - a Z80 assembler.

PACK/CMD - a program compression tool.

XDIR/CMD - an extended directory tool.

All performed well during the period.

PACK actually makes the operation of

XEDIT faster, since XEDIT is limited more
by disk I/O than by its own editing ability.

PACK takes out all unnecessary space,

even comments if desired.

XDIR provides not just an extended
directory listing for a disk, it also provides

maps of disk storage and maps of the

storage for an individual program. Each of

these capabilities can add much to a

programmer's ability if he is involved with

direct disk work.

XEDIT, ASM, PACK and XDIR as well as
other programs are available from Mi

—

Prog, PO Box 27014, Minneapolis, MN
55427. The prices are:

MODEL ' " "I

XEDIT $44.95 $89.95 $79.95
ASM $34.95 $59.95 $49.95
PACK $14.95 $19.95 $14.95
XDIR $19.95

These prices are for delivery on disk. It is

possible to get Model I and Model ill

programs on cassette for less, but they are

not cassette based programs.

T R Dettmann
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In our last issue we reviewed PROFILE II for the Model II.

The comment was made that VERIFY DETECT OFF would
improve performance. Another way to improve movement
between modules is to eliminate the alternate directory.

This is done during the formatting procedure under

TRSDOS 2.0. In calling the format utility, type:

FORMAT {ALT=00}
This will improve performance in moving from the menu to

various portions of the program.

Model II Users

In the NOTES column of the Nov/Dec 80 issue we talked

about the dangers of an output of less than 25 to I/O port

255 (video controller) and the fix(a quick hand on the power
switch). Please note that this happens only under machine
language software control and not under Basic.

The problem occurs when the Video ProcessorIC isbeing

programmed from user software. Originally, TRSDOS 1.1

and 1 .1 .2 would cause damage whenever you went to or

from 40 characters per line. Versions 1 .2 and 2.0 have fixed

this problem in the Basic interpreter, but damage can still

occur if you program in machine language and do not make
use of the SVC calls.

The Model II will not operate successfuly with a Model III

located next to the right side of it. The video flyback

transformer of the Model III interferes with the disk

operation of the Model II with both units on.

A note for Model I users moving up to the Model III, if you

have USR routines in your programs, the places to POKE
USR entry points are the same on both machines.

Do you have Model II Scripsit yet? If you do, be careful!

When leaving the program, be sure to do it by exiting

through the "SWAP DISKS OR EXIT" option under menu
utilities. We don't have absolute proof yet, but it seems that

not doing it may under some circumstances leave the disk

file with your text open. When this happens, you may lose

all of your text on *hat particular disk.

On the TRS-80 Model I, if you want to clear only part of

the screen, you can have a machine language program load

the HL register with the address of the beginning of the

video memory (3C00H) plus the number location of the

position to start clearing from (the same number you would
use with a PRINT@). Then a CALL to 057CH will clear the

rest of the screen.

Are you afraid of ARRAYs? No need to be. They can be

very useful if you just learn to think in terms of where they

can be a time saver. As a general rule of thumb, whenever
you have to do an operation that is repetitive on some set of

numbers, it is easier to put the numbers in an array and use

a FOR..NEXT loop to do the calculation than it is to write the

operation one statement after another. Another way to

think of two dimensional arrays is as if they were tables of

values. You can use the indices of the array to do a lookupin

the table for what you want.

'—~T.ir3 C—

With TRSDOS 2.0 released for the Model II, please be

aware that it is unwise to transfer Radio Shack programs

written on TRSDOS 1.2. This is true of programs with

machine language utilities only! However, be aware that

even with multiple drives, the two systems will not talk to

each other.

Another note about Radio Shack business software for

the Model II is the inability to use a serial printer. The

software is looking for certain printer information that can

only be returned through the parallel port. A serial printer

will cause program aborts in many places. Also, be aware

that rewriting these programs to get rid of the problems will

be a major undertaking.

Model III users, have you read your manual closely yet?

Look at pages 1 2/24 and 1 2/25 in the Operation section,

they have the addresses in ROM and RAM for some useful

routines and codes. Page 12/22 in the Operation section

tells you how to disable the BREAK key on the Model III

(POKE 1 63^6,1 75:POKE 16397,201). The whole of

Chapter 12 gives you information on writing routines to

interface with the ROM.

JUST RELEASED! THE
MOST FANTASTIC | % 1£

i
.
torvv'-r.-L-icrruiV,. * J

I

ARCADE GAME EVER
FOR YOUR TRS-80!

SUPERIOR
GRAPHICS &
SQUHD EFFECTS

A real time arcade
simulation of a
LUNAR LANDING

TRS-80
Models 1 & 3
Level 2

16K TAPE - $14.95
32K DISK - $20.95

Circle 57

JUST LANDING
AT YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE
OR WRITE TO:

m^mmp
s \\

ii

>

pi)

^QOWEDGGI (37 €@SSfii Z3SQKB, (Kg )
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ProYen Educational Software

The Human Adventure allows movement through a human

body's cardiovascular system. All major organ systems are accessible

and fully described by the computer. A graphic CAT-scan constantly

shows the user his position in the body. The exploration mode allows

simple exploration, while the game mode places the user in a race

against time to cure the patient of cancer using his knowledge of the

body's layout. Recommended for reading age through adult.

The Playful Professor is a mathematics learning aid that

provides tutoring in integer mathematics and fractions for the four

basic operations. Demonstrated solutions are completed step-by-

step in a blackboard format easily understood by grade school child-

ren. Problems are presented in a game format that places the pupil in a

sixty room mansion. To win, the player must catch the ghost with the

key, then get to the front door before the ghost (or other player)

recaptures the key. Movement is based on problem solving. Difficulty

may be different for each player, allowing parents to be beaten by their

children. Recommended for age 4 through adult.

Money Haster tutors the young child in the use of money. The

child is allowed to wander freely by paying tolls or buying objects. The

tutoring screen depicts money graphically, and interactively instructs

in the use of coins. This includes making payments and receiving

change. New mazes are generated for each game. Graphic obstacles

are randomly chosen from a library of several dozen. An average game

lasts 20-30 minutes. Recommended for early readers

through adult.

Each program $9.95 on cassette for TRS-80 Level II I6K, orModel III I6K.

All three on diskette - $29.95, Model I only.

Satisfaction Guaranteed! All Med Systems Software pro-

ducts come with a 14-day moneyback guarantee. If for any reason you

are not satisfied, return you order within 14 days for a prompt and

cheerful refund.

Ordering Information. Orders are processed within two

working days. Mastercard and Visa card holders please remember to

include the expiration date. We pay all postage and handling within

the U.S., Canada, and U.S. territories. European orders please include

$2.00 for air post.

These machine language programs are the first in a new breed of

adventure. Instead of wandering through the English language, typing

GO EAST or GO WEST, you move through a collossal maze repres-

ented on the screen three-dimensionally. Hallways recede into infinity

or come to dead-ends. Doors open to left and right. As you

encounter objects, monsters, and mayhem, one or two word com-

mands may be used. The command set is extensive and sophisticated.

Movement is via the arrow keys. Graphics generation is instantaneous.

Mazes are bit-coded and HUGE. There is simply nothing like these

programs on the market today.

(fSw places you on the top floor of a five-story

building. Each floor is a maze of twisting passageways. Floors are

connected by elevators and open pits. You have but one goal. Escape

Alive! Where is the only door out of this nightmare? Monsters, bats,

mad dogs, hunger, and many more horrors plague your every step as

you struggle to escape the most complex adventure ever written.

Labyrinth places you in a maze of gigantic proportions. But you

are not alone! A minotaur searches for you, seeking a grisly meal. You

must find weapons, spells, and treasures. You must deal with ghosts

and cave gnomes. You must avoid the minotaur until the moment is

right for the final battle. And if this isn't enough, the Labyrinth twists

space and time so that you may not know whether you are coming or

going!

Each program $12.95 on cassette for TRS-80 Level II I6K, or Model III

I6K. Roth on diskette - $29.95, Model I only.

ATTENTION DEATHNAZE FANATICS!

Still on the first level? You would look much better wearing the hat.

But don't charge the wrong wall!

LJ Human Adventure

D Playful Professor

Money Master

['"] Deathmazc 5000

fj Labyrinth

G Educational Diskette

H Deathmaze Labyrinth Diskette

Name

Street

City

MASTERCARD

Mastercard or Vis.i tt

Expiration Date

$9 95

$ 995

$9 95

$1295

$1295

$29 95

$29 95

TOTAL

Stale /i|)

LI VISA D Check

Circle 86



Tutorial

For Models I, II and III, with Disks.

T R Dettmann

Last issue, we went quickly over Sequential files

because they arefundamental to our understanding of how
files work. This issue, we'll go the next step and introduce
Random Access files.

Why bother with Random Access files? That depends on
your application. If your application is really sequential in

nature or you have wildly varying data formats, Random
Access files would be really difficult to work with. However,
if you can specify the exact nature of your data, if you have
to get to any piece of the data at any time without delay,

then Random Access files are what you need.

A good example of where Random Access files can be
used is a typical business inventory system. Generally, the

businessman will want to look at the status of any item in

the inventory at any time. If he wants to look at item 4965,
he doesn't want to have to wait until the first 4955 items

have been read before he finds his item.

With Random Access, you get item 4956 in the same
time it would take to get item 1 . Even on the TRS-80 Model I

it seems instantaneous. Random Access files (on the
Model II they are called Direct Access files) work differently

than Sequential files. We'll have to learn some new
programming techniques in order to handle them.

Working with Random Access

We will be interested in five new commands when
working Random Access files. They are:

FIELD Sets up the daia record.

GET Gets information from the file.;

PUT Puts information in the file.

LSET Puts data in a record.

RSET Puts data in a record.

We also have to become acquainted with some new
functions in Basic that are used to convert information to

and from the format it is stored in on disk. These are:

To Disk From Disk

MKS$ CVI

MKS$ CVS
MKD$ CVD

Before we go into any of these commands in detail, let's

first look at how a random file actually works.

Disk space is set up as a series of "cubbyholes". Each

little cubbyhole represents one "physical record" on the

disk. That is, it is the size the system will handle in one
chunk. This size is fixed at some number of bytes.

On Model I systems under TRSDOS, this number is fixed

at 255 bytes, under other DOS's and on the Model II and III,

this number may be some other size, but it is always fixed

for a particular Random Access file.

Once the number is set for the size of the cubbyhole, we
can get at any hole by its address. Let's take the simple

example we mentioned earlier, an inventory. Let's assume
that we want an inventory stored by part number with part

numbers between 1 and 300. Even on a Model I, this can be

stored as a Random Access file.

If we use the inventory number as the address of the

item, we can get at any item directly with Random Access
techniques. Let's see how that is done.

(Continued on page 106)
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IDAS 4.0 (Editor/Assemb ,

This is the highly acclaimed "USER ORIENTED" Assembler

for the TRS-80 Model II by GALACTIC. Loacied with features

such as assemble to memory, block move, link to debugger,

default filenaming, reverse video editing, warm start entry

and much more. Now the programmer can write, assemble,

test, and debug his code without ever leaving EDAS.

EDAS 4.0 with complete manual (120 pages)

Model II Version Was $229.00

WM ONLY $179.00

Specialty Programs for

RS-80 Mode

This is the NAME and ADDRESS system for subscription

control or large mailing lists. It wili handle up to 10,500

records, with & worst access time of less than 15 seconds

and usual access of less than one second. AH adds, deletes,

and edits are instant for the operator and are then

completed later in a "batch monitor". Extensive documen-

tation and ongoing support Requires TRS-80 Model 11 and 2

disk drives minimum. Contact GALACTIC direct for detailed

specifications and prices for youi exact needs.

Model II Version Contact GALACTIC for Price

STOCK MARKET MONITOR
This day to day market monitor is designed for the active

trader. The system will track the performance of an issue

against the market as well as against itself. The package

comes with complete documentation and explanations of

the formulas that are used by the program. The system is

available for the Model I and Hie Model III TRS-80.

I and III cassette version $89.00

I and III disk version $99.00

1 Vi ¥ tm I PR ¥ if#W I OI
Tired of being a slave to an out-of-control inventory? Let

GALACTIC: S INVENTORY MASTER put you in control of your

inventory. INVENTORY MASTER operates on a TRS-80

Mode! i and Model III 48K disk system (Minimum of 2 drives

with capabilities of up to 4 drives). Drive spanning

capabilities alio* you to track 2700 inventory items with a 4

drive system (5100 items for the Model III). Unique

machine language sort allows for instantaneous item

insertion (approx. 15 seconds with 2700 items in system).

Item access can be immediate using system-supplied

control numbers. Modeled after a proven main-frame

system costing tens of thousands of dollars. Complete

add/edit/delete capabilities supported. Placement of

orders can be machine-generated as well as user-

generated, with editing capabilities. Full report-generator

included. Exquisitely documented.

Model I Version $159.00

Model III Version $259.00

ODELiI HOST I/I

From the original author of the TRS-80 HOST and TERM

systems in the RADIO SHACK. "COMMUNICATIONS

PACKAGE". This system allows the full control of the HOST

facility by your BASIC program. Set the number of nulls to.

be sent after a C/R, set a command line to be executed if

carrier is lost, turn HOST on and off, switch to channel A or B

as desired, enable and disable the ability for the remote

terrnina 1 to "BREAK" BASIC, identify whether a character

came from the HOST'S keyboard or from the REMOTE'S and

more. No Knowledge of assembler needed. All options may

be accessed from BASIC or ASSEMBLER. Complete with

detailed documentation. Don't isolate your Model II, Let

outside terminals access it's computing power.

Viodei I! with TRSDOS 1.2 $179.00

Model II with TRSDOS 2.0 $199.00

MAIL/FILE SYSTEI
This is the name, address, phone number data base

manager that has set the standard by which other systems

are compared. This system contains advanced editing and

output capabilities. The TRS-80 Model I system will handle

up to 600 records per file, while the Model III version will

handle up to 1150 records and the Model II will handle

2500 records per file. All versions are file compatable and

maintain constant sort indexes on both NAME and ZIP

CODE. International PHONE numbers and ZIP CODES are

supported. Thousands of code combinations are available.

The Model II version also has a "word processor" type input

editor and fast assembler sorting. Complete documentation

is included with each version of MAIL/FILE.

Model I Version $ 99.00

Model III Version $149.00

Model II Version $199.00

ULTRA TREI
This is an all new concept for this type of game, and

compares to the others like chess compares to checkers.

ULTRA-TREK is a complex, logical game, intended for the

serious contestant. It is doubtful that you will ever master

this game, but you will certainly enjoy trying! This program

requires a TRS-80 Level II, 16K or more. The program is

written totally in BASIC and uses 15.5K of RAM.

Model I & Model III Version

(cassette only) $14.95

A Division of GS & WS, Inc.

11520 N. Port Washington Rd.

Mequon, Wisconsin 53092

(414) 241-8030

/loney Orders & COD's Shipped Within 24 Hours. Checks allow 2 weeks.
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Tutorial

Using SCRIPS!??
What has IBM got that you

hawen't got?

A SPELLING CHECHES!
sneaky

HEXSPELL zaps th«e^«^ty^sl

Tired of typos in your text? Can't remember if

it's one "c" or two? Let HEXSPELL zip
through your words, displaying any spelling
errors for easy correction. HEXSPELL comes
with a built-in wordlist, and soon learns any
additional words that are special to your
business or occupation. You can even teach
it to become bilingual! HEXSPELL remem-
bers up to 28,000 words, then starts forget-
ting old ones to make room for the new.

and manual US$69.HEXSPELL, wordlist
Manual only $12.

Requires 48K TRS-80 Mod I with 2 Drives and
TRSDOS. SCRIPSIT version available now,
other versions under development.
Circle 59

RO. Box 397 Stn.A
Vancouver, RC. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604)682-7646

Random Access Commands
In order to understand the Random Access inventory, we

have to understand each item in the inventory as a record in

storage. A record is simply a group of logically related
information. In this case, each piece of information about
an inventory item will be stored together as a record.

Let's store everything as a series of string variables.
We'll want to know the inventory number (it's address in

storage), it's name, price, cost, amount on hand, who the
supplier is, and the reorder level. We could store a lot more
but this will do for the moment. Table 1 lists the expected
size of string fields needed to store this information.

We have also included a rather large comment field that
can hold any information of interest. For the moment, this
will serve to illustrate how such a file is set up. We can
make this whole scheme more efficient, on all TRS-80
Models, but in different ways. We'll worry about those
details later.

With a total record size of 254 bytes for information, we'll

assign one 256 byte sector to each record. In order to make
this a file, we have to assign how the information is stored.
That is the purpose of the FIELD statement.

FIELD
The field statement lays out the exact distribution of the

items in each record. We have to specify where each item
will go and how many spaces it will take up. For our file, we
could write the FIELD statement like this:

FIELD #1 ,20 AS Nil, 8 AS PR$, 8 AS CS$, 4AS OH$
20 AS SP$, 4 AS RL$, 190 AS CM$
This assigns variable names to fields in input/output

buffer number 1 for each of the items in our inventory
according to the field name assignments in Table 1

.

The statement first identifies which file buffer it's talking

10 REM^^^MXx^^^xx^^^^^x^^x^x^^xxMM^x^xw:x^^mMxyK^^^M^^^x^xw:xwixx^K^>K^^^w.
20 REM
30 REM RANDOM ACCESS FILE DEMONSTRATIONW REM TERRY R. DETTMANN FILENAME * RANDOM/BAS
50 REM
35 REM NOTE? THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN SO THAT THE ONLY
56 REM STATEMENTS THAT YOU NEED TO TYPE IN ARE NUMBERED
57 REM BY TEN'S* ALL. THE REMARKS EXCEPT THE HEADER ARE
58 REM NUMBERED IN BETWEEN, SIMPLY GO TO AUTO AND TYPE
59 REM. THE STATEMENTS FOR THE NUMBER ON YOUR SCREEN
60 REM«X>!<)K*X>K*>r^^^5K^*K>K*«*«X*^»«»»}K*^»*X*KK>K«5K5KK^«X<»){<>SOK}X)S)K»)f<»!{<^«»«)KX
65 REM CLEAR SOME STRING SPACE FOR the TEST
70 CLEAR 2*MEM/3
75 REM SET UP ERROR PROCESSING FOR THE ERROR TEST
80 ON ERROR GOTO 430
85 REM A* WILL. HOLD THE INPUTS IN MEMORY, N* HOLDS THE
86 REM NAMES OF THE FIELDS
90 DIM A*<10?7>>N*<7>
95 REM
96 REM

OPEN THE FILE FOR RANDOM ACCESS » THIS MEANS THAT
WE CAN READ OR WRITE ON THE FILE

100 OPEN ®R%1* B TEST/DAT*
105 REM THIS IS THE FIELD STATEMENT FROM THE ARTICLE*
106 REM EVERYTHING IS STORED IN STRING FORM* TRY REDOING THIS
107 REM FOR THE CONVERSION FUNCTIONS FOR NUMBERS*
110 FIELD -#lr 20 AS NM*? 8 AS PR*. 8 AS CS*» 4 AS OH*. 20 AS SP*r
4 AS RL*s- 190 AS CM*
115 REM READ IN THE FILED NAMES FROM THE DATA STATEMENT
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Tuforia!

SOFTWARE DISCOUNT!

]TRS SUPER INVADEBS Cass. $16.95 Disk $21.20

'This is Larry Ashmun's updated version of "Invaders Pius", and wiH

I
become the standard of invaders type games. Complete with sound

(effects.

MONSTER'S USR Cass. $12.70 Disk $16.95

Loosely based on the game of "dungeons and dragons'. Written

totally in machine language with graphics.

COIQUEST Cass $12.70

A strategy simulation based on the famous board game of world

conquest.

CAPTURE/SYMON Cass. $11.00 Disk $15.25

This is a two program package, with both programs being written in

machine language and complete with graphics and sound.

The above software is priced at 15% off list and these prices are good

only for this issue. All cassette programs require 16K LEVEL II. Disk

versions require 32K.

MEMORY EXPANSION CHIPS $40.00 per 16K

4116's — Quality chips for keyboard or expansion interface. Add

$2.50 for dipshunts and instructions.

BLANK CASSETTES 10 Pak/$7.50

C-20 5 Screw Housings. Exellent for computer use.

We also carry other games, utilities, hardware, and supplies. Write

for FREE catalog.

TERiS: Check, Money Order, or C.O.D. We pay all shipping and

handling. Ohio residents add 4y2% sales tax. C.O.D. orders please add

$2.50. Phone orders accepted.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

P.O. Box 5240

LAKEFRONT SOFTWARI

Willowick, OH 44094 (216) 944-6722

• 80-50 CPS — back/forward

feed
• 18 X 9 dot matrix —

U/L case
• Proportional, expanded,
compressed

• 3 way paper feed

Parallel interface card & cable for

Apple II $175

• 80 CPS — bidirectiona

• 9 X 9 dot matrix — U/L case
• Compressed & expanded print

e Adjust tractors

Parallel interface & cable for

$110

:ncm
CA

Circle 61

MPUTERWARE
m

itas Blvd. • Box 668
92024 • (714) 436-3512

HOW TO ORDER
Phone orders are invited

Use VISA, Master-
Charge, or send cashiers
check or money order
drawn on a US bank
Add 2';

o shipping and
handling or printer will

be sent freight COD

Write for our Special Mail-Order Prices

1 u" ^^"»^l^
i|^***i^™B
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about (#1 ), and then assigns fields to each variable. Twenty

bytes to NM$ for the item name, 8 bytes to PR$ for the item

price, and so forth.

After a file is OPENed for Random Access, which we do

simply by using an "R" where we would have used an "O"
or an "I" in a sequential OPEN statement, then we FIELD it

for our file.

Putting Information in the File

Once the file buffer is FIELDed, we have to put

information into the buffer. This is done with the LSET and
RSET instructions. LSET and RSET assign information to

the field variables that we assigned with the FIELD

statement. LSET puts the information in left justified form

and RSET puts it in right justified form. It is important to

remember that if the string to be put in the field is too long,

then LSET and RSET will drop extra characters from the

right of the string. If you did the following:

LSET PR$ = "Terry Dettmann"
PRINT PR$

or

RSET PR$ = "Terry Dettmann"
PRINT PR$

in either case you would get:

Terry De

printed out.

Now that we have it in the buffer, we have to put the

information on the disk. We do this with the PUT
instruction.

PUT/GET
PUT is one of two commands that we will use to actually

move things to and from the disk file. PUT takes anything in

the file buffer and places it in the designated record in the

file.

For example, PUT 1,1 will put the current file buffer into

record number 1 . PUT 1 ,IN will put the file buffer into the

record specified by the variable IN. The disk operating

system can go directly tothat record inthefileand it does so

when putting the record on disk.

To retrieve the record for use, we use the GET instruction

the same way we used PUT. We specify the number of the

file and the number of the record to pull from the disk and
put in the buffer. GET 1,1 will get record number 1 from file

number 1. GET 1,IN will get record number IN from file

number 1

.

When we GET a record, we don't change a thing on the

disk. We just make a copy of it in the memory bufferthatwe
can use to fill our program variables with. Once we have a

record in memory, then we use the FIELD variables to

assign the values to our program variables.

After we GET a record, we can PRINT the values of the

field variables, and even use them to write assignment
statements. We cannot use them on the left side of an
equal sign however. With our previous FIELD statement, if

we ever in the program wrote:

NM$ = "Terry Dettmann"

without LSET or RSET, then NM$ would become a normal

string variable and no longer a FIELD variable. However, we
could use it like this:

NAME$(I) = NM$
In this case, we are assigning the value of the variable

NAME$(I) to be whatever is in the FIELD NM$. In this way
we can transfer information out of the buffer for use.

(Continued on Page 1 10)



MODEL II

MODEL

1ALIP A301

26-4002

64SC 1 Drive

$3440.00

26-4160 1 Drive EXP $1035.00

26-4161 2 Drive EXP 1575.00

26-4162 3 Drive EXP 2115.00

26-4501 Gen. Ledger 180.00

26-4502 Inventory 180.00

26-4503 Payroll 360.00

26-4554 Acct. Rec 180.00

26-4701 Fortran 270.00

26-1 157A Daisy Wheel. .. 2290.00

26-1158 Daisy Wheel II. . . 1799.00

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
26-1155 Quick Printer II $187.00

26-1 145 RS-232 Board 84.00

26-1140 "O" K Interface 249.00

26-1141 "16" K Interface 359.00

26-1142 "32" K Interface 469.00

26-1160 Mini Disk - Drive 419.00

26-1 161 Mini Disk - Additional 419.00

26-1154 Lineprinter II 699.00

26-1165 Line Printer V 1710.00

26-1 1 59 Lineprinter IV 859.00

26-1166 Line Printer VI 1080.00

26-1563 Scripsit - Disk 79.00

26-1566 Visicalc 83.00

26-1562 Profile 72.00

mSSSttSBBm wEBBem

|
.

"-_: "
,

!

26-1061 4KI .... $630.00

26-1062 16K III 888.00

26-1063 32K III

2-Drives, RS232. . . . .... 2225.00

COLOR

f

1-

1 ;

m13:*fcfctt%t*'

ALL OTHER R.S. SOFTWARE
FURNITURE, STANDS, CABLES

AND ACCESSORIES AT
DISCOUNT FROM
CATALOG PRICE.

26-3001 4K $360.00

26-3002 16K 540.00

26-3010 Color Video 360.00

26-1206 Recorder 54.00

26-3008 Joysticks 22.50

Fast 100 CPS Centronics

730 Printer 577.00

Text Quality Centronics

737 Printer 737.00

Novation Cat Modem. .$14 c

CCA Data Management
System 7'

Adventure Games
Games 1 -9 each "h

Pocket Computer

Software

.00

GJ SJ CI -J C> LJ LZI i_J 1_J U:
5

26-3501 1 .9K P.C $225.00

26-3503 Cassette l/F 45.00

14-812 Recorder 72.00

GAMES:
Alien Invasion $9.00

Stock Market 9.00

Star Trek 9.00

Block Em 9.00

Ting-Tong . 9.00

UTILITIES:

System Savers 14.00

EDUCATION:

Language Teacher 1 8.00

FREE! COMPUTER CATALOG
UPON REQUEST

No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTEI
115CSECONDAVE.S.W.
CAIRO, GEORGIA31728

(912) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No.

R.S. 90 Day Limited Warranty

F-48 Form Provided

Largest Inventory

In ih<? S.E. U 5. A.
•TRS-80 is a registered trademark of the Tondy Corp.
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our unique
ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging
Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral

Surpe/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load any
socket $62.95

« ISOLATOR (lSO-2) 2 filter Isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6

sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $62.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3), similar to ISO-1 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-1 except unit has 6

Individually filtered sockets $106.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-5), similar to ISO-2 except unit has 3 socket
banks, 9 sockets total $87.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $ 8.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $16.00

Master-Charge, Visa, American Express
Order Toll Free 1-800-225-4876 circle 63

(except AK, HI, MA, PR & Canada;

Tutorial

i-s&A

{:: 'i

IVV^Z'XA

Superfast computerized
index to:

80 -Microcomputing
KILOBAUD & 80-US

For the TRS-80
Mod I

'Sfflwtf. . . ~i

Index & Programs & Manual US$29 cash, visa, or mastercard
Manual available separately US$8

Requires 48K TRS-80* Mod I with 2 Drives & TRSDOS [HI.
* TRS 80 is a registered trade mark ot Radio Shack

Circle 64

RO. Box 397 Stn.A
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604)682-7646

The program listing with .this installment gives you a
short Random Access file with the structure we've outlined
here to play with. It allows you to enter 1 items into a file,

and then read them back one by one and compare them to

what you had in the file to start with. Try it for a start.

What About End Of File?

In a Random Access file, the system takes care of the end
of file automatically. If you PUT to a record number higher
than the current end of the file, the system assigns enough
space to handle all the record numbers up through the
record number you asked for.

For example, let's say that you had ten items in the file

with record numbers 1 through 1 0. If you next add a record
number 20, the system will allocate disk space for records
1 1 through 1 9 and then put in record 20 as the new end of

file. These spaces will be there even though nothing is

stored in the records.

If you were to GET record 1 1 say, and try to use it, you
would get whatever happened to be on the disk at that point

before it was allocated to your file. Generally, it's a mess of

garbage!

To find out what the highest record number in a Random
Access file is, the function LOF(N) is provided in Basic. It

returns the highest record numberof file number N. It really

doesn't matter whether the file is Sequential or Random,
LOF works just the same, but the number is really only
meaningful for most purposes with Random files.

The function of EOF(N) doesn't work at all with Random
Access files. It gives you no indication of whether the end of

file has been reached with Random Access files. If you
try to GET a record past the end of the file, all that will

happen is that you will have your program stop on a Basic
error. Try it with the sample program by trying to GET
record 100.

Numbers
What do we do about numbers in a Random Access file?

We have already stored them as strings. However, this can
be wasteful of space. If we want to store a number like

30000 as a string we need 5 bytes, but as an integer it only
takes 2 bytes in memory. Can we save it in only 2 bytes on
the file?

The answer of course, is yes. But, we have to be tricky

about it. The reason is that everything in the file has to be
stored in the file as if it were ASCII coded. This is fine for

strings, but not for numbers. Unless we want to convert our
numbers to strings for storage, we have to do something
else.

Basic gives us three functions to convert numbers to
equivalent length strings and three more to convert them
back again. They are listed in Table 2. Notice that in going
from numbertostring,theyalwaysstartwith "M"and have
a "$" to indicate that they give string values. To go the other
way, they always start with "C".

Now, the result of the number-to-string functions does
not give us a printable number. For integers, what we have
is a 2 byte, binary number that represents our integer. In

fact, you couldn't tell it from the number stored in memory.
What has happened is that the system has been fooled into

thinking this is a string.

Each variable has assigned to it a variable type code. That
is how Basic knows what type of variable you are looking
for when you use it. The number-to-string functions simply
change this code! This makes it compatible with the I/O
routines which think they are handling strings.

(Continued on Page 1 1 2)
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High Qualify, Commercial,

and economy Models.

Computer Consoles from $12995
Printer Stands from $39.95

Complete TRS-80 Business

System, built-in

Special Educator Series.

til-Si @fflse©ff !i«@ !©(»

Circle 65

AU06@ C
V;f:: 24®5 AUT

I

SAM JOS!

PH. 4@i

• 40 & 77 Track Units

® 12 msec Access Time

• H/g/i Reliability.

• Double Density.

• 394 K per Diskette.

list $3?5,§§

AVS is a manufacturer, dealer, and consultant who specializes in products for the TRS-80
and their uses. You will note we do not handle multiple brands of each type of product.
A/hen we decide to handle a product, we try to analyze all the manufactures of that product.
Then we select the manufacture we feel provides the greatest features, performance, and re-

iability relative to the cost and needs for the TRS-80. Though many times there may
De more than one manufacture that meets our requirements, we prefer to only handle the

one, and give our customers maximum support in the use of that product relative to the

TRS-80.

AVS Custom Computer Furniture: Home for the TRS-80 takes the orphan modules of the
TRS-80 and turns them into one homogenious unit. Our economy, commercial, and high
quality consoles all house the keyboard, interface, cassette, and monitor. In addition, we I

have a special series for the schools. Our lines consist of computer consoles, line printer I

stands, storage hutches, carrols, and booths.

VISTA Disk Drives: The Vista drives are preferred by many system specialists, including

ourselves, for their speed and reliability. They are available in both 40 and 77 tracks, pro-

viding memory in excess of 197K per disk. In addition, a module is available that allows

the TRS-80 to run the Vista drives at double density, thus, providing more than 394K of

memory per disk.

EXATRON Stringy Floppy: The stringy floppy is the ideal mass storage system for most
home, school, and some small business systems, because of its simplicity of operation, high
reliability, low cost, and speed. Unlike disk, it does not require the expansion interface nor
the 1 1 K of computer memory, to perform its many similar functions.

BASE SI Line Printer: This printer performs many functions not even availabe in printers
three times its price. Besides having a vertical density of 144 half dots to the inch, you can
Drogram your own character fonts. In addition, we have a special modification that allows
the printer to run without an expansion interface.

ftVS Green Thing: Our green screen works on both models I and II of the TRS-80. It not
3nly performs the same tasks, but costs one-half to one-third of its competition.

Miscellaneous Accessories: For our customer convenience, we provide a series of AC outlet
strips, line filters, and cooling fans.

Tii@ 111!til Stringy fItipy

oo^^-ji FJisss M@m§® §y§t@B3a

• Access 15 x Cassette.

, _. • Simplicity of Operation.

• Direct Keyboard Cont.

• Uses only 1K Memory.
« • -m „ qqk per Waffer.

list $249.50

fit RISE II Urapllc

Tractor/Friction Feed.

5Charactor Densities.

Programable Aux. Fonts.

2K Buffer

72V x 99H Dot Res.

Improved Contrast.

' Reduces Eye Fatigue.
' Enhances Legibilty.

Decreases Glare.

• System Looks Prof

List $7.95
/ Add H00 for shipping & handling, end Cofifemiat
KratidbnH add 6» tabs test.

'

laneous System ACCESSORIES

• AC 3 Wire, Multi-Outlets.

• AC Line Filters

• Cooling Fans

Ss$$Mllmi.

m
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>^ araphic Games
Space-Action-Invaders

Programmer's Tool Kit

Write your own programs easier

^ if &
mi Harty, many more!

€S Lessons • Music • Games
k^-\^\ • .coming soon

Call or Write:

Dept. C • Box 668
Encinitas, CA 92024
(714)436-3512

r

M

UP To »4- PLAYERS C6MPSTS WITH £ACH 0TH£R
ANVoR COHPUT&R To ACHIEVE WORL& PEACE.

3alanc£ of power fluctuates AS players
pevEbap ressurcss, use espionks* exploit
ALLIES, UTILISE MIUTARY POTENTIAL.

TAP6 CASSETTE FOR TRS"iO IBK LEVEL II M*KA t

STRATAGEM CYBERNETICS

S6CorbinPI.,B'kIyn,N.Y.11235

Tutorial -

Try printing this:

PRINT 100;MKI$(100)

Not very illuminating, is it? But if you convert it back again,

it is useful:

PRINT 100;MKI$(100);CVI(MKI$(100))

It is a small price to pay to save some space. Table 2 gives

the number of spaces needed in the FIELD statement for

each type of variable.

If we redo the FIELD statement for our hypothetical

inventory to let price and cost be single precision and the

other numbers to be integers, then we can use the FIELD:

FIELD#1,20 ASNM$,4ASPR$,4ASCS$,2ASOH$,
20 AS SP$, 2 AS RL$, 198 AS CM$
We have saved 8 spaces for the numbers and addedthem

to the comment field. Try it with the sample program, but

remember to use the conversions to convert the numbers
to strings and back again.

Where do we go from here?

Next issue, we will go more into Random Access

techniques and introduce more advanced methods of

handling these files. We will show applications of the

conversion functions, some methods to make your

FIELDing easier, and advanced ways of handling files when
the indexing number is not a nice neat integer between the

limits of 1 and 300. What do you do when you want to do it

with numbers between 1 and 1000 or 1 and 10000? How
about if everything is to be indexed by name, or Zip code?

We'll talk about these methods and more next issue,

when we continue with Random Access file techniques.

Table 1

Inventory Fields

Item Size Field Name
Name 20 NM$
Price 8 PR$
Cost 8 CS$
On Hand 4 OH$
Supplier 20 SP$
Re-order Level 4 RL$

Total 64
Comment 190

Field Size 254 spaces

Note: These fields are set up for illustration only and do not

make use of the space as efficiently as possible. That will

come later when the techniques are known well enough to

be second nature.

Table 2

Format Conversion Functions

Number to String

Function Variable type Field Size

IV1KI$ Integers 2

MKS$ Single Precision 4
MKD$ Double Precision 8

String to Number

Function Variable type Field Size

CV1 Integers 2
CVS Single Precision 4
CVD Double Precision 8
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In a desperate race against the sun you search for SMAEGOR Monarch of Dragonfolk, who has

kidnapped the Princess of the Realm and holds her in a distant and unknown place. In a quest for
Honor and glory, you must search the land, seeking out the tools needed for the ultimate
confrontation. On The River Delta, in the abandoned Temple of Baathteski, Goddess of the
Blade, everywhere, clues abound. But WHERE is the Princess?

Now, as never before, the genius of CHARLES FORSYTHE shines in this new machine
language ADVENTURE. DRAGONQUEST! Can YOU save M'lady from the iron clutches of

SMAEGOR?

TAPE $15.95 Dealer Inquiries Invited DISK $21.95

THE PROGRAMMER 'S GUILD
BOX 66, PETERBOROUGH, N.H 03458

(603) 924-6065 AFTER 6 PM EST
MASTERCHARGE AND VISA ACCEPTED
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Echo
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For the Model i TRS-80
Bob Foster

Merrsam, KS

Did you ever wish you could see on the
video screen what was bein:

line printer? Well,

By adding one Basic line to some of your programs,

what goes to the line printer goes to the screen as

well. This is especially handy when running a long

print job. With some programs you can actually proof

and plan future input while the printer is still

working. It's much easier than waiting for the printer

to finish.

Figure 1 shows the expanded and amplified

program that condenses to one line as shown in

Figure 2. To use the echo program, just add the code

in Figure 2 to your program. Place the first line of this

program right after the line in your program that

clears string space. Place the second line where you

are just through with the echo program. Before you

go to another Basic program, remember you must

make the POKEs in line 9000, reset, reboot or power

off.

The program works by placing machine language

code into a dummy string within the Basic program.

You do not need to reserve memory, since the

machine code actually ends up within the Basic

program. The POKEs intercept a character on its way
to the line printer and send it to the echo program.

The echo program then sends the character to the

video screen and on to the line printer.

Line 1 40, Figure 1 , has a dummy string to hold the

code. Line 160 locates the dummy string. The
address of this dummy string (lines 180-200) is

POKEd into the line printer control block. To POKE the

data into the dummy string, line 240 converts the

address to one decimal number. Lines 260-280 read

and POKE the data into the dummy string.

The values in the data statement are decimal

equivalents of these hexadecimal numbers: 79, CD,

3A, 3, C3, 8D, 5. In assembly language these

hexadecimal numbers represent:

79

CD3A03

C38D05

LD A^C | THE CHARACTER ABOUT TO
'BE PRINTED IS IN REG C.
;WE ALSO WANT IT IN A,

CALL 033AH ; OUTPUTS THE CHARACTER
IN REG A TO THE VIDEO.

JP 58DH ; OUTPUTS THE CHARACTER
'TO THE LINE PRINTER
;AND RETURNS FOR THE
rNEXT CHARACTER OR TO

? CONTINUE THE BASIC
; PROGRAM.
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URTI ...AND YOUR RHONE

Instant Software has the two best mail Sist programs awaiiabie

for your TOS*80 Model I and Model II.

Haii/List for Model 1 and Model SI

This mailing list program maintains separate alphabetical and zip code files in constant sort. When you add a
name to your list, it will automatically be inserted into its correct position in the files; therefore it's always
ready to print labels

It will record your information in these fields: NAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP, PHONE
NUMBER, PHONE EXTENSION and a five character CODE field. You have the choice of a 3 line,

4 line, or user defined label format. It can even include (optionally) a message line on your
label

The programs most outstanding feature is its sorting capabilities. Mail/List allows
you to choose which names you want to be printed from the whole list. For exam-
ple, all people in one zip code, or all people named Jones, who are living in a
particular city or state. For any name in your list you can assign a code
within the CODE field. You can then specify the code when printing

labels, and only names with that code will be printed out. You can
specify up to 9 different codes!

Every business and organization will save time and
money with Mail/list to keep track of customers or

members.
TRS-80 Model I version, Order No. 5000RD $99.00

Requires 16K RAM, Expansion Interface

with at least 16K RAM, one disk-drive

and a printer.

TRS-80 Model II version, Order
NO.5001RD $199.00.

Requires 64K RAM and
printer

WRITE FOR
OUR NEW
CATALOG

Mailing

List
Here is a mail-

ng list system
that can be run on

only ONE disk-drive!

You can have up to 17

fields of selection for

name/address retrieval.

®Disk versatility allows you
to add, delete, or change the

numerous details stored in the

system.

•Features of the One-D Mailing

List includes:

«>Automatic name sort (alphabetically

or by ZIP code). ® Rapid access to any
name on file. s Easy error correction and
recovery. ®Prints selective name listings.

••Revise or update listings at any time. ®Up to

2500 names on-line (with 4 drives). ®Prints a
list of all names on file. a Prints mailing labels.

This package requires the following minimum system:
1. A TRS-80 Model I Level II microcomputer with 16K

RAM. 2. An Expansion interface with to 32K of RAM. 3. A
single disk drive (extra drives optional). 4. A printer. 5. Any

TRSDOS compatible Disk Operating System.
Order No. 01 23RD $24.95.

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458

STRA1BHT TALK ABOUT DISK DRIVES

|
DON'T BE CONFUSED BY ALL THE BRAND NAMES YOU SEE IN THE MARKET PLACE, THERE ARE VERY FE8 MANUFACTURERS OF THE BASIC

DRIVE CHASSIS, ALL THE OTHER NAMES ARE THOSE OF THE ASSEMBLERS OR THE RETAILERS.

!

AS MANUFACTURED, THE DRIVE MILL NOT RUN ON A TRS-iOf , IT MUST BE MODIFIED BY THE ASSEMBLER*

THE QUALITY OF THE DRIVE DELIVERED TO YOU IS DEPENDENT ON BOTH THE MANUFACTURER AID THE ASSEMBLER, THE BEST CAN TURN

TO JUNK IF THE ASSEMBLY IS IMPROPERLY DONE,

THE POWER SUPPLY AND CASE ARE VERY IMPORTANT COMPONENTS OF THE COMPLETE DRIVE
P

THE CASE MUST ALLOI PROPER CI0LINB

AIR FLOW, AND THE POiER SUPPLY MUST MAINTAIN TWO CONSTANT V0LTA6ES,

YOU MUST DEPEND ON THE COMPANY SELLIN6 YOU THE DRIVE TO SERVICE IT AT REASONABLE COST SHEN IT FAILS YOU, THE

MANUFACTURER IS NOT EQUIPPED TO DO THIS!

THE BEST MEASURE OF iUALITY IN A DRIVE IS IT'S SPECIFICATIONS, MILL IT HANDLE DOUBLE DENSITY, WHAT IS THE TRACK TO

TRACK ACCESS TIME, THE ANSWERS TO THESE TWO QUESTIONS INDICATE THE PRECISION OF IT'S COMPONENTS.

WHAT KIND OF DRIVE SHOULD YOU BUY ? LEVEL IV HAS CHOSEN TO DISTRIBUTE EXCLUSIVELY, THE NPI LINE, ALL MODELS OF MPI

ARE DOUBLE DENSITY RATED AND REQUIRE ONLY A FIVE MILLI-SECOND TRACK TO TRACK ACCESS TIME,

WHAT DO ALL THE MODEL NUMBERS MEAN?

B-51= 40 TRACKS SIN6LE HEAD SIN6LE SIDE 8-52= 40/40 TRACKS DOUBLE HEAD DOUBLE SIDE

B-9i= BO TRACKS SIN6LE HEAD SINSLE SIDE B-92= 80/80 TRACKS DOUBLE HEAD DOUBLE SIDE

(DOUBLE HEADS)-READ BOTH SIDES OF DISK (DUALS)-THO DRIVES IN ONE CASE (RAH)-NO POIER SUPPLY OR CASE

WHERE SHOULD YOU BUY YOUR DRIVE, LEVEL IV IS ONE OF THE OLDEST AND LAR6EST DISTRIBUTORS OF TRS-801 EIUIPMT, LOOK

AT THE ADS IN YOUR OLD HABAZINES, MANY OF THE ADVERTISERS ARE NO LONBER IN BUSINESS, LEVEL IV HAS BEEN A LEAiER

SINCE THE BE6INNINB, HE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS, AND HE'LL BE HERE WHEN YOU NEED HELP,

WHERE DO THE NATIONALLY KNOW AUTHORS BUY THEIR DRIVES ? LEVEL IV CAN SHOH COPIES OF SALES RECEIPTS FOR DRIVES TO

MOST OF THEM, LANCE MICKLUS, SCOTT ADAMS, VERNON HESTER, BOB (CAPTAIN 80) LIDDIL, DICK BALCOH, KIM «ATT, ETC,

TO THESE HEN CONPUTINB IS NOT A HOBBY, IT IS THEIR PROFESSION,

CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON NEH AND USED DRIVES, REMEMBER, WE ALSO TAKE TRADES, AND PAY THE SHIPPINS!

Circle 70

LEVEL IV PRODUCTS INC. 32238 SCHOOLCRAFT, LlVO^IHg HI 48150
PHONESs Ml (313) 525-6200 OTHERS 800-52 1 -3305 CTOLL FREE)
$ a tradiiark of the RADIO SHACK DIV. of TANDY CORP,
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MOOTAMS fearthe
You can now order
reading programs for

READING! OMPREHEN UOU- ECONOMICS-

PI 'SIC - HA1 i l-AU 1 iiEGHANiCS- HISTORY

2 FULL LENGTH PROGRAMS only $9.90 (one cassette)

16 PROGRAM COURSE only $77.00 (8 cassettes)

una Order by checking the desired programs: mommm!
| * Reading

I Comprehension

Technique

Cd 1

Cd 2

Cd 3

$9.90

$9.90'-' Cd 4

•12 more Cd's available

,..., 2 Demo programs

*Auto

Mechanics

. . Ka 1

' Ka 2

_ Ka 3
1J

Ka 4

"12 more Ka's available.

$9.90

$9.90

Physics 1

Physics 2

Economics 1

Economics 2

$9.90

$9.90

History 9

History 10
$9.90

$9 90
and Catalogue

S A TM OF TANDY CORP
D

-TRS

n I have enclosed a total of

| cassette ordered plus $.50 per cassette for shipping/handling to:

Utilize with any Model I, Level I or

Level II, 4K and 16K or any Model III

Displays lower case if you have it.

. $9.90 for each 2 program

IORSETT
P.O. Box 1226, Norman, Ok. 73070

Educational
Systems, InCi

Circle 71

Name

Address

City
P-ir-ir-ir—ii-

. State .Zip
acdJ

EMMANUEL B. GARCIA, JR.

& ASSOCIATES

203 N WABASH
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

PHONE (312) 782 9750

IOW m ITS THIRD YEAR OF

E TRS-80'

. Dealer of quality software and hardware

—

we sell only the best, proven items.

. Sponsor of CHICATRUG—monthly

learning sessions for TRS-80 users.

. Publisher of "CHICATRUG News," monthly

publication for TRS-80 users.

• Sponsor of the FORUM-80 of Chicago, a

24-hour computerized bulletin board.

• Author of "Pensionmaker," the revolutionary

defined benefit pension system running on

the TRS-80 Model I where other pension

actuaries are using mainframes.

• Repair facilities (90-day warranty on new
equipment and 30 days on used).

E.B.G. & Associates is NOT affiliated with Tandy Corporation or Radio Shack.

'TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.
Circle 7

100
110
120
130
140

REM ECHO EN

BY ROBERT D FOSTER

LEAST
CODE

MOST
CODE

ADDRESS
CONTROL
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L/P TO THE SCREEN
REM
REM
REM
EC$="XXXXXXX" : REM DUMMY
STRING THAT WILL CONTAIN THE
CODE

150 REM
160 EC=VARPTR(EC$) : REM LOCATES

ADDRESS OF THE CODE (EC$)
170 REM
180 EL=PEEK(EC+1) : REM

SIGNIFICANT BYTE OF
ADDRESS

190 REM
200 EM=PEEK(EC+2) : REM

SIGNIFICANT BYTE OF
ADDRESS

210 REM
220 POKE 16422, EL I REM

OF CODE INTO THE L/P
BLOCK

230 POKE 16423, EM
240 EC=EL+256*EM : REM ADDRESS TO

DECIMAL TO USE IN POKE STATE-
MENT

250 REM
260 FOR EI = TO 6

270 READ ER : REM READ DATA
(MACHINE CODE)

280 POKE EC+EI f ER : NEXT : REM
POKE CODE INTO DUMMY STRING

290 REM
300 DATA 121,205,58,3,195,141,5 i

REM MACH LANG CODE IN DECIMAL
310 REM
9000 STOP
9010 POKE 16422,141 i

POKE 16423,5 : REM RESTORE
THE PRINTER TO NO ECHO

FIGURE 1

ECHO PROGRAM WITH REM STATEMENTS

100 EC$="XXXXXXX"sEC=VARPTR(EC$) :

POKE 16422, ELsPOKE 1 6423 ,EMiEC=EL
-J-256*EM:FOREI=0TO6sREADERiPOKEEC+
EI,ER:NEXT:DATA121 ,205,58,3,195,
141,5
9000 REM RESTORE PRINTER TO NO

ECHO
9010 POKE 16422, 141sPOKE 16423,5

FIGURE 2

COMPRESSED ECHO PROGRAM W/O REM
STATEMENTS



NO "GLITCHES", SURGES OR
INTERFERENCE

Clean power distribution for your:

• Microcomputer system
® Audio Visual system
® Lab instrumentation

Marway Products' new MPD 117 AC Power Control-

ler upgrades a standard AC utility outlet into a conve-

nient noise-free source of AC power. The MPD 117

features:

» High energy EMI filter • 2 direct (unswitched) outlets

® Transient voltage suppressor • Illuminated "on/off" switch

» 10 amp circuit breaker • UL recognized components

® 6 switched outlets

At $89.00 (plus tax and shipping) the MPD is the low-

cost solution to your power distribution needs, and the

best dollar value available in AC power distribution and

noise suppression products.
Circle 73

Marway can solve your power distribution problems and save you money.

V^mfiRLLJRV PRDDUCT5 iNC._^
2421 S Birch St .

Santa Ana, CA 92707 (714) 549-0623

irs Too 1

Most "tax preparers" charge $35 to $50 per hour — and up!

Interesting seasonal spare-time work. Your computer figures

taxes easily, and with printer, types them too. Our 130-page
book guides you in programming income tax forms.

Do your own taxes, Do them for others, too. Here are more than
40 income tax, easy to follow programs, with variables.

One chapter discusses depreciation of microcomputers used
for profit. Another gives programming tips for newcomers.
There are programs that "look up" taxes from the "tax tables"

and the "tax schedules". Others for earned income credit, in-

stallment sales, rental statements and many others — 40 plus

in all.

Written in TRS-80 MOD. 1 basic (T. M. Reg. — Tandy Corp.)

with command listings so other brand users can convert to their

computer system.

Book" — "40 Income Tax Programs" — $16.95 ppd.

Available at many computer stores. Mo. res. add 5% sales tax.

Dept. 221 931 So. Bemiston, St. Louis, Mo. 63105

Master Charge, Visa, Check or Money Order.

"This book may be tax deductible if it assists you in

your taxes, or in tax work for profit.

Check Our Pneesi

• TRS-80 Model II Level II 16K $925.00
• 16K Memory upgrade for Mod I, III & Color $59.95
• New Archbald Speed up board $44.95
• 5 1/4" Verbatim Diskettes (Box of 10) 29.95
• Vista V-50 40 track double sided disk drive $395.00
• Vista V-800 80 track double sided disk drive $595.00
• Vista V-8000 160 track double sided disk drive $795.00

Drives include case & power supply but no cable.

• Cable for 2 drives $23.95
• Printer Multiplexer Box, handles up to 4 printers at the same
time, user selectable, -k

• Epson MX-80 •
• Vista V-300 Daisy Wheel Printer •
• EPROM Programmer -k

• MAXI-ZAP for Model III $79.95
(Greatly enhanced Super-Zap like Utility for Model III, written in

machine code. Reads Model I and Model III Diskettes!)

• Shugart Technology 5Va" Winchester 6.3 Megabyte
Drive $2395.00

• 506 Controller Board $1500.00

CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
k Please call for these prices

Micro Mainframes
714 Alhambra Blvd.

Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-7048

TRS-80 LEVEL li

•PLANET LOCATOR - As the name implies, this program will com-
pute the location and display of the positions of the planets. It also
provides important statistical data. This is a valuable tool for the
ASTRONOMY BUFF (16K) $ 9.95

•LEAVE ONE - This game places you against the computer in a
match (taking turns and using game rules) to pick up objects and
leave the last object for your opponent. The game itself can be
played without a computer, but there is a trick to winning.

(4K) $ 6.95

•CHECK STORAGE AND YEAR END SUMMARY - This two-
program system handles the capture, sorting, summarizing and
various other important functions needed to maintain you data.

Graphics have been incoporated to simplify keying in the checks.
The second program is the year end summary report. This is very
useful at tax time or just as a expenditure analysis report.

(16K) $11.95

•AMORTIZATION - This handy little program will calculate a six-

column display as follows:

COL. 1 - Payment Number
COL. 2 - Monthly Payment Amount
COL. 3 - Portion Applied To Principal

COL. 4 - Portion Applied To Interest

COL. 5 - Remaining Principal Balance
COL. 6 - Principal Paid Back To Date
Totals at the end show total interest and total amount paid.

(4K) $ 6.95

•MESSAGE CODER-DECODER - Have any written material you
wish to keep private. Select one of 250 coding methods which will

scramble and change your message so that only the computer can
decode it back to its original form. (4K) $ 6.95

©CONTRACT 5?ROGRARr1MiNG: For as little as $20.00. Send a
written summary of desired system. You will be contacted as to

PrlCe - Circle 76
HOW TO ORDER

Send Check or money order to ARLINGTON MICRO-SOFT, INC.

4800 Crestmont Court Arlington, TX 76017
Name
Street
City/State

Z'P Phone
( ).

Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
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$2.50 per half inch and $2.50 for each
additional half inch per insertion. Ads must be
typewritten or printed clearly, and must be
accompanied with payment in advance. No
telephone orders or "bill me's" will be
accepted. Unclassified ads are always set in the
type on thispage, with the first line in bold type.

Use the ads on this page as a guide to figure

your size andpayment. Send to: 80-U.S. 3838
South Warner St., Tacoma, WA 98409

TRS-80 EQUIPMENT! DISCOUNTEDTO YOU
Centronics 737{same as Line Printer IV) $775.
Okidata Microline 80 40/80/132 column plus

graphics. Handles single sheet/roll/fanfold

paper $504 (cable for either $25). 16K RAM
set/8 $32, Mini Flippy Kits (punch and use both
sides of your diskettes) $7.50, 100 =/- programs
on disks $39. Novation Modems, acoustic $145,
direct $159. Diskettes X10 BASF $27, 3M $32,
Maxell $36, Dysan $42. All equipment factory

warranted. Write for the complete list. Specify

Model I or II. Richard Smith, 3078 Baronscourt
Way, San Jose, CA 951 32 (408) 258-5202(071

)

WANTED: "SCRABBLE TYPE'CROSS-
word game for the TRS-80, any model. Write to

Margaret, PO Box 7112, Tacoma, WA
98407 (071)

DEALERS WANTED. GREAT DEMAND FOR
school soft-ware with educators, students &
families. AA Educational Services, 721 1 South
1 80th St., Kent, WA 98031 (071

)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE STUDY
proceedings of 2nd Seminar of Scientific Go
Theory now available. Send $1 2.00 to Sabaki Go
Company, PO Box 4195-U, Wilmington, DE
19807 (031)

CAN YOU DEMONSTRATE L2 16K TO
schools, students, families in your area? Write for

dealer discount schedule. AA Educational
Services, 7211 S 180th, Kent, WA 98031 (071)

FOR SALE!! LYNX 300 BAUD ORIGINATE/
answer modem with good terminal program for

sale. Works with 4K Level 1 and up. Not used
much - needs a modular phone jack (this is a
direct connect modem) which we don't have. Call

Andy Gillcrist nights (503) 774-2580 (031

)

MAKE YOUR LIST ILLEGIBLE CONCEAL
your access codes. $5.00 cash. Make the bums
look like bums. AA Educational Services, 7211
South 180th, Kent, WA 98031 (071)

UsId PRINTERS: CENTRONICS 730 LINE
printer. Used very little since purchase. ..$440.00
Radio Shack Line Printer I with tractors, excellent
condition. ..$600.00 JWC Corporation, Box 627,
Union, OR 97883 (503) 562-5137 Call nowl
While the supply lasts! (031)

5 FOR 1 PROGRAM EXCHANGE, SEND
1 unreserved program that runs plus $5.00.
Receive 5 programs in exchange. 5 for 1 Program
Exchange. 25824 124th S E, Kent, WA
98031 (071)

SAVE YOUR EYES AND YOUR MONEyT
Convert your TRS-80 to a Green Screen with this

amazing bargain rate conversion kit. Improves
image contrast, reduces glare, reduces eye
fatigue. Kit includes: 1 sheet of heavy plastic film,

double faced mounting tape and instructions.

$4.00 Send check or MO, no COD's. P Hayden
2103 Seventh St., East Meadow, NY 11554
Please add 500 for postage. (031)
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FOR TRS-80 RS-232 BOARD. FIX INTER-
mittent problems due to intermittent PC board

connector with a connector brace. Easy to install.

Only $4.95. Gunn RS-232 board with two 8-bit in

& two 8-bit out ports. $35. Bare board and
schematic. Schematic $1.00 (TX residents add

5% tax). Gunn Industries, 704 Franklin Blvd,

Austin, TX 78751 (071)

WORD PROCESSOR. PERSONAL FORM
letter printer. Adds addresses, inserts 1st name
from address into letter body. Global word
search, replace. Caps-lock, overstrike, move
words between lines. Delete, replace, insert,

move, center, right-justify lines. Basic-like line

edit, with A,C,D,H,I,K,L,S,X commands. T/D
save. System? (16K, WP only) $10 on tape, $12
on disk. D D Hinrichs, 2116 S E 377th,

Washougal, WA 98671 (051

)

DISC REPAIR. MPI, PERTEC, SHUGART,
Tandon, disc drive repair. Flat rate of $35.00 plus

parts, add $2.00 shipping. All Systems Go. PO
Box 915, 105 W Plant St., Winter Garden, FL

32787 (305) 877-2830 (031

)

LEVEL II 16K TAPE SYSTEM OWNERS
Model I Shoestring Opportunity, no
programming, first come first served,
geographical patent rights license by Zip,

graceful commercial application. Send one page
resume & 2 refs, mature private parties only,

must have nothing against cocktail lounges; all

others send $ 1 000.00 for partial disclosure: MAX
Enterprises, PO Box 19386, San Diego, CA
92119 (031)

GL, A/R, A/P, PAYROLL FOR TRSDOS 1.2

Not Osborn's Fast ISAM, double entry

accounting, full screen and integrated MAI 96
Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174 (091)

ROMAN CONQUEST FOR 16K LEVEL
II Caesar orders you to seize cities, sell slaves,

draft centurions and colonize. Can you cope with

fierce barbarians, plagues, rebellions and the will

of Caesar? $9.95 (cassette) Anthony Targonski,

106 Fifth St., Cambridge, MA 02141

TRS-80 MOD III & MOD II & DISK DRIVES
best prices fast UPS delivery Call now! Or write

Electronic Service Center PO Drawer 11039,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (714) 957-2900 (031)

UNIQUE TRS-80 SOFTWARE & BOOKS
Disassembled Handbook for TRS-80 all postpaid.
Vol 1 5th printing "save one year's study" $10
Vol 2 3rd printing "all you wanted to know" $15.
Vol 3 New 1981 "exploring new horizons" $17.
Morse code transmit program: cassette/disk
$15. Richcraft Engineering Ltd. Box 1065, 1

Wahmeda Industrial Park, Chautauqua Lake, NY
14722 Phone (716) 753-2654 for COD orders

(111)

DRAW POKER - SOUND AND GRAPHICS
program simulates the quarter game you may
have seen in various places of business. But you
do not need quarters to play this game. Excellent

graphics & sound effects. Required: TRS-80 1 6K
Level II. Only $14.00 from Michael D Simon, 25
Flagship Road, Baltimore, MD 21222 (031)

GREATEST BARGAIN! (1) LEVEL II BASIC,
16K software package: word processor,

inventory, data base manager, check balancing,

statistics, deposit calculator, stock management,

label printer, sales analysis, sort and linked list

utility. All 1 1 programs for $59. (2) Integrated

accounting package: A/R, A/P, GL and Payroll

$129 each. $20 for manual alone. For TRSDOS I,

TRSDOS II, CBASIC and MBASIC on CP/M. For

FREE catalog, send SASE (280) to MAI, 96
Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174 (051)

RELOCATE T-BUG TO HIGH RAM. RUN
Basic with T-Bug in RAM. Quick return after

RESET. Probe the reserved RAM. Level I. Listing

$4.00 David S Robertson 2810 SWCaulder, Des
Moines, IA 50321 (031)

DATA BASE MANAGER - IDM - "There are
many data base managers available these days,

some may do the job for you, others may not. This
one is doing a very good job for us." - 80-U.S. Jul
'80. Now, new documentation and fastest

machine sort. Mod II $199. Mod I 48K $149.
Micro Architect Inc., 96 Dothan St., Arlington,

MA 021 74 (111)

INCREASE WIN PROBABILITY WITH
harness racing for TRS-80. We believe this is the
most advanced harness racing handicapping
program available anywhere. Years of research
have gone into the development of the algorithms
used. Correctly used, a greater return on your
track investment will be yours. Requires
minimum 16K Level II. Only $24.95 (add $1.

shipping; CA residents add 6V2 sales tax). Send
check or MO to WelMur of California, Inc PO Box
M-11B, Fremont, CA 94537 **Coming soon -

DOG Racing** (031)

MOD II INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
package Full functions GL. A/R prints invoices
and statements, supports forward balance and
open items. A/P helps to select which vouchers
to be paid with total cash management. Payroll
features user modifiable tax tables. Print VV-2,

941, checks, etc. Fast ISAM As opposed to most
other systems, we use 80 col screen instead of 64
and require 1 32 col printer (not 80), and TRSDOS
1.2, (not CP/M) A similar version using a
different tradename is sold for 1 000 each, ours is

only $129. Includes disk, postage, 100 page
manual, an installation guide, and 1 year
updates. Micro Architect Inc, 96 Dothan St.,

Arlington, MA 02174 (03 1'

LEARN TRS-80®
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK I/O
Your disk system and you can really step out with

REMSOFT's Educational Module, REMDISK-1, a
"short course" revealing the details of DISK I/O
PROGRAMMING using assembly language

Using the same format as our extremely popular
introduction to assembly language programming,
this "ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DISK I/O PROGRAM-
MING" course includes:

• Two 45-minute lessons on audio cassette

• A driver program to make your TRS-80W video
monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor

6 A display program for each lesson to provide
illustration and reinforcement for .what you are
hearing.

•.A booklet of comprehensive, fully-commented
program listings illustrating sequential file I/O,

random-access file I/O, and track and sector I/O

• A diskette with machine-readable source codes
for all programs discussed, in both Radio Shack
EDTASM and Macro formats

• Routines to convert from one assembler format
to the other

This course was developed and recorded by
Joseph E. Willis, for the student with experience
in assembly language programming, it is an inter-
mediate-to advanced-level course Minimum hard-
ware required is a Model I Level II, 16 K RAM one
disk drive system

REMDISK-1 only $29.95
Dealer inquiries invited

REMsoft, INC.
571 E. 185 St.

Euclid, Ohio 44119
(216) 531-1338

Includes $1 50 for shipping and handling.
Ohio residents add 5'/4% sales tax

TRS-80® is a trademark of the Tandy Corp
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• COMPILERS
| ACCEL2: Compiler for TRS-80 Disk BASIC. Compiles •
@ selected subset to Z80 machine code in all four variable types, ®

compact 1K run-time component controls interpreter to stream- ~
H line all other statements and functions. Technique minimises T
@ code expansion without impairing huge speedups for true double 5
© optimisation. Six diagnostic messages, Local/Global options 5
@ increase compatibility with subject programs. Output save to X
q Disk, tapes. Professionals note: No royalties on the derived 5
@ code. It's like having a 100 mhz clock $88.95 X
• ACCEL: Compiler for TRS-80 Level II BASIC. Same huge •
• speedups as ACCEL2 but in INTEGER variable type only Run- •
J time component just 256 bytes, ideal for graphics, games in •
• 16K. Developed in Britain by Southern Software 44.95 •
% TSAVE: Writes compiler output to SYSTEM tape , . .$9.95 §
8 SOFTWARE CPUtm §
• Super STEP: Animated Z80 Programming Models, Disas- •

sembler, Single-step/TRACE modes with intelligent RAM •
Window, 5 user-selectable Windows, single and cumulative 9
instruction times in microseconds, Reference Space, much ®
more. Big booklet, a Z80 Software CPU. 16K Level II TRS-80, ®
TBUG required. No. BL-0 $19.95 ©
Super TLEGS: Relocates TBUG, Super STEP S9.P5 §
EMU 02: Animated 6502 Programming Models, Disassembles ®
to 6502 mnemonics. Single-step/TRACE modes, 6502 coun- •
terpartsto#B, #J, #R, #F and #G commands, fast Cross-inter •
preter, keyboard scan port with p-instructions DB.EB control. ®
paginginvirtualaddressspace, more Big booklet & SYN ERTEK ®
card, a 6502 Software CPU f
16K Level II TRS-80, TBUG required No. BL-1 $24.95 X

COLOR COMPUTER •
COCOBUG: 6809 Debugging monitor for TRS-80 Color Com- o
puter. Examine, modify memory/CPU registers, place break- ©
points, execute single instructions or entire machine language a
programs in real time. Includes 6809 Reference card, runs "in m
4K $19.95 %

MASTERCARD/VISA
Incl. .75 postage, CA add 6%

ALLEN GELDER SOFTWARE
Box 11721 Main Post Office

San Francisco, CA 94101

TRS-80, TBUG tm Radio Shack/Tandy Corp
Software CPU tm Allen Gelder Software
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Teach You
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired of buying book after book on assembly

language programming and still not knowing your
POP from your PUSH?

REMsoft proudly announces a more effi-

cient way, using your own TRS-80® , to learn the

fundamentals of assembly language programming
--at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience.

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80®
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING", will provide you with
the following:

• Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes.

© A driver program to make your TRS-80® video

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor.

• A display program for each lesson to provide

illustration and reinforcement for what you are

hearing.

• A textbook on TRS-80® Assembly Language
Programming.

• Step- by-step dissection of complete and useful

routines to test memory and to gain direct control

over the keyboard, video monitor, and printer.

• How to access and use powerful routines in your
Level II ROM.

This course was developed and recorded by
Joseph E. Willis and is based on the successful
series of courses he has taught at Meta Technologies
Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center, and
other locations in Northern Ohio. The minimum
system required is a Level II, 16K RAM.

ASSEM-1 only $69.95

REMsoft, Inc.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid, Ohio 44119
(216)531-1338

Include $1 .50 for shipping and handling, circle 79
Ohio residents add 5'A% sales tax.

TRS-80® is a trademark of the Tandy Corp.

BOUNCES
A NEWDOS SPECIAL
DD1R80 — Creates program lines

of NEWDOS DIR's, adding them to

itself. Options include — Search,
Re-search, Run, Hardcopy, Dis-

Others. Stores up to

32K/one disk. $23,

play DIR's,

175 DIR's.

w/demo.

CAT — Tic-Tac-Toe with ran-

domly numbered squares. FAST
graphics. Human vs human op-
tion. $12.

FTDEMO80 — Displays the pro-

grams, and the keyboard com-
mands, from the NEWDOS/80
Appendix A examples, WHILE
executing the programs and com-
mands and displaying results.

Cycle through the five file types
with only the enter key. $12.

Disk only. Deduct $3 each for 2nd
and 3rd program ordered.

NEWDOS $45 NEWDOS+ $95

NEWDOS/80 $145
Add 4% for MasterCard/Visa

3827 Dismount
Dallas, TX 75211

(214) 339-0498

intraSQRT machine code becomes
part of YOUR BASIC PROGRAM.

• CLOAD CSAVE LOAD SAVE TAPE or DISK
• NO MACHINE LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED
• NO SYSTEM or MEMORY SIZE hassles
• SORT any type and combination of fields with each

field ascending or descending
® SORT multi-dimension arrays
® VERY FAST and compact
• Complete USERS GUIDE
® Includes full feature mailing list/label program
demonstrating all SORT features

*•• COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY $19.95
(requires Level II or Model III Basic, 16K)

BASIC ARCADE KIT (Level I only)

Hours of action fun for adults and children are pro-
vided by a single ready to run program written entirely in

Level I BASIC. Designed for the novice programmer,
twelve easy to use, fully documented subroutines and
three demo games; TAG, PHASERS, and SKETCH make
up the program. Subroutines provide: three keyboard
commands which alter graphics motion without halting
it; keyed input without disruption of display; two players
with separate skill levels & scoring; obstacle deflection;
random motion; and cassette storage of graphic
displays. Write your own games or just ENJOY!

includes 20 page guide ONL Y $9.95

9[!9JnalSoftware by:
circle 80
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AT LAST!

Mass production prices for high quality software. Buy direct and save 50%. Also

available for CPM and HD0S.

DATA BASE MANAGER Mod I & III $69, $149 (48K). Mod-ll $199
Maintain a data base and produce reports, all without user programming. Define

file parameters and report formats on-line. Key random access, fast multi-key

sort, field arithmetics, audit log, label. No time-consuming overlays. 500 happy
usere in one year Mod-ll and 48K versions have over 50 enhancements, including

40 fields maximum. "IDM-M2 is great!" - 80-US.

A/R Mod-l$69 Mod-ll $149 Mod-Ill $69

Handles invoices, statements, aging, sales analysis, credit checking, forms input,

and order entry. Unlike other accounts receivable programs, ours can be used by
doctors, store managers, etc.

WORD PROCESSOR $49
Centers, justifies, indents, and numbers pages. Mod-I version features

upper/lower case without hardware modification! File merge option available.

MAILING LIST Mod I & III $59, $79 (48K). Mod-ll $99
The best! Compare and be selective. Includes forms input, 5-digit selection code,

zip code extension, sort on any field, and multiple labels. Who else offers a report

writer and merges with word processor?

INVENTORY Mod I & III $89, $109 (48K) Mod-ll $149
Fast key random access. Reports include order info, performance summary, E0Q
and user-specified reports. Many people have converted to our system! "Next to

impossible to damage the file."

GL A/R, A/P. PAYROLL Mod-ll $129 each

Integrated accounting package. 100+ page manual. As opposed to Osborne's slow

binary search and 64 column screen, we use fast ISAM and 80 columns. Dual disk

and TRSD0S required

L216 $59
A cassette package of 10 business programs for Level I1 16 K systems. Includes

word processor and data base manager. Poker game $19.

Most programs are on-line, interactive, random-access, bug-free, documented,
and delivered on disks. Mod-I programs require 32KTRSD0S. We're #1 in business

software— don't let our low price fool you! Ask for our free 20-page catalog if

you're still not convinced. Compiled versions are available.

MICRO ARCHITECT, INC.

96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174



PRESENTS: %

PROBABILITY HANDICAPPING
DEVICE 1 - A BASIC PROGRAM FQi:

HORSE RICE HANDCAPPING!
This incredible program was written by a professional software

consultant to TRW Space Systems .
This is a complex program

carefully human factored for easy use It is a comprehensive

horse racing system for spotting overlays in thoroughbred sprint

races. Your computer will accurately predict the win probability

and odds line for each horse based on your entries from the rac-

ing form. The next day overlaid horses can be spotted on the

track tote board. The user's manual contains a complete explana-

tion of overlay betting plus much more useful information The ap-

pendix contains a detailed tab run of a 100 consecutive race

system workout showing an amazing 50% rrturn ($1 50 return-

ed for each $1.00 flat wager ) Includes many features such as

error correction, bubble sort, line printer output, automatic

keyboard debounce, archiving, etc. The manual may be ordered

separately for perusal for $7.95 and credit

CHALLENGER 1P, 2P, or 4P 8K VERSIONS Now Available!

Phd-1 User's manual and cassette for:

Apple II (16K), TRS-80 Laval II (16K), Challenger (8K) 29.95

TRS-80 or APPLE DISK 34.95

BRAND NEW FROM SDL: WIN AT THE RACES. This thoroughbred

handicapping algorithm is based on a currently popular book on

thoroughbred multiple regression techniques Both sprints and

routes All of the features of PHD-1 plus more This program in-

corporates the best data entry technique we've ever seen

32K TRS-80 or APPLE CASSETTE 34 95

32K TRS-80 or APPLE DISK 39 95

BOOKS:
Winning at tha Races 21.95 + .75 P&H

Baating the Races with a Computer 14.95 + .75P&H

Make checks payable to JOE COMPUTER DEPT U

22713 Ventura Blvd., Suite F, Woodland Hills, CA 91364

[JiflK] CA residents add 6 % sales tax

ywmi PHONE ORDERS: 213-992-0514

•SEND $2 00 TO PLACE YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST

t TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation

BACK ISSUE
AVAILABILITY

The following back

issues of 80-U.S. are

still available:

Jul/Aug 1979
Nov/Dec 1979
Jan/Feb 1980
May/Jun 1980
Nov/Dec 1980
Jan/Feb 1981

Price per copy is

$3.00 Please allow 3

to 4 weeks for delivery

CONVERT YOUR TRS-80 TOO. I INTO ADEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
3tS,Now you can develop, Z-80 based) stand-alone devices such as game

and instruments by using your TRS-80 as a development system.
The DEVELOPMATE plugs into the expansion connector of your TRS-80 (with

or without expansion interface) and adds RROM FROG-RAMMING
and IN-CIRCUIT-EMULATIQH capabilities to your system.

Complete instructions and sample schematics are included to help you design
your awn simple stand-alone microcomputer systems. THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE AS
SIMPLE AS THREE ICs! one TTL circuit for clock and reset, a Z-80, and one
peripheral interface chip. Often devices such as keyboards and LED displays can
simply be connected directly to the peripheral interface chip.

When the In-Circuit-Emulation cable is plugged into the Z-80 socket of your
stand-alone system, the system becomes a part Df your TRS-80! You can use the full

power of your editor/assembler's debug and trace programs to check Dut both the
hardware and the software . Simple test loops can be used to check out the hardware,
then the system program can be run to debug the logic of your stand-alone device.

To give a specific example, suppose you wanted to develop your own
special-purpose pocket calculator. You would first get the LED display and
keyboard working using simple driver routines. You could then gradually add the

desired features and check them out using the calculator keyboard and display.

Program changes at this point are easy because the program is still in th e RAM in

the TRS-80. When the entire calculator works just the way you want it to, you use
the PROM PROGRAMMER to copy the program into a PROM. You then plug that

PROM into your calculator, and plug a Z-80 into the socket that formerly had the

emulation cable in it. You can now carry your calculator with you anywhere!

The DEVELOPMATE is extremely compact! Both the PROM programmer and
the In-Circuit-Emulator are in one small plastic box only 3.2" x 5.4". A line-plug
mounted power supply is included. The FROM PROGRAMMER has
a "personality module" which defines the voltages and connections of the PROM so
that future devices with up to 28 pins can be accomodated, The system comes with a
"universal" personality module which handles 2758,2508(8K), 271 fr, 2516(1610,
2532I32K), as well as the new electrically erasable 2816 and 48016116k EEPROMs).

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE 80, with software, power supply, e

cable, TRS-80 cable, and "universal" personality module, is ONLY $32?
The PROM PROGRAMMER is available separately for ONLY *23?

ORION INSTRUMENTS
172 Otis Ave, Woodside, Cal, 94062

(415) 851-1172
Naster Charge arid Visa phone orders accepted.

California residents please add 6Z sales tax.

lulation
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There are Daisies!. . . And, There are Daisies!. . . But Vista has a Peach!

The Vista V300 is exactly that, a "peach" of a daisy wheel printer both from the standpoint of price

and performance.

Think of it, a printer at nearly half the price (when compared to models even remotely competitive in

quality) combined with the ultimate in reliability, print quality, and flexibility.

Typical Comments: "Superb print quality!", "Highly reliable.", "Definitely letter quality. . . I can't

believe the price tag.", "Best use I've seen yet of LSI Technology."
But judge for yourself — look at the V300 features and keep in mind this is a letter quality printer at

dot matrix prices.
• Tractor option available

• Print Speed — 25 CPS (Optional 45 CPS for $2,195)
• Print Wheel — Industry standard 96-character Daisy Wheel
(including the extended-fife dual plastic wheels)
• Service — Prompt maintenance/service agreements avail-

able nationwide
• Interlace — Industry standard parallel (RS232-C optional)
• Printable Columns — 136
• Warranty — 90 days parts and labor, one year parts only
• Proportional, bi-directional printing • Programmable VFU
• Extensive self-test functions • Hardware and software

compatible

Vista does it again! Quality, Price and Perfor-

mance with a peach of a daisy wheel printer.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
For Further Information

Call Toll Free (800) 854-8017

AND, Vista Has a Complete V100 Word Pro-

cessing System lor Only $4995!
*

The Vista V100 is a complete word process-
ing system that includes:

Exidy Sorcerer

Computer, 48K
V200E20 Disc Drive

System, Double
Density

Sanyo Data Display

Monitor

Vista V300 Printer

Full Character Daisy

Wheel
Wordstar CPM 1.4

(Includes E Basic)

Can also be used for

Data Processing

The Vista Computer Company 1401 Borchard Street • Santa Ana. California 92705 • 714/953-0523



with the ES/F Mass
THESE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES!

MEET
THE WAFER

M
I I -^^^^^^B^M

A Actual Size Actual Thickness

CASSETTE ES/F MINI DISK

SPEED 56
(Seconds to

toad "Blackjack'*)

6
(5' wafer)

6&

CAPACITY 38
(thousands (C-20)

of bytes)

64
(75' wafer)

59
(TRSDOS)

RELIABILITY NO
(Designed for

digital data?)

YES YES

SYSTEM COST $60
(First unit

phis interface)

$250 $800

MEDIA COST $3.10
(in quantities cassette

of ten)

$3.00
wafer

$3,20
disk

Let's face it Cassette players were not
designed to store digital data and pro-

grams. That's why we designed a digital

storage system using a continuous tape
loop: the Exatron Stringy /Floppy
(ES/F) and the Wafer. There's no ex-

pensive interface to buy—the ES/F
comes ready to pump up your TRS-80.*

Once your TRS-80* is pumped up by
our ES/F , . . you won't want to deflate

it. We're so sure, that we offer an
unconditional 30-day money-back
guarantee and a one-year limited war-
ranty. Over 2,000 TRS-80* owners have
met the wafer . . . why don't you?i


